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Abstract

H. Bougdah:

The Design of Lighting Installations for Obstructed Interiors

Most lighting design methods assume that the space between the working plane
and the plane of luminaires is always empty. The presence of furniture and equipment
however affects light distribution and may influence the final illuminance pattern in an
interior.

The review of published work into lighting of obstructed interiors shows that
existing research has mainly been concerned with development of illuminance
simulation methods, and theoretical approaches, in examining the effect of
obstructions on interior lighting conditions. Little guidance is available to provide
designers with means of assessing effects of obstructions and ways of taking
informed decisions to overcome them.

This investigation is concentrated into two major areas which result in a

proposed design method to take account of the likely effects of obstructions in spaces
where the precise nature of the room contents is not known.

The first part of the design process is based on the "obstructed SHR" concept
which takes as its basis three "standard obstruction" configurations which are
representative of furniture layouts within a range of commercial interiors. A computer
based technique is then used to calculate a modified spacing to height ratio to maintain
illuminance uniformity over the task area of the standard obstruction configurations.
Various methods of representing uniformity of illuminance within the SHR
calculations are put forward and their effects on these calculations are investigated.

The second part of the proposed process covers the prediction of reduction in
working plane illuminance in obstructed interiors using computer programs to simulate
illuminance conditions within a range of interiors both with and without standard
obstructions. The contribution to working plane light loss of the various installation
parameters, which include luminaire type; obstruction density, obstruction height,
mounting height, and room and obstruction reflectances is assessed. The results of
these calculations enable the average light loss over the horizontal working plane to be

estimated in a form that can readily be used in the lumen design process. Examples of
the use of the proposed design method are given.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

General lighting installations in interiors are usually designed on the basis of an

installed average iluminance which when weighted against the floor area and the

lumen output of the type of luminaire used gives the number of luminaires needed.

These luminaires are then arranged in a layout which has to satisfy some pre-defined

requirements of spacing of luminaires. These requirements which aim to ensure a

minimum level of illuminance are based on the assumption that interiors are empty.

When using such a method to design general interior lighting installations it is

assumed that the space between the plane of luminaires and the working plane is

empty of objects which might influence the pattern of light distribution in a space.

Building interiors however, when in use contain objects, furniture items and human

occupants which project above the working plane and cast shadows which may have

an influence on the illuminance conditions over the task.

Existing routine design methods make no specific provision for assessing the

effects of room contents, despite the consensus of opinion among researchers,

designers and users, that obstruction influences the distribution of light within an

interior and consequently causes reductions in both quality and quantity of lighting

throughout the space. Introducing obstructions into a space can affect the lighting

conditions in two ways. The pattern of illuminance distribution in an obstructed

interior will vary from that of an empty one due to the formation of shadow areas

around the obstructions (see Figure 1.1). Furthermore, due to the presence of

obstructions the level of illuminance over the working plane will drop by some amount

according to the number of obstructions, their sizes and positions. The likely effects of

obstructions are acknowledged in such documents as the CIBSE TM5 (1) and the

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America Handbook (2)• Although they

recognised that obstruction may cause problems, they simply suggest to reduce the

spacing of luminaires than that appropriate for empty spaces in order to overcome the
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variation in uniformity of illuminance. Any attempt to modify an installation to counter

the effect of obstruction is left to the designer's discretion. Neither document provide

any guidance as to the quality of visual conditions likely to be achieved by taking such

design decisions.

At present there is little available design guidance relating to the lighting of

obstructed interiors as well as the lighting conditions achieved in such spaces when the

design methods developed for empty space are used. The design data relating to the

lighting of obstructed interiors is made even more scarce by the lack of published

research work dealing with this problem.

Research work into the lighting of obstructed interiors has been going on for

several years at Liverpool University. A previous researcher (3) developed a concept

by which the spacing of luminaires in an interior containing objects can be calculated.

In order to make the concept generally applicable to design solutions, the author

defined two configurations of work stations which could be used in offices and

referred to them as standard obstructions. The work presented in this thesis has

refined and developed this concept to a point where it may be used by practitioners. It

specifically set out to address the problem of obstruction effect in terms of variation In

illuminance (Jrd thQ reduction in working plane iluminance due to the presence

of obstructions projecting above the working plane in office interiors.

The lack of 'official' design guidance relating to the effects of obstruction is

coupled with the lack of design tools which enable the assessment of that effect.

Clearly there is a need for a reappraisal of conventional design methods and

development of new design tools and techniques which enable designers to take

informed decisions on the design solutions for obstructed interiors and provide them

with information on the lighting conditions achieved.This need is further justified by

the present tendencies in the design of commercial interiors which dictate that density

of obstruction in modern offices has increased in recent years due to the widespread

use of partitions and Information Technology equipment to enhance the working

environment.

The basis of the present work was laid down in the previous stage of the

research work which was completed in 1986 (3) Then the author put forward an

obstructed spacing to height ratio concept (SHROBS) which dealt with the spacing of

luminaires in obstructed interiors, and a computer based method for analysis of
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illuminance conditions in obstructed interiors. Survey work carried out in the course

of the previous stage suggested the existence of tentative relationships between

characteristics of the space and its contents and the light loss.

Concepts and tools developed by the previous researcher were used as the basis

of the present work. Some of the concepts however were redefined as in the case of

standard obstruction configurations. Conceptual and practical deficiencies were also

identified in some of the original computer programs used in undertaldng the various

calculations. These deficiencies were removed. In the second part of the work the

representation of uniformity of iluminance in obstructed interiors was examined.

Finally, the tentative relationships between space characteristics and light loss had to

be investigated in order to be able to fully understand and define such relationships. A

design method based on the 'lumen method', to which modifications were to be added

in order to assess the variation of illuminance distribution and the drop of average

illuminance, was to be put forward.

The thesis is divided into six chapters which cover three main subject areas, and

a conclusion section. The first area is contained in two chapters, Two and Three,

which reviews the work on obstructions in interior lighting and provides a context for

the work. The second area covers two chapters; Four and Five, and looks at the

redefinition of what constitutes a standard obstruction and its implications on the

obstructed SHR concept. It also investigates the various ways of representing

uniformity of illuminance. The third section, also made up of two chapters; Six and

Seven, investigates the nature of the tentative relationships mentioned earlier, using a

computer analysis program and develops a modified lumen design method for

obstructed interiors.

Chapter Two reviews the various aspects of published work on the lighting of

obstructed interiors. Chapter Three on the other hand deals exclusively with the review

of the work on lighting of obstructed interiors at the University of Liverpool. A critical

review of such work was needed since it forms the basis of the present work. This

critique had pointed out to the deficiencies contained in the previous work and

identified the areas were more work was needed.

Chapter Four is devoted to the discussion of the obstructed SHR concept. The

work put a great deal of emphasis on the redefinition of what constitutes standard

obstruction configurations. This was felt important since the standard obstruction put
(3)

forward by McEwan did not reflect the large range of office equipment and furniture
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arrangements used in modem offices. This work involved the survey of office

furniture manufacturers data and the redefinition of the notions of working plane area

and the size of the calculation points grid necessary to calculate SI-IR. Chapter Five

examines the various methods of representing the uniformity of illuminance. These

were incorporated into the obstructed SHR calculation. the results showed that using

the same uniformity ratio for obstructed spaces as that of empty spaces as a design

criterion may not be suitable.

In Chapter Six the effect of the physical and photometric properties of the space

and its contents on the light loss is investigated. Before the analysis program was

used, a statistical validation of the computed results obtained using this program was

performed. Using this analysis program, a range of empty and obstructed interiors

containing different combinations of obstruction configuration, height and reflectance

are simulated when lit by six types of installations. Only one design parameter was

isolated at any time while the rest were kept unchanged. Chapter Seven first put

forward a concept of obstruction loss which is based on the results obtained in the

previous chapter. This concept was then incorporated together with the improved

obstructed SHR in a modified version of the lumen design method in which

allowances were made for obstruction effects in terms of spacing of luminaires and

light losses. The method is explained through some design examples.

Finally in the last chapter a general discussion of the work is presented and

some conclusions are drawn. General recommendations for future work are put

forward.
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Chapter 2

Obstruction in interior lighting -

A review of past work

2.1	 Introduction

The majority of conventional interior lighting design methods do not make

allowances for the presence of visual obstructions in interiors. When a general

lighting scheme is designed, it is assumed that the space between the plane of

luminaires and the working plane is empty. In practice however, it is hardly the case.

Most, if not all working building interiors contain objects such as furniture, office

equipment or partitions, which project above the working plane and affect the lighting

conditions for which the designer assumes an empty space. This situation is not born

out of ignorance of what is happening in practice but rather lack or nonexistence of

design methods which account for the influence of obstructions.

Only in a minority of building types, does the lighting design process

acknowledges the effect of interior obstruction. The CIBSE Guide for lighting of

industrial environments, for example, suggests that the spacing of luminaires when

installed should be reduced by a third of that specified by the manufacturers (1)• The

CIBSE Lighting Guide for libraries recommends the siting of luminaires relative to

obstructions such as book stacks and the use of local lighting to offset any

deficiencies in the illuminance provided by the general lighting system (2)

Despite the fact that some contents may influence the distribution of light within

the space, causing local reductions in working plane illuminance and areas of shadow,

the majority of available routines for design of general lighting do not make any

specific allowance for light loss and shadow casting. The increasingly popular use of

widespread distribution luminaires in general lighting schemes has contributed to the

worsening of the situation. Their larger spacing to mounting height ratios mean that
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direct light reaches the task at larger angles to the vertical and with a much sharper cut-

off than from conventional luminaires and means that parts of the working plane near

the edge of the area are at risk from shadows (3)

Research work into aspects of the problem of obstruction loss and shadow in

lighting design have been undertaken by a number of workers. Work in this area at

the University of Liverpool is described in Chapter 3. This chapter reviews some of

the work done in this field and discusses the various approaches used in the treatment

of obstructions in interior lighting design. The review does not necessarily follow a

chronological pattern, but the various approaches were classified according to their

generic type.

2.2 Manual methods

These methods, regardless of the problem they address, are usually simple and

do not cover detailed aspects of the light distribution and the formation of shadow

patterns. In the present section three methods are described.

2.2.1 Shadow studies

In his work on the study of shadow Norden (4,5) classified shadows as either

'revealing' or 'distracting'.The former was defmed as being the design requirement

by which spatial and directional properties of light are clarified and which is now

quantified by the concept of vector/scalar ratio. The latter was an objectionable

phenomena which obscures details when cast on objects. Using a concept of 'shadow

factor', Norden put forward a method of quantifying shadow intensity. The shadow

factor was defined as:

E E-E

	

S E
	 E
	 (2.1)

where	 S	 = shadow factor

E5 = shadowed illuminance
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E	 = unshaded illuminance

Er = residue illuminance

For a range of visual tasks Norden suggested some experimentally derived

values for both revealing and distracting shadows.

Norden incorporated the shadow factor calculation into the lumen method.

After deciding on the upper and lower limits for the shadow factor for the visual task

in question, the maximum and minimum values of shadowed iluminance from the

proposed lighting equipment were then calculated and the two resulting shadow

factors were determined using the formula above. These two factors were then

compared with their respective upper and lower limits. If the required limits were

exceeded the layout was modified until agreement was achieved.

This method failed to gain general acceptability because neither tables of

recommended range of shadow factors for a range of practical tasks nor diagrams of

standard shadowed illuminance were produced by luminaire manufacturers for

luminaires at a range of mounting heights and spacings which the procedure

anticipated. Even if this data were available, the method would still have been of

limited practical application since it took no account of a visual obstruction projecting

above the working plane.

2.2.2 Modified lumen method

The lumen design methods for artificial lighting have as their aim the provision

of some average uniform iluminance over the task, usually on a horizontal working

plane and are intended for empty spaces. Spencer (6) extended this method to take

account of irregularities and furniture below the notional working plane in the

calculation of utiisation factors. In order to satisfy the assumptions of the lumen

method, the actual room was replaced with a fictitious one with smooth surfaces for

which the equivalent reflectance was calculated. This was then combined with the

equivalent reflectance of the actual room. The utilisation factor which was initially

calculated on the basis of the floor illuminance of the empty fictitious room was

corrected to account for the modified surface reflections. The results of this work

showed that in some cases the reduction in utilisation factor ranged from negligible to
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about 30 %.

The main shortcomings of this method were that it dealt only with reduction in

indirect illuminance and was unable to consider obstructions projecting above the

working plane. These have left the likelihood of shadow patterns and direct

illuminance reduction not investigated.

The Zonal cavity method for calculating illuminance in empty rooms (7,8) which

is the American version of the lumen method was extended by Baliman and Levin (9)

to partitioned spaces containing cubicles with low partitions. The method may be used

to calculate iluminance at a point or average illuminance in a cubicle. In either case, it

assessed both direct and inter-reflected components separately and then added them

to obtain the final illuminance.

When the average direct illuminance as assessed, two steps were involved.

First the average illuminance on a plane on the top of the partitions is calculated. In

this case the top zone is treated as a cavity initially with a floor reflectance of zero, the

coefficient of utilisation is subsequently corrected to take account of the difference

between actual and assumed floor reflectance of 20%. In the second stage the cubicle

is then treated as a room with a room cavity ratio, wall and floor reflectance and n

effective ceiling reflectance of the top zone as seen from the top of the cubicle. These

parameters give a corresponding transfer coefficient which when multiplied by the

illuminance found in the first step gives the average direct ill uminance for the cubicle.

Similarly, the average inter-reflected illuminance is calculated over two stages.

First the top zone is treated as a room with wail and ceiling reflectance and a floor

reflectance which is an area weighted reflectance of the various cubicles across the

plane. If this value is different from 20 % a correction factor is applied, and the

average illuminance at the top of the zone is calculated. Considering surface reflectance

is zero the average illuminance is calculated once again at the top zone. By subtracting

this value from the previous one the difference in illuminance, on the plane at the top

of the partitions, between black and reflective surfaces Ed is found. When the transfer

coefficients of the cubicle are found from tabulated data and multiplied by E the

average inter-reflected component was found.

The direct illuminance at a point is calculated by determining the number of

luminaires (or section of luminaires) seen by the point using a graphical method, then
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the inverse square law is used to calculate the direct illuminance at the point

considered.

The inter-reflected component was calculated using some room and wall

coefficients obtained from tabulated data. These coefficients are referred to as Room

Position Multiplier (RPM) and Wall Exitance Coefficient (WEC) (9) The expression

giving the inter-reflected component is:

E= (WEC ( 1 - RPM ) +RPM) Ed	 (Z2)

Where Ed is the difference in iluminance on the plane at the top of the partitions

between black and reflective surfaces referred to earlier.

2.3 Empirical methods

A further way of studying the problem of lighting in obstructed interiors used

empirical approaches based on survey work of actual conditions. The work described

in this section is of limited application as it addresses some particular cases.

2.3.1 Briggs's studies

Based on the results of a survey	 , Briggs put forward an empirical method

to calculate illuminance on the working plane in open plane offices partitioned into

cubicles (b0)• The experimental work was undertaken in a test room for which the

various parameters were adjusted in order to give a large variety of cubicle

configurations. Five parameters were manipulated, these were; luminaire type,

position of luminaire with respect to the cubicle, size of the cubicle, height and

reflectance of partitions. As a result 20 different configurations were obtained. For

each case the iluminance was measured at both the top of partition plane and the

working plane. A relationship between the empty case illuminance (top of partition
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plane) and the obstructed illuminance (working plane) was expressed as a transfer

matrix.

The designer using the data calculates the average illuminance at the top of

partition plane using a point by point calculation and this value is multiplied by the

appropriate transfer matrix to generate values for the working plane. Briggs also

showed that the calculated illuminance values using his method compared favourably

with measured ones when the luminaires were positioned above the centres of

cubicles. On the other hand a poor agreement was obtained for luminaires sited so as

to straddle the partitions.

This method could probably be used to give rough estimations for the

illuminance variations. It is not suitable as a general design tool as it is only applicable

to unique combinations of layout, luminaire type and partition size.

2.3.2 Kajima eta!

The authors carried out a number of surveys in office buildings in order to

examine the lighting environment and to compare it to the subjective assessment of the

users (11)• The part of the work which was of interest to this review was the

measurement of working plane illuminance in offices before and after the installation

of furniture.

Measurement were carried out in three offices on the same floor of a high rise

city centre building for which the area of external wall occupied by windows was 63

%. The measurement took place at different times of the day with blinds both open

and shut.

The results obtained with blinds shut (exclusion of day light) showed a

difference in average working plane illuminance of 20% between the empty and

obstructed cases. This work also referred to earlier survey work conducted by

Yasutomi et a! for which the results showed an average illuminance drop of 10 % . In

both cases, there was no indication to the density of furniture in the offices surveyed

which makes the interpretation of the results difficult. Nonetheless, this survey work

showed that obstructions have a considerable effect in reducing working plane

illuminance.
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2.4 Computer methods

The computer methods used in the analysis of lighting conditions in interiors

are mainly of three types. These are Finite Element methods, Fourier Series analysis

and Monte Carlo methods. The following sections describe some of the techniques

developed using these methods.

2.4.1 Finite Element methods

Unlike the manual methods mainly based on the lumen design methods which

use only three elements; ceiling, walls and working plane in the representation of the

photometric performance of a system, finite element methods use a set of discreet,

non-overlapping areas of elements for the representation of each surface. The

photometric behaviour of each element is analysed and the contribution of all elements

is um med and the resulting set of simultaneous equations is solved by matrix

methods.

The calculation of the illuminance points in a plane requires the luminance

distribution of interior surfaces which is due to the initial flux output of the luminaire

and the inter-reflected flux received from all surfaces. Each surface element in the

room has an emittance which is given by the general finite element equation:

MM+PM. F	 (i=1...n)	 (2.3)
01	

'j=l	 J 31

where	 M = fmal emittance of element i

M0 = initial emittance of element i

P1	= diffuse reflectance of element i

= radiant exchange form factor between element i andj

The form factor was defmed (12) as the proportion of flux leaving element i that

is received by element j as:
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cos 0 . cos 0.

	

F - -- $ J 	dA dA	 (2.4)
2	 j	 j

	

iA1 A	 icr

where A1 and A are the areas of the two surfaces assumed to be uniform diffusers, r

is the distance between the two surface elements dA and dA and O, 
O 

are the

angles between the line joining the two surface elements and the normals to the

respective surfaces (see Fig. 2.1).

For each of the n elements considered equation 2.3 is created and the resulting

set of equations is solved using a matrix inversion technique, then the horizontal

illuminance at a point P may be calculated from:

E= t M .C. 	 (2.5)

where C1 =	 radiative exchange configuration factor relating the zone ito

the point P on the horizontal plane.

When introducing obstructions into a space the inter-reflection calculation

process is affected since the number of elements to be considered is increased by the

number of obstructions. These obstructions will also affect the radiant exchange factor

between room surfaces since they reduce the ability of elements to 'see' others. This

effect is described by the view factor which is equal to unity if the centres of the two

elements considered see each other and zero otherwise. Introducing the view factor

concept changes the finite element equation for radiant exchange (Eq. 2.3) into:

M =M+ PMJ C 1 V	 (1=1 ......n)	 (2.6)

where	 is the view factor between elements i andj.
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The assessment of the view factor is based on testing the line of sight between

the two elements considered for a blocking by a third plane. The evaluation of the

form factor is of a major importance to the inter-reflection process. Several methods

of evaluating the form factor were put forward by research workers 
(13,14,15) The

most commonly used method is the well known unit hemisphere method the

implementation of which is explained in detail by Toups

The Finite Element method for analysis has been used by several workers as a

means to study the effect of obstruction in interiors. This section describes some of

these examples.

2.4.1.1 Egger's work

Egger developed a Finite Element method based microcomputer program to

investigate the effect of obstructions on illuminance distribution on room surfaces

including the working plane (16) One of the major objectives of the program was that

the calculation was not to be limited to rectangular obstructions, nor be unable to deal

with non-orthogonal positions of obstructions with respect to the room surfaces. The

method was based on the assumption of uniform diffusing room and obstruction

surfaces. This assumption reduced both the number of element considered in the inter-

reflection process and the level of accuracy.

When direct iluminance was calculated, luminaires were subdivided into

smaller light sources and the line of sight between the calculation point and the

"source" was checked for any obstructing planes.

Computation of the flux transfer between room surfaces was performed using

form factors and configuration factors methods. These methods were based on a

geometrical interpretation of the Phillips and Prokhovnik equation (12)• Using a

hemisphere of unit radius constructed over a point on the receiving plane (Figure 2.2),

the locus of the points of intersection of the hemisphere and the line joining the point

A with the emitting surface perimeter B, is projected onto the base of the hemisphere

to give an area C which is the "silhouette" of area B. The configuration factor from

area B to point A is the ratio of the silhouette C divided by the area of the hemisphere

base. By extending this concept to every point on the receiving surface, thus
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Figure 2.1: The relationship between two surfaces in the calculation
of the form factor.

View of A from B
Side elevation

Figure 2.2: The Unit-hemisphere method.
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performing a numerical integration over this surface the form factor between the

two surfaces is assessed. In the same way form factors between other surfaces are

estimated.

The silhouette method is also used in checking on the blocking effect of

obstructions. The silhouette of the emitting surface is calculated and all the remaining

surfaces, which are potential receivers, are checked to determine if their silhouettes

intersect that of the emitting surface. If that is the case the obstructed area sithouette is

eliminated and a new form factor is estimated using the same process described

above.

This analysis method was shown to compare favourably with other methods

based on the mathematical integration of the form factor expression given in equation

2.4 earlier.

2.4.1.2 Jensen and Lewin method

This method was developed on a Finite Element basis to work out the

percentage of flux blocked between each two elements due to obstructions using the

concept of shadow factor for partially obstructed elements (17)

After an unspecified number of checks for obstruction between elements a

decision on the calculation of flux exchange is taken. If the elements considered see

each other the standard form factor calculation is performed. If there is a total

obstruction there is no flux exchange. In partially obstructed elements the method is

innovative in its treatment of the flux exchange. Both elements considered are split

into sub-elements tested to determine the number that are prevented from exchanging

flux. Assuming that all surfaces are uniformly diffuse the quantity of flux exchange

between partially obstructed elements is proportional to the number of sub-elements

that are unobstructed. 	 -

2.4.1.3 Numan and Moore

Numan and Moore developed a method to assess the flux exchange in

obstructed spaces based on the Finite Element method (14) Partially obstructed

surfaces were considered to be composed of zones without obstructions, separated by

dummy planes projecting from the edge of the obstruction, which have full view of all

surfaces of the zone they separate. These dummy planes were considered as
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transparent windows through which radiation travels from one surface to an other.

The method uses the form factor concept between fully viewed surfaces in order to

approximate the form factor between partially obstructed surfaces. The radiation

travelling between surfaces of neighbouring zones is first received at a dummy plane

and then distributed to the surfaces of neighbouring zones. The radiant energy

received on each surface is determined by the form factor. If the dummy plane is

assumed to be a secondary diffuse source, the fractions of the radiant energy received

on each of the surfaces, through the dummy plane, can be determined by the form

factor between the dummy plane and the surfaces under consideration.

2.4.2 Fourier Series Analysis methods

In the finite element methods for flux transfer, the calculation time is critically

dependent on the number of elements considered. When obstructions block direct

light exchange and the surface luminance is rapidly varying, the required number of

elements is increased in order to achieve accuracy. This leads to the calculation time

being computationally infeasible.

In his study of flux exchange DiLaura (15) used a Fourier Series Analysis

technique. Each obstruction side was represented by two surfaces parallel to the

exchange surface giving twelve surfaces as shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4. Using a co-

ordinate system to position the various surfaces, The flux transfer equation may be

written as:

XjZj

M 1 (x 1 ,z1) = M01(x1 .;) + P(x)	 11Mj	 C(x,X,z1) V(Xj.z j.XyZ j)dXdZj .....(2.7)

where M1(x,z)	 = fmal emittance at location (x,z)

M0j(xj,z)
	

= initial emittance at location (x1,z)

P(x,z)	 = diffuse reflectance at location (x,z1)
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Figure 2.3: Representation on intervening surface perpendicular to the exchange
surface pair by means of multiple intervening surfaces that are parallel to the
exchange pair.

Figure 2.4: Representation of intervening surface perpendicular to exchange pair
by means of multiple intervening surfaces that are parallel to the exchange pair.
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M(xz)	 = the emittance at location (XjZj)

view factor for surface pair (i,j) evaluated at

locations (x,z) and (Xj,Zj)

= radiative exchange form factor for the surface pair

(i,j) evaluated at locations (xi,zj) and (xj,zj).

DiLaura developed a complex set of representations of eniittance function,

radiative exchange factors and view functions. These representations were used to

derive Fourier Series coefficients which were satisfied by the Fourier Coefficients of

final emittance. The newly derived coefficients were substituted in Equation 2.7 and a

system of linear equations for the unknown emittance function coefficients was

obtained.

The work is a comprehensive theoretical Ireatment of the problem but there is

little evidence of implementation. DiLaura's approach to the problem of flux transfer

has admitted serious limitations when representing the flux exchange between

perpendicular surfaces by a series of parallel ones.

2.4.3 Monte Carlo methods

The early development and application of the Monte Carlo method was mainly

in the field of physics for computing flux transfer (19), particularly in applications

where direct solution of analytical equations is very difficult (). A number of

workers used the method in lighting calculations (20,21,22)

The method is based on iracing the actual path of a particle of light from its

source to its eventual absorption at a surface. At each change of direction of the

particle which could be caused either by reflection or by transmission, the new

direction is calculated.

Using the Monte Carlo method, Tregenza () developed some techniques for

its application in interior lighting calculations. The simulation of the light particle path

described above is repeated many times since accuracy is proportional to the square

root of the number of particles traced. The illuminance of an area of a surface is taken

to be proportional to the total number of times a surface intercepts a particle path.

Using a scaled random numbers assignment to the direction of a particle emitted
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from the source, the intercepting surface is then determined. The same method is

again used to determine whether the particle is absorbed or reflected. If it is absorbed

the sequence begins again with further emission from the luminaire, otherwise the

new direction of the particle is assigned with random numbers. The source could

alternatively be modelled using a weighted particle values method. Each particle is

assigned a weighting proportional to the luminous intensity in the direction of travel.

The source is then assumed to emit particles evenly over equi-angular steps. When the

particle strikes a surface, its weighting value is added to the total for that surface

instead of the number of impacts at each surface being simply counted. Using a

rectangular system of co-ordinates all surfaces including the room and obstruction

surfaces, and the light sources were defined with respect to an arbitrary origin.

Using a probability distribution to represent the intensity distribution of the

source, Stanger developed a computer program to analyse the inter-reflected

component for a room lit by point sources near the ceiling (21)• The method used

similar techniques as in the Tregenza's work () described earlier. It was claimed that

this method can model arbitrarily shaped surfaces by determining the intersections of

the surface considered with the path of the travelling particles.

The illumination distribution of a room with low partitions was simulated by

Kajiyama and Kodaira using Monte Carlo techniques (22)• The probability density

function including uniform random numbers was used in the modelling of the

characteristics of emission and reflection of particles.

The computed results were shown to compare favourably with measured

values. The computation time was enormously long, in the order of 18 CPU hours for

a small office 6.9 m by 4.75 m by 2.88 m containing four cubicles and four light

fixtures.

2.4.4 Unit Distance Illuminance Plane

In a study of the illuminance in an obstructed space, Bracket eta! () developed

a computer program for calculation of a point-by-point illuminance matrix. The

calculation method dealt with orthogonal geometry of rooms and obstructions having

uniform diffusing surfaces and assuming that each luminaire is composed of point

sources each of them having the same intensity distribution as the actual luniinaire.
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Figure 2.5: Explosion of a piece of furniture into six panels.
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In this technique the illuminance is calculated at points on a plane one unit

distance from the source in each of the six perpendicular directions before

obstructions are considered. The points are displaced roughly 100 from each other in

order to reduce interpolation of intensity distribution. The direct illuminance at a point

on the plane is assessed by interpolating amongst the Unit Distance Illuniinance Plane

illuminances.

Each obstruction is exploded into six surfaces (see Figure 2.5) and a test is

carried out to determine which of the surfaces is likely to obstruct a given ray of light.

The checking of obstruction blocking is performed using a directional cosine

technique '(24,25)• The direct illuminance is calculated for room and obstruction

surfaces which are not blocked using the method described above.

The final room surface emittance is foun1 using the basic flux transfer equation

(eq.2.3) for which N solutions of N simultaneous flux transfer equations for N

unknowns is sought using an iteration method. The effective reflectance of the task

plane is determined using a modified version of the O'Brien formula (). Form

factors between surfaces are calculated assuming an empty space. Then the form

factors where an obstruction is present are modified as follows:

(1-Z)

	

F.. =F..	
a	

(2.8)
ijill	 lip	 Z

b

where	 Za = sum of the form factors unaffected by obstruction

Zb = sum of form factors affected by obstruction

Fijm = modified form factor

F, = form factor ignoring obstruction

Once the final surface emittance has been determined, the effect of obstruction

on the indirect iluminance on the task plane is assessed. The calculation is performed
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by creating a hemisphere of 48 sections around the point of interest and tracing a ray

through the centre of each section to determine the luminance of wall, ceiling or

obstruction intercepted by the ray. The final indirect component at the point is

calculated using the 48 luminance values.

2.5 Computer graphics in visualisation

What separates the illuminating engineer from the lighting designer is the way

they evaluate a lighting environment. The former relies on quantitative aspects, such

as illuminance level, to make decisions. The latter however, is guided by experience

and aesthetic sense to illuminate environments. His evaluation more often depends on

visual qualities more than numerical quantities. The recent developments in

visualisation has combined calculations with computer graphics producing a

simulation that predicts quantity and displays quality (27)• In this section a review of

the work in this field is presented.

2.5.1 Ray-tracing techniques

Ray-tracing is a technique for computing luminance by back tracing light from

the point of measurement to the source. Each ray of light is taken as a luminance value

resulting either directly from an emitting source or indirectly from a reflecting surface.

Based on this method, Ward and Rubinstein (28) developed a particular

application for computed luminance called synthetic imaging, which is a two-

dimensional map of calculated luminance values. Calculation of luminance and hence

illuminance involves an intersection test for each surface in the path of the ray to be

traced. The testing method used in this technique is that of the Octree sorting method

developed by Glassner(). In order to compute direct illuminance, the location and

size of the light source is used in the ray-tracing. If the surface considered is

unblocked the calculation becomes a straightforward one. In the case of total

obstruction the illuminance is zero and the surface is in the shadow. When the surface

is partially blocked, a Monte Carlo method is used to determine the direct illuminance

value.

The computation of indirect illuminance is performed by sampling rerarliated

luminance values over a hemisphere defined by the surface element position and
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normal direction. Both diffuse and specular components are dealt with.

These calculation methods were incorporated into the Radiance computer

program. Images of the scenes modelled were obtained on display screens using the

computed luminances. The results are impressive in terms of quality of representation

but the computation time required to produce them was enormous. For instance

modelling a simple office scene lit by four fluorescent tubes, with a desk, a chair and

few items on the desk top took 20 CPU hours to produce an image of high resolution.

This technique could be a useful lighting design tool, particularly if the computation

time is cut down to make it more cost effective.

The same techniques were incorporated into a computer program which is

capable of modelling any scene either internal or external, artificially lit or day lit (27)•

The program calculates luminance, illuminance and other information, then a picture

of the scene based on computed information is produced and displayed on a visual

display unit.

The images produced were very high quality but too time consuming. The

author claims the results compare favourably with other lighting simulations and scale

model measurements.

2.5.2 Applicability of computer generated pictures to lighting design

DiLaura et al (29) developed a method to test the validity of computed images

against images produced using measured illuminance values. This method was

applied to four identical test rooms lit by different lighting systems. After luminance

measurements, photographs were taken in the test rooms and luminance calculations

were performed using the photometric and physical properties of luminaires and room

surfaces. The method used in the computation was a Fourier- like transform method

developed by Mistrick and DiLaura (30)• Images were generated from calculated

luminance which were then compared to the real environments and their photographs.

An assessment of computed images was then performed to determine the ones which

failed to be sufficiently similar to the real environments and their photographs.

A study of the difference between the photometric characteristics of computed

images and those of the real environments lead to the development of a metric which

predicts signfficant changes in the response to the computed images from that of the
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real environment. For each of the cases studied, the results showed differences

between computed images and those produced using measured luminances.The

luminance ratios or quantities derived from them did not map those judged

differences. The spatial shift is defined as the distance between a point of a grid on a

room surface with measured luminance and a position nearest this point having a

matching calculated luminance. The spatial shift was found to map the judged

differences. This metric could be useful for evaluating computational methods leading

to computed images. If, for instance, small changes in the calculation method generate

large mean deviations of the spatial shift, then the method is not sufficiently robust to

generate computed images.

2.6 Discussion

It appears from the literature reviewed that there is a consensus of opinion that

the effect of light loss caused by obstructions is a problem in the design of interior

artificial lighting. The majority of the published work on the lighting of obstructed

interiors is concerned with the development of analysis approaches to the problem.

These approaches lead to the development of calculation methods to enable designers

to investigate lighting conditions in a quantitative and / or qualitative way for particular

configurations of room geometry, room contents and lighting systems. The various

methods described in this review range from empirical techniques to manual

calculation ones to more complicated computer modeffing techniques which in some

cases include sophisticated synthetic imaging techniques.

The empirical studies carried Out by research workers, although they were

based on actual environments and measured date, were too specific to be of general

practical use. Nonetheless they remain one of the few published sources of

quantitative data on obstructed spaces. If empirical methods are developed on the

basis of representative non-specific data they certainly would be useful in the design

of lighting for obstructed spaces.

The manual methods ttmpt to provide quick approximate solutions to the

problem of obstructions in interior lighting. The shadow factor calculation of Norden

failed to gain general acceptability since it did not take into account the visual

obstruction projecting above the working plane. The modified Lumen method of

Spencer dealt only with the reduction in the indirect component of the utilisation
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factors. The zonal cavity method of Ballman and Levin is an improvement in that it

enabled the direct component to be considered but its reliance on tabulated data makes

it difficult to incorporate in any computer calculation. As an approximate initial

calculation, it could be useful for designers.

The computer-aided analysis methods are of three types, namely, Finite

Element, Fourier Series and Monte Carlo methods. These methods range from the

wholly theoretical treatment of the problem to computer packages. The main

consideration in these approaches is the balance between accuracy and realism. While

the former is a function of the calculation method for the distribution of direct and

indirect illuminance, the latter is related to the way of representing physical and

photometric characteristics of the room and obstruction surfaces, and the size and light

distribution of luminaires.

A comparison of the Finite Element calculation techniques reveals differences in

the methods of surface description and indirect illuminance calculation, but broad

similarities in the method of calculation of direct illuminance and of checking for

obstruction effect. All the methods assume that room and obstruction surfaces exhibit

diffuse reflectance properties. As part of the indirect illuminance calculation, all the

techniques used the form factor calculations which differ from one technique to an

other. There are major differences between the various techniques in the way the effect

of obstructions on the indirect iluminance is assessed. The Numan and Moore

method replaced obstructions by dummy planes which were treated as extra surfaces

seeing all neighbouring areas. The methods which used single surface representation

employed techniques of modifying surface to surface form factors to take account of

obstructing surfaces.

The Fourier Series approaches described in DiLaura's work are too theoretical

and is not yet fully developed to a point where it could be used by lighting designers.

The Monte Carlo methods differ from other numerical techniques in that they trace

each light particle from the source until absorption. The number of elements traced, if

accuracy is sought, is very large. They seem to yield more accurate results but at a

cost of large amount of computation time.

The recent development in computer graphics added a new dimension to the

lighting design in that quality as well as quantity could be assessed. The methods

described here used the techniques of my-tracing to produce synthetic images of

obstructed spaces. They are of little use as a tool to aid the visualisation of the
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appearance of the actual installation, however, since the output devices used can not

operate over the same luminance range as the human eye.

2.7 Conclusion

Conventional design methods available to the lighting designer do not allow for

the effect of obstructions in the design of interior lighting schemes. Contrary to what

the available design guidance could cater for, most if not all building interiors contain

objects which project above the working plane and affect the lighting conditions.

Research work has shown a consensus of opinion which stipulates that the

effect of light loss caused by obstruction is a problem in the design of interior artificial

lighting. The majority of published work on this subject is concerned with the

development of analysis approaches to the problem. Although these approaches

provided a much needed better understanding of the problem of obstruction effects,

they remain short of providing the designer with adequate design tools and methods

which would enable him to address this problem at the design stage.
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Chapter 3

A Review of Work on lighting of obstructed spaces

at Liverpool

3.1	 Introduction

Chapter two reviewed approaches that have been put forward for the treatment

of obstructions in lighting design. Work at the University of Liverpool on the design

of interior lighting has been going on since 1980 and has been concerned with the

effects of obstructions on lighting conditions and luminaire spacing primarily within

commercial interiors. The work carried out by the earlier researcher, Ian McEwan (1)

had three main themes.

The first part of the work developed a concept of general design guidance for

obstructed spaces for use at the initial "synthesis" stage of the design process for the

lighting of a building such as a speculative office where the eventual nature of the

space is not known. The work developed the existing guidance for lighting design for

empty rooms, by modifying the maximum spacing to height ratio to allow for some

"standard obstruction loss". It resulted in an obstructed spacing to height ratio that

could be used as well as the empty maximum spacing to height ratio in installation

design.

The second part of the work developed and tested an "analysis" computer

program which was capable of investigating the lighting conditions within spaces lit

by any defined range of artificial lighting equipment. The analysis approach is

appropriate only if the lighting designer knows the space to be lit in detail and is used

to test quantitatively the consequences of earlier design decisions.

In the third part of the work, the measured effect of obstructions was assessed. This

was done by means of a number of surveys carried out in offices before and after they
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were furnished.

This chapter describes and discusses the work to date on lighting in obstructed

spaces at Liverpool. Together with Chapter Two it sets out the "state of the art" of the

treatment of lighting in obstructed spaces when the author commenced his work in

November 1987.

3.2 Development of the obstructed SHR concept

McEwan developed the existing CIBSE method for determining the Spacing to

Height Ratio (SHR ) for empty rooms so as to make allowance for obstructions of

known sizes and positions. The work took as a starting point the standard UK

method for calculation of SHR in empty rooms as described in the CIBSE Technical

Memoranda No. 5 (2)• This defmes the SHR as the ratio of the spacing in a stated

direction between photometric centres of adjacent luminaires to the mounting height of

the luminaires above the horizontal reference plane. Using a standard array of sixteen

identical luminaires in a square grid (see Figure 3.1) the luminaires are positioned, at

first, very close together and then moved apart in ordered steps so that the SHR is

increased until the uniformity ratio defined by the minimum to maximum ifiuminance

falls below the 0.7 threshold value. In order to calculate uniformity, the iluminance is

calculated over a grid of points in the central area of the standard array of luminaires.

Under these conditions it is assumed that uniformity is only marginally affected by the

addition of more rows of luminaires. In the case of Point Source luminaires, point by

point calculation methods are used whereas the Aspect Factor Method is used for

linear luminaires. In both cases inter-reflected light was not accounted for. Two

SHR's are defined in the calculation: the maximum (SHRMAX) and the nominal

(SHRNOM) spacing to height ratio. SHRMAX is the value of SHR which gives the

widest spacing at which a ratio of minimum to maximum illuminance greater or equal

to 0.7 is achieved over the central area. SHRNOM is the greater value of SHR in the

preferred series of steps to achieve the 0.7 min./max. uniformity ratio.

3.2.1 Obstruction configurations

The work developed a modification to the TM5 method of calculating SHR to

take account of light loss caused by defined obstructions positioned within the central
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area of the standard square array. Illuminance was calculated over a grid of 36 points

positioned over a quarter of the central area, this being assumed to be representative of

the whole area. It was demonstrated that using 100 points instead of 36 made no 	
I.

appreciable difference to the calculated illuminance values. The centre of the luminaire

array was at a point defined physically as (2 x SHR, 2 x SHR) (see figure 3.1), and

was taken as a reference point for positioning the obstructions around the task. Based

ostensibly on the results of a survey carried out in an open plan office in the

University of Liverpool (1), standard obstructions were developed comprising of a

desk with either a partition or a filing cabinet positioned at one end, together with a

person seated at the desk. These are illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The

dimensions of obstruction used were:

Partition	 2.0 m wide 1.Om high
	

at 0.7 m from centre of array

Filing cabinet 0.6 m wide 0.6m high
	

at 0.7 m from centre of array

Human form 0.5 m wide 0.5 m high
	

at 0.2 m from centre of array

Alternatively obstructions of different types and sizes could be defmed by the user.

3.2.2 Calculation procedures

Two separate computer programs were developed to deal with different types

of luminaires. The first represented point source luminaires with rectilinear

obstructions (PT2OB PASCAL), and the second handled linear luminaires and

introduces the same obstructions either parallel or perpendicular to the luminaire axes

(LIN2OB PASCAL). For each SHR value of the preferred series the program

calculated the direct illuminance at each calculation point on the grid taking into

account the presence of the obstructions. The uniformity ratio based on

minimum/maximum (or minimum/average) was then determined. The SHR required

to give an acceptable uniformity of illuminance over the task area was derived. The

program used the intensity distribution of luminaires as provided by

manufacturers, this being values for 00 to 900 in elevation in steps of 50, and in

steps of, 450 in azimuth for point source, and 300 azimuth for linear sources. A

flow chart of the calculation procedure is given in Figure 3.4. In the point source

program the check for the effect of an obstruction was either "see" or "no see" and the
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Figure 3.2: Partition standard obstruction situation

O.5m

Figure 3.3: Filing cabinet standard obstruction situation
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Start

Decide on luminaire. Input phy attributes of length, and
intensity distribution.

Process intensity data to give the axial, transverse and average intensity for
each 50 step in angle of elevation per 1000 lumens from lamp (s).

Input fixed parameters i.e. luminaire mounting height above working plane
the number of calculation points.

Input details of standard obstruction

Calculate the uniformity ratio based on
io viiAXIMU1vI ILLUMINANCE.

Store

Position the obstruction

Determine the calculation point
illuminance
if so store, is Minimum

Check if any obstruction has any effect on this
luminaire's contribution

Calculate the illuminance using point by point
method for point source or aspect factor for linear

luminaire

Output results

Figure 3.4: Flow chart diagram showing the method of calculating the
spacing to height ratio for obstructed interiors
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illuminance was calculated using a point by point method.

The calculation method in the case of linear luminaires used that of Aspect

Factors (3) and the luminaires were assumed to be linear with no width.

Checking for the effect of an obstruction in such case was more complicated since the

obstruction could obliterate only one end of the luminaire or both ends but not the

middle and vice-versa. Before calculation of the iluminance at any point, two checks

wire made to prevent wasted calculations. In the case of obstructions running

perpendicular to the linear luminaire; the first check was to determine, for the

luminaire in question, if the obstruction was positioned in plan within the angle of

azimuth subtended by the luminaire at the calculation points. This check was applied

in both X and Y directions (see Figure 3.5). In the second check the angle of

elevation of the luminaire at intervals (usually 0.1 m) along its length was evaluated

and compared to the angle of elevation subtended by the top of the obstruction at the

calculation point. The comparison of angles subtended by each end of the luminaire

and of the obstruction on plan would result in one of the following:-

a) All of the luminaire was seen and that is when LUMANG2 is greater

than or equal to OBANG2

b) The luminaire was completely obstructed, i.e. LUMANG1 is less than or

equal to OBANG2, in this case it is necessary to check the angles of

elevation of both the luminaire and the top of obstruction.

c) One end of luminaire was seen i.e. LUMANG1 is greater than OBANG2

and LUMANG2 is less than OBANG2.

d) Both ends of luminaire were seen but the middle part is obstructed, that is

when for instance LUMANG1 is greater than OBANG2 and LUMANG2

is less than OBANG1.

In the case of obstructions positioned parallel to the luminaires axis, or

obstructions beneath point source luminaires, the same principles apply, but the

calculations procedure is simplified as it is not necessary to calculate angles of

elevation of the luminaire and obstruction more than once.
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Figure 3.5: Plan view of a room showing the relevant angles subtended by the
obstruction and luminaires from the datum line.
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3.2.3 Discussion of the Obstructed SHR concept

When developing the method for calculating the spacing to height ratio for

obstructed interiors, McEwan adopted the standard CIBSE method developed

for empty rooms as the basis. This method was taken at face value with all the

assumptions it had laid down when the empty room case was considered, and then the

obstructions were introduced with defined size and position. The use of those

asumptions did not discredit the model, on the contrary it has the advantage of

building on a known and accepted model. Some of these assumptions however,

needed development and some others needed modification. In the following section

some aspects of the obstructed SHR work described in earlier are discussed and

suggestions are made to improve and extend the method.

3.2.3.1 Task area

The original model calculates illuminance over a quarter of the central area of

the 16 luminaire array, this being taken as representative of the whole central area by

symmetry as is the case in the TM5 calculations. There appears to be two problems

associated with this assumption. The first is that it is only valid when the space above

the working plane is empty. By introduction of a standard obstruction the symmetry

of iluminance within the central area is broken. The results of McEwan's SHR

calculation may thus not be valid under conditions where the illuminance in the four

quadrants of the central area varies greatly. The second problem is that the size of the

quarter of the central area (SHRI2 x SHR/2) which is assumed to be the task area

increases with increasing SHR. The effect of this is illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.

If the "task area" is taken as a typical desk top of size 0.85 m by 1.6 m then at an SHR

value of 0.5, a quarter of the central area covers about 20 % of the total surface area of

the task. If the SHR is increased to 2 the notional area of the "task area" covered by

the iluminance calculation is about 35 %, but in neither case covers the whole "task

area". Furthermore, to assume that the other parts of the task area necessarily have

ulluminance conditions similar to those calculated is completely misleading.

A more reasonable approach would be to define physically the task area in the

same way as the obstructions. The adoption of such a solution would give the

advantage of having a task area for which the size is predetermined and independent of

that of the luminaire array.
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3:2.3.2 Grid size and task area relationship

In the empty room model discussed in the CIBSE TM5 there is no indication as

to the size of the grid of points where the illuminance is calculated. It is merely

indicated that to determine SHRMAX and SHRNOM a reasonably fme grid of

illuminance over the central region must be prepared. McEwan adopted a 36 point

square grid over one quarter of the central area. Having fixed the number of

calculation points without defining the size of the task area, the computer model

produced different calculation grids for different SHR values for which the same

criterion of uniformity is applied. For instance, in the case of an SHR value of 0.5

the distance between two adjacent points is 0.09 m whereas in the case of 2.5 SHR it

is 0.45 m (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). The same criticism applies here as in the

case of the task area. It seems incompatible to apply the same criterion of uniformity

ratio to different sized grids of calculation points. Using different sized grids over the

same area will produce different uniformity ratio results particularly if illuminance

conditions vary sharply over the task area. There are two possible ways of dealing

with the problems of grid size. One is to predetermine the distance between adjacent

points and let the number of points increase with the increase in the size of the area.

Alternatively the number of calculation points and the distance between adjacent points

may be predetermined. The latter seems more appropriate since this is in effect

defining the size of the task area which has already been advocated for in the previous

section.

3.2.3.3 Obstruction configurations

Two obstruction configurations were considered in earlier versions of the

programs. The first consisted of a person seated behind a desk with a partition to one

side perpendicular to the axis of the desk. In the second case, the partition was

replaced by a filing cabinet located in the same position. Those configurations were

ostensibly based on a survey carried out in an office in the University of Liverpool but

were essentially arbitrary in nature. In reality both standard obstructions were similar

since both were positioned at 0.70 m away from the reference point on the same side

(see Figures 3.2 and 3.3) and their effect on illuminance conditions in the lower half

of the desk was not very different. There is doubt if the two standard

obstructions are capable of representing the range of contents found in a typical office

there is therefore a need for a wider range of "standard obstructions" to take account of
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Figure 3.6: The CIBSE task area compared to a desk in a room with an SHR of 0.50

Central area positioned between the four central:
luminaires in the 16 luminaire square array

I	 Partitio _______	 I

Desk :	 person seated
behmd desk	 i

Taskarea	 :	 I

:':.	 ___________

Figure 3.7: The same task area as in figure 3.6 but at an SHR of 2.00
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different sizes and densities of furniture and equipment found in commercial interiors.

McEwan conducted a number of tests on the effect of individual obstructions

on illuminance uniformity conditions on the task area and concluded that the

obstruction which has the major effect was the human form due to its position adjacent

to the task area. When considering the new task area, the human body has a very

important effect in that it casts shadow on the central part of the task area. The human

form in the original work was represented by a square of 0.5 m a side and due to its

dominant effect a more refined method of representation was sought. The CIE

Standard for "body shadow" used for Contrast Rendering Factor computation was

suitable since this is capable of acknowledging the separate contributions of both body

and head to the obstruction (4)•

3.2.3.4 Illuminance calculation routines

Some of the routines in the procedure of calculating the illuminance contain a

number of geometrical ambiguities. These mainly concern the determination of the

angles in elevation subtended by the top of the obstruction and the luminaire at each

point of the grid over the task area. The following two cases occur in both Linear and

Point Source programs:-

a) When a point source is used, the angle in elevation subtended by

the source at the calculation point is taken as the angle between any point at the source

height in a vertical plane passing through the source in the Y-direction, which is

taken arbitrarily and a corresponding point at the working plane height but

not necessarily the calculation point, in a parallel plane passing through the

calculation point. This definition leads to the conclusion that for instance points A, B

and C in Figure 3.8 have the same angle of elevation with the source S. In practice

however, each of the three points has a different angle which is the angle opposite the

height of the triangle given by the source 5, the point s' directly beneath it and the

calculation point considered. The illuminance at any point is a function of the cosine

of the angle of incidence at that point therefore using the wrong angle yields results

which could lead to some misleading conclusions.

b) In the case of a linear luminaire, when comparing the angle in elevation

subtended at the calculation point by any point along the axis of the luminaire, with
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that subtended at the same point by the top of the obstruction a mistake has occurred

in calculating the second angle. Instead of using the obstruction height, the mounting

height of the luminaire is considered as if the obstruction reaches all the way

up to the luminaire (see Figure 3.9). This affects the decision on whether or not the

luminaire is blocked in elevation and consequently the illuminance assessment at that

particular point is affected. At lower SHR values where the luminaires are close

together and their contribution to the illuminance at a point is considerable, a

misjudgment of the effect of the obstruction could be very costly. One final criticism

is that the program has limited facilities for input data. For instance, the Point Source

program requires the input data file of the intensity distribution to have intensity

values for all 8 planes. In practise, however, some manufacturers only provide the

mean vertical intensity at 50 interval of elevation angles.

In the obstructed SHR concept, the empty space model of the CIBSE method

for calculating spacing to height ratio was adopted with all the assumptions laid down.

Although building on such a known and accepted model does not discredit the newly

developed concept, some of the assumptions taken at face value need to be developed

and modified to better suit the new concept. The following modifications are

suggested:

(a) Redefinition of what constitutes "standard obstructions" in order to cover a

wider range of office furniture items and the way they are used in the space.

(b) Redefmition of the task area and the grid size, since the space is no longer

empty, the assumption that the quarter of the central area is representative of the

whole area does no longer hold because there is no symmetry.

(c) Refinement of some of the illuminance calculation routines.
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Figure 3.8: Angles subtended by the calculation point and the point source (S).
Contrary to the previous model's assumption, angles 131, 132 and 133 are different
from ai, 2 and 3.

c:::;-:

/	 __1_

Figure 3.9: Elevation angles subtended by the luminaire and the obstruction at
the calculation point.
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3.3 The analysis approach to the lighting of obstructed

interiors

In the previous sections, the need for general design guidance for obstructed

spaces at the initial stage of the design process was identified and discussed. If the

designer, however, wants to test quantitatively the consequences of earlier design

decisions, he may still need tools to investigate iluminance conditions within an

obstructed interior. Most of the analysis methods available in the mid nineteen eighties

(5) were applicable only to the solution of the particular problem they address.

Although collectively they contained many useful techniques they were not general

enough to model a range of obstructed interiors.

To address these questions, McEwan developed an analysis program to investigate the

lighting conditions within obstructed spaces lit by a defined range of artificial lighting

equipment.This section describes the techniques used in the program and their

implementation. The computer predicted resulted were validated by comparison with

field measurements.

3.3.1 The purpose of the analysis program

The program was developed using some of the established techniques

described in the literature together combined with a number of new ideas put forward

by McEwan. It enabled planar and surface iluminance within an obstructed space to

be calculated if the physical parameters of both the installation and the room and its

contents were known. Starting with an initial luminaire layout based on a Lumen

Method calculation, the luminaire layout was adjusted until the installed spacing to

height ratio was equal to, or lower than, the appropriate spacing to height ratio for

the particular case. The designer, by manipulating the input data, used the analytical

capability of the program to make informed decisions about changes to the original

layout to rectify any illuminance deficiencies caused by obstructions. This feature

enabled the designer to quantify the effects of the modifications and to identify areas

where illuminance is lower than an acceptable limit.

3.3.2 Program description

The program contains three main blocks. The input section is where the
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physical and photometric data is read from external files. The core of the program

contains all the calculation procedures starting from the number of luminaires and their

position and finishing with the output section showing graphical and tabulated results

of working plane iluminance. The main features of the program are shown in the flow

chart diagram in Figure 3.10. The following sections describe the various calculation

techniques used in the program.

3.3.2.1 Luminaire positioning

The lumen method is used to produce the initial layout of luminaires which

maintain the required average ulluminance over the working plane. After the program

has calculated working plane illuminance conditions, the layout could be altered either

manually by the user or automatically by the program. In the latter case, the luminaires

are distributed evenly around the room. The luminaires are positioned parallel to one

direction at the time and illuminance calculations are performed. The solution which

gives the most acceptable working plane illuminance is then adopted.

3.3.2.2 Representation of linear luminaires

Linear luminaires were represented by dividing them into sections and each

section was treated as a point source. The size of each section was chosen depending

on the ratio of the distance between the luminaire and the calculation point to the

largest dimension of the the luminaire as one of the following:

(a) one fifth of the mounting height of luminaires above working plane

(b) half the length of the luminaire

(c) the whole luminaire.

If the luminaire is split into n sections each individual 'equivalent luminaire' has an

intensity of 1/n of that of the total intensity of the luminaire.

3.3.2.3 Conventional representation of surfaces

Each one of the room and obstruction surfaces are designated a number

according to their direction of facing (see Figure 3.11). This numbering allowed all

surfaces facing in a particular direction to be considered together when the direct

illuminance over them was being calculated or when the effect of an obstruction was

being considered.
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Read in the room dimensions and reflection factors.

Read in the required working plane illuminance, the total flux output of
the chosen luminaires, the maintenance factor.

Read in the utilisation factors For various room indices and surface
reflection factors.

Determine the utilisation factor far the uminaire appropriate to this
room.

Calculate the number of luminoires required using the basic lumen
method.

Position at least the number of luminaires calculated above in the room
at spacings less than the calculated SHRMAX. If linear luminaires are

being used then position the centre oF each section into which it is split
for illuminance calculation and representational purposes.

Calculate room surface vector cosines.

Read in obstruction position, dimensions and

Calculate the vector cosines of all surfaces.

Calculate which luminaires or section of luminaires each obstruction
surface can see'. These are stored in an array which is checked when

the luminance from any luminaire is calculated and the effect of
obstructions blocking it is considered.

Calculate the unit distance illuminance planes in all six directions for the
luminaire or luminoire section intensity distribution being considered.

Calculate the direct component of illuminance on all surfaces in the
without and then with the obstruction present.

Perform an inverse matrix inter-reflection calculation between all of the
surfaces present in the space, using Form factors and checks for line of
sight between elements. Calculate For both the empty room and the

room with obstructions.

Calculate the luminance over all of the points on the working plane of
interest using the unit hemisphere method, where the hemisphere is split

into 48 equal-area sections.

Write out the calculated working plane illuminarices for direct, indirect
and total Iluminances for obstructed and empty cases. Write out the

difference that the obstructions cause to all cases. Write out the drop in
illuminance from design illuminance. Give all uniformities, average

illuminances, minima and maxima.

Draw out the total working plane illuminance contours with the
layout and obstruction positions shown (all to scale).

Figure 3.10: Flow chart diagram for the computer analysis program
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3.3.2.4 Vector cosines

The vector cosine technique (6,7) was used io define all the surfaces in the

model; the size and direction of the normal of each surface are defined uniquely in

relation to a consistent origin in an axis system. The location of the origin and the

orientation of the axis were arbitrarily chosen as one of the lowest corners. This

illustrated if Figure 3.12.

The use of this axis system allowed all surfaces to be defined by the direction

cosines of their normals and by the perpendicular distance P from the origin to the

surface. When considering the planes or surfaces used in modelling an orthogonal

room, the vector cosines are fixed and only the room dimensions are required as

input data. The use of vector cosine technique when representing surfaces allowed

determination of the point of intersection between a line of sight; between either a

luminaire and a plane (i.e. direct illuminance) or two points on separate planes (i.e.

inter-reflection), and a given obstruction. Each line of sight of flux interchange could

therefore be tested for the presence, or otherwise, of an obstruction. To determine the

intersection of a line with a plane the direction cosines of both the plane and the line

were checked as follows. When a particle is travelling away from a point in a straight

line its direction cosines are c 1 , c2, c3 . if the cosines of the plane are d 1 , d2, d3 the

distance from the given point (x0 ,	 z0 ) to the point of interception (x1, Yi z 1) is:

r - P - d 1x0 + d2y0 + d3z0

- cd +cd +cd
11	 22	 33

(3.1)

If r is negative, the particle is travelling away from the plane. If the divisor is

zero, the line and the plane are parallel. The co-ordinates of the point of intersection

can also be found.

Each obstruction was represented by six panels representing the surfaces and

each panel was checked for any line of sight interception. The surfaces were then

stored in arrays, according to their orientations expressed in terms of vector cosines.

For each line of sight between two points of consideration, the vector cosines

are obtained and the points of its intersection with a particular plane is found using
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Room
	 Obstruction

Figure 3.11: Convention used in numbering the various surfaces

Figure 3.12: Representation of the surfaces of a rectangular room
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Equation 3.1.

3.3.2.5 Direct illuminance calculation

The direct illuminance received over every surface in the room is of great

importance since it determines both the inter-reflected flux and the fmal illuminance

obtained over the working plane. The unit distance iluminance plane (UDIP)

technique was used to calculate all direct illuminance over all internal surfaces. Using

this technique, which was put forward by Bracket er al (8), allowed direct illuminance

at any particular point to be obtained by interpolating amongst precalculated

illuminance values on a plane situated 1 unit from the luminaire and allowing for the

distance of the actual plane. The UDIP s were calculated as follows:

(a) The luminaire, if is not a point source, is split into sections and each section is

to be treated as a point source.

(b) The luminaire is to be located at unit distance from the plane to be considered

and iluminance is calculated at strategically located points using the

inversesquare law. The points at which the iluminance is calculated are shown

in Figure 3.13. These points are chosen so that any two adjacent points are

displaced roughly 100 from each other allowing the use of all the intensity

distribution data.

The direct illuminance at a particular point on the floor or any vertical surface

below a luminaire may be calculated by interpolating among the floor plane UDIP s

using hyperbolic interpolation and taking into account the real distance between the

luminaire and the point.

3.3.2.6 Indirect illuminance calculation

The program used a Finite Element method to calculate the indirect illuminance

component. By approximating the actual light receiving and emitting surfaces by a set

of discrete area elements, the photometric behaviour of each element was analysed

and the overall contribution of elements were added up. A Gauss matrix inversion

technique was then used to solve the resulting set of simultaneous equations. The

luminance distribution of room surfaces is required to calculate the illuminance at any
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Figure 3.13: Tabulated calculation points for 1/4 of the Unit Distance ifiuminance
Planes (UDIP). The luminmaire is mounted a unit distance above the point (0, 0).
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Figure 3.14: Overlap of surface elements
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point.This luminance pattern is due to both the direct flux from the luminaires

received at the element and the indirect component received from all surfaces by inter-

reflection. An element may be a room or obstruction surface, or some subdivision of

the surface so that the luminance and reflection factor over the surface may be

considered constant. The size of element was varied to suit particular applications and

to maintain an adequate balance between the representation of the photometric

behaviour of the surface and computational efficiency, particularly since the matrix

inversion solving time involved in the inter-reflection process increases with the

square of the number of element considered.

When luminaires, with substantial proportions of light emitted upward, are

used in the installation, the luminance pattern on the ceiling requires additional

calculation techniques. In such a case the steep luminance gradients are dealt with by

dividing the ceiling into small elements. The luminous existence of each element due to

the luminaire is then calculated and the element is treated as a point source so that its

contribution to working plane illuminance is calculated using a point-by-point method.

Illuminance on room surfaces due to ceiling luminance not caused by direct exposure

to luminaires was calculated as part of the general illuminance exchange process using

the general Finite Element Equation 2.3 and a simplified form factor given by the

Equation 2.4 (both in the previous chapter).

Introducing obstructions into a space has increased the number of elements to

be considered in the inter-reflection process. The other effect of obstructions was that

they block some of the line of sight between some elements and hence the form factor

of such elements needed to be recalculated. This effect was accounted for by

introducing the "view factor" which is determined by the ability of the centre of some

part of an element to see the centre of an other element. When the view factor was

considered in the radiant exchange process, the Finite Element equation of inter-

reflection became:

M. = M + P.	M. F.. V..	 (i=1. ...n)	 (3.2)
1	 Ot	 'j=l	 '	 ii
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where V 1 is the view factor which is equal to unity if the two elements

considered see each other and equal to zero otherwise.

When this technique of centre-of-element to centre-of element line of sight

check for obstruction effect was used, it lead to considerable variations in existence

between adjacent element when one of them is obstructed. To overcome this McEwan

(1) introduced a slight overlap between element perimeters. All points which adjoin

other elements had their illuminance calculated in proportion to illuminance received on

all the adjoining elements. For instance the final illuminance at point A in figure 3.14

was calculated as follows:

t
E=E---1-

Af	 d4
(3.3)

where:

Ed = the direct illuminance,

= the indirect illuminance received by element n.

In a similar way all points B were found to have the same final illuminance value.

3.3.2.7 Calculation of indirect illuminance on the working plane

In this process the indirect iluminance on the working plane is calculated. The

process takes into account the illuminance received from all surfaces in the room

(obstructions included) except the high emittence area around the luminaires on the

ceiling. A unit hemisphere was created above each calculation point and using the

vector cosine technique the surfaces which intersect with the lines passing through

each equal area section of the hemisphere were determined. The exitance of the point

intersected, which is obtained by interpolating amongst the stored exitances calculated

over every surface, was then used in determining the exitance received on the

calculation point. In Figure 3.15 the horizontal illuminance at a point illuminated by a

portion of a hemisphere was expressed as follows:
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Figure 3.15: A target point illuminated by a section of a hemisphere

—Area cia

da"

Figure 3.16: The unit hemisphere created above the point P to calculate

the iluminance received at the point from a uniform diffuse source
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Since da" is the projection of da' on the base of the hemisphere, it is therefore

appropriate to equate da" to da' cos 0 and as a result of that Equation 3.6 becomes:

dE =Lda"
	

(3.7)
p

This argument was applied to each element of area of the source and the total

illuminance at point P was found to be equal to the product of the source luminance L

and the area a!' which is the area of intersection on the sphere projected onto the base

of the unit hemisphere. This was expressed as:

E = L da" = La"
	

(3.8)

Each section of the hemisphere was assigned a uniform luminance. McEwan's

model has used a hemisphere split into 48 separate sections. The q and f limits were

chosen in the range 0, 30, 45, 60, 90°, and 0, 30, 60.....360 °, respectively.

3.3.2.8 The program output

The output of the program consists of the input data, working plane

illuminance grids for both empty and obstructed cases for direct, indirect and total

illuminance, and contour plots of working plane illuminance showing the positions of

luminaires and obstructions.

3.3.3 A lighting design example

McEwan demonstrated the use of the analysis program by means of a design

example. In this design the working plane iluminance distribution is calculated for a

medium sized office lit by two alternative luminaire types and using partitions and

furniture items of known size and nature. The office is 14 m by 12 m with ceiling

height of 2.6 m and a working plane height of 0.75 m . It is partitioned into cubicles,

desk areas and a conference area using half-height partitions. Figures 3.17 and 3.18

show the layout and main furniture items projecting above the working plane.
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Figure 3.17:Calculated working plane illuminance for an office 14 by 12 m by 2.6 m,

lit by Broadspread type luminaires with their axis parallel to the room length.

Figure 3.18: Calculated working plane illuminance for the same office as above but

with lower partitions.
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Initially, the program performed a lumen method calculation which produced an

initial luminaire layout which satisfied the criterion of a standard service illuminance of

500 lx (9)• Using Broadspread luminaires whose axes were parallel to the long

dimension of the room the working plane illuminance pattern shown in Figure 3.17

was obtained. Aligning the luminaires along the short axis of the room has produced a

different pattern of illuminance. Using such a layout resulted in a reduction in

illuminance in some areas where it fell to below 30 % of the standard service

illuminance. Using the information in the output the designer could change the various

design parameters to come out with a better solution. For instance, Figure 3.18

illustrates the effect of redesigning the installation using lower partitions. Among the

program features is the possibility for the designer to override the lurninaires

positioning procedure and vary their position as well as the obstruction positions and

their reflection properties.

3.3.4 Discussion of the analysis program

The analysis program was designed to investigate the effects of obstructions

and other design related parameters on the illuminance conditions across the working

plane. Considering the relatively short computer time involved in the calculation;

compared to the large number of design parameters taken into account, the program

was a useful tool to investigate lighting conditions in obstructed spaces. The program

output in both tabulated and graphical forms provides the designer with means to

assess the consequences of earlier design decisions and take informed measures to

rectify any deficiencies when necessary.

The program was intended to handle a comprehensive range of furnished room

sizes. Under its present form, however, the program contains restrictions on both the

size of the space to be modelled and its contents. Although the physical dimensions of

the space and the obstructions present in it together with their sizes were part of the

input data, the user of the program did not have much choice in manipulating that data

since the arrays where the input data is handled in the program were already pre-

defined. For instance, the maximum room size allowed to be modelled could not

exceed 14 m by 12 m. Similarly the number of obstructions to be considered was

restricted to 24 items or less. If a different size and contents room is to be considered,

it was necessary for the user , not only to manipulate the input data, but also to
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redefine the various arrays concerned with the data. Finding and amending the relevant

arrays in the large declaration section of the program was a tedious job which was

prone to error.

The second deficiency associated with the use of the program is the lack of an

interactive input output facility. Such a facility gives the program more flexibility and

enables the user to alter some of the input data as and when required. For instance the

interactive input would allow the user to override the program in changing some of the

luminaire positions.

The third problem are in the program concerned the luminaire positioning. The

routine only checked to satisfy the SHR requirements but did not check the physical

possibility of fitting all luminaires in the room which depend on the luminaire size in

relation to the room dimensions.

3.4 Measured effects of obstructions

In order to assess light loss in actual obstructed interiors McEwan conducted a

number of photometric surveys in offices before and after they were filled with

furniture. These surveys had a twofold purpose; comparison of measured iluminance

values with computed ones, obtained using the analysis program to simulate the same

spaces surveyed and an investigation into factors affecting obstruction light loss.

3.4.1 Illuminance surveys

A number of surveys was carried out in a number of modern buildings (1O)•

Data was collected for a number of office interiors which varied in size, luminaire

type, and obstruction type and layout. Illuminance measurements at the working plane

level were carried out on a 1 m square grid throughout the room. These measurements

were carried out both before and after the introduction of furniture into the rooms,

after dark to eliminate the effect of daylight.

All measurements were carried out in accordance with the guidelines and

recommendations of the CIBSE Code for Interior Lighting (9) In the case of occupied

offices the measurements included the size and position of obstructions present.
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3.4.2 Comparison of measured and calculated illuminance

The data concerning physical and photometric properties of the offices

surveyed was used to simulate these offices and calculate sets of iluminance values

for each of the offices both empty and occupied. Then the calculated illuminance

values were compared to the measured ones using only a visual inspection and isolux

plots.

For the various cases the difference between calculated and measured values

was computed and found that only a small number of individual points were outside

the 10 % acceptable level of accuracy for measurements. The points outside this limit

were due to identifiable circumstances. These were sources of error in the assumptions

made about the following:

(a) Accuracy of measuring the reflection factors of surfaces which later

were used in the program.

(b) The actual positioning of the obstructions present in the space being accurate

compared to that input to the program.

(c) Differences between the intensity distribution of the actual luminaires and that

given by the manufacturer. Added to this the actual output of the tubes

compared to that given in the photometric data.

(d) The maintenance factor of the luminaires of installations if they are not properly

maintained.

3.4.3 Factors affecting obstruction light loss

In order to establish a link between the various obstructions present in the

space and the light loss over the working plane four surveys were carried out as

described in the previous section. The offices were different in size, number and

nature of furniture items and reflection factors of room surfaces and obstructions.

Table 3.1 summarises details of room and obstructions properties, maximum and

average illuminance over the working plane, and the area of the working plane within

which the average illuminance fails below an acceptable unifomity ratio (0.8 of

average illuminance).
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The results show that reductions in working plane illuminance can vary from

an average of around 10 % which was common for all cases to a maximum reduction

of 50 % in some cases. The results suggested that the obstruction height and reflection

factors may be the main parameters affecting maximum and average reductions in

illuminance respectively. They also showed that the differences in terms of light loss

between the various installations were linked to the photometric properties of

luminaires and room size but only tentative conclusions were drawn as to the

relationship between the parameters of the installation and obstructed light loss.

3.5 Discussion

The obstructed interior work has covered three areas; the obstructed spacing to

height ratio concept, analysis of illuminance conditions in obstructed interiors using a

computer model and the measured effect of obstructions.

Obstructed SHR concept was shown to be more appropriate in addressing

the problem of luminaire spacing since it acknowledged the effect of obstructions in

terms of light loss across the task area. The points raised in the discussion of this

work, however, indicate the need for development of the concept and modification of

the present tentative methods of implementation.

The analysis program was designed to investigate the light loss due to

obstructions in terms of illuminance drop across the working plane. It showed how

the acknowledgment of the problems of obstructions could be incorporated within the

design process.

In order to compare the results obtained using the analysis program with

measured results, a number of surveys was carried out. A simple visual comparison of

the results showed that the analysis program was capable of modeffing illuminance

conditions in obstructed spaces within an acceptable level of accuracy of the

measurements. The need for a reliable statistical validation of the results obtained

using the program is paramount if their robustness is to be established.

Survey work on the effect of obstructions on light loss has pointed the way towards

the existence of some relationship between the physical and photometric properties of

spaces, and the light loss across the working plane. This work however fell short of

drawing any firm conclusions about this relationship and the individual effect of the

various design parameters. In order to define quantitatively that relationship a large
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number of cases need to be investigated. Since survey work is too time consuming

and difficult to undertake, computer simulation seems to be the alternative means

which could be used in undertaking such work. If the validation of the analysis

program were established it could be used to carry out this investigation.

3.6 Conclusion

All the published work on the lighting of obstructed interiors acknowledge the

effect of obstructions. Despite this, conventional design techniques do not provide

practical design guidance to deal with the problem. The techniques described in this

review form the basis for future development of design tools which address the

problem of obstructions in interiors. The first area where work is needed is the

development of design guidance taking account of obstructions. The extension of the

existing method of calculation of the spacing to height ratio is an area where such

design guidance is needed. Such guidance would be based on representative cases of

obstructed interiors. The second area of work is the need for a better understanding of

the relationship between photometric and physical properties of obstructed spaces and

the light loss. This would lead to the provision of some general guidance about light

loss which could be used together with the spacing to height ratio of the obstructed

space.
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Chapter 4

Modified Method for Calculating SHR

in Obstructed Spaces

4.1 Introduction

It appears from the published work on the design of interior lighting installations

that there is a consensus of opinion on the effects of illuminance conditions in terms of

light loss caused by internal obstructions. Despite this fact however, conventional

design methods do not allow for those effects. They assume an empty volume

between the luminaire plane and the working plane.

The University of Liverpool has been undertaking a research work into the

design of lighting installations in obstructed interiors. This work is intended to provide

some design guidance for lighting designers on the effect on the effect of introducing

obstructions in a space. This research has resulted in a computer method developed by

McEwan (1) to calculate maximum and nominal spacing to height ratios for interiors

which contain pre-defined "standard obstructions".

The model is based on the standard CIBSE method for calculating spacing to

height ratio for empty spaces (2), to which obstructions have been introduced and their

effect assessed. When the model was discussed in the previous chapter it was shown

that some of its aspects needed development. In the present chapter a series of

modifications are presented and the improved computer based method to calculate

SHR in obstructed spaces is discussed.

4.2	 Modifications to the obstruction configurations

In general lighting terms an obstruction is defined as an object which lies

between the luminaire plane and the working plane. In an office for instance, this

can be taken as:

a) Visual display units and word processing screens.
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b) Filing and storage cabinets and paper racks.

c) Panels and screens used for dividing a large open plan office into work

stations.

d) Users of the office when they are seated at the desks and their bodies

cast shadow on top of the desk.

These obstructions are very common in modern offices. They are found

in different combinations and positions according to the space usage. The obstruction

configurations used in the programs when the model was first developed were

arbitrary in size and shape. As part of developing the model it was felt necessary to

introduce some modifications to both the human form and the office equipment which

form the standard obstructions.

4.2.1 The human form

When a person is seated behind a desk their shadow cast on top of the desk in

an area which is the most likely to be used at all times that is the central area of the

desk. Also it was shown by McEwan (1) that the human form was an important

obstruction as far as light loss is concerned. The importance of its shape and size in

affecting the illuminance conditions over the task area has dictated the need for refming

it. The square shape used in the original model has been refined to give a more

faithful representation of the human form. The CIE body shadow used in Contrast

Rendering Factor computation (3) has been adopted in the modified model as a

standard representation of the human body. Figure 4.1 shows the new human form

which consists of a torso and a head.

4.2.2 Other obstruction configurations

In the original model a variable size task area was adopted. Its size

changes with the change in the spacing to height ratio as it was already

shown in section 3.2.3.1. Introducing standard obstructions into the empty space

has dictated the need for information on the size, shape and density of objects

present in the central area of a typical office interior.
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4.2.2.1 Survey work

McEwan conducted a survey of office equipment and contents in an open plan

office in the University of Liverpool. The information sought was intended to provide

what was needed to define "standard obstructions" in an office interior. The two

obstruction configurations put forward were supposedly based on the results of that

survey (1) The author however did not present any convincing evidence which

su'ggests that the obstructions were related to these survey fmdings. Contrary to the

adopted obstruction configurations, the survey results for instance did not show the

presence of any workstations with partitions. Since those obstruction configurations

were intended to be standard the results of such a limited work do not provide the

necessary information needed to define obstructions which are as close to reality as

possible. This clearly shows the need for mire work in order to define "standard

obstructions".

4.2.2.2 Analysis of furniture manufacturers's data

In the obstructed SUR method the size of the task area is fixed and the direct

illuminance calculation which determines the SHR for room installations is restricted

to that defmed area. Adopting such a different concept made it necessary to seek

information on representative size and contents of work stations independently of the

size and shape of the office. This information could be obtained either by surveying a

large number of different existing office interiors or by analysis of data on office

furniture provided by manufacturers. The first method is too time consuming and

difficult to carry out. This is because its undertaking is dependent on some

uncontrollable factors such as the willingness of office users to cooperate.

Furthermore in such surveys the results obtained will depend on the shape, size and

the way the office surveyed is used. The second method is more appropriate and easy

to carry out. It provides information on the work stations used in offices

independently from the office usage.

4.2.2.2.1 Steel Case data

Steel Case are an office furniture manufacturers based in the U.S.A and sell

their products in North America and Europe. The data they provided cover office

equipment such as desks and filing and storage units (4) These office
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furniture elements are provided within defined workstation sizes and arrangements.

As far as defining standard obstructions in an office environments this data is useful in

two respects:

a) The sizes of desks and storage units are standardised and combined in

different ways providing the office user with more options of layout.

b) Workstations are given in basic modules which are then arranged in

different combinations to generate various layouts according to the shape

and size of the office.

The sizes of the basic components for each module are given in Table 4.1. The

height of the desk top above the floor is 0.75 m, but this could be lowered to 0.65 m

for special purposes. The basic modules are shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.55.

workstations are provided with task lights because panel wrapped work stations were

used as shown in Figure 4.6. The use of local lighting substitutes for the drop in

illuminance from the general installation. Nevertheless the data reviewed in this short

analysis provide a useful guidance on the size and configuration of work stations.

4.2.2.2.2 Herman Miller data

The data presented in this section was provided by Herman Miller, a company

specialised in furniture systems for office, health care, laboratory and industrial

environments. The company is one of the world market leaders in office furniture. It

has manufacturing facilities in 7 countries in North America and Europe and

represented in 33 countries throughout the world. In fact it would not be

surprising if, in the future, the standards established by this firm for office furniture

would be adopted by office planners as references in designing layouts. Not

surprisingly as well the Steel Case data contain some modules which bear similarities

in layout and component sizes with some of the work stations in this data. Three

layouts of existing furnished offices were provided along with product handbook for

the various components of the work stations (5)•

Work stations are almost identical in configuration except for the presence of

dividing panels, their number and sizes. Usually work stations are L shaped with two

desks; a pedestal one and a return one (see Figure 4.7). The dividing panels provide
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a: Work station with panels on 	 b:Work station with panels on

two sides	 three sides

9
C: Combination of different "closed" work stations

Figure 4.6: Different configurations of panel wrapped work stations in office interiors

furnished according to Steel Case standard data
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shelving and storage facilities. Additional storage and filing facilities are provided by

units positioned away from the work stations. These work stations have been

classified into different types according to the number of panels surrounding them.

Table 4.2 gives the number of work stations of each type for each office and Table 4.3

shows the number of work stations for each combination of panels. The panels are of

three types; P 1 , P2 and P3 which are 1.07 m, 1.15 m and 1.57 m high above the floor

level respectively.

The width of panels follow that of the desks. The combinations of panels given

in table 3 are as follows:

a) 2P3	: 2 type 3 panels

b) 1P 1 +2P3 : 1 type 1 and two type 3 panels

c) 2P 1 +1P3 : 2 type 1 and one type 3 panels

d) 3P3	: 3 type 3 panels

Table 4.2 shows that out of 176 work stations from the three offices 140 are

surrounded by three panels. This represent 79% of the total. Among those work

stations 68 % are of the combination 2P1 and 1P3. At first glance these may seem

highly obstructed work stations but one has to bear in mind the heights of panels

which are only 0.32 m, 0.40 m and 0.82 m above the working plane.Task lights are

provided for all work stations which were of medium obstruction density when

compared to the heavily obstructed cases of Steel Case and the lightly obstructed ones

in the office surveyed by McEwan (1)•

4.2.3 Size of the new task area

In this improved method for calculating STIR for obstructed spaces the task area

is defined as a physical horizontal surface in a work station where office work is

performed. This surface is restricted to a desk top rather than the whole horizontal

plane across the room at 0.75 m above the floor which is used as a notional working

plane in the TM5 model (1)• In the data analysed in the previous section desks are of

two sizes; 0.75 m by 1.87 m in the case of Steel Case (4) and 0.81 m by 1.80 m (or

1.20 m if needed) in that of Herman Miller (5)• These desk sizes were used in work

stations which have task lights contributing to the illuminance of the task area and
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Herman office furniture items
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_____________ Workstations	 ___________
Office No.	 with	 with	 with	 with
_________ 1 panel	 2 panels	 3 panels	 4 panels

1	 ___________ _________	 37	 2
2	 3	 8	 52	 14
3	 __________	 9	 51	 _________

Total	 3	 17	 140	 16
Percentage
out of tota	 2%	 10%	 79%	 9%
(3 offices) ____________ __________ ___________ __________

Table 4.2: Workstations of each panel combination for every office.
(data supplied by Herman Miller (5))

Nbre. combination Nbre. of Percent. out
of panels ___________ W.stations of total

2	 2P3	 12	 7%
1P1+2P3	 32	 18%

3	 2P1 + 1P3	 68	 39%
________	 3P3	 23	 13%

others	 Different	 41	 23%
________ combinations _________ _________

Table 4.3: The various combinations of panels used in dividing the
workstations. (data from Herman Miller product Handbook (5))
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illuminating any possible areas covered by distracting shadows. In this model if such a

desk size is adopted, consideration ought to be given to those areas of shadow, in

particular along the edge of the task where the angle of incidence of light is small and

the shadow is very pronounced. The desk size used in this model was based on these

considerations. Starting from a basic size of 0.80 m by 1.80 m as an area of a desk

top, a strip of 0.10 m wide which represents areas of distracting shadows is then

added on along the edge of the desk. This gives a desk size of 1.00 m by 2.00 m,

these figures are then rounded up to 1.20 m X 2.10 m to give a size which is a

multiple of 0.30 m in both directions and that represent a building module (see Figure

4.8). This size is used throughout in running the programs. If for special purposes,

however, one would like to use a different size the program does provide the facility.

Using a physically defined task area has two main advantages:

a) It provides a better representation of real conditions in an office rather

than using one quarter of the central area assuming that it represents the whole

central area by symmetry. This assumption is no longer valid since introducing

obstructions breaks up the symmetry in the central area.

b) Deiming the task area in the same way as the obstructions gives the model

a more consistent criterion by which uniformity of illuminance is assessed. In the

TM5 model for instance,having a variable size task area makes the assessment

of uniformity not compatible with the reality where illuminance is measured at

known points on a physically known working area.

4.2.4 New standard obstruction configurations

Two main features appear from the sets of data analysed in the previous

sections, that is the identification of the different pieces of equipment used in offices

and the different sizes of objects projecting above the working plane. The furniture

used in those offices could fall into two main categories:

a) Filing, storage and partitioning facilities. In some cases they are

combined in one element as in the case of panel mounted shelves. They can also

be separated as in the case of a dividing panel on one side and a filing unit on the

other side of the desk or even away from the work station. Two different
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Herman Miller data desk
1.8OmbyO.81m

Steel Case data desk
1.87 m by 0.75 m

New task area

Desk: 2.10 m by 1.20 m
task area where uniformity
is assessed is: 1.90 m X 1.00 m

Figure 4.8: Derivation of the new task area from the existing sizes.
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heights could be attributed to this category, 0.75 m and 0.50 m above the

working plane. The first one is suitable for partitions or panel mounted shelves

whereas the second one is more appropriate to a filing cabinet.

b) Typing and computer equipment where two heights could be attributed;

0.50 m and 0.25 m above the working plane. The first height could represent a

high base visual display unit while the second one is suitable for representing

a typing machine on a side table with a built in well or a paper rack on top of the

desk.

Based on those findings new obstruction configurations have been put forward.

In these configurations emphasis is put on the density of obstructions present and their

heights rather than the nature of the obstruction as it was suggested in the original

model (1) The configurations cover typical office furniture such as filing and storage

cabinets, visual display units, typewriter, partitions, paper racks and people seating

at desks.

The three heights (0.75 m, 0.50 m and 0.25 m) identified earlier are used

as standard heights for the different obstructions. The new configurations are

classified according to the density of obstructions surrounding the desk. This

classification is as follows:

a) Lightly obstructed interior where two obstructions are present. One is of a

medium height (human form) and a second one of a lower height (0.25 m). This

could represent whether a paper rack or a typewriter in well.

b) Medium obstructed case with two medium height obstructions, that is a

human form and a filing cabinet or high base visual display unit (V.D.U.) and a third

obstruction of a lower height which is a paper rack.

c) Heavily obstructed case with three obstructions, two of a medium

height (0.50 m); a human form and a filing cabinet or a V.D.0 on one side with a third

obstruction of a larger height (partition 0.70 m high) on the other side.

The different obstruction configurations are shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.12.

4.3 Calculation of illuminance

In order to calculate the maximum SFIR of the installation illuminance is
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paper rack 0.35 X 0.25 X 0.20 m

0.35m

mi

Paper rack 0.35 X 0.25 X 0.20 ni

0.35m

m'

_i -----

Lhuman form

Figure 4.9 : lightly obstructed case with a human form and a paper rack

0.50m
0.4)

0.40m

-i----

0.30m

Figure 4.10 : Medium obstructed case (version 1) with a V.D.U, a human form
and a paper rack
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0.9Gm

Filing cabinet
'0.6x0.6x0.5 m

•1 - -

0.30 rn - - _________

0.35m

paper rack 0.35 X 0.25 X 0.20 in

Figure 4.11: Medium obstructed case (version 2) with a filing cabinet a human
form and a paper rack

Partition 1.5 x 0.03 x 0.75 m

desk 2.10 X 1.20 m

0.90 in

Filing cabinet
'0.6x0.6x0.5 m

0.30rn_

I 1.5m

- - - 
I

-----t---

I	 0.48m

o8in"EjcL8il

Figure 4.12 : Heavily obstructed case with a partition a human form and a filing
cabinet
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calculated over a grid of points on the task area and minimum, maximum and average

values are found, from which uniformity can be derived and the SHR assessed

whether acceptable or not.

4.3.1 Grid of calculation points

The grid of calculation points affects the uniformity, particularly in the obstructed case.

In the CIBSE TM5 method (2) the size of the grid is not fixed and consequently the

distance between two adjacent points varies with varying SHR. For example in

the case of 36 point square grid, as it is the case of McEwan's model, that distance

varies from 0.09 m at 0.5 SIIR to 0.45 m at 2.5 SHR. These figures are based on a

mounting height of luminaires of 1.80 m. If the same assumptions are applied to an

obstructed case with defined task area that would mean the number of calculation

points decrease with increasing SHR. This itself does not seem reasonable when

assessing the uniformity of illuminance. For example if illuminance is measured at

0.10 m interval on top of a desk and then under the same lighting conditions readings

are taken every 0.40 m. there would be some cases where both miiiimum and

maximum or one of them will be missed out in the second reading. In this case the

uniformity ratios for both sets of readings would considerably different. The same

principle applies to the theoretical assessment of uniformity. For these reasons in this

improved model the distance between two adjacent points is fixed at 0.10 m in both

directions. A flow chart diagram of the calculation method is shown in Figure 3.4 in

the previous chapter.

4.3.2 Assessment of obstruction effects

When assessing the contribution of a luniinaire to the iluminance at a point checks are

made to establish whether a linear luminaire is partly or fully blocked by the

obstruction present. Those checks are made by comparing angles subtended at

the considered point by the ends of the obstruction and those of the luminaire in plan

and elevation. It has been shown in the third chapter that the original model compares

two incompatible angles in elevation to determine if the point is not seen from the

luminaire. In the present modified version of the method we suggest to check on the

possibility of the luminaire (or part of it) being blocked by comparing the angles of
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elevation a and B shown in Figure 4.13.

4.3.3 Calculation of angle of incidence (point source)

The calculation of illuminance at any point illuminated by a point source is given

by the inverse square and cosine law of iluminance (6) The definition used in the

original model (1) suggests that the angle of incidence is equal to an angle between

any point at the source level in a vertical plane passing through the source in the

arbitrarily chosen Y-direction and a corresponding point at the working plane level in a

parallel plane passing through the calculation point (see Figure 3.8 in Chapter 3). The

angle of incidence in practice is independent from the direction of the point and is

given as the angle opposite the breath of the triangle given by the source, the point on

the task directly beneath it and the calculation point as shown in Figure 4.14. The new

method makes use of this definition and calculates the direct illuminance at any point

according to the inverse square law.

4.3.4 Aspect factor calculations

When using linear luminaires in an installation, the calculation of direct

illuminance at any point due to the incident flux from any particular luminaire is

performed using the Aspect Factor calculations. These calculations are based on five

theoretical intensity distributions of luminaires which are given as functions of cosine

the axial angle (7)• For each of these classifications the ratio of axial intensity 'a

is given as follows:

a) cosc

b) 1/2 (cosa + cos2ct)

c) cos2a

d) cos3a

e) cos4a

The angles CX and 0 are shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: The different angles needed to calculate the aspect factors for alinear
source with the plane of interest parallel to the source axis and the
calculation point opposite end of source
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For a and 0 values of 450 and 00 the above expression have dividing limits of

0.65, 0.545, 0.46, 0.385 and 0.325 respectively. These values are used to check

which of the above expressions is used to evaluate the aspect factor (7)• This method is

rather convenient and produces results which have a sound theoretical basis. In the

obstructed SHR method some of these formulae have been replaced by other

expressions for which neither method of derivation nor reference is given.

4.3.5 Improvement to the input / output of the program

The ability of the program to read in intensity distribution data has been

improved to include any form of tabulated intensities as it is provided by luminaire

manufacturers. This means that if the data contain only one single column of average

intensities (in case of a point source) the program will be able to process it. The

output of the program has been developed from a table of uniformity ratios for each

SHR value to plots of direct illuminance grid over the task area along with uniformity

ratios for each SHR value. This facility is important in assessing local light loss over

the task area.

4.3.6 Uniformity ratio

The calculation points are evenly spread over the task area at 0.10 m interval in

both directions. When illuminance is calculated, a strip 0.10 m wide around the desk

is excluded from the task area when uniformity is assessed using either

minimum/maximum or minimum/average illuminance. Excluding a 0.10 m strip

around the desk, where in most cases the sudden drop in illuminance occur has the

advantage of not condemning the uniformity of the task area when a minimum point

occurs on the edge of the desk. Besides in practice nobody would use the whole area

of the desk right up to the edge.

4.4 Results of Obstructed SHR computer calculations

Two separate computer programs were developed, one for each type of

luminaires (linear or point source) using a Pascal programming language. The main

difference between the two programs is in the way the effect of obstructions is checked
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upon and the direct illuminance is calculated at each point of the calculation grid. In the

case of a point source the checking on the contribution of any luminaire in the

installation to the illuminance at the point considered resulted in either a "see" or a

"no see" situation based on the comparison of angles subtended by the ends of the

obstruction and the luminaire at that point. If a "see " decision is reached then the

illuminance from that luminaire to the point is calculated using the inverse square and

cosine law. When the checking on the obstruction results in a " no see " case the

illuminance from the luminaire to the calculation point is nil.

When a linear luminaire is used the program first determines the unobstructed

section (or sections) which then is treated as a luminaire and the contributing

illuminance is calculated using the aspect factor calculations.

4.4.1 Linear luminaires

The linear luminaires program was run using four different types of luminaires

for which the intensity distributions along with the results are shown in Table 4.4. For

each luminaire the program was run first with the unobstructed case and then the

different cases of obstruction configurations were introduced one at the time. For each

obstructed case first the desk was positioned perpendicular to the luminaire axis. At a

second stage the desk was positioned parallel to the luminaire axis.

4.4.1.1 Twin lamp Broadspread reflector

In the case of a desk perpendicular to the luminaire axis the maximum spacing to

height ratio (SHRMAX) has dropped from 1.88 for the empty case to 1.35 for the

lightly and medium obstructed case (version 1 using a V.D.U) to 1.28 in the case of a

medium case (version 2 using a filing cabinet) to reach a final value of 1.26 for a

heavily obstructed case.

When the desk is parallel to the luminaire axis SHRMAX dropped from 1.88 for

the unobstructed case to 1.50 for the lightly obstructed case. When the medium and

heavily obstructed cases are introduced the 0.7 min./max. uniformity ratio threshold

was not reached and consequently the uniformity test failed. The failure is usually

caused by a side obstruction (V.D.U, filing cabinet or partition) but not the human

form.

The uniformity ratio based on minimum/average illuminance gives S}IRMAX
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Figure 4.16: Variation in uniformity ratio as a function of SHR for empty
and obstructed interiors lit by a luminaire 1 type installation.
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Figure 4.17: Variation in uniformity ratio as a function of SHR for empty
and obstructed interiors lit by a luminaire 1 type installation.
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results which follow the same pattern of that of the minimum to maximum based

SHRMAX. This is mainly due to the effect of the minimum iluminance. In fact in

some cases only one point right on the edge of the notional task area has a very low

illuminance and therefore condemn the uniformity of the whole area. Figures 4.16 and

4.17 show the variation in uniformity ratio as a function of the spacing to height ratio

for the empty case and the different obstructed cases. The SHRMAX values for each

of the cases are given in Table 4.4.

4.4.1.2 Twin lamp recessed modular diffuser

When the desk was positioned perpendicular to the luminaire axis all the

obstructed cases have reached the 0.7 min./max. uniformity ratio threshold. The

SHRMAX has dropped from 1.63 for an empty case to 1.34 for a lightly and a

medium obstructed case (version 1). When the V.D.0 was replaced by a filing cabinet

(medium obstruction version 2) the SHRMAX has dropped again to 1.30 and to

finally reach 1.25 when a heavily obstructed case was considered.

When the desk was positioned parallel to the luminaire axis more cases fail the

0.7 uniformity ratio criterion compared to those of the perpendicular case. This is

mainly due to the drop in illuminance which occurred not only on the edge of the task

(within the 0.10 m safety strip) but also in the middle. The plots of ifiuminance in

Figures 4.18 illustrate this situation. The SHRMAX has dropped from 1.63 for an

empty space to 1.36 for a lightly obstructed one and then fails the 0.7 limit for the

remaining cases.

The minimum/average illuminance uniformity ratio based SHRMAX follow the

same pattern of that of the minimum/maximum and the number of cases satisfying the

uniformity criterion is the same. The variation in uniformity ratio as a function of

SHR for the empty and obstructed cases is illustrated in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. The

SHRMAX values for the same cases are shown in Table 4.4.

4.4.1.3 Twin lamp prismatic reflector

In the case of a desk perpendicular to the luminaire axis , at medium SFIR values

the drop in illuminance occur within the 0.10 m strip around the edge of the task and

therefore all cases have passed the 0.7 min./nax. uniformity ratio. The SHRMAX has

dropped from 1.70 for an unobstructed case to 1.40 for both the lightly and medium
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Figure 4.19: Variation in uniformity ratio as a function of SHR for empty
and obstructed interiors lit by a lumina.ire 2 type installation.
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obstructed case (version 1). When the filing cabinet was introduced in the medium

obstructed case (version 2) the SHRMAX reached 1.33 and and dropped again in the

case of heavy obstruction to reach 1.27.

When the position of the desk was changed to be parallel to the luminaire axis

both the medium (version 1 with V.D.U) and the heavily obstructed cases failed the

0.7 threshold. For the remaining cases the SHRMAX has dropped from 1.7 for the

empty case to 1.00 for the lightly obstructed case and picked up again to reach 1.25 in

the case of a medium obstructed case (version 2 with a filing cabinet).

The minimum/average iluminance based SHRMAX has about the same cases

failing the 0.8 test. In this case as well, there was a sharp drop in SHRMAX from that

of the empty case to that of the lightly obstructed case. In the remaining cases the same

pattern as that of the mini/max. is found. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 illustrate the variation

in min./max. uniformity ratio as a function of SHR.

4.4.1.4 Twin lamp linear bat-wing luminaire

When this luminaire was used all cases have satisfied the min./max. uniformity

ratio criterion in the case of a desk perpendicular to the luminaire axis. As shown

in Table 4.4 the drop in the SHRMAX from one case to an other is quite steady. From

1.90 for the empty case it came down to 1.52 when a lightly obstructed case was

considered. In the case of V.D.0 version of a medium obstructed interior SHRMAX

was 1.50 and then dropped again to reach 1.25 when a filing cabinet was used. The

introduction of a partition in a heavily obstructed case has not made any changes to the

SHRMAX which was the same as that of the medium obstructed case (version 2).

When the desk was parallel to the luminaire axis only the lightly obstructed

case has satisfied the uniformity criterion to have an SHRMAX of 1.00 while the

remaining obstructed cases failed the uniformity criterion at all SHR values.

The main features of these results could summarised in the following points:

1) In the case of workstations with desks perpendicular to the luminaire axis all

obstructed cases have satisfied the 0.7 min./max. uniformity ratio for all luminaires.

When the desk was positioned parallel to the luminaire axis only the lightly obstructed

case has satisfied this criterion, except for one medium case.

2) When the desk was perpendicular to the luminaire axis there were some

similarities between the different cases in terms of SHRMAX. for instance the lightly
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obstructed case was similar to the medium obstructed case (version 1 with V.D.U),

whereas the medium case (version 2 with a filing cabinet) is close to the heavily

obstructed case.

3) In the case of luminaires positioned perpendicular to the desk, most of the

sharp drop in illuminance occurred within the "safety zone" along the 0.10 m strip.

Rotating the luminaires at 900 resulted in the drop occurring at isolated points

(sometimes one or two) inside the notional task area and therefore more cases failed

the minimum/maximum uniformity criterion. This phenomenon highlights the problem

of relying on single points to assess the uniformity of illuminance.

4) When the desk was parallel to the luminaire axis the sharp drop in iluminance

which causes the uniformity to be condemned is° usually caused by the side

obstructions such as V.D.U, filing cabinet or partition.

5) The human form has more effect in the case of a perpendicular desk than that

of a parallel one.

4.4.1.5 Effect of individual obstructions

In order to establish the effect of the individual elements which make up the

different obstruction configurations the program was run with one element at the time

using the twin lamp Broadspread reflector. The results were as follows:

a) : When the desk was perpendicular to the luminaire axis the human form has

an important effect particularly at lower and medium SHRNOM values (up to 1.75).

For higher SHRNOM values it does not determine the minimum and consequently its

effect is not very relevant.In the case of a desk parallel to the luminaire axis and for all

cases the human form did not cause the occurrence of the minimum illuminance but it

has cOntributed to the drop.

b) : In the perpendicular position of the desk the effect of the V.D.0 was very

important at higher SHRNOM values (1.75 and upwards) where it determines the

minimum illuminance and consequently the uniformity ratio. For the parallel position

of the desk, the effect of the V.D.U. was more noticeable at lower spacing to height

ratios. This was due to its positioning being perpendicular to the luminaire axis which

resulted in more flux in the axial plane being blocked, particularly at lower angles of

incidence where the higher intensities occur.

c) : In the case of a perpendicular desk the individual effect of the filing cabinet
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was less marked than that of the V.D.U. This was due to the position of the V.D.U.

being away from the halfway between the two inner rows of luminaires. As a

consequence, the bulk of the shadow area was beyond the safety zone into the task.

Nevertheless it was responsible for the minimum illuminance in the medium

obstructed case for SHRNOM values of 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00. When the parallel desk

was considered, the effect of the filing cabinet caused the minimum ifiuminance to

occur for SHRNOM values up to 1.75. At higher SHRNOM values its effect was still

present but not very important.

d) : When the desk was perpendicular to the luminaire axis the effect of the

partition was very considerable at medium and higher SHRNOM values. Apart from

causing the minimum illuminance point, the drop in illuminance due to its presence

was spread over a large area for which the size changes with the change in SHR value.

In the case of a parallel desk (therefore partition perpendicular to luminaire axis) its

effect at lower SI-IRNOM values was on the opposite side of the desk combined with

that of the other perpendicular obstructions. At higher SHRNOM the minimum

illuminance point started to shift towards the partition.

4.4.2 Point source luminaires

The point source program was ran using two luminaires for which the intensity

distributions along with the SHRMAX results obtained are shown in Table 4.5. The

variations in uniformity ratio as a function of SHR for the empty and various

obstructed cases are shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26.

4.4.2.1 Compact source

The drop in maximum SHR from the empty case to the heavily obstructed one is

smooth. From 1.75 for the unobstructed case the SHRMAX has dropped to 1.40 in

the case of a lightly obstructed case (human form and a paper rack). For both versions

of medium obstructed case the SHRMAX was 1.27. This suggests that for this

particular luminaire both the visual display unit and the filing cabinet behaved in the

same way. The heavily obstructed case (human form, partition and a filing cabinet)

experienced a slightly larger drop in . SHRMAX to reach 1.25. Figure 4.25 illustrates

these results.
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4.4.2.2 Square downlight

When this point source was used in running the program all the cases satisfied

the uniformity ratio criterion. The drop in SHRMAX value was smooth as in the case

of the downlight source. From 1.32 for the unobstructed case it dropped to 1.17 for

both the lightly and medium obstructed case (V.D.0 version) and dropped again to

reach 1.15 for both the medium (filing cabinet version) and the heavily obstructed

case. Table 4.5 shows the values of SHRMAX for the various cases. The variation in

uniformity ratio as a function of SHR is illustrated in Figure 4.26.

4.5 Discussion

To study the effects of the various standard obstructions the uniformity ratio for

each of the preferred series of SHR set out in CIBSE TM5 was calculated for a

number of examples. The results are summarised in a tabulated form in Tables 4.4 and

4.5 and as graphs in Figures 4.16 to 4.26 for both linear and symmetric point

luminaires and include examples for standard obstructions positioned such that their

axes are parallel or perpendicular to those of the linear luminaires. To provide a

reference to the obstructed case the uniformity ratio for the empty case is also shown.

The reduction in SHR for the symmetric luminaires is shown in Figures 4.25

and 4.26. there are large differences in SHRMAX between empty and obstructed cases

and smaller but significant differences between the obstructed cases. In terms of

SHRNOM, which is a major concern to designers, the difference become even more

marked. For the Compact source, for example, the value for the heavy obstructed case

falls two preferred increments from empty. The major contributing factor to the large

reduction in uniformity ratio when considering point sources is when the point of

minimum illuminance on the task area moves from "seeing" to "not seeing" the

luminaires with major illuminance contribution and under these circumstances shadow

may be a problem.

Marked differences between empty and obstructed cases for linear lurninaires are

apparent from Figures 4.16 to 4.24, in some cases this being up to two increments of

SHRNOM. Cases with workstations perpendicular to luniinaires gave acceptable

uniformity ratios for all obstruction configurations but with relatively little difference

between the obstructed cases in terms of SHRMAX. For workstations parallel to

luminaires only the light and some medium cases have acceptable results but at
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SHRNOM value three increments lower than empty. This appears to lead to the

general conclusion that the effect of an individual obstruction component is greater

when perpendicular than parallel to a linear luminaire.

4.6 Conclusions

It is clear that obstructions have a major effect on iluminance conditions within

an interior and that designers ignore that at their peril. The difference between the

empty and various obstructed cases indicates that not only the presence of obstructions

is important but also their size and disposition.

The modified SHR method described in this work may be used by designers in

two ways: Either to indicate the design SHR at which acceptable task uniformities will

be obtained or to give a warning of the need for local lighting. A proposed method of

use of obstructed SUR in design is given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Representation of uniformity of illuminance

5.1 Introduction

The illuminance obtained in any lighting installation in practice will never be

completely uniform over the entire working plane. In naturally lit rooms iluminance

levels are primarily determined by the distance from the windows but in artificially lit

spaces the illuminance varies with the change in location with respect to the luminaire

array with the superimposed variation due to the discrete nature of lpminaires.

Additionally room contents may obstruct the passage of light from the source to the

task area and cause areas of local illuminance diversity. The desire to limit the

magnitude of change in illuminance across a working plane is usually regarded as a

major quality concern of the lighting designer. Design methods enshrine this notion in

the concept of the provision of average standard service illuminance over the working

plane within some prescribed limit of uniformity.

Uniformity standards evolved in the early days of artificial lighting development

and probably were due to the desire for uniform iluminance as a reaction to the

diversity of daylight schemes (1)• At that time acceptable average working plane

illuminance levels were as low as 50 lux and the calculation process was developed to

maintain an acceptable level of minimum task illuminance and this, despite general

illuminance levels having increased in the meantime, still forms the basis of the

common representations of uniformity in use today. There is evidence that in addition

to ensuring minimum working plane illuminance, uniformity is a factor in producing

desirable performance levels of the visual task and providing user satisfaction with

installation appearance (2,3)
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There are a large number of ways to be found in the literature by which the

uniformity of illuminance is represented . The most common. one is the ratio of

minimum to maximum illuminance used in the CIBSE TM5 method for calculating

spacing to height ratio for luminaires (4) This criterion is also used by designers when

specifying illuminance levels.

The purpose of the present work is to derive and test alternative representations

of uniformity which will be applied to both empty and, obstructed SHR calculations.

This chapter reviews the various representations of unifonnity that have been

promulgated, describes how some may be incorporated into SHR calculations and

presents results for a range of luminaires.

5.2 Uniformity and the SHR calculation

The lumen method is the most popular design technique for general lighting

schemes and has as its principal aim the provision of uniform illuminance over a

working plane (5) The core of the method is the spacing to height ratio (SEIR) which

determines the layout of the luminaires. The standard U.K. method for calculation of

SHR in empty rooms is described in the CIBSE Technical Memoranda No.5 (4) and

defines SHR as the ratio of the spacing in a stated direction between photometric

centres of adjacent luminaires to the mounting height of the luminaires above the

horizontal reference plane. Using a standard array of sixteen identical luminaires in a

square grid the luminaires are positioned, at first, very close together and then moved

apart in ordered steps so that the SHR is increased until the uniformity ratio defined by

the minimum to maximum illuminance falls below the 0.7 threshold value. In order to

calculate uniformity, the direct illuminance is calculated over a grid of points in the

central area of the standard array of luminaires. Two SHR's are defined in the

calculation: SHRMAX is the value of SHR which gives the widest spacing at which a

ratio of minimum to maximum iluminance greater or equal to 0.7 is achieved over the

central area and SHRNOM is the greatest value of SITR in the preferred series of steps

to achieve the 0.7 minimum/maximum uniformity ratio.

A modification to the TM5 method of SHR calculation has been developed that

allows for the effect of obstruction loss caused by the contents of non-empty rooms

This is fully described in Chapter 4 and elsewhere (6,7,8) The modified method takes
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account of light loss caused by defined obstructions positioned within the central area

of the standard square array and is implemented by means of a computer program. In

both the empty and obstructed SHR calculations the method of representation and

threshold value of uniformity ratio are critical factors. When using the uniformity ratio

defined by the ratio of minimum to maximum illuminance the result depends on two

point illuminance values. The illuminance grids for typical SHR calculations of the

type described in TM5 for empty rooms are characterised by smooth gradients of

illuminance from point to point and the minimum and maximum values used to define

the uniformity ratio will usually be representative of conditions over relatively large

areas of the working plane. This is shown in a typical iluminance grid in Figure 5.1.

Adding obstructions to the calculations, on the other hand, causes sharp decreases in

local illuminance due to the shadowing of the notional room contents. The resulting

uniformity ratio could thus be adversely influenced by a large single isolated value of

minimum or maximum iluminance that is unrepresentative of adjacent areas. The

example shown in Figure 5.2 is typical of the sharp variation in illuminance between

adjacent areas in the case of obstructed interiors. Furthermore, introducing

obstructions into a space divides the wall - to - wall working plane area, used in

conventional design methods, into smaller task areas separated by circulation areas.

These areas do not necessarily require the same illuminance uniformity of 0.7

minimum to maximum as in the case of task areas. This shows that the presence of

obstructions affects not only the levels of illuminance on the working plane but also

the definition of the working plane itself in the space.

5.3 Measures of uniformity

The most commonly used measures are the maximum, minimum and average

illuminance, or ratios of these items over some prescribed area of a plane. Statistical

measures of spread or distribution of illuminance, usually based on a series of point

values across a plane have also been put forward, as have gradient techniques based

on a rate of change of ifiuminance between near points. The minimum / maximum /

average methods and statistical approaches may be regarded as being "global" in

application since their use implies the assessment of uniformity over an area. This area

may be the whole working plane within a room or some more localised area on which

the visual task is performed. The gradient technique is essentially a method of
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744	 718	 689 659	 629 600 573 549 528 511	 499 491	 489

709	 685 659 632 605 579 554 532 513 498 487 480 477

667	 645 622 598 574 551	 529 509 493 479 469 463 461

630	 611	 590 569	 548 528	 508 491	 476 464 455 449 448

610	 593	 575	 556	 537	 519 502 486 473	 462 454 449 448

597	 581	 565	 548	 531	 515	 500 486 474	 464	 457 453	 451

593	 580 565	 549	 534	 519 505 493	 482 473	 466	 462 461

599	 586 572 558 543 530 517 505 495 487 481	 477 476

594	 582 569 555 542 529 517 506 496 489 483 480 478

592	 580 568 555 543 530 519 508 499 492 486 483 482

598	 586 574 562 549 537 525 515 506 499 494 490 489

598	 586	 574 562 549 537 525 515 506 499 494 490 489

592	 580	 568	 555	 543	 530 519 508 499 492 486 483	 482

594	 582 569 555	 542 529 517 506 496 489 483 480 478

599	 586 572 558	 543 530 517 505 495 487 481	 477 476

593	 580 565 549 534 519 505 493 482 473 466 462 461

597	 581	 565	 548	 531	 515	 500 486	 474 464 457 453	 451

610	 593	 575 556	 537	 519 502 486 473	 462 454 449 448

630	 611	 590 569	 548	 528	 508 491	 476	 464 455 449 448

667	 645 622 598	 574	 551	 529 509 493	 479 469 463 461

709	 685 659 632 605 579 554 532 513 498 487 480 477

744	 718	 689	 659	 629 600 573 549 528 511	 499 491	 489

Figure 5.1 Plot of illuminance across the working plane for an empty interior.
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549	 31	 24	 23	 25	 26	 26	 27	 28	 27	 29	 29	 29

524	 203	 47	 37	 35	 34	 31	 30	 32	 34	 38	 38	 44

494	 319	 184	 99	 42	 40	 44	 44	 45	 49	 62	 92	 144

471	 354	 252	 174	 119	 69	 48	 53	 71	 89	 115	 159	 219

462	 377	 298	 234	 185	 131	 109	 99	 99	 135	 167 209	 264

461	 396	 336	 284	 243	 186	 163	 153	 153	 162	 209	 249 233

592 578	 563	 548	 532	 517	 503	 449	 435	 425	 414	 406	 401

597	 584	 570	 556	 541	 527 514	 502 436 423	 412 406 399

594 582 567 553	 540 527	 514 503	 493 417 405 395 387

592 580 566 555	 540 528 516 505 496 411	 399 388	 379

598 586 574 562 549 534 523 512 503 495 490 383 356

598 586 574 562 549 534 523 512 503 495 490 383	 356

592 580 566 555	 540 528 516 505 496 411	 399 388 379

594	 582 567 553	 540 527 514 503	 493 417 405 395 387

597 584	 570 556	 541	 527 514 502 436 423 412 406 399

592	 578 563	 548 532 517 503	 449 435 425 414	 406	 401

596 580 564 547 531	 488 469 454 440 427 444 440 405

609 593	 575 556 537 498 480 462 447 457 446 441 448

630 611	 590	 569	 548	 513	 493 475 468 458 450 449 448

665	 644	 619	 590	 543	 497 440 388 358	 341	 333	 349 329

709	 685	 658	 621	 593	 570 540 485 374	 343 315	 169	 98

744 718 682 651	 624 596 570 546 526 509	 29	 29	 29

Figure 5.2 Plot of illuminance across the working plane for an obstructed interior.
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assessing "local" uniformity between adjacent points.

5.3.1 Ratios of Minimum/Maximum/Average illuminance

This system forms the basis of the specification of uniformity in most of the

major national and international lighting codes. The CIBSE Code(9) uses a uniformity

ratio defined as the minimum to average illuminance over the task area and

recommends that its value should not fall below 0.8. To attempt to ensure that this is

the case, luminaires are recommended to be installed at an SHR which limits to 0.7 the

ratio of minimum to maximum direct illuminance values obtained beneath and between

luminaires in a square array at the middle of an installation. This ratio is known as the

mid-point ratio and provides a simplified worst case calculation as a basis for

determining SHRMAX which normally gives a uniformity ratio of 0.8 over the central

region of an installation (4)• The SHRMAX calculation procedure attempts to ensure

that the uniformity criterion would be acceptable at any spacing up to the maximum for

the type of luminaire distribution. The limiting value of mid-point ratio of 0.7 appears

to result from the work of McWhirter (10), and experimental work by Saunders (11)

showed that people's assessment of uniformity worsened as minimum/maximum

illuminance fell below 0.7 to a point at 0.5 where the majority was dissatisfied. Recent

work on the subjective response of people carrying out visual tasks under various

lighting systems showed that for tasks which occupy only the central part of the desk,

illuminance uniformity of 0.5 was acceptable (12)• As pointed out by Cuttle (13) the

minimum/average and minimum/maximum limits have a mathematical relationship

such that for an unbiased distribution a minimum/average ratio of 0.8 would be

equivalent to a minimum/maximum ratio of 0.67, thus representing a slight relaxation

of standards. By a similar argument the minimum/maximum limit of 0.7 is equivalent

to that of 0.82 minimum/average . The Cifi Code on Interior Lighting (14) and the DIN

Standard 5035 (15) adopt a minimum/average criterion for specification of uniformity

on the working plane with limiting values of 0.8 and 0.66 respectively although

neither is explicitly linked to luminaire spacing.

5.3.2 Statistical representations of uniformity
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lMD
UI=	 -. 100

E
ave

(5.1)

Concern that minimum/maximum/average ratio methods of representing

uniformity produced a result heavily influenced by a single point value - usually the

minimum- lead to the development of statistical techniques for determining the

distribution about the average of all points of illuminance calculation or measurement.

Mahler and LeVere (16) put forward "Uniformity of illuminance" (UI) as a measure

related to both average and the distribution of planar illuminance.

where MD is the mean deviation and is calculated from the following expression:

ZJE -&
M = 

p=1 ave	 p1	
.	 (5.2)

D

where:

Eave = average planar illuminance

= iluminance at a particular point

n	 = number of measurement points

The major omission in the UI method were that no indication of the number and

position of points of calculation for working planes of different sizes was given, and

that there was no guidance as to what constitutes desirable, or otherwise, limiting

values of UI.

The use of the standard deviation (S) technique was proposed by Jones and

Levin (after Mahier and LeVere (16)) as means of giving some indication of the

distribution of the points measurement and at the same time more heavily weights
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extreme values.

Z (E-E)2

S	
p	 ave

n
(5.3)

This approach has the advantage that the lighting designer would be able to tell

for example, that about two-thirds of the measurement points would be found within

plus or minus one standard deviation of the average, and by dividing standard

deviation by average, an index (S/Eave) could be defmed which express uniformity in

terms of percentage of illuminance variation from average, related to the number of

measurement points. Mathieu (17) inCorporated the standard deviation approach into

the measure of "Statistical Uniformity" (SU)

- (Ea,e+S)	

(5.4)

A test for convergence is required to establish the number of calculation points

required to give acceptable results for Eave and S. Mathieu (17) suggested that the

appropriate number of points could be obtained by varying the size of the calculation

grid subject to a minimum of 100. A generalised relationship between SU and

uniformity ratio (in terms of minimum and average) exists, SU being effectively a

measure of "maximum/minimum" ratio. This means that a uniformity expressed as an

SU could be interpreted in a similar manner to the maximum/minimum planar

illuminance ratio if, for example, a design specification was in terms of illuminance of

adjacent areas.

5.3.3 Gradient techniques
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Fink (18) and Ewing (2) developed measures of uniformity based on gradient of

illuminance between adjacent points on a plane and calculated as percentage change in

illuminance over a finite distance, usually for most applications 0.1 of the mounting

height of luminaire. Fink also reported the results of some experiments which

attempted to determine the size of gradients that observers found noticeable, and also

to relate gradient measures to minimum/maximum/average ratios. Although the results

should be treated with caution due to the small number of observers tested, the

experiments indicated that a uniformity ratio of 0.8 minimum/average was equivalent

to about 10 % gradient, this being valid if no large gradients existed. It was also

demonstrated that the gradient techniques could be used, in place of minimum/average

uniformity ratio, in calculation of SHR in empty rooms.

5.4 Application of uniformity measures

For each value of the preferred series the SHR calculation was performed using

different uniformity criteria and was then assessed against limits appropriate to each

measure. Details of the STiR calculation procedure are given in the previous chapter.

The method of representation of the criteria and derivation of the limits is described

below.

5.4.1 Minimum / Maximum / Average illuminance

The task area was divided into a grid of points at 0.lm centres at which direct

illuminance was calculated. Maximum and minimum points were selected, average

illuminance calculated for the whole grid area and the appropriate ratios calculated. An

additional 16 point minimum/maximum ratio was derived this being the lowest and

highest illuminance averaged over areas on the task of size of approximately an A4

piece of paper. This produced, it was hoped, a measure that was not unduly influenced

by single points values, and was calculated by dividing the illuminance grid into sub-

areas of 16 points over which an average was calculated. The limit of this measure

was taken as 0.8 since it was expressed in terms of averages.

5.4.2 Statistical measures

The standard deviation approach was used to develop two measures of
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E.=E -2Smm	 ave (5.5)

E =E +2Smax	 ave (5.6)

and

(E -2S)
ave	

= 0.7
(E +2S)

ave

(5.7)

uniformity together with appropriate limits. The first is the ratio of standard deviation

to average illuminance with an associated limiting value derived from the familiar ratio

of minimum to maximum illuminance of 0.7. Assuming a normal distribution in which

95 % of the points (i.e. two standard deviations) satisfy the criterion of normality,

then:

If the ratio Minimum to Maximum is expressed in terms of Equations (5.5) and (5.6)

we then get:

hence:

S=0.i E
ave

(5.8)

Illuminance values at all points on the grid, standard deviations, and the uniformity

measure (SI Eave) x 100 were calculated for comparison with the limiting value of 10

%.

The second statistical measure considered is Statistical Uniformity (SU) which

uses one standard deviation as the basis of its calculation process. Based on a

minimum/maximum ratio of 0.7 and substituting for S by the expression in Equation

5.8, SU can be written as:
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2(E -E)
a	 b

Gr=
ab (E +E)

a	 b

(5.10)

(E +O.1E
s u	

ave	 ave

(E -O.1E )
ave	 ave

(5.9)

Solving the equation will result in a limiting value for SU of 1.22.

5.4.3 Gradient measures

Gradients were calculated between all individual points having a separation of

0.3 m in both directions over the whole iluminance grid. The spacing of 0.3 m was

selected for the calculation since it represented the size of the "area of task already

used in the 16 point minimum/maximum measure and was similar to the size of the

grid of points used for gradient calculations by Fink (18)• For each point on the 0.3 m

grid the gradient was calculated in both X and Y directions as follows:

where Gra b is the gradient between points a and b which are adjacent on the

grid. All gradient values were calculated and the maximum value is selected as the

uniformity measure. Fink suggests an acceptable maximum gradient of 10 % although

this was determined for empty spaces lit by luminaires with smooth intensity

distributions.

5.5 Results of the calculations

To study the effect of the various uniformity measures, SHR calculations were

performed for both empty and obstructed spaces using a number of luminaire types

and results for four luminaires (two linear and two point sources) are presented in

Table 5.1 in terms of SHRMAX and in Table 5.2 in terms of SHRNOM. Inspection of

Table 5.1 indicates that the relationship between the various measures and SHR follow
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similar general patterns for each luminaire. More detailed results for luminaires 1 and 3

in Table 5.1 are shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.6 and 5.7 to 5.13 respectively. These show

in graphical form results using six uniformity measures applied to both empty and

obstructed calculations and enable the relationships to be examined in terms of both

SHRMAX and SHRNOM. Since a number of the measures rely on either the

magnitude or location of the minimum point the SHR calculations were repeated with

the minimum point value arbitrarily reduced by 20 %. The results are also shown in

Table 5.1. The purpose of the test was to give a pointer to the robustness of the the

measures when dealing with illuminance grids that may contain isolated local areas of

low illuminance, this being a particular problem in obstructed spaces.

5.5.1 Point source luminaire

Results of the SHR calculation for an empty interior using the various

uniformity measures for luminaire 1 in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are shown in Figure 5.3.

These were compared with those obtained for obstructed interiors which are shown in

Figures 5.4 to 5.6. Those figures indicate that using all the various uniformity

measures, the greater the degree of obstruction the smaller the maximum SHR

permitted. The minimum/maximum measure using two illuminance points which has

been used to date in all SHR calculations, gives very different SHRMAX values for

the various obstructed cases, but the same SHRNOM, one increment lower than that

of the empty case. SHRNOM calculations using the minimum/average measure with

single point minimum were higher than the equivalent minimum/maximum calculation

by two increments for the empty case and three increments for lightly obstructed case.

Interestingly the SHRNOM values for the medium and heavy cases of obstruction

were similar to those calculated using minimum/maximum. This is due to the

obstructions causing a change in the statistical distribution of the iluminance grid from

smoothly to rapidly varying which in turn causes average illuminance and maximum

point illuminance to vary at different rates. The minimum/maximum values calculated

using the 16 point sub- areas of the illuminance grid gave higher SHRMAX value than

the single point minimum/maximum in all cases despite the higher limiting value of

the 16 point measure. In terms of SHRNOM the empty case was the same as single

point but the obstructed cases were all one SHR increment higher. This result is not

unexpected since given the "averaging" effect, the use of the A4 sized sub-areas would
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tend to produce minimum/maximum ratio that approaches unity.

Both statistical measires give higher SHRMAX results than single point

minimum/maximum but with a less steep fall in SI-IR from the light to the heavy

obstructed cases. The effect on SRRNOM was to produce the same value for all

obstructed cases, one increment higher than the equivalent minimum/maximum value.

The major difference between the two measures was apparent only in the heavily

obstructed cases where a substantial number of points on the illuminance grid, with

low illuminance values, lay between one and two standard deviations and in this case

the SIEave measure was better able to take account of the widely dispersed points at

or near the minimum.

Interpretation of the gradient measures was difficult because of uncertainty about

what constitutes a limiting value of maximum gradient. The application of Fink's

suggested figure of 10% would mean that the empty case would have a maximum of

0.9 and light and medium obstructed cases 0.5 SHR. The results should be treated

with caution since they are considerably at variance with the results produced by the

other measures. Inspections of the curves in Figures 5.3 to 5.6 suggest that an

alternative limit which gives result of a similar order to those of the other, measures

may be the point at which the graph of uniformity measure increases sharply. This

would, for example, give a value of SHRNOM for the empty case of 1.75 compared

with minimum/average of 1.75 and minimum/maximum of 1.25. It is likely that the

point of sharp increase of maximum gradient is caused by large areas of low value

illuminance on the grid at the particular SHR and that under these circumstances the

maximum gradient may be through the point of minimum iluminance.

The effect of arbitrary reduction of the minimum point illuminance can be seen in

column 4 in Table 5.1 (for luminaire 1). The effect on minimum/maximum and

minimum/average is dramatic, as it may be expected, since the measures are highly

dependent on the single value of minimum iluminance. In both cases neither

uniformity measure attains the limiting value although all other points on the

illuminance grid remain the same. The effect on 16 point minimum/maximum and on

the statistical measures are negligible, all attaining the same SHRNOM as before. The

effect on gradient measures is erratic. The difference between the results produced by

original and modified measure suggest that this is due to the variations in geographic

locations of the maximum gradient.
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Figure 5.3: Unifoimity measures for an empty space lit by a point soure (1)
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Figure 5.6: Uniformity measures for a heavy obstructed space
lit by a point source (1)
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5.5.2 Linear luminaire

When linear luminaires were used, two possible orientations of luminaire were

considered for the obstructed cases. In the case of an empty interior both perpendicular

and parallel orientations yielded similar results. An example of the data produced is

shown in Figure 5.7 for the empty case and Figures 5.8 to 5.13 for the various

obstructed cases. these results were obtained using luminaire 3 in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

For each of these cases the various uniformity measures produced different SHR

results. On the other hand all the results follow a similar pattern characterised by drop

in SI-JR with increased obstruction density.

The two illuminance points minimum/maximum produced the same SHRNOM

for all obstructed cases when the perpendicular orientation was considered. This was

1.25 as compared to 1.50 for the empty interior. The SHRMAX values were 1.70 for

the empty case and, 1.40 for the lightly obstructed case, 1.33 for the medium and 1.27

for the heavy case. When the parallel orientation was considered, both nominal and

maximum values of SHR dropped for the obstructed case. Both of them were 1.00

for the light case and dropped to 0.75 and 0.85 respectively for the medium case. The

heavy case failed to have one. The 16 points minimum/maximum produced results

which exceeded the two illuminance points measure by one increment for the

SHRNOM for perpendicular orientation and 2 increments for the parallel one. This

was the case in all interiors except the heavy one. The minimum/average results were

similar to those of the minimum/maximum.

When the statistical measures were used, both empty and obstructed cases

yielded results similar to those of 16 points minimum/maximum in terms of

SHRNOM. The SHRMAX values for the various cases were about the same

magnitude as those for the 16 points iluminance measure but with slight variations

from one case to an other.

Using the gradient measures to calculate SHR produced results which both

erratic and difficult to interpret. This was due to the lack of a recognised limit. Using

the 10 % limit developed for the empty spaces has produced SHRMAX values in the

order Of 1.75 for empty case, 0.80 for light case and 0.75 for medium case. The

heavy case as well as all obstructed case for the perpendicular orientation failed to have

an appropriate SHR.
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Figure 5.8: Uniformity measures for a light obstructed space

lit by linear luminaire 3 perpendicular to desk.
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Luminaire	 Uniformity Empty Lightly obstructed Medium obstructed Heavily obstructed
type	 measure	 case case	 case (Filing cabinet case

	

______ _______ ___	 -20% ________ ________
Luminaire 1	 Min.fMax.	 1.32	 1.17	 1.15	 1.15

	

Point source Min.16/Max.16 1.31 	 1.31	 1.29	 1.31	 1.27

	

Min./Avg.	 1.76	 1.75	 1.15	 1.18
S/Avg	 1.41	 1.41	 1.38	 1.38	 1.27
S.U.	 1.42	 1.39	 1.35	 1.38	 1.27

	

___________ - Max. Grad. 	 0.92	 0.50	 0.50	 0.50	 _______________
Luminaire 2	 Mi fMax.	 1.75	 1.40	 1.25	 1.25

	

Point source Min.16/Max.16 2.00 	 1.75	 1.75	 1.28

	

Mi/Avg.	 2.50	 1.55	 1.37	 1.25
S/Avg	 2.50	 2.12	 1.87	 1.31
S.U.	 2.40	 2.10	 1.87	 1.30

	

___________ Max. Grad. 	 2.00	 0.53	 0.53	 _______________
Luminaire .3	 Min.fMax.	 1.70	 1.40	 1.00	 1.33	 0.85	 1.27

	

Linear source Min.16/Max.16 1.88 	 1.55	 1.50	 1.50	 1.25	 1.27	 1.16

	

Min./Avg.	 1.92	 1.35	 0.91	 1.30	 0.75	 1.26	 -
S/Avg	 1.75	 1.62	 1.55	 1.56	 1.37	 1.27	 1.29
S.U.	 1.75	 1.62	 1.53	 1.55	 1.36	 1.27	 1.29

	

___________ Max. Grad.	 1.75	 0.80	 0.75 _______________
luminaire 4	 Mi /Max.	 1.90	 1.52	 1.00	 1.50	 1.25

	Linear source Min.16/Max.16 1.86	 1.62	 1.75	 1.62	 1.08	 1.00

	

Mi /Avg.	 2.25	 1.50	 1.00	 1.25	 1.25	 -
S/Avg	 1.95	 1.25	 1.25	 1.50	 1.12	 -	 1.00
S.U.	 1.92	 1.25	 1.78	 1.50	 1.08	 -	 1.00

	

__________ Max. Grad.	 1.85 _____________ ______________ ______________

Key:
-20 %: SHRMAX values obtained with a minimum illuminance reduced by 20 %

_: For all SHR values the uniformity criterion does not reach the limit
Bold figures: The work station is perpendicular to the luminaire axis

Table 5.1: SHRMAX values for typical luminaires calculated using different

uniformity measures for empty and obstructed interiors.
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Luminaire	 Uniformity Empty Lightly obstructed Medium obstructed Heavily obstructed
type	 measure	 case case	 case (Filing cabinet case

	

______ _______ ___	 -20% _________ _________
Luminaire 1	 Mm. /Max.	 1.25	 1.00	 -	 1.00	 1.00

	

Point source Min.16/Max.16 1.25	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25
	Mm. /Avg.	 1.75	 1.75	 1.00	 1.00

S/Avg	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25
S.U.	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25

	

___________ Max. Grad.	 0.75	 0.50	 0.50	 0.50	 _______________
Luminaire 2	 Mm. fMax.	 1.75	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25

	

Point source Min.16/Max.16 2.00 	 1.75	 1.75	 1.25

	

Mm. /Avg.	 2.50	 1.50	 1.25	 1.25
S/Avg	 2.50	 2.00	 1.75	 1.25
S.U.	 2.00	 2.00	 1.75	 1.25

	___________ Max. Grad.	 2.00	 0.50	 0.50	 _______________
Luminaire 3	 Mi/Max.	 1.50	 1.25	 1.00	 1.25	 0.75	 1.25

	

Linear source Min.16/Max.16 1.75 	 1.50	 1.50	 1.50	 1.25	 1.25	 1.00

	

Mi/Avg.	 1.75	 1.25	 0.75	 1.25	 0.75	 1.25	 -
S/Avg	 1.75	 1.50	 1.50	 1.50	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25
S.U.	 1.75	 1.50	 1.50	 1.50	 1.25	 1.25	 1.25

	

__________ Max. Grad.	 1.75	 0.75	 0.75 _______________
luminaire4	 Min.fMax.	 1.75	 1.50	 1.00	 1.50	 1.25

	

Linear source Min.16/Max.16 1.75	 1.50	 1.75	 1.50	 1.00	 -	 1.00

	

Mm. /Avg.	 2.25	 1.50	 1.00	 1.25	 1.25
S/Avg	 1.75	 1.25	 1.25	 1.50	 1.00	 1.00
S.U.	 1.75	 1.25	 1.75	 1.50	 1.00	 1.00

_________ Max. Grad. 1.75 ____________ _____________ _____________

Key:
-20 %: SHRNOM values obtained with a minimum illuminance reduced by 20 %

_: For all SHR values the uniformity criterion does not reach the limit
Bold figures: The work station is perpendicular to the luminaire axis

Table 5.1: SHRNOM values for typical luminaires calculated using different

uniformity measures for empty and obstructed interiors.
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5.6 Conclusion

It is apparent that the use of the various measures of uniformity as the basis of

SHR calculations gives results of the same general pattern but exhibiting some

important variations. The most important of these in terms of current practice is the

difference between the results obtained using minimum/maximum, the basis of

calculations in CIBSE TM5, and minimum/average which is used for specification of

uniformity in CIBSE Code for Interior Lighting. Minimum/maximum/average

calculations have the advantages of simplicity, which make them easy to understand

and suitable for hand calculations, and of association with limiting values which

appear to have some experimental validation and which have been in use for a long

time, albeit with limits that do not equate to each other. The problems with these

measures are caused under the circumstances where isolated point minimum or

maximum values adversely affect the results. This lack of robustness is to some extent

overcome by the use of the 16 point minimum/maximum measure. The two statistical

measures, appear from the the experimental evidence, to produce robust result and

have limiting values developed from the tried and tested minimum/maximum/average

values. It is clear however that for most iluminance grids which have wide spreads of

points that the S/E ave measure is superior to SU. Both were more complex than the

other measures tested but since most SHR calculations are performed on computers

this is not a major drawback in practice. The gradient measures produce results that

deviate most from the general pattern. The use of maximum gradient as a measure

makes both interpretation of results and defmition of suitable limits very difficult. The

measure suffers from the same disadvantage as minimum/maximum/average in that it

critically depends on localised point values and there is a clear need for more

subjective work to establish acceptable limiting maximum gradient of illuminance.

This work has tested a number of alternative uniformity measures for use in

SHR calculations. Gradient measures have been shown to be unsuitable for this

purpose whilst single point minimum/maximum/average measures exhibit

inconsistency. Statistical and 16 point minimum/maximum measures on the other hand

have been shown to have potential for the development as the basis of SHR

calculations.
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Chapter 6

Effect of design parameters on light loss

6.1	 Introduction

Despite the consensus of opinion on the effect of obstructions on the lighting

conditions in interiors (1), the majority of general lighting installations are designed

assuming that the space between the plane of luminaires and the working plane is

empty. In practice, however, most building interiors contain furniture, office

equipments and office users projecting above the working plane which affect the

pattern of light distribution and may cause local reductions in working plane

illuminance coupled with the formation of shadowed areas. Routine design methods

for general lighting systems do not allow for light loss caused by obstructions. Both

the CIBSE (2) and the North American IES (3), for instance, suggest that in order to

overcome the problems caused by obstructions luminaires must be installed at closer

spacings than those which are appropriate for empty spaces. Neither body however

provides any quantitative guidance as to how much closer to move luminaires under

particular circumstances or the visual conditions achieved. The scarcity of design

guidance is due to the lack of quantitative understanding of the effect of obstruction,

on the spacing of the luminaires which was discussed in Chapter 4 and will be

implemented in a design method in Chapter 7, and light loss.

lEn order to obtain information on illuminance conditions in actual obstructed

interiors a number of workers have used survey methods to assess light losses.

Kajima et al (4) carried out measurements of working plane illuminances in a number

of offices before and after installation of furniture but their results showed only the

drop in average working plane illuminance, which was by up to 20 % for the

obstructed cases. The relationship between installation parameters and the magnitude
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of obstruction light loss over the working plane has been investigated using

photometric surveys in actual installations (5) • The results showed reduction in

average working plane illuminance in obstructed interiors ranging from 8 % to 10 %

and a series of tentative relationships were put forward between obstruction size,

shape and number, and the light loss. The data obtained from the survey work,

however was not enough to define those relationships. Nonetheless they pointed out

the way forward to carry out a full investigation.

6.2 Computer simulation of obstruction effects

A lengthy investigation of parameters affecting light loss could not be

undertaken using survey methods since these have the disadvantage of only being able

to provide data corresponding to the limited range of variables of each survey site.

Furthermore the methods would be too time consuming if the large number of

combinations of installations and design parameters required for a full understanding

of the subject had to be located and measured. An alternative method to carry out such

work was the use of computer simulation. The following sections describe the work

undertaken using a computer analysis program, which was already described in detail

in Chapter 3. The program simulates illuminance conditions in rooms of different

sizes and reflectances, initially empty and then filled with obstructions which varied in

type, height and reflectance.The effect of the various design parameters on the drop in

average working plane illuminance is discussed.

6.2.1 Validation of the analysis program

It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the analysis program results needed

validating. In order to formulate a statement on the validity of the results, these were

compared with data obtained from surveys carried out in actual interiors. Both

surveyed and simulated interiors were similar. A statistical analysis method was used

to compare sets of measured and calculated illuminance data.

Since the prime objective of this analysis is the correlation between measured

and calculated illuminance values, the null hypothesis H0 was chosen so that these

sets of data are not correlated. This hypothesis was formulated for the purpose of

being rejected so that the alternative hypothesis H 1 may be accepted (6)• The
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Spearman rank correlation test was chosen for the purpose of this work. Apart from

being a correlation test, it is based on ranks and also on the difference in scores

between two variables for each rank. In this analysis, the null hypothesis is rejected if

the statistical test yields a value whose associated probability of occurrence under H0

is equal to or less than the level of significance a. For the purpose of this analysis a

was taken as 0.01 in order to have a confidence level of correlation of 99 %.

For each of the data sets a correlation coefficient together with a confidence

limit was obtained. Measured and calculated values had correlation coefficients

ranging from 0.665 to 0.941 with 99 % confidence level. A plot of measured against

calculated illuminance values for a typical data set is shown in Figure 6.1. Table 6.1

shows the correlation results for all sets of data. These results demonstrated that the

analysis program is capable of simulating the lighting conditions in interiors for which

the photometric and physical characteristics are known.

6.2.2 Improvements to the program

When first developed, the program was intended to handle a comprehensive

range of furnished room sizes. The user however did not have much choice in

manipulating the input data since the arrays of input data were already pre-defined in

the body of the program according to a constant number of elements. The maximum

room size, for instance, allowed to be modelled could not exceed 14 m by 12 m.

Similarly the number of obstructions to be considered was restricted to a maximum of

24 elements. Redefining these arrays for particular applications was a tedious job

which was prone to errors. In order to give the user more flexibility the arrays which

handle the input data were redefined as a function of variables which in their turn were

declared as constants with given values to suit any particular application. A list

summarising a range of input data is shown in Table 6.2.

Concerning the positioning of luminaires, the program only checked to satisfy

the STIR requirement but not the physical possibility of fitting all luminaires in the

room which depends on the luminaire size in relation to the room dimensions. A new

routine was introduced to overcome this shortcoming.
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of measured and calculated illuminance values
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Data set
measured V	

Spearman coeff. Decision ut 	 Confidence level
of correlation

calculated	 rs
________________ ________ _______ ________________ (if there is any)_
Room • 1	 HO rejected at

empty case	 0.665	 12.44 both 0.05 & 0.01	 99 9'

________________ _______ _______ there is correlation _______________
Room 1	 HO rejected at

obstruct, case	 0.623 10.32 both 0.05 & 0.01 	 99 %

_______________ _______ _______ there is correlatior ______________

Room 2	 HO rejected at

empty case	 0.908 23.94 both 0.05 & 0.01 	 99 %
________________ _______ _______ there is correlatior _______________
Room 2	 HO rejected at

Obstr. case 1	 0.917 15.07 both 0.05 & 0.01 	 99 %

________________ _______ _______ there is correlatior _______________

Room 2	 HO rejected at

Obstr. case 2	 0.941 17.59 both 0.05 & 0.01 	 99 %

________________ _______ _______ there is correlation _______________
Room 2	 HO rejected at

Obstr. case 3	 0.774 949	 both 0.05 & 0.01	 99 q0

________________ _______ _______ there is correlation _______________

Room 2	 HO rejected at

Obstr. case 4	 0.889	 13.45 bOth 0.05 & 0.01	 99 %

there is correlation

Table 6.1: Results of the statistical analysis

Floor area Ceiling mounting Room Number of Number of XMAX & XXMAX array

XXUMIT	 height	 height	 index	 work	 Obstructions BBC, BBBC TTY, TYY

YYLIMIT	 stations	 N	 CAA

(mXm)	 m	 m

4 X 3	 3.03	 2.28	 0.75	 1	 4	 24	 32

8X3	 2.93	 2.18	 1.00	 2	 8	 40	 48

8 X3	 2.49	 1.74	 1.25	 2	 8	 40	 48

8 X 6	 3.03	 2.28	 1.50	 4	 16	 74	 84

8X9	 2.86	 2.11	 2.00	 6	 24	 108	 120

16X9	 3.05	 2.30	 2.50	 12	 48	 208	 224

16 X 15	 3.33	 2.58	 3.00	 20	 80	 340	 360

16X15	 2.68	 1.93	 4.00	 20	 80	 340	 360

16 X 15	 2.30	 1.55	 5.00	 20	 80	 340	 360

Table 6.2: Array sizes used to run the analysis program.
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6.3	 Description of simulated interiors

Using the revised version of the analysis program the simulation of working

plane illuminance conditions was undertaken for rooms of different sizes and surface

reflectances, initially empty and then filled with standard obstructions which varied in

type, height and reflectance. The various interiors were lit by six installations

consisting of point source or linear luminaires.

6.3.1 Characteristics of interiors

The sizes of the interiors used in this study were based on modular work

stations which covered an area of 4 m by 3 m each including circulation space.

Combinations of work stations and ceiling heights produced room sizes with Room

Index ranging from 0.75 to 5.00. These combinations are shown in Table 6.2 together

with a typical room furniture layout shown in Figure 6.2. For all interiors the working

plane height was taken as 0.75 m. A number of room surfaces reflection factors

similar to those of the Utilisation Factor calculations were used.

The standard obstructions described in the discussion of the obstructed SHR

concept (7,8) were used as typical contents of the work stations. Each interior was

made up of work stations with similar obstruction configurations. This lead to the

room being either light, medium 1, medium 2 or heavy obstruction case with a

partition of one of four heights; 1.25 m, 1.50 m, 1.75 in and 2.00 in. In the case of

heavy obstruction configuration the partition was used with four different reflection

factors; 30 %, 50 %, 60 % and 70 %.

6.3.2 Luminaire types

The various interiors were lit by six different types of general lighting

installations which consisted of three linear and three point source luminaires which

varied in size, intensity distribution and the way they were installed onto the ceiling.

These were:

a) The first luminaire type was a twin lamps, 600 mm wide 1200 mm long

recessed with a prismatic panel diffuser. It had a maximum luminous intensity of 214

cd /1000 im and a Downward Light output Ratio (DLOR) of 0.54. Its catalogue
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Figure 6.2: Room and furniture layout for one of the offices simulated.
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number is FTP 236 + FTPP 612 (9) The intensity distribution polar curves are shown

in Figure 6.3.

b) The second luminaire was a 300 mm wide 1200 mm long twin lamps

surface mounted reflector with a Batwing intensity distribution in the transverse

plane. In the axial plane it had a cosine like distribution. The poiar curves for these

intensities are shown in Figure 6.4. Its DLOR is 0.67 and its catalogue number is

CAS 3236 + CAS 1226 (9)•

c) The third linear luminaire was a twin lamps, 300 mm wide 1500 mm long

modular recessed reflector. As shown in Figure 6.5, it has an intensity distribution

similar to the previous luminaire but with a reduced maximum luminous intensity of

226 cd/1000 Im and a DLOR of 0.66. This luminaire is to be found under the

catalogue number CAS 2258 + CAS 1056 (9)•

d) The first of the three point source luminaires was a 280 mm square shaped

surface mounted diffuser with prismatic controllers. It was a compact source with a

symmetrical intensity distribution and a DLOR of 0.51 (see Figure 6.6). The

catalogue number of this luminaire is GY/2D/28 (1O)•

e) The second point source luminaire was a 2D 260 mm down light recessed

diffuser with a symmetrical intensity distribution which had a sharp cut-off at around

60°, and a DLOR of 0.51. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7 and to be found under

number2D DSFR 16 (9)•

The third point source luminaire was a 600 mm square shaped multi-cell

low brightness recessed reflector with a Batwing intensity distribution and a cut-off at

60° (see Figure 6.8). Its DLOR was 0.66 and its catalogue number is 600/M9W3218

(10)

6.4 Design parameters

The simulated interiors were made up of combinations of space characteristics,

contents and luminaire types used in the installations. In order to investigate the

effects of the various design parameters on the light loss it is necessary to define these

parameters first, and then isolate one at the time and vary it over a fixed range when

running the program while keeping the rest unchanged so that the effect of individual
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Figure 6.3: Intensity distribution for luminaire type 1

Figure 6.4: Intensity distribution for luminaire type 2

Figure 6.5: Intensity distribution for luminaire type 3
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Figure 6.6: Intensity distribution for luminaire type 4

Figure 6.7: Intensity distribution for luminaire type 5

Figure 6.8: Intensity distribution for luminaire type 6
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parameters could assessed.

6.4.1 Space parameters

When a space is considered (without any contents) the two characteristics

which could affect light distribution are the proportions of wall areas to floor area and

the surface colour. The former affects the proportion of flux falling on the wall, which

determines a large part of the inter-reflected component. On the other hand, the latter

influences the inter-reflection process between the various room surfaces. When

referring to the design parameters, these two characteristics are represented by the

Room Index R1 and the room surfaces reflection factors, a for the ceiling, a for the

walls, and a f for the floor. The range of room indices and room surface reflections

factors used in the simulation are given above in section 6.3.1.

6.4.2 Obstruction parameters

The main obstruction parameter is the the obstruction configuration. his has

already been shown in the discussion of the obstructed SHR concept. Since the

various standard obstruction configurations produced different SHRMAX values,

they are bound to have different effects on the light loss. In addition to obstruction

density, the height and reflectance of the partition were considered as design

parameters.

6.4.3 Installation parameters

Luminaire type and spacing to height ratio are the two design parameters, by

which a general installation may be described. Both could influence illuminance

distribution and light loss across the working plane. The effect of the intensity

distribution attributed to each of the luminaire types will be examined. The spacing to

height ratio may also have a significant effects on illuminance distribution. In this case

however, since the spacing of luminaires is fixed before running the program (this

point will be explained in detail at a later stage), the mounting height remains the other

variable which may affect the light loss.
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6.5 Running the program

Each simulated interior was a combination of a number of design parameters.

In order to be able to assess the effect of the various parameters, only one was

changed at any time while the rest were kept unchanged. When isolating the

parameters, for each of the six luminaire types there were 42 different cases of

interiors including four cases of obstruction density, four cases cases of partition

height and an other four of partition reflectances.The room index range covered nine

cases as well as the room surfaces reflection factor combinations for each of the light

and heavy obstructed cases at one room index. Finally three cases of mounting height

were used. The 42 various cases needed only 37 runs. This was because some of the

data obtained were used to assess the effects of more than one parameter. For all six

luminaires, 222 runs were performed.

Before each run was performed, several data files have to be prepared. These

included a room data file, an obstruction data file and a general data file to Store

information on luminaire positioning.

First a series of test runs were performed. In these cases, the facility of

automatic positioning of luminaires in the program was used. After their nunber was

calculated using a lumen method calculation, the luminaires were then positioned in a

layout which satisfied the requirements of the appropriate spacing to height ratio. In

some cases this was achieved by modifying the number of luminaires calculated.

Using this method of luminaire positioning was unsuitable for the purpose of this

study since it yielded results which were difficult to interpret because the number of

the luminaires changed from one case to an other for the same parameters. If

obstruction density for instance was considered, the number of luminaires installed in

each case of the four configurations would be different as well as that for the empty

case since their respective SHRMAX values were different. This would make the

comparison of results in terms of average illuminance between the empty and the

obstructed cases difficult since the installed flux is different from one case to an other.

As a consequence the effect of obstruction density on light loss which is based on the

comparison of two different installed fluxes would be meaningless and difficult to use

for the purpose of defining the particular relationship between the parameter examined

and its effect on light loss. For these reasons a second series of runs was performed,

in which the number of luminaires was fixed and the coordinates of their positions
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were input using external data files. Having the same installed flux for both empty and

obstructed cases made the assessment of light loss easier by comparing their

respective resulting average illuminance.

For each run, the program considers both empty and obstructed cases for which

minimum, maximum and average illuminance values were calculated over a one meter

grid across the working plane. Then the percentage reduction in average iluminance

(total value of direct and indirect added together) was calculated using empty and

obstructed values. Throughout the discussion of the results this will be referred to as

the 'drop in average illuminance'.

All the data presented in this work were obtained using the second series of

runs. The data for the effect of room surface reflectances when the light case was

considered was not included in this discussion since the pattern of results was similar

to that for the heavy case and the effect was negligible as it will be shown later when

the results are discussed. Details for the number of luminaires used in the various runs

is to be found in Tables 6.3 and 6.4.

6.6 Results of the simulation

A classification of results according to the type of the design parameters was

adopted when the results are presented. This was favoured to luminaire type

classification since the latter is itself a design parameter. For each design parameter,

the variation of the drop in average illuminance, when changing the magnitude or the

value of the parameter is, discussed for each of the six luminaires.

6.6.1 Effect of obstruction density

The increase in obstruction density was accompanied with an increase in the

percentage drop in average illuminance for all cases simulated. The pattern of the

results is quite similar for all luminaires but the magnitude of the variation from one

obstructed case to an other depended on, primarily the luminaire type and to a much

lesser extent the luminaire orientation.

When linear luminaires were considered, all three produced identical values of

illuminance drop. These were around 5 %, 6 %, 7 % and 12 % for the four obstructed
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Design	 Number of luminaires used in simulation	 _________ _________ _________

Parameter	 Luminaire 1	 Luminaire 2	 Luminaire 3 Luminaire 4 Luminaire 5 Luminaire 6

___________ Parallel Pcrpcnd. Parallel Perpend. Parallel Perpend. Point source Point source Point source

Obstruction	 11x9 9x11	 8x12 8x12	 7x4	 4x7	 12x10	 18x11	 11x4

density_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ __________ __________ ___________

Partition	 11x6 6x11	 8x8	 5x12	 7x4	 4x7	 12x6	 18x11	 11x4

height_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ __________ __________ ___________

Partition	 11x6 6xfl	 8x8	 5x12 7x4	 4x7	 12x6	 18x11	 11x4
reflection

factor________ ________ _________ _______ _______ _______ ___________ ___________ ___________

Table 6.3: Number of luminaires used for combinations of luminaire types
and obstruction parametrs.

Design	 Number of luminaires used in simulation 	 _________ ________ _________
Parameter	 Luminaire I	 Luminaire 2	 Luminaire 3 Luminaiie 4 Luminaire 5 Luminaire 6

___________ Parallel Perpend. Parallel Perpend. Parallel Perpend. Point source Point source Point source

Room	 0.75 3x3	 2x4	 2x3	 IxS	 2x1	 1x2	 3x2	 4x3	 2x2

Index	 1.00 6x3	 2x8	 4x3	 lxlO 4x1	 1x4	 6x2	 8x3	 4x2

1.25 6x3	 2x8	 4x3	 1x10 4x1	 1x4	 6x2	 8x3	 4x2

1.50 6x6	 4x8	 4x6 2x10 4x2	 2x4	 6x4	 8x6	 4x4

2.00 6x9	 6x8	 4x9 3x10 4x3	 3x4	 6x6	 8x9	 4x6

2.50 12x9 6x16	 8x9 3x20 8x3	 3x8	 12x6	 16x9	 8x6

3.00 12x15 10x16 8x15 5x20	 8x5	 Sx8	 l2xIO	 16x15	 8x10

4.00 12x15 10x16 8x15 5x20	 8x5	 5x8	 12x10	 16x15	 8x10

5.00 12x1S IOxl6 8x15 5x20	 8x5	 5x8	 12x10	 16x15	 8x10

Room	 12x6 6x12 8x10 5x14 8x3	 3x8	 13x7	 20x11	 8x6
reflectances

Mounting	 11x6 6x11	 8x8	 5x12 7x4	 4x7	 12x6	 16x9	 8x6
height_______ _______ _______ _______ ______ ______ __________ _________ __________

Table 6.4: Number of luminaires used for combinations of luminaire types
and room or mounting height parameters.
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Figure 6.9: Drop in average illuminance as a function of obstruction density.
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cases respectively when the luminaires were parallel to the room length. This is

illustrated in Figure 6.9. Rotating the luminaires at 90 °produced results in the order

of 4%, 6%, 7 % and 11 % (see Figure 6.10).

Using point source luminaires yielded results with the same general direction of

variation but with different magnitudes. The four standard obstructed cases

experienced a percentage drop in average illuminance in the order of 5 %, 7 %, 9 %

and 14 % when Luminaire 4 was considered. When Luminaire 5 was used in the

installation, the magnitude of change was than in the previous case as the figure were

4 %, 5 %, 6 % and 10 %. The last point source luminaire produced drop in average

illuminance in the order of 5 %, 6 %, 8 % and 12 %. These results are shown in

Figure 6.11.

6.6.2 Effect of obstruction height (Partition)

Four heights of partition were used to run the program with the heavy

obstruction case in order to asses their effect on the drop in average illuminance.

These were 1.25 m, 1.50 m, 1.75 m and 2.00 m. Increasing the partition height

resulted in an increase in the illuminance drop for which the pattern generally similar

for all luminaires but the magnitude of variation differed according to the luminaire

type.

When linear luminaires were used, varying the orientation from parallel to

perpendicular did not affect the results considerably. Also the various intensity

distributions of luminaires had a negligible effect. The drop in average iluminance

for all luminaires was around 9 %, 11 %, 12 % and 14 % for the four heights

respectively when a parallel orientation was used (see Figure 6.12). In the case of a

perpendicular one these were 10 %, 12 %, 13 % and 15 % as shown in Figure 6.13.

The use of point source luminaires produced a different set of results. Although

the principle of increase in illuminance drop with increased partition height remained a

marked feature, the magnitude of variation was different for each luminaire.

Luminaire 4, for instance values of average iluminance drop in the order of 11 %, 12

%, 19 % and 21% with a large difference between 1.50 m and 1.75 m which suggest

that somewhere between these two heights the limit between the "see" and "no see"

occurred. Luminaire 4 and 5 produced similar results in the order of 9 %, 10 %, 11 %
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and 12 % for the first one and 10 %, 12 %, 13 % and 14 % for the second one.

6.6.3 Effect of Obstruction reflection factor

The effect of obstruction reflection factors on the drop in iluminance was

investigated using four different reflectances, 30 %, 50 %, 60 % and 70 %, for the

partition since it was the largest obstruction in size and surface area. Varying the

partition reflectance across this range has produced negligible effect on light loss for

all luminaire types and orientations used in the simulation (see Figures 6.15 to 17).

for all luminaires, the variation in the drop in average illuminance across the

reflectance range was below 0.5 %.

6.6.4 Effect of room index

When the effect of room index was investigated, the number of luminaires

installed in all offices was proportional to the floor area for all luminaire types. The

number of luminaires used in each case is to be found in Table 6.4. This assumption

was introduced so that the likely effect of the luminaire position with respect to

obstruction positions in the space was discarded. This assumption does not depart

from reality, particularly in modern office interiors where the use of modular work

stations is becoming very common. The interpretation of the results shown in Figures

6.18 to 20 is difficult since the room index is a combination of a number of

parameters such as the mounting height and the size of the floor area and which

determines the fraction of flux falling on walls rather than contributing directly to the

working plane illuminance. The only feature which the results showed was the effect

of varying the mounting height for the same floor area. Even then this effect was not

very important as it will be shown later when the mounting height effect is discussed.

6.6.5 Effect of room surface reflectances

A whole range of surface reflection factor combinations similar to that used in

the calculation of utilisation factors was used in this simulation in order to assess their

effect of the drop in average iluminance. Both light and heavy standard obstruction

cases were used. The pattern of the results obtained was the same for both obstruction

configurations since they have the same room surface reflectances. The results of the
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heavy case are shown in Figures 6.21 to 23. For all luminaire types and orientations

varying the room surface reflection factor combination had negligible effect on the

drop in average illuminance. In all cases considered, the variation was less than 1 %.

across the whole range.

6.6.6 Effect of mounting height

Varying the mounting height from 2.00 m to 2.30 m and then to 2.50 m

produced drop in average illuminance values which varied smoothly across the range

of heights. The magnitude of change was low in all cases (lower than 2 % at most)

but still of relative importance since it varied with both luminaire type and orientation

for linear luminaires. For some luminaires the effect of the change in mounting height

on the drop in average illuminance was negligible (difference between cases less than

1 %). In the case of other luminaires the difference in the drop in average illuminance

between the various cases of mounting height was between 1 % and 2 %. Results for

the linear luminaires are shown in Figures 6.24 and 25. Luminaire 1, for example had

its lowest drop in average illuminance at 2.3 m when it was parallel and at 2.50 m

when its orientation was perpendicular. Luminaire 4 on the other hand had its lowest

drop at both 2.00 m and 2.50 m when positioned parallel to the room length and at

2.30 m when rotated at 90 °. When Luminaire 5 was considered, at a parallel

orientation the effect of the mounting height was virtually negligible while at a

perpendicular orientation it had its lowest drop at 2.00 m.

Similarly, the point source luminaires produced results which were different

from one case to an other (see Figure 6.26). While Luminaires 4 and 5 had their

lowest drop at 2.00 m, Luminaire 6 had the same drop in average iluminance at all

three heights.

6.7 Discussion of the results

The results of the various simulations indicated that some parameters have much

greater effects than others. Obstruction configuration has by far the largest effect with

the drop in average illuminance in the examples ranging from 4 % to 14 %. The

various heavy obstruction cases differed in partition height from 1.25 m to 2.00 in

which caused variation in average illuminance drop over this range of approximately 6
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% for linear luminaires and up to 10 % for point sources.

The variation in average illuminance percentage drop with luminaire type is

smaller than that caused by obstruction density but can be seen from the examples to

still be substantial, particularly in the case of the point source luminaires. This is better

illustrated on graphs in Figure 6.11 which shows variation in the drop in average

illuminance against obstruction density for the point source luminaires. The individual

points plotted on the graph correspond to the four Obstruction configurations. It is

clear that the three linear luminaires in the examples in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 have

similar drop in average illuminance values and that the orientation of the luminaire

with respect to the work station has little effect on that drop. The variation in the drop

in average illuminance between point source luminaires is greater than that for the

linear luminaires due to luminaires with major illuminance contribution being either

"seen" or "not seen" at the calculation point and to the intensity distributions of the

different luminaires.

Variation of room and obstruction surface reflectances over a full range of

values used in utilisation factor calculations caused negligible effect on the drop in

average illuminance. The mounting height of luminaires also appeared to have a

minimal effect, variation of between 2.00 m and 2.50 m for the luminaires shown in

Figures 6.3 to 6.8 caused differences in the percentage drop in average iluminance in

the order of 1 % to 2 %. Although negligible these differences are substantial since

they determine the best mounting height considered. The room index results were

difficult to interpret since this parameter is a combination of more than one.

Nonetheless, the effect of the mounting height within the combination was noticeable.

6.8 Conclusion

The work described in this chapter investigated the effects of a number of

design parameters on the drop on average illuminance across the working plane in

obstructed interiors.

The results set out and quantify a series of relationships between the design

parameters and their effect on illuminance drop. Some parameters however, were

shown to have greater effect than others, while some had negligible effect.

Obstruction density was identified to have had a much greater effect than any
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other parameter. Obstruction height also had considerable effect at lesser magnitudes

than obstruction density. Both room and obstruction surface reflectances had

negligible effect while luminaire type and mounting height had their effects shown to

be of small magnitude but of considerable importance. The room index is probably

one area where more data need to be produced in order to fully quantify its effect on

light loss.
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Chapter 7

A lighting design method for obstructed interiors

7.1 Introduction

It was established in the earlier discussion that light losses caused by room

contents will have major effects on iluminance conditions over the working plane in

general lighting installations (1) Despite this however, conventional design methods

do not provide suitable techniques which would enable designers to assess obstruction

light loss and to take informed decisions accordingly.

The likely effects of obstructions are acknowledged in such documents as

CIBSE TM5 (2)• This acknowledgement is in the form of a mere advice to reduce the

spacing of luminaires. Any attempt to modify an installation to counter obstruction

effects was left to the designer's discretion. With very little design guidance available

on the measures needed to offset obstruction effect, a large number of inexperienced

designers have, over a large number of years, routinely produced schemes based on

the assumption of an empty space.

The lack of 'official' design guidance on obstruction effect is coupled with the

non existence of synthesis design approaches to assess the likely light losses. Clearly

there is a need for a reappraisal of conventional design methods such as the lumen

method, which fell short of providing design techniques capable of dealing with

obstruction effect. One way of accomplishing this task is to modify the traditional

lumen design method to take account of the presence of obstructions in a space and

and to assess their likely effects.

This chapter describes a series of modifications to the lumen method. These

include the obstructed SHR concept which was complemented by a technique to

assess light loss caused by obstructions in a range of interiors lit by a range of

luminaire types. This technique is based on the results of the computer simulation
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discussed in Chapter six. The use of the modified lumen design method is explained

through some design examples.

7.2 Light loss caused by obstructions

When obstructions are present in a space they block part of the direct flux and

interfere in the inter-reflection process, the resulting effect would be a reduction in

working plane illuminance and large variations to the ifiuminance distribution pattern

as compared to that of an empty space. The photometric properties of interiors also

affect illuminance conditions since they play an important part in the inter-reflection

process. In order to fully identify the relationships the light loss and the physical and

photometric properties of the interior and its contents an investigation into the lighting

conditions in obstructed interiors lit by different luminaires was needed.

It was pointed out in the previous chapter that some tentative relationships

between the characteristics of obstructed interiors and the light loss were put forward

on the basis of the findings of some survey work. This method of investigation has

the disadvantage of only being able to provide data for a limited range of variables at

any one time. If a large number of design parameters required for a full undertanding

of the subject had to be surveyed, the time involved would be enormous.

Computer simulation presents a more attractive alternative which could be used

to undertake such a sizable study. Chapter six showed how a computer analysis

program can be used to examine the effects of the various design parameters on the

light loss. The results illustrated the existence (if any) and the magnitude of the effect

of each of the parameters on the drop in average working plane illuminance.

The results of the study in the previous chapter will be put into a form suitable

for design use which will be incorporated into a modified lumen design method for

obstructed interiors. The method will also make use of the obstructed SHR concept

described in Chapter four.

7.3 Use of Obstruction Loss in design

Average working plane illuminance for both empty and obstructed cases were

compared. The percentage reduction in average working plane illuminance caused

by obstructions was derived. This was defined as Obstruction Loss 'OL' and was
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used to describe the magnitude of light loss caused by the various design parameters

either combined or separately.

The Computer simulation study described in the previous chapter identified the

relative effect on light loss of the various elements making up an obstructed space.

Data in Table 7.1 shows typical values of OL in simulated interiors when lit by six

types of luminaires identical to those described previously. Seven variations of

standard obstruction were used, described by configuration with the heights for the

heavy cases indicated. Axes of linear luminaires with respect to the axes of the work

stations were either parallel or perpendicular.

The magnitude of these losses are such that they may have a considerable effect

on working plane illuminance conditions. The obstruction configuration and height are

the major factors causing light loss, with variation between types of luminaires

causing smaller but still significant losses. On the other hand variation in the

photometric properties of room or obstruction surfaces and of luminaire mounting

height cause negligible changes in light losses.

The simulation methods used in the previous chapter are capable of calculating

likely light losses not only for the large range of data described in this work, but also

for almost endless combinations of design parameters with each commercially

available luminaire.

The production of OL data in this form would be costly and the resulting data

would be too voluminous to be conveniently used by practising designers. For this

purpose some reduced data set is required which is capable of expressing the effects of

the combinations of individual parameters on OL. An implicit assumption in the use of

the Standard Obstruction concept is that obstructions in the interior to be lit are

reasonably evenly distributed about the floor area. Standard Obstruction

configurations have been used in this work to represent the range of obstructions

present within an interior. The designer must initially decide which Standard

Obstruction is appropriate to the known, or anticipated, contents of the interior. This

decision is informed using one of two new parameters put forward to describe the

interior and its contents and relate it to the light loss.
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Light Medium Medium Heavy Heavy Heavy Heavy

Luminaire	 _______ V.D.0 F.C. 1.25 m 1.50 m 1.75 m 2.00 m

typç	 R.1.	 2.50	 2.50	 2.50	 2.50	 2.50	 2.50	 2.50

1 Prismatic	 Perp.	 4.31	 5.93	 7.37	 9.80	 11.96	 12.62	 14.78

Panel Diffuser Para.	 4.31	 5.75	 7.34	 9.33	 10.83	 12.16	 14.66

2 Surf. Mount. Perp.	 3.96	 5.40	 6.83	 8.35	 8.96	 15.07	 15.68

Broadsp. Reflec Para.	 4.54	 5.87	 7.20	 9.91	 12.60	 13.95	 15.01

3 Recess. Broai Perp.	 4.49	 5.69	 6.99	 10.22	 10.97	 12.16	 13.67

Reflector	 Para.	 5.06	 5.72	 7.33	 9.81	 11.43	 12.40	 13.80

4 Surf. Mount. Diffuser	 5.08	 7.62	 9.07	 10.83	 12.35	 19.20	 20.72

5 Recessed Diffuser	 3.60	 4.62	 5.99	 9.05	 9.29	 9.52	 11.90

6 Recessed Reflector 	 4.69	 5.90	 7.81	 11.22	 11.86	 12.82	 14.42

Table 7.1:	 Obstruction Loss for the simulated installations
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7.3.1 Ratio of vertical surface of obstruction to floor area 'VFR'

The ratio of vertical obstruction surface area to floor area or VFR, as the name

implies, combines information on number of obstructions, geometric form of

obstructions including height, and the density of obstruction surfaces with respect to

floor area. These being the major factors that have been shown to influence light loss

in a particular interior. When VFR is assessed, each obstruction is split into 4 vertical

surfaces and the area for each one of them is calculated. Then the total vertical surface

area for the obstruction is found. When all obstruction vertical stirface areas are added

up and the result is divided by the floor area VFR is found. Typical values for VFR for

the standard obstructed cases are of the order 0.09, 0.14, 0.19 and 0.361. These

values seem to bear a relationship to the obstruction density. Figures 7.1 to 7.6 show

the relationship of VFR to OL for individual luminaires. If this data were widely

available it would constitute a method of assessment of OL suitable for routine design

purposes. Inspection of Figures 7.1 to 7.6 reveals close similarities of the basic form

of the VFR/OL relationship for the linear luminaires and substantial similarity between

the relationships for the point sources despite the very different nature of the six

luminaires investigated. From this it can be postulated that similar VFRIOL will apply

to a large number of commercially available lurninaires. Thus the form of this data for

routine use could be as a series of VFR/OL graphs for broad generic types of

luminaires.

7.3.2 Ratio of obstruction height to mounting height 'OHR'

An alternative way of expressing the results of the simulation with respect to the

installation parameters is by means of the ratio of average obstruction height above

working plane to mounting height 'OHR'. This is obtained by dividing the average

weighted height of obstruction by the mounting height of the luminaires. In calculating

average height each obstruction is split into four vertical surface components each of

which is weighted according to its length in plan. The total weighted height of the

obstructions is divided by total floor area. Because of the method of calculation, OHR

has a linear relationship with VFR for any mounting height. This is shown in Figures

7.7 and 7.8 for both the calculated data and the survey data of McEwan and Carter (4)

Expressing results in terms of OHR enables the effect of mounting height to be

examined. Figure 7.9 shows a plot of OHR against OL for linear luminaire 1
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Figure 7.5: Variation in Obstruction Loss as a function of VER for luminaire 5
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positioned both perpendicular and parallel to room axis and illustrates in this case that

a change of mounting height from 2.0 m to 2.5 m resulted in changes of OL of the

order of 1 %. A detailed description of the calculation method of both VFR and OHR

is given in Appendix D.

7.4 Design to acknowledge Obstruction Loss

To illustrate the application of the modified lumen method two examples are

presented of a design of a general lighting scheme for small and medium size offices.

For purpose of comparison designs are produced firstly, based on the assumption of

an empty room and using data produced in accordance with CIBSE TM5 and

secondly, using the SHRUBS data and modification of total installed flux using OL.

7.4.1 Heavily obstructed office interior

The office is 15 m by 12 m with a ceiling height of 2.95 m. The standard service

illuminance is 500 lx and the working plane height of 0.75 m is assumed. The office is

to be occupied by 24 work stations for which the data was supplied by a large UK

manufacturer (3) which are evenly distributed across the working plane in groups of

four. A proposed layout is shown in Figure 7.10.

The first step of the design involves the calculation of VFR for the office. This

was computed as 0.37. Using initially a linear prismatic panel diffuser (luminaire 1 in

Table 7.1), for which the OL curve is shown in Figure 7.1, the obstruction loss was

estimated at 11 % for both luminaire orientations This OL value is similar to that of a

standard heavy obstruction for which the SHROBSMAX is 1.27 for the parallel

position and 0.85 for the perpendicular, as compared to 1.70 for the empty case.

When the empty room case was considered the minimum number of luminaires

needed was 34 when using twin 3200 lumen lamps. In a layout of 7 by 5 luminaires

the axial and transverse SHR values were 0.97 and 1.09 respectively which were

within the limits of SHRMAX. In the case of obstructed interiors the installed flux had

to be increased to take account of light loss. The number of luminaires was increased

to a minimum of 38 when positioned parallel to the room length and, in this case an 8

by 5 luminaire layout produced installed SHR's of 0.85 and 1.09. These were within

the limit of SHRUB SMAX and the installation gave an average illuminance of 527 lx.

This is tabulated in Example 1 in Table 7.2.
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When the luminaires were positioned perpendicular to the room length (Example 2,

Table 7.2), a different result was obtained, in the obstructed case. In order to satisfy the

SHROBS requirement the calculated number of luminaires (34) had to be increased to

56 which using the original lamp at mains voltage would give an installed average

illuminance of 723 lx.

The average illuminance in this design is uneconomically high and may be

reduced by either installation of lamps of lower lumen output or using a dimming

system. For this example repeating the obstructed calculation using the lowest lumen

output lamp available for use in the luminaire (Example 3, Table 7.2) gives a similar

final layout to Example 2, but a final average illuminance of 621 lx. This may still be

too high and consideration can then be given to either use of a dimming system to

reduce the average illuminance or repeating the calculation with different luminaire /

lamp combinations.

Table 7.2 shows three other possible solutions to the lighting of the office; one

using a Broadspread mirrored reflector linear luminaire (Luminaire 3 on Table 7.1) and

the other using prismatic and mirrored reflector point sources (luminaires 4 and 6

respectively on the same table). As would be expected the layouts for the obstructed

cases contain more luminaires than those designed assuming an empty interior. The

increase in these examples is in the range from approximately 7 % up to 60 %

depending on the luminaire I lamp combination chosen. The production of the

obstructed case layout is generally in two parts, "layout 2" satisfying the design

criterion of average illuminance, and "layout 3" acknowledging uniformity across the

task. In general the point source luminaires satisfy both at the layout 2 stage. This is

due to the relatively large number of luminaires used to give the requested average

working plane illuminance and which provide multiple illuminance contributions to

each task area. The linear luminaires layouts, on the other hand, require adjustment to

satisfy the SHROBSMAX requirement at the layout 3 stage. There are large

differences between the installed fluxes in the final layouts using linear luminaire

installed in either parallel or perpendicular directions with respect to the partitions. The

major changes occurring at the layout 3 stage for the reasons set out above. This

information may be used to inform the designer's decision as to whether the increases

in installed fluxes in some potential layouts are justified, whether to use an other

luminaire, or whether to supplement the task lighting with some form of local lighting.
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7.4.2 Medium obstructed office interior

The second office is of a larger floor area covering 24 m by 15 m with a ceiling

height of 3.05 m. As in the case of the first design example, the working plane height

was taken at 0.75 m. The same principle of modular work stations is used in this

design. The office is occupied by 48 work stations for which the data were supplied

by the same manufacturer as that in the previous example. The layout of the furniture

in the office is shown in Figure 7.11. Each of the work stations is of either a filing

cabinet or a V.D.T, as well as the person seated at the desk.

When VFR was calculated it was found to be 0.22. For each of the luminaires

to be used in this design, the OL was calculated from their respective curves in Figures

7.1 to 7.6. This was found to be 8 % for a perpendicular orientation and 8.5 % for a

parallel one when a linear prismatic panel diffuser was considered (luminaire 1 in

Table 7.1). The value of DL was 8 % when a Recessed diffuser was used (luminaire 5

in Table 7.1). For a surface mounted Broadspread reflector (luminaire 2 in Table 7.1)

DL was 8 % for the parallel orientation and 7.5 % for the perpendicular one. These

figures were similar to those of a standard medium obstruction case lit by these

luminaires for which the SHROBSMAXs are to be found in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Both

empty and obstructed SHR values are given with the design data in Table 7.3 which

shows the results of the various combinations of luminaire orientation and lamp size.

The main features of these results could be summarised in the following:

a): When the difference between empty and obstructed SHR values is not very

large as in the case of Examples 1, 4 and 10, the layout of luminaires for the

obstructed case need only to be modified to account for the light loss. In this case,

although the number of luminaires has increased in proportion to the OL, the Layout 2

for instance satisfies the obstructed SHR requirements without modification.

b): When the difference in SHR between empty and obstructed cases is large as

in the case of Examples 2 and 6, the obstructed case layout has to be modified to

satisfy both SHR and average illuminance. In Example 2, the number of luminaires

required for a 500 lx when obstructions are considered is 73. This will give installed

SHR values which are beyond the maximum permissible. In order to satisfy these

requirements the number of luminaires has to be increased to 104 (as for N3). This

increase in the number of luminaires was accompanied by an increase in the installed

flux and consequently the average illuminance.
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c): When such a case occurs, there are two possibilities of modifying the layout

in such a way that both SHR and average illuminance are satisfied. The designer will

have to choose either to use a smaller lamp size or to or to dim the luminaire output as

shown in some of the examples in Table 7.3.

7.5 Discussion

It is apparent from both survey work and the computer simulation that in general

lighting installations light losses caused by room contents will have a major effect on

illuminance conditions over the working plane. The present work outlines techniques

that attempt to limit both variations in illuminance uniformity and reduction in average

illuminance due to obstruction loss. The techniques are based on a modified version of

the familiar lumen method. The major departure from the existing method is that the

designer must assign a classification of degree of obstruction to the likely contents of

the space to be lit. From this an SHR to enable an appropriate luminaire layout is

established together with a factor which enables the installed flux to be increased by an

amount to compensate for obstruction light loss. It is evident that the installation

layouts produced by the traditional lumen method and the modified method differ, in

some cases greatly, and thus has profound implications for the specifier, the designer

and the user of the installation.

The traditional lumen method enables a desired average iluminance to be

provided over the working plane of an empty interior whilst attempting to limit the

variation of illuminance by control of the spacing of luminaires. The likely effects of

obstruction are acknowledged in such documents as CIBSE TM5 and are in terms of

advice to reduce the spacing of luminaires. Beyond this any attempt to modify an

installation to counter obstruction effects is left to the experience of the designer. The

lumen method however remains by far the most popular design tool used by

designers. It is at least arguable that whilst experienced designers using the method are

capable of interpreting the scant design guidance on the measures needed to counter

the effect of obstruction, a large number of inexperienced designers are not and have

routinely produced designs over a large number of years based only on the assumption

of an empty interior. One may speculate why the traditional lumen method has

survived apparently without major debate, for 70 years. It is possible that the

Maintenance Factors and (in the UK at least) the concepts of lighting design lamp

lumen and Standard Service flluminance which have been associated with the lumen
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method have allowed enough over - design in terms of flux to compensate for light

loss caused by room contents. Also the popularity of general diffusing and prismatic

luminaires for general lighting installations meant that walls and ceilings tended to be

directly illuminated and the resulting relatively high levels of indirect illuminance

tended to counter the worst effects of shadowing caused by room contents: It is clear

that a compelling argument needs to be set out to suggest modification of a design tool

that has so well stood the best of time but, the author believes that recent changes in

lighting equipment and the nature of interiors of commercial buildings and of

forthcoming changes in the illuminance design criteria may mean that a reappraisal of

the traditional lumen method may be required. Much use is now made of mirrored and

louvred luminaires designed for use at large spacing to height ratios. The directional

lighting characteristics of these luminaires mean that areas of the working plane remote

from the luminaire are particularly at risk from shadows. Fashions in design of

commercial interiors now dictate that the density of obstruction in a modern office has

increased in recent years due to, for example the use of partitions to enhance the

working environment and the widespread use of IT equipment. Finally there is the

likely harrnonisation of European design illuminance specifications, in terms of

'maintained illuminance' which are appropriate for fully fitted interiors, that is

including a notional allowance to counter the effects of any light losses due to the the

room contents normally associated with the activity within the space. This will have

the effect of increasing designer awareness of effects of obstructions and mean that a

method of allowing for obstruction over and above those normally associated with an

activity is required. The modifications to the traditional lumen design method put

forward in this paper is one way of accomplishing this task.

The modified method requires two additional items of design data. The

SHROBS may be provided by a relatively minor additions to the CIBSE TM5 method

of calculating SHR for empty rooms and on the evidence of the computer simulation

relationships between OL and VFR apply to broad ranges of luminaires. The proposed

method requires the designer to assess the likely contents of the interior to be lit to

assign a Standard Obstruction classification. Most Commercial interiors are likely to

be amenable to this form of classification and this process has the major feature of

making the designer think at the outset of the lighting design process of the general

problem of obstruction. In contrast the anecdotal evidence is that in the use of the

traditional lumen method, room contents are ignored.
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The modified lumen method presented in this chapter is not a prescriptive

process to provide an exact design solution but rather a means of providing the

designer of a general lighting system with some information on which to take

informed decisions. The method adds two extra qualifications to the existing routine

lumen design method and in doing so enables the designer to generate a range of

possible solutions which can be related to both the proposed lighting equipment and

the layout of the interior of the room.

7.6 Conclusion

The work reported in this chapter showed the existence of a relationship

between the characteristics of a space and its contents and the likely light losses. This

relationship was identified in terms of variation in obstruction loss as a function of the

ratio of vertical surface area of obstruction to floor area 'VFR' and enabling the

concept of Obstruction Loss to be incorporated into the lumen design method.

Although the modified method is by no means a prescriptive process to provide exact

design solutions, it can be used as a means of providing the designer with some

information which enables him to take informed decisions on the proposed lighting

scheme.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations

The presence of obstructions in an interior can affect the lighting conditions and

cause some light loss. Published work shows that only few researchers have

examined the problem of assessing obstruction effects. This could be attributed to the

complexity of the problem coupled with the scarcity of suitable computer facilities

available to researchers until comparatively recent years. Early attempts to examine the

problem of obstructions in lumen design such as those of Spencer, were not effective

for these reasons. However the lumen method of design which assumes an empty

space between the working plane and the plane of luminaires remains the most popular

design tool despite the shortcomings associated with its assumptions. The survival and

popularity of this method could be attributed to some concepts such as the

Maintenance Factor, Lighting Design Lumens and Standard Service Illuminance which

allow enough over-design in terms of installed flux to compensate for the light loss

caused by obstructions. The widespread use of general diffusing luminaires has

arguably also contributed to the continued use of the lumen method since walls and

ceilings have tended to be directly illuminated and the resulting high levels of indirect

illuminance have countered the worst effects of shadows caused by obstructions.

Recent changes in lighting equipment and the nature of commercial interiors

may force a reappraisal of the conventional lumen design method. The directional

lighting characteristics of mirrored and louvred luminaires which are widely used

nowadays have resulted in areas of the working plane remote from the luminaire being

at risk from shadows.The design of commercial interiors has, in recent years, been

characterised by an increase in obstruction density due to the use of partitions and IT

equipment. Forthcoming changes in the European design illuminance design criteria

may also mean that a re-examination of the lumen method may be required. Design

illuminance would be specified in terms of 'maintained illuminance' which are

appropriate to fully fitted interiors and with a notional allowance to counter light loss

due to room contents.

Literature search shows that despite an urgent need for methods and ways of
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assessing obstruction effects few workable design tools exist. Those that do are

computer analysis methods of considerable complexity and are only suitable if

geometric and photometric properties of the space are known. Also there is little

design guidance available in Codes which relates to obstruction effects. Arguably most

lighting design is done by non expert designers concerned with spaces where design

information is sparse as in the case of speculative office developments. These

designers both lack sophisticated tools and are largely unable to interpret the technical

literature and Codes giving advice on obstructions and, more worryingly, may not

appreciate that the recent development in lighting equipment and the nature of interiors

can cause problems that did not exist ten years ago. The need for development of

additional workable techniques for synthesis of lighting design to acknowledge

obstructions remains a major one. This problem was partially addressed by previous

work at Liverpool.

The present work examined the effect of obstructions on the lighting conditions

in interiors in two ways: the implication of introducing obstructions into a space on the

spacing of luminaires when an adequate uniformity of iluminance level is required,

and the drop in average working plane illuminance caused by obstructions of known

size, density and layout when combined with other design parameters.

The work on the effect of obstructions on the calculation of spacing to height

ratio has shown that contents of interiors have a major effect on illuminance

conditions. These effects are being ignored by designers at their peril. Results of this

work have also shown that, as far as the effect of obstructions is concerned, not only

their presence is important but also their size and disposition. The discussion of these

results has lead to the suggestion that the modified method for calculating spacing to

height ratio which was put forward could be used in the design either to indicate the

design SHR at which acceptable task uniformity will be obtained or to take informed

decisions on the need for local lighting.

In the course of this work representations of uniformity of illuminance is

considered were examined. The work tested a number of alternative uniformity

measures for use in the spacing to height ratio calculations. It was shown that using a

number of uniformity measures as the basis of SHR calculations gave different

results. The minimum/maximum/average illuminance measures gave results which

lack consistency between maximum and average measures despite these two being the
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basis of CIBSE TM5 calculations for luminaire spacing and the specification of

uniformity in CIBSE Code for interior lighting respectively. These problems arise

from being the nature of these measures being reliable on local isolated point minimum

or maximum point values which adversely affect the results particularly when the

variation in illuminance is not smooth as in the case of obstructed interiors. The lack of

robustness in these measures could be overcome by the use of 16 point

minimum/maximum which was shown to have potential for development. The two

statistical measures examined were shown to be able to produce more robust results.

The complexity of their derivation makes them unsuitable for hand calculations. This

however should not be seen as a serious disadvantage since most lighting calculations

are carried out these days using computers. Gradient measures under their present

form have been shown unsuitable for representing uniformity of illuminance

particularly in obstructed interiors. More subjective work would have to be carried out

if an acceptable limiting value is to be found. If the results of this subjective work

were in terms of gradient or any other measure the techniques of calculating obstructed

SHR still work whatever the limits considered.

The effect of a number of design parameters, related to the space and its

contents, on the drop in average illuminance across the working plane was

investigated. The results of this work showed the existence of a series of relationships

between the various design parameters and their effect on illuminance drop.

Obstruction density was identified as having the greatest effect than any other

parameter. Obstruction height was shown to have a considerable effect at lesser

magnitudes than obstruction density. Room and obstruction surface reflection factors

had negligible effects on the drop in average working plane illuminance while the

luminaire type and its mounting height had effects of small magnitude but of

considerable importance. Results concerning the effect of room index were difficult to

interpret and more data was felt to be needed in order to fully quantify its effects on

light loss.

The relationships quantified using the results of the work referred to earlier were

identified in terms of variation in Light Loss as a function of VFR. The concept of

Obstruction Loss was incorporated into the lumen design method together with the

obstructed SHR discussed earlier. It was shown that the modified lumen method can

be used to provide the designer with some information which enable him to address
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the problem of obstruction effect and take informed decisions on the lighting scheme at

the design stage. It is for the first time that the effect of obstruction above the working

plane can be quantified using this method of design.

The results of the work presented in this thesis have shown the need for new

design tools and a reappraisal of the current design methods. Work on the effect of

obstructions on the spacing of luminaires showed the inconsistency between the empty

space assumption when calculating the spacing of luminaires and the difference in

terms of SHR between empty and occupied interior. These differences are in some

cases so large that the use of empty space assumptions for an obstructed interior

would have adverse consequences on both the uniformity of and average iluminance.

It was also shown that the introduction of obstructions into a space incurred an

inconsistency between uniformity measures used for SHR requirements and

illuminance specification. This was not necessarily the case for for empty spaces. The

discrepancies between design practice and actual lighting conditions likely to be

achieved was further highlighted in the study of the effect of design parameters on the

drop in average working plane illuminance. It is therefore necessary if not imperative

to increase the awareness of both designers and luminaire manufacturers of the effects

of obstructions so that design methods are improved to the level of being capable of

enabling the designer to account for obstruction effects. An increase in such awareness

will pave the way for a reappraisal of the existing design methods and development of

design guidance and tools which would provide the designer with means of assessing

the likely effects of obstructions. One way of doing this was demonstrated in the

discussion of the modified lumen design method which provides some information on

which informed decisions on the proposed lighting scheme could be taken at the

design stage.

Although it can not be claimed that the present work is a total solution to the

problem because it relates to a limited data set and it was not tried in practice, it

represents the basis of a workable method capable of acknowledging obstructions. It

became also clear that there is a need to bring the problem to the attention of designers

through field trials. It is also felt the existence of a problem of dissemination of

information. This could be overcome by persuading designers, Standards Institutions

and lighting bodies when producing codes, to pay more attention to the subject.

The present work has achieved its targets in improving and modifying the
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obstructed SHR concept and then extending it into the represertation ol irniformity of

illuminance. In examining the effects of the various design parameters the work has

also achieved the setting out and quantifying the various relationships between light

loss and the room characteristics. These relationships were then incorporated into a

modified lumen design method which forms part of the objectives set out for this work

to develop some means of providing design guidance.

For the obstructed SI-IR work, as long as the present classification of standard

obstruction is judged satisfactory, the work was taken as far as it can go but other

Standard Obstructions in, for example, industrial applications may need to be

developed. Illuminance uniformity representation, n the other hand, still presents

some areas where more work could be carried out in particularly where the gradient

techniques of representing uniformity are concerned. In this regard some survey work

on the subjective assessment of acceptable illuminance gradients would be of

necessary in order to establish limiting values for acceptable maximum gradient.

As far as the work on the effect of design parameters of the light loss is

concerned, there a scope for further investigation which would follow the same

principles and method described in this work.Some design parameters such as the

room index w a arger amount of data in order to be able to fully identify its effect

on light loss. In"the present study six different luminaires were used. It would more

useful to produce sets of data on the various parameters for a large number of

luminaire types. Such data would enable the classification of luminaires commercially

available into classes each one of them would have an appropriate OL curve which in

turn could be used in the modified lumen design method. Once such a study has been

undertaken, it would be more meaningful and useful from a practical point of view to

extend these investigations to cover a range of industrial and institutional buildings.
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Appendices

Appendix A: SHROBS computer program for point source

Juminaires

The obstructed spacing to height ratio computer program listing is given in this

appendix to together with the execution file and an example of an input file. The

program calculates the maximum spacing to height ratio for a heavily obstructed

interior lit by any type of point source lurninaires. The program could also be run for

the empty case by changing the value of the constant EMCASE, in the declaration

section, from 2 to 1. The listing given in this appendix is similar to other versions

written for other standard obstruction configurations.

Al: The execution file used to run the SHROBS program

&trace on

exec test fortvs

exec library vspascal fortvs gino glib cmslib

exec vspascal hvsource (margin( 1,100

Fl data disk mitcell data

Fl g disk hvmcell term

load hvsource (nomap clear start

&exit
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A2: An intensity distribution file used to run the SHROBS program

1100

13
113
214 215 229 243 273 302 301 299 308 317 223 129
67 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
214 215 225 235 254 273 283 292 287 281 208 135
71740000000000000000000000
214 214 212 211 212 214 219 223 216 208 176 144
791360000000000000000000000
214 213 207 202 194 186 175 163 146 128 100 72
40 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
214 214 212 211 212 214 219 223 216 208 176 144
791360000000000000000000000
214 215 225 235 254 273 283 292 287 281 208 135
71740000000000000000000000
214 215 229 243 273 302 301 299 308 317 223 129
67 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
214 215 225 235 254 273 283 292 287 281 208 135
71740000000000000000000000
214214212211212214219223216208176144
791360000000000000000000000
214 213 207 202 194 186 175 163 146 128 100 72
40 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
214 214 212 211 212 214 219 223 216 208 176 144
791360000000000000000000000
214 215 225 235 254 273 283 292 287 281 208 135
71 7 4 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0000 0 00 0 0
0.66 0.00
12 12

Line 1: Lamp lumen output.
Line 2: Luminaire type and luminaire number (for identification).
Line 3: Scale factor indicator, indicator of number of intensity planes and number of lamps per

luminaire.
Lines 4 and 5: A column of intensity distribution at 50 interval in elevation for 0° in

azimuth.
Each subsequent pair of lines contain similar values for an azimuth angle at 30 0interval.
DLOR and ULOR.
number of intensity planes for both multiples of 5° and 10° in elevation.

A3: Listing of the ST-IROBS pro am
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PROGRAM toRrcoPy(G,DATA);
(CALCULATES TILE ILLUMINANCE AT UP TO A 20x20
ARRAY)
(OVER TILE CENTRAL AREA . IT CAN READ ALL TILE DATA

1LIMITED BY ARRAY SPECIFICATION THEREFORE
INCREASEAIILE)
(FROM A FILE AND PRINT IT ALL OUT iNTO A FILE G)
CONST P1=3.14159;

NPP=21;
NNP-12;
WDT=l .2;
LGT=2. 1;
EMCASE-2;
CMAX 8;
YGRAD=19;
XGRAD=IO;
PoINrS-220;

TYPE DY.ARRAY[O..36,O.. 15] OF REAL;
DIY=ARRAY[O..36,O..3] OF REAL;
MS-ARRAY[O..CMAX.I..27J OF REAL;
ILLI-ARRAY[O..1O.O..19j OF REAL;
LIL1-ARRAY(O..12,O..21) OF REAL;
ILU1=ARRAY[O..12,O..21] OF INTEGER;
QQ=ARRAYIO..CMAX) OF REAL;

QQQQ=ARRAY(O..CMAX] OF REAL;
PPARRAY[O..CMAX] OF REAL;
SS=ARRAY(1..2] OF REAL;
TT=ARRAY[1..2] OF REAL;
NOH-ARRAY(O..CMAX] OF REAL;

LLLL-ARRAY( I .12] OF PACKED ARRAY(1..4] OF CHAR;
CAP1I=ARRAY[O..2,O..6] OF REAL;
CABI 1-ARRAY[O..2,O..6] OF INTEGER
CAPI2=ARRAY[O..3.O..5] OF REAL;
CABI2=ARRAY(O..3,O..5] OF INTEGER;
CAP=ARRAY(O..11,O..20) OF REAL;
CAPAARRAY[O..3,O..6] OF REAL;

VAR TNTSDY;
11TF:DIY;
ILLUMINI :ILLI;
ILLUMINII:ILLII;
PREILLUMI :LLLI;
MASTER,IMASTERJPETE.IMAXTER,IDMAXTER,PETE:PP;
G,DATA:TEXT;
QQQ.NONOB.BEDOC,SSS,TIT,PPP:QQ;

STDROOT:CAP;
EEI,EVI :CAPA;
MEANILUM1 .DIFFILUMI JIORIZON1 :CAPII;
IIORGRADI:CABII;
MEANILUMZDIFFILUM2,VERTICAL1 :CAPI 2;
VERGRADI CAB 12;
XDIFF,YDIFF.ILLUMINANCE,XCOORD,YCOORD:REAL;
INTENS,LUMANGJLLUMATPT,LUMANG2:REAL;
ILTOLkB.DIST.SHRMAX,SI tRNOMUNIFJNrENSITY,ANGST
ORAGE,LOR:REAL;
LUMXDIFF.S1 IM.HM.MINAV,XMEASPOINT.YMEASPOINT,DL
OR,ULOR,SIIR:REAL;
AVMIN.MAXMIN.AVMAX.MAXAV.ILLMIN.ILLMAX,ILLAV,IL
LUMINFOT:REAL;
LUMTYPEJXJMMYI DUMMY2,DUMMY3,OCCASION,IP1CT.N
P.NV1S INTEGER;
OBYDF,OBXDFI .OBXDF2.ILLMIN2,ILLMAX2,ILLAV2,MASTE
R2.IMASTER2:REAL;
IMAX1ER2,IDMAXTER2,PETE2,IPETE2,UNIF2,MAXMIN2M
AXAV2,AVMAX2:REAL;
MINAV2,AVMIN2,STORE:REAL;
DUMMY4,NUMAMP.UN.ILMAX.ILAVILMIN2,ILMAX2JL
AV2:INTEGER;
PERPILLUM1 .PERPILLUM2,PERPILLUM3,PARILLUM1.PARIL
LUM2,PARILLUM3:REAL

YDISTLAB,XLABELS,YLABELS:LLLL;

PROCEDIJRE INITVS;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GINO;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE WINDO2(CONST

X 1,X2.Y 1 ,Y2:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE DEVPAP(cont Zi 22:REAL

cmstZ3:INTEGER);FORTRAN
PROCEDURE GRAF(VAR PPP:PP

VAR QQQ:QQ;
VAR NPTS,ISC INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE GRAPOL(VAR QQQ:QQ;
VAR VVV:QQ;
VAR NPTS INrEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE SAVDRA;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE MOVFO2(CONST S1IR.MINAV

:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHASIZ(CONST

WIDW,HEIGHT:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE AXIDRA(CONST TICK,VAL,XORY

:INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE AXIPOS(cciisl IOR INTEGER;
consi XXR,YYR,AXLEN REAL;

congt XORY : INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE AXISCA(CONST SCALE,Dff5:INFEGER;

CONST FROM,UPTO:REAL;
CONST XORY:INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE AXILAB(CONST LABS LLIL;
CONST N,CHARS,WORDS INrEGER
CONST POSITION REAL;
CONST XORY : INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE LINFO2(CONST X,Y:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHAANG(CONST

ANGLE:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHA1-LOCONST STNG:RJNG);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHAFIX(VAR NUMB ER:REAL;

CONST WIDTH,PLACES:INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CI-IAINT(CONST

INT,WIDTH:INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE DASHED(VAR MODEJNFEGER;

VAR
REPETITON,DASH,DOT:REAL);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE BROKEN(CONST I:INTEGER);FORThAN;
PROCEDURE DEVEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE LINBY2(CONST X.Y: REAL)FORTEAN;
PROCEDURE PICBEG(CONST

PICNUMBERJNTEGER)FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE PICCLE;FORTEAN;
PROCEDURE PICEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GINEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE TRACER(CONST

ISWI:ll.ffEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE END VS ;FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE INDB;
VAR I,J:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J:=OTO 11 DO
FOR I:) TO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(DATA,TNTS[IJ]);
IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END
ENI

PROCEDURE ZONFACF(VAR LIWrEGER VAR KM:REAL);
VAR ANGLE PHA,BETA.REAL;
BEGIN
ANGLE:=5*I;
ALPHA:=(ANGLE+5)*PI/1 80;
BETA:=(ANGLE5)*PI/1 80
KM.=ABS(4*PI*(SIN((ALPHA.

BEFA)/2))*SIN((ALPHA+BETA)12));
EN1

PROCEDURE INDE;
(TO PRODUCE COLUMN OF ZONAL FLUX*)
VAR SF.7FFOT,KL)(M,SUMREAL
J,II,I,TF,L:INFEGER;
BEGIN
IF DUMMY4=1 THEN BEGIN
INDB;
READLN(DATADLOR,IJLOR);
READLN(DATA,TF,L);
FOR L=O TO 36 DO BEGIN
SUM:=
FOR J:.0 TO 11 DO BEGIN
SUM:=SUM+TNTS[I,JJ;
EN
TNTS[I,12]:=SUMdTT;
EN
FOR U:=1 TO 18 DO BEGIN
I:=2II-1;
KL:=TNTS[I.12];
ZONFACT(I,KM);
1NFS[I,13]:=KM
TNTS [I14] :=KL*KM;
ZFTOT:=ZFTOT^TNTS(I.14];
EN

IF DUMMY3=1 THEN SF:=1
ELSE BEGIN

LOR:.DLOR+ULOR;
SF:=DLOR*1000IZFTOT;

END;
FOR ITO 36 DO BEGIN
TNTS[I,15]:_SF*TNTS[I,12];
EN
EN
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IF DLJMMY4 >1 THEN BEGIN
FOR I:-O TO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(DATA.TITF(I,0]);
END;
ZFTOT:-0;
FOR 11:-i 109 DO BEGIN
I:-II2-I;
KL:-11TF[I,0);
ZONFACF(I,KM);
TITr[I,1):-KM;
flTF[I,21:-KLKM;
ZFFOT:-ZFrOT+1TFT[I,2];
END;
IF DUMMY 31 THEN SF:-I

ELSE BEGIN
READLN(DATA.DLOR,ULOR);
LOR:-DLOR+ULOR;
SF:_LOR* I 000/zFroT;
END;
FOR I:-0 1036 DO BEGIN
TTTI'[I.3J:-SFT'ITT[I,0];
END;
END
END;

PROCEDURE Nil ID;
VAR AA,BB .XX,YY,TT:REAL;

L:INTEGER;
BEGIN
ANG:=ANGI 80/N;
L:.I;
JIJ (5L)<(ANG) DO BEGIN

L:-L+1;
END;
AA:-5L;
W DUMMY4 -I THEN XX:-TNTS[L.15]
ELSE
XX:-TTTF[L,3J;
L:=L-I;
IF DUMMY4 -I THEN YY:=TNTS[L,15j
ELSE
YY:=iTVr[L,3J;

Tr:-(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
INTENS :_rF*ANG+(YYTF*BB);

rENSflY:-INTENSNUMLAMPDUMMYI/1000
ANG:-ANGPI/180;
END;

PROCEDURE SHRMAXCALC;
(T0 CALCULATE SHR ETC. FROM ARRAY PETE*)

VAR I:INTEGER;
SIIRMAXI,SIIRMAX2zREAL;

BEGIN

WHILE PETE[II > 0.7 DO BEGIN
1:4+1;
END;
SHRNOM:-PPP[I-1J;
SHRMAX1:. (0.25 '(PETE[I-1)-O.7));
SLIRMAX2:(PETE(I-I]-PETE[I]);
SHRMAX:=SHRNOM+(SHRMAXI/SHRMAX2);
WRrFELN(G.'MODIFIED HUMAN FORM,PARTITION AND F.
CABINET OBSTRUCTION);
WRITELN(G,SHRMAX = ',SHRMAX:3:2);
WRITELN(G,'SHRNOM - .SHRNOM:3:2);
END;

Procedure Grid illununancel;

VAR TOTGRAD,MEANGRAD:REAL

procedure New_Oridi;

Var u1flJ,i1JJ:IntCgcT

begin
illmin2-3000;
iljznax2:-0
forjjj:.Oto 19 do begin

jj:=jjj+I;
for iil:=0 to 10 do begin

ii:-iii+1;
illuminl[iii,jjj]:=prcillwnlEii.iji;
ifffluminI[iiijj]>i1lmax2thenbCgU
illmax2:-illuminl [iii,jjJl;
ilmax2:=round(illsnax2);

end

	

if illuminl[iil,jjj) .cillmiji2	 begin
illmin2:=illuminl (w.j.];
ilmin2:=round(illniin2);
if iIinin20 then ilxnin2:=1;
end;

illumintot:=illumintot+iJluminl [iii jjj);
aid;

aid;
ilh,v2:_illumintot/(20*1 1);
iIav2:=round(illav2);
minav2:=ilmin2/ilav2;
mastcr2:=minav2;
avmin2:i1av2/ilmin2;
iznaster2:-avmin2;
unif2:=ilmin2/llmax2;
petc2:unif2
rnaxmin2ilxnax2/llmin2;
ipeie2:msxmin2;
maxav2:.ilmax2/liav2;
imsxt2maxav2
avmax2:=ilav2/ilniaxZ
idmaxter2:=avmax2;

WRITELN(G,NEW MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE = ',ilmax2:1);
WRITELN(G,NEW AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE = 'ilav2:1
WRITELN(G,'NEW MINIMUM ILLUMINANCE ,ilmin2:l);
WRITELN(G.NEW MIN I MAX U.R = ,pctc2:3:2);
WRfIELN(G,NEW MAX / MJN UR = ipexc2:3:2);
WRITELN(G,NEW MIN / AVG U.R = ,master2:3:2);

	

wrilcln(g,'NEW AVG / MIN U.R	 = ',imaster23:2);
writcln(g.NEW MAX / AVG U.R = ',nnaxter2:3:2);

	

wiiteIn(gNEW AVG I MAX U.R	 ',idznaxtcr23:2);
end;

Procedure Horzgrad; (to calculate the gradient of illumnance)
(along the x axis which is the width of task aies)

var ijjj,a,p,n.m,xx,yy:integer

Begin
wiiteln(g,Gmdient of illuminance in the x-direction (% ));
for j:=0 to 19 do
Begin

yy:=j mod 3;
if yro then
Begin

jj:=round(j/3);
fori:-1 to 10 do
Begin

xx:=i mod 3;
if xx=1 then
Begin

ii:=round((j-1)/3);
ce1[iijj]:4flumin1[ijJ;

End;
End;

End;
End;
for jj:0 to 6 do
Begin

p:=jj;
forü:Oto 3 do
Begin

if (ii>0) then
Begin

meanilumi [s,pl :=(eel [ii,jj]+eel (li-i jj])12
diffi1um1[s,p].4ee1 (iijj]-ee1 [ii.1jj));
horizonl[s,p]:=(diffiluml [s,p]/rneaniluml[sp]);
horgradl [s,p] :=round(horizonl [s,p]*lOO);
totgrad:=totgrad+abs(horgradl [s,p]);
write(g,horgTadl [s.pl:1.' I;

if (s=2) then Begin
writeln(g,' );
writeln(g,' ');

End;
End;

End;(i counter)
End;(j counter)

End; (procedure horzgrad)

Procedure Vertgrad;(to calculate gradient of illuminance in)
(the y direction from top to bottom)

var ij,iLjj,s,p.n,m,xx,yy:integer

Begin
wntcln(g,Gtadient of illuminance in the y-direction (% 1);
for j:=0 to 19 do
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Begin
yy-j mod 3;
if yy0 then
Bcgin

jj:round(jf3);
for i:-I to 10 do
Begin

xx:-i mod 3;
if xx-! then
Begin

ii:-round((i- 1)13);
cvi (jjjj):-il1urninI (ij];

End;
End;

End;
End;
for jj:-O to 6do
Begin

if (jj >0) then
Begin

p:-jj-I;
for ii:.O to 3 do
Begin

mcaniium2 [s ,p I:= (cvl [ii jj]+evi [ujj-1])/2;
diffiluin2(a ,pl:-(cvl (ii,jj]-cvl (ii,jj-1 ]);
vczticali (s,p):.(dlffihen2la,p]hnesnilum2ts,p));
vergradl (a.p):-round(vcrticilI(s.p]100);
totgrad:.otgrad+abi(vergrad1 Lip]);
wnte(g.vcrgrad! [a.p]:i,'
if (s=3) then Begin
wntcln(g,' •);
wntcin(g. •);
End;

End;(ii counter)
End;(ifj > 0)

End;(jj counter)
End; (procedure vcrtgrad)

N:-XX4COUNF1+i;
TOTALUM:-TOTALUM+ILLUMIN1 [N,MI;
end;

aid;
count! :=countl +3;
avgfour:=totaluin/16;
if (avgfour> maxlav) then max1av:=avgfour
if (avgfour <mmliv) then minlav:=avgfour;
totalum:;

count2:count2+3;

urauo-minlav/max1av;
newratio:.ininlav/lllav;

weln(g,largest average illuininance (4X4) ,maxlav:4:1);
writcin(g,'amalleat average illuininance (4X4) : ',minlav:4:1);
wntcln(g.Vniformity ratio Smallest/Largest : ,uratio:3:2);
writcin(g,lJnhformity ratio small. avg/Eavg ,newratio:3:2);
writchi(g, ');
writcln(g, •);

end;

Begin
Ncwgridi;
Mahler
SQR_ADIACENT1;
Horzgrad;
Vcrtgrad;
meangrad:-totgrad/45;
writcln(g,'Averagc gradient 	 : ',meangrad:4:l);

End;

Procedure Mahler
var ij:intcger;

STDTOT,STD,SU,atdratio:REAL;

Begin
writcln(g.'Mean and standard deviation in illumjnalicc');
ztdtot:0
for j:.0 to 19 do
Begin

for i:-0 to 10 do
Begin

STDROOT[IJ] :-SQR(IILUMINI [IJ]-ILLAV2);
atdtot:=stdtot+stdroot(i,j];

End;
End;
atd:.sqrt(stdtot/points);
stdratio.=si4/jflav29 00;
wiiteln(&Standard deaucm

writein(g,raiio std/Eavg 	 : ',stdratio:3:2, %);
SU:(iLLAV2+5TD)/(ILLAV2-STD);
wtitcln(g,'Statisticai uniformity	 : ,su:3:2);
writein(g. •);
writc!n(g, ');

End;

PROCEDURE SQR_ADJACENT1;
var a,b,xx,yy,n,m,counti .count2:integcr

totaiurn,avgfour,minlav,maxlav,uratio,newratio:rcal;

begin
miniav:-2500;
maxlav:=0;
count2:-0;
writeln(g,' );

FOR B:.0 TO S DO
begin

counti =0;
FOR A:-0 102 DO
begin
for yy:0 to 3 do
begin
m:-yy+count2;
for xx:=.O to 3 do
begin

PROCEDURE NOOBFFC; (CALCULATES THE SHR AS IN TM5
WITHOUT ANY OBSTRUCTION

FOR USE IN THE COMPARISON)
VAR AA,BB:REAL;

SH,ffl,111J,IJJThINFEGER;
BEGIN
HM.=l.80
FOR SH:=0 TO CMAX DO BEGIN
SHR=03+SH*0.25;

PPP(SH:=SHR
ILTOT:=0;
ILLMIN:=3000;
ILLMAX:0;
SHM..__SHR*HM
AA:=SHM/2
BB:=0.l0;
FOR ffl:=0 TO NPP DO
BEGIN
I:=NPP-ll1;
YMEASPOINT:=((fflhBB)(LGT/2))+(2*SIIM);
FOR JJJ:=0 TO NNP DO
BEGIN
1JJJ;
XMEASPOINT:=(2*SIIM).((NNP.JJJ)*BB);
ILLUMATFr=0;
FORll:0TO3DO
BEGIN
YCOORD:_AA+llhSHM
FOR JJ=OTO 3 DO
BEGIN (*EVERY LUMINAIRE*)
XCOORD:=AA+JJSHM
YDIFF:-ABS(YMEASPOINF-YCOORD)
LUMXDIFF:ABS(XMEASPO1NT-XCOORD);
AB:=SQRT(SQR(YDIFF)+SQR(LUMXDIFF));

(DIAGONAL')
ANG:-ARCFAN(AB/HM);
DIST:=SQRT(SQR(AB)+SQR(HM));

U LU ANCE:=INTENSITY*ABS(COS(ANG))/SQR(DIST);
ILLUMATFF:ILLUMATFF+ILLUMINANCE;
ILTOT=ILTOT+ILLUMINANCE;
PREILLUM1 [I,JJ:=PREllLUM1 (I,J]+ILLUMINANcE
END
ENL
IILIJMINI1 (I,J]:=ROUND(PREILLUM1[I,J]);

IF ILLUMINII(I,J] <1000 THEN WR1TE(GILLUMINI1[IJ]:4,'
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IF ILLUMINTI [1.1] >999 THEN WRrUE(G,ILLUMINI1 [IJj:l, );
IF I-NMP THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,' ');
WRITELN(G,' );
WRITELN(G.' ');
END;

IF PREILLUMI [I,J] > ILLMAX THEN BEGIN
ILLMAX:-PREILLUM! [1,3];
ILMAX:-ROUND(!LLMAX);
END;
IF (PREILLUM![I,J] < ILLMIN) THEN BEGIN
ILLMIN:-PREILLUMI [1.11;
ILMIN:-ROUND(ILLMIN);
IF ILMIN=0 THEN ILMIN:-1;
END;
END;
END;
ILLAV:=ILTOT/((NPP+1)'(NNP+I ));
ILAV:-ROLJND(ILLAV);
MINAV:-ILM]N/ILAV;
AVMIN:-ILAVIILMIN;
MASTER[S1 II:.MINAV;
IMASTER[SH]:AVMIN;
UNIF:=ILMIN/ILMAX;
PETE[SIfl:-UNIF;
MAXMIN:-ILMAX/ILMIN;
IPETE[SH]:MAXMIN;
MAXAV:-ILMAX/ILAV;
IMAXTER[SH]:=MAXAV;
AVMAX:=ILAV/ILMAX;
IDMAXThR(SI1I :=AVMAX;

writc!n(g,' ');
WRITELN(G,SPAC1NG TO HEIGHT RATIO ',SHR:3:2);
IF OCCASION-2 THEN WRITELN(G, ');
WRITELN(G,'MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE ,ilmax:1);
WRITELN(G.'AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE ',jlav:1);
WRITELN(G,MIN1MUM ILLUMINANCE '.11mm:!);
WRIThLN(G,'MIN / MAX U.R	 ',pcte(sh]:3:2);
WRITELN(G,'MAX / M1N U.R	 - ',ipctc[&h]:3:2);
WR!TELN(G.'MIN / AVG U.R	 - ',mutcr[shl:3:2);
writcin(,'AVG / MN U.R 	 = ',imastcrIh]:3:2);
wrncln(g,MAX / AVG U.R	 ',imsxter(sh)3:2);
wntcln(G,'AVG I MAX U.R	 '.idmaxtcrjsh]:3:2);
writc!n(g,' ');
Grid llluminanccl;
ILLIJMINTOT:-0;
FOR J:=OTO 19 DO BEGIN
FOR I:O TO 10 DO BEGIN
ILLUMIN! [!.J):-0;
END;
END;
FOR i:=OTO NPPDO BEGIN
FOR I:=OTO NNP DO BEGIN
ILLUMINI I (1JJ =0;
PREILLUMI [IJJ:=0;
END;
END;
END;(shr)
END; (PROCEDURE NOOBFFC)

PROCEDURE PERPEND_RIGI-if!;

LABEL 1,2;
VAR

XOBEND,YOBEND1 ,YOBEND2,OBXDF,OIIYDF1 ,OBYDF2,OB
ANGLUMANG.

LUMTHETAJHETA1,THErA2,THETA3,OBHffE,OBWIDTH,XD
ISTOB :REAL

BEGIN
OBI-IITh:=0.48;
OBWTDTH:..0.16;
XDISTOB:=0.20
XOBEND:=2SHM+XDISTOB;
YOBEND! :_2*SHM0.5 *OB WIDTH;
YOBEND2:=2SHM+O.5'OB WIDTH;
OBXDF:-ABS(XOBEND-XMEASPOINI');
IF OBXDF..O THEN OBXDF:=O.001;
OBYDFI :=ABS(YOBEND! -YMEASPOIIW
IF OBYDF1-O THEN OBYDF1:-0.0O1;
OBYDF2:-ABS(YOBEND2-YMEASPOIN'fl
IF OBYDF20 THEN OBYDF2:=0.001;
THETA 1 :=ARCTAN(OBYDF1)BXDF);
THEFA2=ARCFAN(OBYDF2/OBXDF);
LUl[FI-1ETA:-ARCTAN(YDIFF/XDIFF);
LUMANG:-ARCTAN(HM/XDIFF);
OBANG:=ARCTAN(OBHITFJOBXDI-);

IF (XCOORI) <XOBEND) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (YMEASPOINT >= YOBEND2) THEN BEGIN

IF (YCOORD >= YOBEND2) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (LUM1HETA >= THETA2) AND (LUIffHETA <=

THETA!) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >= LUMANO) THEN BEGIN

ILLUMINANCE:=0;
GOTO 2;

END;
0010 1;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
IF (YMEASPOINF >= YOBEND!) AND (YMEASPOINT <=

YOBEND2) THEN BEGIN
IF YCOORD >= YMEASPOINT THEN THETA3:=THETA2
ELSE THETA3:=THETA!;
IF (LUMTHETA <= THETA3) THEN BEGIN

IF (OBANG > LUMANG) THEN BEGIN
JLLUMINANCE:=0;
GOTO 2;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
IF (YMEASPOINT <- YOBEND1) THEN BEGIN

IF (YCOORD <= YOBEND!) TI-LEN GOTO 1;
IF (LUMTHETA >= THETA!) AN]) (LU1IffHETA <=

THETA2) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >= LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

HLUMINANE:0
GOTO 2;

END;
GOb 1;

END;
GOTO!;

END;
AB:SQRT(SQR(XDIFF)+SQR(YDIFF));

ANG:=ARCTAN(AB/HM);
DIST:=SQRT(SQR(AB)+SQR(HM));

ILLUMINANCE:=INTENSflY*ABS(COS(ANG))/SQR(DIST);
2:PERPILLUM! :=ILLUMINANcE;
END;

PROCEDURE PERPEND_RIGHT2

LABEL 1,2;
VAR

XOBEND,YOBEND1 ,YOBEND2,OBXDF,OBYDF1 ,OBYDF2,OB
ANG,LUMANG,

LUMTHETA,THETA! ,THETA2,THETA3,OBHITE,OBWIDTH,XD
IS1DB REAL

BEGIN
OBHITE:=0.30;
OBWIDTH:=0.40
XDISTOB:=0.20
XOBEND:=2SHM+XDISTOB;
YOBEND! :=2SHM-0.50B WIDTH;
YOBEND2:=2*SHM+0.5*OB WIDTH;
OBXDF:=ABS(XOBEND-XMEASPOIN1)
IF OBXDF0 THEN OBXDF:=0.00!;
OBYDFI :=ABS(YOBENDI-YMEASPOIN1);
IF OBYDF1=0 THEN OBYDF1:=0.00!;
OBYDF2=ABS(YOBEND2-YMEASPOINT);
IF OBYDF2=0 THEN OBYDF2=0.00!;
THETA! :=ARCTAN(OBYDF1,OBXDF);
THETA2=ARCTAN(OBYDF2/OBXDF);
LUMTHETA:=ARCFAN(YDIFF/XDIFF);
LUMANG=ARCTAN(HM/XDIFF);
OBANG=ARCFAN(OBHITE/OBXDF);
IF (XCOORD <XOBEND) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (YMEASPOINF >= YOBEND2) THEN BEGIN

IF (YCOORD YOBEND2) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (LIJMTHETA >= THETA2) AND (LU?iffHEFA

I'HETAl) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >= LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

ILLU1uNANcE:"0
GOTO 2;

END;
GOTO I;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
IF (YMEASPOINT >= YOBEND1) AND (YMEASPOIWF <

YOBEND2) THEN BEGIN
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IF YCOORD >- YMEASPOINT THEN TI[ETM:-THETA2
ELSE TIthTA3:-TI1ETAI;
IF (LUMTI [ETA <- THETA3) THEN BEGIN

IF (OBANG >- LUMANG) THEN BEGIN
ILLUMINANCE:-O;
GOTO 2;

END;
0010 1;

END;
GOTO I;

END;
IF (YMEASPOINT <- YOBENDI) THEN BEGIN

IF (YCOORD <- YOBEND1) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (LUMTI [ETA >-THETA 1) AND (LUMTHETA <-

TIIETA2) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >- LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

ILLUMINANCE:.0;
GOTO 2;

END;
0010 1;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
1 :AB:.SQRT(SQR(XDIFF)+SQR(YDIFF));
ANG:.ARCTAN(AB/HM);
DIST:-SQRT(SQR(AB)+SQR(HM));
N1TED;
ILLUMiNANCE:-INTENSITYABS(C0S(ANG))/SQR(DIST);
2:PERPILLUM2:-ILLIJMINANCE;
END;

PROCEDURE PARALLEL_UP;

LABEL 1,2;
VAR

YOBEND.XOBENDI,XOBEND2,OBYDF.OBXDF1,OBXDF2,OB
ANG,LUMANG,

LUMTHETA.THETAI ,THETA2,OBHITE,OBWIDTH,YDLSTOB:R
EAL;

BEGIN
OBHITE:.0.75;
OBWIDTH:-I .50;
YDISTOB -1.05;
YOBEND:=2SHM+YDISTOB;
XOBEND1 :-2SHM-I .2;
XOBEND2:2SHM+0.3;
OBYDF:=ABS(YOB END-YMEASPOINT);
IF OBYDF...0 THEN OBYDF:-0.001;
OBXDFI :=ABS(XOBEND1-XMEASPOINT);
IF OBXDF1-0 THEN OBXDF1:.0.00I;
OBXDF2ABS(XOBEND2-XMEASPOIN1);
iF OBXDF20 TI-lEN OBXDF2:-0.00I;
THETA1 :-ARc1AN(OBXDFLOBYDF);
THETA2:=ARCTAN(OBXDF2IOBYDF);
LU1flh1ETA:-ARCIAN(XDIFF/YDIFF);
LUMANG:-ARCTAN(HM/YDIFF);
OBANG:-ARCTAN(OBHITE,OBYDF);
IF (YCOORD < YOBEND) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (XMEASPOINT <- XOBENDI) THEN BEGIN

IF (XCOORD <- XOBENDI) THEN 00101;
IF (LUMTHETA <= THETA2) AND (LUMTHETA >

THETA I) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG > LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

ILLUMINANCE:-0;
OCT02;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
IF (XMEASPOINT>- XOBENDI) AND (XMEASPOINT <=

XOBEND2) THEN BEGIN
IF (LUMTHETA <- TIIETA2) AND (LUMTHETA <-

THETA!) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >- LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

ILLLJMINANCE:-0;
GOTO 2;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
GOTO 1;

END;
IF (XMEASPOINT >- XOBEND2) THEN BEGIN

IF (XCOORD >- XOBEND2) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (LUMFHETA >- THETA2) AND (LUMTHFFA

THETA!) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >- LUMANG) 11-LEN BEGIN

ILLUMINANCE;=0;
GOTO 2;

END;
0010!;

END;
GOTO1;

END;
I AB:=SQRT(SQR(XDIFF)+SQR(YDIFF))
ANG:-ARCrAN(AB/HM);
DIST:=SQRT(SQR(AB)+SQRcHM));

ILLUMINANCE:=INTENSI1Y*ABS(COS(ANG))/SQR(DIST):
2PARIILUM1 :ILLUMINANCE;
END;

PROCEDURE PARALLEL_DOWN;

LABEL 1.2
VAR

YOBEND,XOBEND1 ,XOBEND2,OBYDF,OBXDF1 ,OBXDF2,OB
ANGLUMANG,

LU?ff1-IETA,THETA1 ,THETA2,OBHITE,OB WIDTHYDISTOB :R
EAL;

BEGIN
OBHITE:=0.50;
OBWIDTH:-0.60;
YDISTOB -1.05;
Y0BEND:_2*SHMYDIST0B;
XOBEND1 :=2*SHM0.5*OBWIDTh
XOHEND2:=2*SHM+0.5*OB WIDTH;
OBYDF:=ABS(YOBEND-YMEASPOIN1');
IF OBYDF=0 THEN OBYDF:=0.00l;
OBXDF1 :=ABS(XOBEND!-XMEASPOINT);
IF OBXDFI=0 THEN 0BXDF1:.0.001;
OBXDF2=ABS(XOBEND2-XMEASPOIWI1;
IF OBXDF20 THEN OBXDFL=0.001;
11iETA!:.ARCrAN(OBXDF1/OBYDF);
THEFA2=ARCTAN(OBXDFZOBYDF);
LUMTHETA:=ARCTAN(XDIFF/YDIFF);
LUMANG:=ARCFAN(HM/YDIFF);
OBANG-ARCFAN(OBHITFJOBYDF);
IF (YCOORD > YOBEND) THEN GOTO 1;
IF (XMEASPOINT < XOBENDI) THEN BEGIN

IF (XCOORD <= XOBEND1) THEN GOTO!;
IF (LUM11-IETA <= THETA2) AND (LU1ffHETA

THETA1) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >= LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

ILLUMINANCE:=0;
00102;

END;
OCT01;

END;
0010!;

END;
IF (XMEASPOINT >= XOBEND1) AND (XMEASPOINT

XOBEND2) THEN BEGIN
IF (LUMFHETA <= THETA2) AND (LUMII-IETA

THETAI) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >= LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

flLUMINANcE:0;
G0102

END;
0010!;

END;
0010!;

END;
IF (XMEASPOINT > XOBEND2) THEN BEGIN

IF (XCOORD > XOBEND2) THEN 0010!;
IF (LUM1I-IETA >= THETA2) AND (LUMTHETA <=

THETA!) THEN BEGIN
IF (OBANG >= LUMANG) THEN BEGIN

ILLUMINANCE:=0;
GOTO 2;

END;
00101;

END;
00101;

END;
1 :AB:.SQRT(SQR(XDIFF)+SQR(YDIFF))
ANG:.ARCFAN(AB/IiM);
DIST:-_SQRT(SQR(AB)+SQR(HM));
NTH
flLU4ANCEINENSrIY*ABS(COS(ANG))ISQR(DIST);
2PARILLUM2:ILLIJMINANCE;
END;
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PROCEDURE AXISLABELS;
BEGIN
XLABELS[1J:-'O.5';
XLABELS(2]:-l.O';
XLABELS(3]:-'I.5';
XLABELS(4j:-'2.0';
XLABELS(5]:-'2.5';

YLABELS(1]:.O.O';
YLAI3ELS[2J:.O.I;
YLABELS[3]:='0.2';
YLABELS(4]:-'0.3';
YLABELS[5]:-'O.4';
YLABELS[6]:='O.5';
YLABELS(7I:'0.6';
YLABELS(8]:='0.7';
YLABELS(91:=O.8';
YLABELS(I O1:-'0.9';
YLABELS(I I]:.'l.O';
YDISTLAB[I1:-'O.O';
YDISTLABI2.'0.Z;
YDISTLABI3I:."0.4';
YDISTLAB[4j:-'0,6';
YDISTLAB[5J:.0.8';
YDISTLAB(61:-'I.O';
YDISTLAB(71:-'12;
YDISTLAB(8J:='I.4';
YDIS11AB 19J -'1.6';
YDISTLAB(I0]:='I.8';
YDISTLAB[I I1:.2.O';
END; (PROCEDURE AXISLABELS)

PROCEDURE FFC;
LABEL 1,2;

VAR AA.BB REAL;
SH,ll,JJ,IJ,Ill,JJJ:INTEGER;

BEGIN
1-IM:-I .80;
FOR SH:-OTO 8 DO BEGIN
SFIR:-O.5+SII'O.25;
PPP(SIIJ-SIIR;
ILTOT:-0
ILLMIN:-3000;
ILLMAX:-0;
SlIM -SIIR'HM
AA:-S11M12
BB:-O.I0;
FOR UI:-NPP DOWNTO 0 DO
BEGIN
J:=NPP-III;
YMEASPOINI':=((III'BB)-(LGTI2))+(2'SHM);
FOR JJJ:=0 TO NNP DO
BEGIN
1:-ui;
XMEASPOINT:.r(2'SHM)-((NNP-JJJ)'BB);
ILLUMATPT:-0;
FOR U:=O TO 3 DO
BEGIN
YCOORD:..AA+fl'SHM
FOR iJ:-O TO 3 DO
BEGIN ('EVERY LUMINAIRE')
STORAGE:-0;
STORE:0;
XCOORD:AA+JJ'SHM
YDIF=ABS(YMEASPOINT-YCOORD);
IF YDIFF=O THEN YDIFF:-O.00I;
XDIFF:.ABS(XMEASPOINT-XCOORD);
IF XDIFF-0 TI-lEN XD[FF:-0.001;
PERPEND RIGHTI;
IF PERPILLUMI-O THEN BEGIN
STORE:=PERPILLIJM1;
GOTO 1;
END
ELSE BEGIN
STORAGE:-PERPILLUMI;
PERPEND_RIGHT2;
IF PERP[LLUM2-O THEN BEGIN
STORE:-PERPILLUMZ
GOTO I;
END
ELSE BEGIN
STORAGE:=PERPILLUMZ
PARALLEL UP;
IF PARILLUMI-O TI-lEN BEGIN
STORE:-PARILLUM1;
GOTO 1;
END
ELSE BEGIN

STORAGE:-PARILLUMI;
PARALLEL_DOWN;
IF PARILLIJM2=0 THEN BEGIN
STORE:-PARILLUM2,
GOTO 1;
END
ELSE BEGIN
STORAGE:PAR1LLUM2;
END;
END;
END
END;
GOTO 2;
l:STORAGE:-STORE;
2:ILLLJMINANCE:-STORAGE;
LLLUMATPT:=HLIJMATVF+ILLIJMINANCE;
ILTOT:-ILTOT^ILLUMINANCE;
PREILLUM1 [I,J]:=PREILLLJMI fI,JJ+HLUMINANCE;
END
END;
IILUMINI1 (IJ]:=ROUND(PREILLUM1(I,JJ);

IF ILLUMINI1[UI <1000 THEN WRITE(G,ILLUMINII[I.JJ:4,'

IF ILLTJMINII [1.1] 999 THEN WRITE(G,ILLUMINII [IJJ:1.'
IF INNP THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,' );
WRITELN(G.' ');
WRITELN(G,' ');
END;

IF PREILLUMI [UI > ILLMAX THEN BEGIN
ILLMAX:-PREILLUM1 [I,J];
ILMAX:=ROUND(ILLMAX)
END;

IF (PREILLUMI [U] <ILLMIN) THEN BEGIN
ILLMIN:=PREILLUMI [Li];
ILM1N:=ROUND(ILLMIN);
IF ILMIN=0 THEN ILMIN=I;
END;
END
END;
ILLAV:=ILTOT/((NPP+I)'(NNP+1));
ILAV:=ROUND(ILLAV);
MINAV:=ILMIN/ILAV;
AVMIN:=ILAV/ILMIN;
MASUR(SH]:=MINAV;
IMASTER[SH]:=AVMIN;
UW:-EI,MIN/ILMAX;
PETE[SHJ:=UNIF;
MAXMIN:=ILMAX/ILMJN;
IPETE[SH]:=MAXMIN;
MAXAV:=ILMAXIILAV;
IMAXTER[SH]:-MAXAV;
AVMAX:=ILAV/ILMAX;
IDMAXTER[SIII:=AVMAX;

writcln(g,' ');
WRITELN(G,'SPACING TO HEIGHT RATIO = ',SHR:3:2);
WR1TELN(G,MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE = ',ilmzx:l);
WRITELN(G,'AVERAGE ILLUMINANE = ',ilav:l);
WRJTELN(G,'MINIMUM ILLUM1NANE = ',ilniin:l);
WRJTELN(G,'MIN / MAX U.R = ',pdc[sh]:32);
WRITELN(G,'MAX I MIN U.R	 ',ipcte[sh]:3:2);
WRrrELN(G.'MXN I AVG U.R	 = ',xnastcr[sh):3:2);
wxiten(g,'AVG / MIN U.R	 = '.imasicr[sh]:3:2);
wntcIi(g,'MAX / AVG U.R	 ',imaxter(shj:3:2);
wntein(g,'AVG / MAX U.R	 ',idmaxtcr[sh):3:2)
Giid_Ilituninancel;
IILUOT:=0;
FOR J=OTO 19 DO BEGIN
FOR I:=OTO 1ODOBEGIN
ILLUMIN1 [I,J]:-0;
END;
END;
FOR J-O TO NPP DO BEGIN
FOR I:=0 TO NNP DO BEGIN
ILLIJMINI 1[I,J]:-0;
PREILLUMI [I,J]:=0;
END;
END;
END;(shr)
END;(PROcEDURE FFCJ

PROCEDURE XTRAINFO
VAR NOPJNTEGER;
BEGIN
MOVTO2(13.0,123.0);
CHAHOLNUMBER OF CALCULATION POINTS',D;
NOP-(NP+1)'(NP+1);
cHAINT(Nop3)
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MOVTO2(1 3.0,130.0);
IF LUMTYPE-I ThEN
CIIAIIOL(THORN SYMMETRIC POINT VOL 1 P 7.4.');
IF LUMTYPE-2 THEN
CIIAIIOLCCIBSE TM5 TYPE LUMINAIRE.');
IF LUMTYPE...3 THEN
CIIAH OLCPOINT SOURCE BATWING LUMINAIRE*.);
IF LUMTYPE-4 THEN
CI-IAIIOL(TIIIS WAS NOT CHOSEN.);
MOVTO2(13.0,t 16.0);
CIIAHOL(TIIE STANDARD OBSTRUCTION

SITUATIONS.');
END;

PROCEDURE NEWGRAPH;
VAR I:INTEGER;
BEGIN
PICCLE; (CLEARS THE DRAWING AREA)
IPICT:-IPICT+1;
PICBEG(IPICT);
BROK.EN(0);
MOVTO2(207.0,140.0);
LINTO2(12.0,140.0);
LINFO2(I 2.0,11.0);
UNTO2(207.O,1 1.0);
LINTO2(207.0. 140.0);
MOVTO2(205.0,138.0);
UNTO2(14.0,1 38.0);
LINTO2(14.0,1 3.0);
UN'F02(205.0,1 3.0);
LINTO2(205.0, 138.0);
NPTS:-9;
CHASIZ(2.2,2.2);
AXIPOS(1 .31.0,29.0,160.0,1);
AXISCA(2,4,0.5,2.5,1);
AXIDRA(1 .0,1);
AXILAB(XLABELS,5,4,1 24.0,1);
AXIPOS(1 .31.0,29.0,75.0,2);
AXISCA(2,1 0,0.0,1.0,2);
AXIDRA(-1 .0,2);
AXILAB(YL&BELS,1 1,3.1,23.0.2);
MOVTO2(60.0,19.0);
CHASLZ(2.7,2.7);
CHAI1OL SPACING TO HEIGHT RATIO.');
MOVTO2(8.0,5.0);
CHASIZ(3.0,3.0);

CHAHOL('FIGURE 13 VARIATION IN UNIFORMITY WiTH
SPACING TO [lEIGh-if RA11O;

CHASIZ(2.2,2.2);
XTRAINFO;
END;

PROCEDURE DIST1AN2;
BEGIN
PICCLE; (CLEARS THE DRAWING AREA)
IPICT:-IPICT+ 1;
PICBEG(IPICT);
XTRAINFO;
BROKEN(0);
M0Vf02(265.0,200.0);
UNTO2(12.0,200.0);
LINTO2(12.0,12.0);
LINFO2(265.0,12.0);
LINTO2(265.0,200.0);
MOVTO2(263.0, 198.0);
LINTO2(14.0,198.0);
LINTO2(14.0,14.0);
LINTO2(263.0,14.0);
UNFO2(263.0, 198.0);
NVFS:-9
UIASIZ(2.5,2.5);
AXIPOS(1 ,45.0,40.0,200.0,1);
AXISCA(2,4,0.5,2.5,1);
AXIDRA(1,0,1);
AXILAB(XLABELS.5,4,1 .35.0,1);
AXIPOS(1 .45.0,40.0,100.0,2);
AXISCA(2,10,0.0,2.0,2);
AXIDRA(-1 .0,2);
AXILAB(YDISTLAB.1 1,3,1,35.0,2);
MOVTO2(100.0,25.0);
CHASIZ(3.0,3.0);
CHAHOL SPACING TO HEIGHT RATIO.');
CHASIZ(2.5,25);
BROKEN(S);
NVFS:..9;
GRAPOL(PPP,MINDISCREP,NPTS);
MOVTO2(145.0, 174.0);
LINBY2(30.0,0.0);
BROKEN(0);
MOVTO2(1 80.0.174.0);

HAHOLCMIN1MUM ILLUMINANCE CASE.');

BROKEN(3);
NPTS:-9;
GRAPOL(PPP,MAXDISCREP,NI'TS); }
MOVTO2(145.0,182.0);
LINBY2(30.0,0.0);
BROKEN(0);
MOVTO2(1 80.0, 182.0);
CHAHOLCMAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE CASE*.');
OiAANG(90.0);
MOVFO2(fl.0,40.0);
CHASIZ(3.0,3.0);
CHA1-IOL DISTANCE FROM EXPECTED E1.');
MOVTO2(28.0,40.0);
CHAIIOLC OR E2 MIN OR MAX POINF (zn)*)
CHASLZ(2.5,2.5);
UIAANG(0.0)
ENI

PROCEDURE POINT8;
BEGIN
1Tr[01:0.8;
TrrI1):0.8;
SSS[0].0.5;
SSS[I]=2.5;
BROKEN(6);
NPTS:=2;
GRAPOL(S55,TIT,NPTS);
BROKEN(S);
NPTS:=9;
GRAPOL(PPP,BEDOC,NPTS);
MOVTO2(145.0, 190.0);
LINBY2(30.0,0.0);
BROKEN(0);
MOVFO2(1 80.0,190.0);
CHAHOLCNO OBSTRUCTION CASE*.;
MOVTO2(2&0,50.0);
BROKEN(0);
cHAANG(90.0);
CHASIZ(3.0,3.0);
CHAIIOL(' UNIFORMITY RATIO MIN/AV S.');
CHASIZ(2.5,2.5);
QIAANG(0.0);
END;

PROCEDURE POINT7;
BEGIN
1TF(0]=0.7;
1TF[l):.=0.7;
SSS[0J=0.5;
SSS(11:=2.5;
BROKEN(6);
NPTS:=2;
GRAPOL(SSS,TIT,NPTS);
BROKEN(5);
NVFS=9
GRAPOL(PPP.NONOBvFS);
MOVTO2(101 .0,130.0);
LINBY2(20.0,0.0);
BROKEN(0);
MOVTO2(1 22.0,130.0);
CHAI-IOL('NO OBSTRUCTION CASE5.');
MOVTO2(19.0,1 8.0);
QIAANG(90.0);
BROKEN(0);
CHASI.Z(27,2.7);
CHAI-IOL(' UNIFORMITY RATIO MIN/MAX5.');

HASIZ(Z2,2.2);
GIAANG(0.0);
END;

PROCEDURE MAST;
lABEL 1,2
VAR K,I,LBROKJWFEGER;

r'ALREAL;
BEGIN
REWRITE(G);
RESET(DATA);
READLN(DAT&DUMMY1);
READLN(DATA,DUMMY2,LUNIFYPE);
READLN(DATA,DUMMY3,DUMMY4,NUML.AMP);
INDE; (AVERAGES THE INTENSITY IN EACH ANGLE OF
AZJMIJIII PLANE OF

INTEREST)
IF EMCASE=2 THEN GOTO 1 (OBSTRUCTED CASE)
ELSE
NOOBWC (EMPTY CASE)
GOlD 2;
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I:FFC;
(SI!RMAXCALC;
IPICT:-0;
INITVS;
GINO;
SAVDRA;)
(' WINDO2(0,280.0.O,21 0.0);
(DEVPAP(280.O,210.0,O);
AXISLABELS;
NEWGRAPH
POI;
FOR I: TO 8 DC BEGIN
QQQ[IJ:=PETE(Ij;
END;
BROKEN(S);
NPTS:-9;
GRAPOLPPP,QQQ.NPTS);

DEVEND;
GINEND;
ENDVS;)
2.END;

BEGIN
MAST;
END.
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Appendix B: SHROBS computer program for linear

luminaires

This program calculates the maximum spacing to height ratio for a heavily

obstructed interior lit by any type of linear luminaires. The program could also be run

for the empty case by changing the value of the constant EMCASE, in the declaration

section, from 2 to 1. The listing given in this appendix is similar to other versions

written for other standard obstruction configurations. Examples of the execution file

and the input file are also given.

B 1: The execution file used to run the SHROBS program

&trace on

exec library vspascal fortvs gino nagfglib nagglib glib gino cmslib

exec vspascal uniheavy (margin(1,100

Fl data disk thol2l4 lumdata

Fl g disk hvthl2l4 term

load uniheavy (nomap clear start

&exit
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B2: Example of the intensity distribution file used to run the SHROBS
program

1500
21
1.20.6122
214 214 213 212 211 209 205 190 160 12898745743312011 5
0000000 000 000 000000
214213210206 199 191179163143119947253362620156
0000000000000000000
214214 213 212211 209205 190 160 128987457433120115
0000000000000000000
214 213 210 206 199 191 179 163 143 119947253362620156
0000000000000000000
214 214 213 212 211 209205 190 160 1289874574331 2011 5
0000000000000000000
214 213 210206 199 191 179 163 143 119947253362620156
0000000000000000000
214 214 213 212 211 209205 190 160 128987457433120 115
0000000000000000000
214 213 210206 199 191 179 163 143 119947253362620156
0000000000000000000
214214213212211209205 190160128987457433120115
0000000000000000000
214 213 210206 199 191 179 163 143 119947253362620156
0000 000000 000 000000
214214213212211209205190160128987457433120115
0000000000000000000
214213210206 199 191 179 163 143 119947253362620 156
0000000000000000000
0.54 0.00
12 12

Line 1: Lamp lumen output.
Line 2: Luminaire type and luminaire number (for identification).
Line 3: Luminaire length, luminaire width, scale factor indicator, indicator of number of intensity

planes and number of lamps per luminaire.
Lines 4 and 5: A column of intensity distribution at 50 interval in elevation for 00 in

azimuth.
Each subsequent pair of lines contain similar values for an azimuth angle at 300 interval.
DLOR and IJLOR.
Last line: number of intensity planes for both multiples of 5° and 100 in elevation.

R3 Listing of the SHROBS program using a linear luminaire.
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(*GOT()4.*)
PROGRAM FORTCOPY(G.LUMDATA);
(CALCULATES THE ILLUMINANCE AT UP TO A 20x20
ARRAY)
(UMITED BY ARRAY SPECIFICATION THEREFORE
INCREASEABLE)
(OVER THE CENTRAL AREA . IT CAN READ ALL THE
INTENSITY DATA)
(FROM A FILE AND PRINT if ALL OUT INTO A FILE 0)
(TWO OBSTRUCTIONS ARE CONSIDERED ONE PARRALEL
AND ONE)
(PERPENDICULAR TO TIlE MEASURING POINT)
(TIlE VALUE STANDOBKIND MUST BE SET TO CHANGE
THE STANDARD OBSTRUCTION)
CONST P1-3.14159;

WD'F-1 .20;
LGT=2. 10;
YGRAD-19;
XGRADI0;
YGRAD2=10
XGRAD2=I 9;
POINTS-220;
EMCASE-2;

TYPE DY-ARRAY(0..36,1..18] OF REAL;
MS=ARRAY(0..8.1..2J OF REAL;
lLLlARRAY(0.. 100.191 OF REAL;
LLLI-ARRAY(0..12,0..21) OF REAL;
IWI=ARRAY(0..12,0..211 OF INTEGER;
ILL2'ARRAY(0..I9.0..l01 OF REAL;
LLL2ARRAY[0..21.0..12j OF REAL;
ILLI2-ARRAY[0,.21,0..12J OF INTEGER;
QQ-ARRAY(0..81 OF REAL;
PP-ARRAY(0..8) OF REAL;

STX".ARRAY(0..2J OF REAL;
STY.ARRAY[0..2) OF REAL;
SSARRAY(I..2] OF REAL;
TF-ARRAY(l..2] OF REAL;
NOB' ARRAY(0..8] OF REAL;

LLLL=ARRAY(1..12] OF PACKED AR.RAY[l..4) OF CHAR;
IL.-ARRAY[0..20,0..20] OF REAL;
SMILL-ARRAY[0..3,0..3] OF REAL
NOOB ARRAY[0..2 I .0..1 2] OF REAL;
CAPII-A RRAY[0..2,0..6] OF REAL;
CABI 1ARRAY(0..2,0..6j OF INTEGER;
CAPl2=ARRAY(0..3,0..5J OF REAL;
CAB 12ARRAY(0..3,O.3) OF INTEGER;
CAP2I-ARRAY(0..5,O..3J OF REAL;
CAB21-ARRAY[0..5,0..3) OF INTEGER;
CAPfl-ARRAY[0..6,0..2] OF REAL;
CAB22-ARRAY[0..6,0..2] OF INFEGER;
CAP=ARRAY[0..1 1,0.20] OF REAL;
CAP2-ARRAY[0..20.0..1l] OF REAL;
CAPA.ARRAY[0..3.0..6] OF REAL;
CAPB=ARRAY(0..6,0..3) OF REAL;

VAR TNTS:DY;
G,LUMDATA:TEXT;
ILLUMINI :ILLI;
ILLUMINII:ILUI;
PREILLIJMI :LLLI;
PREILLUM2:LLL2;
ILLUMIN2:ILL2;
ILLUMINI2:ILU2;

MASTER,IMASTER,IPETE,IMAXTER,IDMAXTER,PETE,MAX
D1SCEEP,M1ND1SREP:MS;

BEDOC,QQQ,NONOB.TIT:QQ;
SMIL:S M1I_L;
NOOBIILUMATPT:NOOB;
ILLUM:IL;
STORXOB:STX;
STORYOB:STY;
555 PP:PP
YDISTLAB .XLABELS.YLABELS :LLLL;

STDROYF:CAP
STDROOT2CAP2;

EE1.EV1 :CAPA;
EE2,EV2:CAPB;
MEANILUMI ,DIFFILUM1 ,HORIZON1 :CAPI 1;
HORGRADI :CAB 11;
MEANILUM2,DIFFILUM2,VERTICALI CAP1 2
VERGRADI LAB 12;
MEANILUM2I ,DIFFILUM2I .HORIZON2:CAP21;
1-IORGRAD2:CAB21;
MEANILUM22,DIFFILUM22.VERTICAL2:CAP2Z
VERGRAD2:CAB22
illminZllrnax2.iflav2,ilumintoc,hitircal;
mastcr2niIztcr2,unaxtcr2,idm.xLc2,pctc2,ipe1e2:rca1;
mnav2ivmin2,unif2,znaxmm2,rn&xav2,avmax2:rcaj;
ilmin2,iLav2,ilmix2:intcgcr,

STORAGE,NOOBILTOT,NOOBILMAX,NOOBILMIN,NOOBILA
V,ILTOT:REAL;

DUM1Y4,REVSHSTO,NOWSHSTOJSTO,JSTO,NPP,NNP,}1S,H
V,VV.VS :INFEGER;
INTENS.ANGLUM,ANGOB,YDIFF,SHM,LOR,ULOR,SSSS:REAL

II A V, LMA U.MJN,XXGRAD:INTEGER;

DUMMYI ,DUMMY2,DUMMY3,ALPHA1,ALPHA2,BETA1,BEFA
2.TIME:INTEGER;

XCOORD,YCOORD,ILLIJMATPT,OBXDF,SISA,SISB,SOCA,SOC
B,

ENSifY4NGPHFrAANGLEDLPHADBETA
D:REAL;
LUYPE,AFNOTADD,IJ,UJJ,NUMLAMP:IWTEGER;
LUMN,XI,X2;K,KFACFOR,XMEASPOINT,YMEASPOIWLDL
OR,SHR,UNIF:REAL;

AB)F1F,ILLtJMINANCE&VMAX,IILMIN,ILLMAX,IL
LAy,
XDFI ,XDF2,XDF3XDF4,AVMIN,MAXMIN,MAXAV,
LUMANGI ,LUMANG2,LLJMANG3.LUMANG4.PERPILLUM2,P
ERPILLUM3,PARILLUM3,
OBANG1 .OBANG2,OBANG3,OBANG4,

NUMBER,MINAV,PARILLUM1,PARILLUM2,PERPILLUMI ,NO
OBILLUM,XDFSDF&REAL;
COUNT,SHSTO,OCCASION,GOTO1,GOTO2.IPICF,NP,NPTS :INT
EGER;
UJD11LREAL;

PROCEDURE INITVS;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GINO;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE WINDO2(CONST

X1,X2,YI ,Y2:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE DEVPAP(const ZI ,Z2REAL

Z3:INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GRAF(VAR PPP:PP

VAR QQQ:QOj
VAR NPTS,ISC INTEGER),FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE GRAPOL(VAR PPP:PP
VAR QQQ:QQ;
VAR NPTS INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE SAVDRAFORTRAN;
PROCEDURE MOVFO2(CONST S1{R,MINAV

REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHASIZ(CONST

WIDTH,HEIGHT:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE AXIDRA(CONST TICKYAL.XORY

INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE AXIPOS(cst IOR JNTEGER;

wn )OR.YYR;AXLEN :REAL;
XORY : INTECIER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE AXILAB(CONST LABS : LLLL;
CONST N.CHARS,WORDS INTEGER;
CONST POSON REAL
CONST XORY : INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE AXISCA(CONST SCALE,INTSJNTEGER;
CONST FROM,UVrOREAL;
CONST XORY:INTEGER);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE LINTO2(CONST X,Y:REAL),FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHAANG(CONST

ANGLEREAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHAI-IOL(CONST STNG:STG);FORThj;
PROCEDURE C1{AJNF(CONST

INT,WW1ThINTEGER)FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHAFDC(VAR NUMB ER REAL;

CONST WWTH,ACESEGER)FOR11&J..
PROCEDURE DASHED(VAR MODEINFEGER;

VAR
REPETITONDASH,DOTREAL),FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE BROKEN(CONST LThflEGER);FORTR&j..
PROCEDURE DEVEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE UNBY2(CONST X,Y: REAL)FORTRAJ.;
PROCEDURE PICBEG(CONST

PICNUMBERINTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE PICCLEFORTRAN;
PROCEDURE PICEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GINEND;FORTRAr4;
PROCEDURE TRACER(CONST

ISWIJNTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE END VSFORTRAN;

PROCEDURE INDB;
LABEL 2;
VAR IJ,M,N,NN,MM:INTEGER;
BEGIN

Ip (DUMMY4 -1) THEN BEGIN
FOR J:1 TO 12 DO BEGIN
M:(J*30)30;
MM:(M+90) MOD 90
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FOR I: TO 36 DO BEGIN
1NI'S[I,J]:0;
N:-15;
NN:-(N+10) MOD 10;
IF (NN=0) AND (MM>O) ThEN GOTO Z
READ(LUMDATA,TNTS[I,J]);
IF EOLN TI LEN READLN;
2.END
END;

END; (IF DUMMY4 - 1)
IF DIJMMY4-3 THEN BEGIN

FOR 1:-I TO 4 DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-OTO 36 DO BEGIN

READ(LUMDATA,TNTS[I,J));
IF EOLN THEN READLN;

END;
END

END;
IF DUMMY42 THEN BEGIN
(INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION FILE HAS ALL VALUES IN IT)

FOR 1:-I TO 12 DC BEGIN
FOR I:-O TO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(LUMDATA,TNTS[I.J]);
IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END
END;
END (INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION FILE HAS ALL

VALUES IN IT)
END; (PROCEDURE INDB

PROCEDURE ZONFACT(VAR I:INTEGER; VAR KM:REAL);
VAR ANGLLALPIIA.BEFA:REAL;
BEGIN
ANGLE:-51;
ALPhA :_(ANGLE+5)*Ph/I 80;
BETA:=(ANGLE-5)PI/1 80;
KM:=ABS(4PI(SIN((ALPIIA-

BETA)/2))SIN((ALPIIA+IIETA)/2));
END;

PROCEDURE INDE;
(TO PRODUCE COLUMN OF ZONAL FLUX)

VAR KL)(M,ZJTOT,SF,SUM:REAL;
U,I.J,KK,L,MM,TF:INTEGER;

BEGIN
READ(LUMDATA,DLOR.ULOR);
READLN(LUMDATA,TF,L);

FOR !:=0 TO 18 DO BEGIN
SUM:-0;
FOR 1:-I TO 12 DO BEGIN
SUM:=SUM+TNFS[I,JJ;
END;
MM:.(I+2) MOD Z
IF (MM=0) THEN KK:-L
ELSE KK:-TF;
IF (KX<1) THEN KK:-1;
1NFS[I,13)-SUM/KK;
END;
ZFrOT:-
FOR ll:.4 TO 9 DC BEGIN
I:=112-1;
KL:=TNTS[I,13];
ZONFACT(TKM);
TNTS(I.14]:=KM
TNTS(1,15):KLsKM;
ZFTOT:ZFTOT+TNTS[I,15);
END;

IF DUMMY 31 THEN SF:1
ELSE BEGIN

LOR:DLOR+ULOR;
SF:-LOR' 1 000IZFTOT;

END;
FOR I:=0 TO 18 DO BEGIN
1NFS[I,16]:.O.5SF(TNTS(1.11+1'NTS[I.7]);
1NrS[I,17]:=0.5*SF*(TNTS(I,4]+TNTS[I,10j);
END;
K:-TNTS(9,17]IFNTS(O,17J;
KFACTOR:-K;
END;

PROCEDURE NTHD;

VAR AA,BB,XX,YY,TF:RL&L;
L:INTEGER;

BEGIN
ANG:_ANG* 180/PT;
L:1;
WHILE (5L)<(ANG) DO BEGIN
L:L+1;
END;
AA:S*L;
XX:'TNTS(L.16];
L:-L-1;
YY:=TNTS[L,16J;
BB:_5*L
TF:-(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
INENS:.=TT*ANG+(YYTr*BB);
IWIENSITY:=llENS*NUMLAMIDIjMMy1/10O0;
ANG:=ANGPIJI 80;
END;

PROCEDURE ASPCALC(M,HL REAL;
VAR SLJM:REAL);

VAR LINIEGER;
Y,XB.RTREAL;

BEGIN
SUM=0;
XB:=HL/10;
FOR I:=1 TO 10 DC BEGIN
Y:_EXP(M*LN(COS(I*XB)));
RT:-XBY;
SUM:=SUM+RT;
END
END;

PROCEDURE
ILLUROMLUM(SISA,SISB,SOCA,SOCB,ALPHABETAREAL

VAR FFFF:REAL);
VAR AR 1 ,AF12.AF2T ,AF22:REAL
BEGIN
IF (K>0.65) THEN BEGIN
AR :=((SISA)(SOCA)+(ALPHA))/2.0;
AF2:=((SISB)*(SOCB)+(BETA))12.0;
END
ELSE IF (K>O.545) THEN BEGIN
AF1 1:-<(SISA)(SOCA)+(ALPHA))/20
AF21_((SISB)*(SOCB)+(BETA))f2.0;
AF12:(S1SA)(SQR(SISA)*(SISA)f3.0);
AF22:=(SISB)(SQR(SISB)*(SISB)/3.0);
AF1:=(AF1 1+AF12)/2.0;
AF2:=(AF21+AF22)/2.0;
END
ELSE IF (K>O.46) THEN BEGIN
AFI :_(SISA)(SQR(SISA)*(SISA)/3.0);
AF2=(SISB)-(SQR(SISB)'(SISB)/3.0);
END
ELSE IF (K>O.385) THEN BEGIN

APi .=((SISA)*(((SOCA)*SQR(SOCA))+(1.5*(SOCA)))14)+((3/8)*(
AlPHA));
AF2=((SISB)*(((SOCB)*SQR(SOCB))+(1.5*(SOCB)))/4)+((3/8)*(
BETA));

END
ELSE IF (K>0.385) THEN BEGIN
AF1 :=(SISA)*((SQR(SOCA)*SQR(SOCA))+4_

(4*SQR(SISA)/3))/5&
AF2=(SISB)*((SQR(SOcB)*SQR(SOCB))+4

(4SQR(SISB)/3))/5.0;
END
ELSE BEGIN
ASPCALC(33ALPHA,AF1);
ASPCALC(3.5BETA,AF2);
END;
IF (XMEASPOINT>X1) AND (XMEASPOINT<X2) AND

(AFNOTADD =1)
THEN FFFF:=AFI +AF2
ELSE FFFF:=ABS(AF1-AF2);
AFNOTADD:=1;
END;

PROCEDURE ILLUMCALC;
BEGIN
ALPHA:=ARCTAN(XIIFI/AB);
ALPHAD:_ALPHA*180/PI;
BETA-ARCFAN(XDF2/AB);
BETAD:BETA*180/PI;
SISASIN(ALPHA);
SISB:=SIN(BETA);
SOCA-COS(ALPHA);
SOCB:=COS(BETA);
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illurncilc;
illumptl :-illuminance,
xdfl :-ydiffobedi/obydf4;
xdf6:-,df 1;
xdI2:-xdf4;
illuincaic;
illumpil :-illuminance+illump(l;
lumang3:=lumangl;
Iumang4:-lumang2;
lumangi :arctan(ydiff/xdf5);
lumang2:=arct.an(ydiff/xdf6);
dfl :-xdf5;

zdf2:-xdf6;
enquiry;
if gotol -1 then begin

i11uminancc:i1lumptl;
goto 1;

end;
illumcalc;
illumpti :il1umptl +illuminance;
iliuminancc:=illumptl;
lumangl :-lumang3;
lumang2:=Iumang4;
xciii :.xdf3;
xdl2:-xdf4;
gob 1;
end;

2:illumcalc;
I :perpilluml :-illumanancc;
end;

Procedure perpcnd right2;

label 1,2;
var illumpt 1 ,obydf I .obydi2,obydf3.obydf4.yobendl ,yobend2,

eobcnd,obhitc,obwidth,xdistob,OBYDF:REAL;

Begin
obhiie:-O.30;
luti:-obhiic;
zdiatob:O.2&,
obwadth:.'0.40;
xobend:2thm+xdistth;
yobend 1 :-2shm-O.Sobwidth;
yobcnd2:-2shm+0.Sobwidth;

obedf:-abs(xobcnd-xmeupoini);
if obxdf -O then obxdf:=O.0O1;
obydf I :-abs(yobend 1-ymeaspoint);
if obydul -O then obydfl:-O.O0l;
thydf2-abs(yobend2-ymeaapomt);
if obydf2 -0 then obydl2:=O.(X)1;
lumangl :=arctan(ydtff/xdfl);
lumang2:'arctan(ydiff/xdf2);
obingi :-arctan(obydfl/obxdfl;
obang2:=arctan(obydf2lobxdf);
if ycoord> ymcaspoun then begin

obang3:-obang2;
obydf3-obydl2
obang4:-obangl;
obydf4:-obydf 1;

end
cirebegin

obang3:-obangl;
obydf3:-obydf 1;
obang4:-obang2;
obydi4:.obydf2;

end;
if (x2 <- zobend) then goto 2;
if (ymeupoint >- yobcnd2) and (ycoord > yobcnd2) then gob 2;
if(ymeaspoint <- yobcndl) and (ycoord <- yobendl) then goto 2;
if (himangl < obang4) then gob 2;
if (lumang2 >- obang3) then gob 2;
if (lumang2 <obang4) and (lumangi <- obang3) then begin

ydistalongob(edfl ,Iumangl ,obhitc);
if anglum > ingob then begin

gob 2;
end
else begin

xdi3:-xdf2;
findpoint2(xdf3);
edf 1 :-xdf3;
gob 2;

end;
end;
if (lumang2 > obang4) and (iuznangl <- obang3) then begin

enquiry;
if gob1 -1 then gob 1;
if gcxo2 -1 then gob 2;

end;
if (luinangl obang3) and (lumang2 >- obang4) then begin

ydistalongob(xdf2,lumang2obhitc);
if anglum > angob then begin

goto 2;
end
else begin

xdf3:xdfl;
findpoint(xdf3);
xdf2:-xdf3;
golD 2;

end;
aid;
if (lumang2 < obang4) and (luznangl > obang3) then begin

xdf3:xdfl;
xdf4:xd12;
xdf2:=ydiff5obxdf/obydf3;
xdf5:-xdf2
illumcalc
illuinpil :-illuminance;
xdfl :-ydiffobxdflobydf4;
xdf6:-xdfl;
xdf2:=xdf4;
iilumcalc;
illumpti :-iiluininance+illumptl;
lumang3:.'lumangl;
lumang4:"lumang2;
lumangl :=arctan(ydiff/xdf5);
lumang2:=arctan(ydiff/xdf6);
xdfl :=xdlS;
xdf2:=xdf6;
enquiry;
iigotol =1 thai begin

iliuminance:=iJlumptl;
gob I;

end;
illunica.lc;
ifluinpil :=illumptl+illuminancc;
illuminance:=illumptl;
luniangl :-lurnang3;
lumang2=lumang4;
xdfl :=xdf3;
xdf2:-xdf4;
gowl;
end;

2.:illumcalc;
1 :perpillum2:=illuminance;
end;

PROCEDURE PERPENDICULAR_LEFT;

label 1,2;
vat illunipll,obydfl ,obydf2,obydf3,obydf4,yobendl,yobend2,

xobend,oe,obwidth,xob,OBYDFREAL

Begin
OBHflE:=O.50;
hiii:obhite;
XDISTOB:=1 .05;
OBWlDTH:O.5O;
XOBEND:=2SHM-XDISTOB;
yobendl :=2shzn-O.25;
yobend2=2*s}un+0.25;

obxdf:=alx(xobcnd-xzncaspoint);
ifthxdfthai obxdf:=O.00l;
obycifi ba(yobend1-ymcaspoint);
if obydfl -0 then obydfl=O.001;
obydf2:-aba(yobaid2-ymeaspoint);
if obydf2 0 thai obydf2=0.001;
hunangi :=arctan(.ydiff/xdfl);
luznang2:=aictan(ydiff/xdf2);
obangi >aiccan(obydfl/obxdf);
obang2:-arctan(obydf2/obxdf);
if ycoord > ymeaspoint then begin

obang3:-obang2;
obydf3:-obydf2;
thang4=obangl;
obydf4:=obydfl;

aid
else begin

thang3=obangl;
obydf3:-obydf 1;
obang4:-obangZ
obydf4:-obydiZ

aid;
IF (XI >- XOBEND) THEN GOTO 2;
if (ymeaspoint >— yobaid2) and (ycoord yobend2) then goto 2;
if (yineaspoint < yobaidi) and (ycoord <= yobendi) thai goto 2;
IF (LUMANG2 < OBANG4) THEN GOTO 2;
IF (LUMANGI OBANG3) THEN GOTO 2;
IF (LUMANGI <OBANG4) AND (LUMANG2 <= OBANG3)

TI-LEN BEGIN
YDISTALONGOB(XDF2,LUMANG2,OBIUTE);
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if anglum > angob then begin
gob 2;

end
the begin

XDI3:-XDFI;
FINDPOINT(XDF3);
XDF2:.XDF3;
8010 2;

end;
end;
IF (UJMANGI >- OBANG4) AND (LUMANG2 <- OBANG3)

TI LEN 11 EGIN
enquiry;
ifgotol -I then gob 1;
if goto2 -1 then gob 2;

end;
IF (LUMANG2> OBANG3) AND (LUMANG1 > OBANG4)

ThEN BEGIN
YDISTALONGOB(XDF1 ,LUMANG 1 ,OBHITE);
if anglum > angob then begin

gob 2;
end
the begin

XDF3:-XDF2;
FIt4DPOINT2(XDF3);
XDFI :-XDF3;
goto 2;

end;
aid;
IF (LUMANGI <OBANG4) AND (LUMANG2 > OBANG3)

11IEN BEGIN
zdf3.-adfl;
xdf4:=xd12;
XDF2:-YDLFF'OBXDF/OBYDF4;
xdf5.xdf2;
illumcalc;
illunipi 1 :-ifluminancc;
XDF1 :YDlFO13XDFflDBYDF3;
xdf6:adil;
xdf2:xdf4;
tllumcahc;
illuxnptl :-illuzmnancc+illumpcl;
lumang3 -lumangi;
luniang4:-lumang2;
lumangl :-ircian(ydiff/xdf5);
lumang2:-arctan(ydtff/xdf6);
xdfl :-xdf5;
xdf2:.xdf6;
enquiry;
if gotol =1 thai begin

illummancc:-tllurnptl;
gob 1;

end;
iflumcalc;
illumpil :-iilumpII +iilurrunancc;
illununance.-illumptl;
Iumangl :-luznang3;
Iumang2:.Iumang4;
xdf I :-xdf3;
xdf2:-xdf4;
8010 1;
end;

2.illunicalc;
I .PERPILLUM3:'.ILLUMINANCE;
end;

Procedure parallel up;
label l
vat xobcnd 1 .zobend2,yobcnd.obydf.

obxdf 1 obxdf2,ydaztob,obwidth,obhite:rea1;

Begin
obhitc:-0.75;
hiti:obhiie;
obwidih:-1 .50;
ydistob:=1.05;
xobendl:-2 0shm- 1.20;
xobend2:2'shm+0.30
yobend:-2'ahm+ydistob;
obydf:-aba(yobend-yineaspoint);
if obydf-0 then obydf:-O.000l;
obedfl :abe(xobend1-xmeaspoint);
if obxdfl.O then obxdfl :-O.0001;
obxdf2:-aba(xobend2-xmcaapoint);
if obxdf2=O then obxdf2-00001;
if (x2 < xmeaapoint) and (xobcndl > xmeaspoint) then gob 2;
if (xl > xmeaspoint) and (xobend2 < xzneaspoint) then gob 2;
if (ycoonl > ymeaapoint) then begin

anglum:-arctan(hmjydiff);

angob:-arctan(obhitc/obydl);
if (angob > anglum) then begin

lumangl :arctan(xdf1/ydiff);
lumang2:-arotan(xdI2/ydiff);
lumang3:=arctan(xdf3/ydiff);
lumang4:-arcun(xdf4/ydiff);
OBANGI:ARCFAN(OBXDF1/OByDF);
OBANG2:=ARCTAN(OBXDF2/OBYDF);

if (xmeupoint > xl) and (x,neaspoint < x2) then begin
if (xmeaspoun < xobcndl) then begin

if (obangi >1umang2) then goto 2;
xdf2:=ydiffobxdfl/obydf;
gow 2;

aid;
if (xmeaspoint >= xobendl) and (xmeaspoiflt <= xobend2) then

begin
if (obangi >= luniangi) and (obang2 ) lumang2) then

begin
il1uminance:0;
gob 1;

aid;
if (lurnangi > obangi) thai begin

xdf2:=ydifftobxdfl/obydf;
afiiotadd:-0;
gow 2;

aid;
if (lumang2> obang2) thai begin

xdfl :.ydiffobxdf2/obydf;
afnoiadd:0
goto 2;

aid
aid;
if (xmeaspoint > xobaid2) then begin

if (luniangi < obang2) thai golD 2;
xdf I :ydiffaobxdf2Iobydf;
gob 2;

aid
aid;
if (xmeaspoint > x2) then begin

if (xmeaspoint > xobendl) and (xmeaspoint <= xobcnd2) then
begin

if(obangl <=luniang2) then g0102
if (obangl >= lumangl) then begin

illuminancc:O;
gob 1;

aid
xdf2:_ydiff*obxdfllobydf;
golD 24

aid;
if (xnieaspoint> xobcnd2) then begin

if (obang2 <= lumang2) and (obangl >= lumangi) then
begin

illuminance:=0;
goto 1;

aid;
if (obang2 <= luniang2) and (obangl <lumangl) then begin

if (Iumang>obang1) then goto 2;
xdf2:=ydiff*obxdfllobydf;
gob 2$

aid;
if (obangi > luinangi) and (obang > lurnang2) then begin

if (lumangi <- obang2) then gob 2;
xdfl :=ydiffobxdf2/obydf;
golD 2$

aid
aid

aid;
if (xmeaspoint <xl) then begin

if (xmeaspnt < xobaidl) then begin
if (obangi <= lumangi) and (obang2 -__ lumang2) then

begin
illuminancc:=0;
go 1;

aid;
if (obangl <= lumangi) and (obang2 < luniang2) then begin

if (humang! > obang2) then gob 2$
xdfl :=ydiff*obxdf2lobydf;
gob 2;

aid;
if (obang2 > luniang2) and (obangi > lumangi) then begin

if (lurnang2 < obangi) then goto 2$
xdf2ydiff*obxdfl/obydf
gob 2$

aid
aid;

if (xmeaspoinl xobendl) and (xrneaspoint <= xobend2) then
begin

if (obang2 < lumang2) then begin
if (luniangi > obang2) thai gob 2;
xdfl :=ydiffaobxdf2/obydf;
gob 2;
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end;
if (obang2 >- lumang2) then begin

illuminancc:-0;
gob 1;

end
end

end
end(angob> anglum)

end;(ycoord > ymcaapoinl)
2:illumcalc;
I :panllum 1 :.illuminance;
end;

Procedure parallel down;
label 1.2;
vat xobend 1 ,xobend2,yobend,obydf,

obxdfl .obxdf2,yditob,obwidth,obhiic:rca1;

Begin
obhite:-0.48;
hiti:-obhiie;
obwidth:-0.16;
ydiztob:.0.20;
yobcnd:.2'shm-ydistob;
obendl :-2ahm-0.5obwidth;

xobend2:-2shm+0.5 obwidth;
obydf-.aba(yobcnd-ymeupoint);
if obydf0 then obydf:-0.000I;
obxdfl -aba(xobendl -uneaspoint);
if obxdf 1-0 then obxdfl:-0.0001;
obxdf2:-abs(xobend2-xmeupoint);
if obxdf2=0 then obxdf2:-0.000l;
if(x2 < xobaidl) and (xmcaspoint < xobendl) thai goio 2;
if (xl > xobcnd2) and (xmcaapoinc> xobend2) thai goio 2;
if (ycoord <ymeaspoint) then begin

anglum..aztt.an(hm/ydiffl;
angob.-arctan(obhiie/obydf);
if (angob > anghim) thai begin

lurnangl :=arctan(xdfl /ythffl;
lumang2:-arctan(xdf2/ydiff);
lumang3:-arctan(zdf3/ydifl);
luniang4:-arctan(xdf4/ydiffl;
obang 1 -arctan(obxdf I /obydi);
obang2 -arctaii(obxdf2/obydl);
if (vncaspotnt >- xl) and (xnieaspoint <= x2) then begin

if (xrneaspoint < xobendl) thai begin
if (obangl >-lurnang2) then gob 2;
xdf2.=ydiffobxdf I /obydf;
gob 2;

end;
if (*nieaspoint > xobcndl) and (xrneaspoint <- xobend2) then

begin
if (obangl >- lumangl) and (obang > lumang2) thai

begin
illuminance:-0;
gob 1;

end;
if (lumangl > obangl) then begin

xdf2:-ydiffobxdfl /obydf;
afnotadd:-0
goto 2;

end;
if (himang2 > obang2) then begin

xdfl :ydiff'obxdf2/obydf;
afnotadd:0
gob 2;

aid
end;
if (xnieaspoint> xobaid2) then begin

if (himangi <- obang2) then gob 2;
xdf I :-ydiffobxdf2jobydf;
gob 2.;

end
aid;
if (xnieaspoint> x2) then begin

if (xmeaspnt >- xobaidl) and (xmcaspoiiit < xobend2) that,
begin

if (obangi <= lumang2) then gob 2;
if(obangl >- lumangi) then begin

illuminanoe-0;
gob 1;

end;
xdf2:-ydiffobxdfl/obydf;
gob 2;

end;
if (xmeaspoint> xobend2) thai begin

if (obang2 <- lumang2) and (obangi > luniangl) then

illuminance:-0;
gob 1;

aid;
if (obang2 <= lumang2) and (obangi <lumangi) then begin

if (lurnang2 > obangi) then gixo 2;
xdf2:ydiff*obxdfl/obydf;
gob 2;

aid;
if (obangl > lumangi) and (obang2 > lurnang2) then begin

if (lumangl < obang2) then goin 2;
xdf 1 :_ydiff*obxdI2/obydf;
gob 2;

aid
aid

aid;
if (xineaspoint <xl) then begin

if (xmcaapoinb < xobendl) then begin
if (obangl < luniangi) and (obang2 > lumang2) then

begin
illuminance:;
8010 1;

aid;
if (obangl < luniangl) and (obang2 < lumang2) then begin

if (lurnangi > obang2) then goio 2;
,i4f I :ydiff*obxdf2/obydf;
goto2;

aid;
if (obang2> luniang2) and (obangl > lumangl) then begin

if (linnang2 <- obangl) thai gob 2;
xdf2:ydiffobxdf2/obydf,
gob 2;

end
aid;

if (xnieaspoint - xobendl) and (xineaspoint <= xobezid2) then
begin

if (obang2 <lumang2) then begin
if (luinangl > obang2) thai goio 2;
xdf 1 :=ydiffobxdf2lobydf;
goto 2;

aid;
if (obang2 > luniang2) then begin

il1uniinance:0;
goto 1;

aid
end

aid
aid(angob>anghun)

end;(ycoord < yrneaspoint)
2illuincalc;
1 :pariflum2:=ifluniinaricc;
aid;

Procedure parallel down2;
label l
var xobendl ,xobaid2,yobend,obydf

obxdfl ,obxdf2,ydisiob,obwidth,obhitc:real

Begin
if occasion=l then begin

obhite:=O.50;
obhjte;

obwidth:=0.SO;
ydistob:l .05;
yobaid:2shm-ydisiob;
xobcnd 1 :=2shni-0.25;
xobaid2:=2shm+0.25;

aid;
if occaiow..2 then begin
obhitc:.0.30;
hiti:=obhite;
obwidth:=0.40
ydistob:=0.20;
xobend 1 :_2*shm.0.5*obwidth;
xobend22shm+0.5obwidth;
yobaid:2*thmydiswb;

aid;
obydf:=aba(yobcnd-ymeaspoint);
if obydf0 then obydf:=O 0001;
obxdfl :=aba(xobendl-xmeaspoint);
if obxdf10 then obxdfl:0.0O0l;
thxdf2=aba(xobend2-xmeaspoint);
if obxdf2=0 then obxdf2=0.000l;
if (x2 < xobaidl) and (xobaidl > xmeaspoint) then goto 2;
if (xl > xobend2) and (xobend2 < xmeaspoint) then goto 2;
if (ycoord <ymeaspoint) then begin

ang1wn:'arct.an(hni/ydIf1);
angob:=aivtan(obhite/obydf);
if (angob > angluni) then begin

lumangl :.arctan(xdf1/ydiff);
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lumang2:-arctan(itdf2/ydiff);
lumang3 :-arclan(xdf3/ydiff);
Iuming4:-arctan(xdf4/ydiff);
obangl :-arctan(obxdfl/obydi);
obang2:-arctan(obxdf2lobydl);

if (xmeaspoint >- xl) and (xmeaspoini <- x2) then begin
if (xmcaapoint < xobcndl) then begin

if (obangi >-lumang2) then goto 2;
xd12:_ydiff*obxdfl /obydf.
gob 2;

end;
if (xmcaspoint >- xobendl) and (xmeaspoint <- xobcnd2) then

begin
if (thangl >- lurnangl) and (obang2 >- lurnang2) that

begin
illuminance:-0;
8010 1;

end;
if (Iumangl > obangi) then begin

xdf2:_ydiff*obxdf I /obydf;
afnoladd:-0
gob 2;

end;
if (Iumang2 > obang2) then begin

xdfl :-ydiffobxdf2/obydf;
afnocadd -0;
gob 2;

aid
end;
if (xmeaspoini xobend2) then begin

if (lumangl c- obang2) then 8010 2;
xdfl :-ydtffobxdf2lobydf;
gob 2;

end
end;
if (xmeaspolnt> x2) then begin

if (xmeupotnt > xobcndl) and (xmcupoinl <- xobcnd2) then
begin

if (obangl < luntang2) then gob 2;
if (obangl >- lumangi) then begin

tllurninance:-O;
8010 1;

end;
xdf2 -ydiffobxdfl /nbydf;
gob 2,

end;
if (xnteaspoint> xobcnd2) then begin

if (obang2 <- Iumang2) and (obangi >= lumangl) then
begin

illwnmancc.-O;
gob 1;

end;
if (obang2 < lumang2) and (obangi <lumangl) then begin

if (Iinnang2 > obangi) then gob 2;
xdI2:-ydiffobxdfl/obydf;
gob 2;

end;
if (obangl > lumangi) and (thang2> Iuznang2) then begin

if (lumangl <- obang2) then gob 2;
xdfl :=ydtffobxdl2/obydf;
gob 2;

end
end

end;
if (xzneaspcnnt < xl) then begin

if(xmeaspoint < xobcndl) then begin
if (obangi < lumangl) and (obang2 >- Iumang2) that

begin
illuminanoc:-O;
80w 1;

end
if (obangl < lumangl) and (obang2 < Iumang2) then begin

if (luinangl - obang2) then goto 2;
xdfl :=ydiffobxdf2/obydf;
gobo 2;

end;
if (obang2 > luznang2) and (obangi > luniangl) then begin

if (lumang2 < obangi) then gobo 2;
xdf2:=ydifPobxdfl/obydf;
gob 2;

aid
end;

if (xmeaapoini >- xobcndl) and (xmcaspoint < xobcnd2) that
begin

if (obang2 < Iumang2) then begin
if (lumangl - obang2) then goto 2;
xdf 1 :_ydiff*obxdf2/obydf;
gob 2;

aid;
if (obang2 > 1umang) then begin

iUuminancc-O;

gob 1;
aid

aid
aid

aid(angob> anglum)
end;fycoord < ymeaspoint)
2:illumcalc;
1 :parillum3:.ifluminance;
end;

Procedure Grid_IUuminancel;

var totgrad,meangrad:real

procedure New..Grid1;

var mJJJ,uw:mbeger

begin
iflmin2:-3000;
illmsx2:-0
for jjj:=O 1019 do begin

jj:=jjj+1;
for ui:-0 to 10 do begin

h:qjj+1;
illuzninl[iiijjjj:=preillwnl[ii.jjJ;
if illiuninl[iii,jjjJ > illmax2 then begin
i1Iinax2:illumin1 [m.jjjj;
iImax2:=rowid(illniax2);

if illinninl[iiijjj) <illntir2 thai begin
illmin2:=illuntinl [iii,jjj];
ilmin2:.round(iflzniri2);
if i1min20 then ilmin2:-1;
aid;

il1umintot=jllumintot+ilJumin1 [iii,jjJ;
aid;

aid;
iliav2:=illuminiot/(20*1 1);
iLav2:round(iUav2);
minav2:=ilniin2ljlav2;
master2:=nunav2;
avmin2:=ilav2/ilnijn2;
imaster2:=avmin2;
unil2:=ihnin2/llznajt2;
pe2:=wü
maxxnin2=ilmax2lljrnin2;
ipete2maxmin2;
rnaxav2:=ilmax2lilav2
imaxter2-anaxav2;
avinax2:-ilav2llIxnax2;
idaxter2:avmax2

WRITELN(G,NEW MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE = 'jlmax2:1);
WRITELN(G,NEW AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE = ,ilav2l);
WRITELN(G,NEW MINIMUM ILLUMINANCE = ,ilmin2:l);
WRnELN(G,NEW MIN / MAX U.R = .pe1e23:2);
WRrTELN(G,'NEW MAX I MIN U.R	 ,ipete2:3:2);
WRITELN(G,'NEW MIN / AVG U.R = ',master23:2);
wnIen(g,'NEW AVG / MIN U.R	 = ',iznastex2:3:2);
wnteln(g.'NEW MAX I AVG U.R	 ',unaxter2:3:2);
wntcln(g,'NEW AVG / MAX U.R	 = ,idniaxtcr23:2);

end;

Procedure }lorzgrad; (to calculate the gradient of illumnance)
(alcaig the x axis which is the width of task area)

var ij.iijj,s,p,n,m,xx,yy:integer

Begin
wntcln(g,Gradient of illuniinancc in the x-direction (% ));
for j:-0 to 19 do
Begin

yyj mod 3;
if yy-0 then
Begin

jj:-round(j/3);
for i:-1 to 10 do
Begin

xx:=i mod 3;
if u-i then
Begin

ii:-round((i-l)13);
ed (ii.jjj:-illuminl [i,j];

End;
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End;
End;

End;
for jj:-O to6do
Bcgn

for ii:-0 to 3 do
Begin

if (u>0) thcn
Begin

a:-ij-l;
meintluml [a,p):.(ccl [ii.jj ]+eel (u-I jj])/2;
diffilum I [a.pJ :-(ecl I ii,iJ]-cel [u-I j]);
horizoni [a.p]: . diffiIum1 (a.p]/meaniluml [api);
horgradl (a,p):round(horizonl[a,pJ*100);
totgrad:-totgrid+abs(horgradl [z.p]);
wntc(g,horgradl [a,p]:l,

if (s-2) then Begin
writcln(g, );
wnteln(g. );

End,
End;

End;(i Counter)
End;(j counter)

End;(proccdurc horzgrad)

Procedure Vcrtgrad;(to calculate gradient of illuminance in)
(the y dirccuon from top to bottom)

var 1J.11jj.a.p.n.m.xx.yy:lntcgcr

Begin
wntcln(g.Gradicnt of illuminancc in the y-dircction (% ));
for j.-O tol9 do
Begin

yy:=j mod 3;
if yyO then
Begin

jj -round(j13);
fori:-1 to lOdo
Begin

xx:-i mod 3;
if xit=1 then
Begin

ii.round((i- 1)/3);
evI[u,jj]..illuminl[i,jJ;

End;
End;

End;
End;
for jjO to 6 do
Begin

if (jj >0) then
Begin

p =jj-1;
for u.0 to 3 do
Begin

meaniJum2[s.p):.(cvl(iijj )+evI [uw-1])/2;
diffiium2[s,p]:.(cvl (iiwJ-cvI [u-1 J);
verlicall (a.p)..(diffulum2[s.p]/mcanilum2(s.p]);
vergradl (s.p]:round(vcrtica11 (s,p]IOO);
totgrad:eotgrad+aba(vergrad1 [s,p]);
wntc(g.vcrgradl [api:1, );
if (s3) then Begin
wnteln(g, );
writcln(g.' ');
End;

End;(ii counter)
End; (if j 0)

End;(jj counter)
End; (procedure vengrad)

Procedure Mahler
var ij:intcgcr

STDTOT,STD,SU.stdratio:REAL

Begin
wntcln(g,Mcan and standard deviation in illuminance);
stdtot.0
for j.0 to 19 do
Begin

fori:-Oto lOdo
Begin

STDROOT[I.JJ: ..SQR(llLUMIN1 [I,J]-IILAV2);
atdtot:-stdtot+atdmot[i.ji;

End;
End;
aid:-aqrt(atdtolointa);

at4ratio:td/il1av2*1 00;
wrileln(g,'Siandaixl deviation	 : ',std:3:2);

wnteln(g,zatio std/Eavg	 ',atdratio:3:2,' %);
SU:.'(ILLAV2+STD)/(ILLAV2-STI));
wricIn(g,StatizticaI uniformity	 : ',au:3:2);
writeln(g,' );
writcln(g,' );

End;

PROcEDIJRE SQR_ADJACEWF1;
var a,b,xx,yy,n,in,countl ,count2:intcgcr

totalum,avgfour,minlav,maxlav,uratio,ncwratio.Teaj;

begin
minlav:2500
maxIav:
connt2
writcln(g,' );

FOR B:-0 TO S DO
begin
count1:0;
FORA:=OTO2DO
begin
for yy:=O to 3 do
begin
m:yy+count2;
for xx:=O to 3 do
begin
N:XX+COUNT1+1;
TOTALUM:=TOTALUM+IILUMIN1 [N,MI;

end;
end;
countl:-countl +3;
avgfour:-totalum/16;
if (avgfour> maxlav) then maxlav:=avgfour;
if (avgfour minlav) then minlav:=avgfour
totaluni:=0

end;
count2:count2+3;

aid,
uratio:min1av/max1av;
ncwratio:-tninlav/illav;

writcln(g,Iargcst avenge illuminance (4X4) : ',maxlav:4:1);
wnteln(g.amallest average illurninance (4X4) : ',minlav:4:I);
wntcln(g,linifonmity ratio Smallest/Largest : ',uratio:3:2);
writeln(g,'Uniforznity ratio smalL avg/Eavg : ,newratio:3:2);
writeln(g, );
writcln(g,' ');

end

Begin
Ncwgndl;
Malilcr
SQR_ADJAIENT1;
Horzgrsd;
Vertgrad;
mcangnd:totgrad/45;
writcln(g.Average gradient	 : 'Jneangrad:4:1);

End;

Procedure Gdfllu2;

var totgrld,meangrad:reai;

Procedure New_Chid2

var mjfl.nJJ:lntegcr

begin
fflmin2=30O
illmax2:"O
for jjj:O to 10 do begin

forili..0to 19 do begin
ü:iii+l;
il1uniin2[iiLW]:einum2[ii,jj];
if illumin2(iii,jjj) > illmax2 then begun
illmax2:il1urnin2[llijjjj;
ilmax2:round(ilbnax2);
end,
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if illumin2(iiijjj] <illmin2 then begin
iilmin2:=illumin2[iii iii];
ilmin2:-round(illmin2);
aid;

illuminto:i11uminioti-iI1umin2[iii,jjjJ;
aid;

end;
iflav2:-illumintot/(20 11);
ilav2:-round(illav2);
minav2:-ilmin2Iilav2;
maatcr2:-sninav2;
avmin2:-ilav2lllznin2;
imaster2:-avmin2;
unif2:-tlmin2lilmax2;
pcte2:-unif2;
maxmin2:=ilmax2/Ilmin2;
ipctc2:-snaxmin2;
maxav2:=ilmax2/ilav2;
iinaxter2:.maxav2
ivmaa2:=ilav2/ilmax2
idmaxtcr2:-avmax2;

WRIThLN(G.NEW MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE - ,ilmax2:l);
WRITELN(G,'NEW AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE - ,ilav2:l);
WRrIELN(G.NEW MINIMUM ILLUMINANCE ,ilmin2:l);
wRrrELN(G.NEw MIN / MAX U.R - ,pcie2:3:2);
WRFI ELN(G.NEW MAX / MIN U.R 	 - ,ipctc2:3:2);
WRITELN(G,'NEW MIN / AVG U.R	 - '.mastcr2:3:2);
wnteln(g.'NEW AVG / MIN U.R 	 = ,imutcr2:3:2);
wnicln(g,?4EW MAX / AVG U.R	 - .imaxter2:3:2);
wnicln(g,'NEW AVG I MAX U.R	 - ,idmaxter2:3:2);

aid;

Proccdure Horzgrad2; (to c,alculatc the gradient of illurnnancc
along the a axis which lithe width of task area)

var i.J,1i4J.s.p.n,m,xx,yy:integcr;

Begin
wnieln(g.Gradient of illumuiancc in the x-direction (% )');
forjl to lOdo
Begin

yy-j mod 3;
if yy-1 then
Begin

jj:round((j-l)f3);
for i:-0 to I9do
Begin

xx:-1 mod 3;
if xx-0 then
Begin

u:=round(i13);
ec2fujj).illumm2[ijJ;

End
End;

End
End;
for jj:O to 3 do
Begin

for ii:-0 to 6 do
Begin

if (u>O) then
Begin

mcanilum2l (s.p):.(ee2(iijj]+ee2[ii-1.jj])fl
diililum2l (a.p):-(ee2(ti,jj]-ee2(ii-ljj]);
honzon2(s.p]:(diffilum2l [s,p]Imeanilum2l (s,p]);
horgrad2is.pJ :-round(horizon2(s,pJ* 100);
totgrad:totgiad+abs(horgrad2(s,p]);
wnte(g,horgrad2[s,pJ:l,'

if (a=5) then Begin
writeln(g.' );
writeln(g. ');

End;
End;

End;
End;

End;

Procedure Vertgrad2;(to cilculate gradient of illuminance in)
(they direction from top to bottixu)

var ij,iijj,s.p,n,m.xx.yy:intcger

Begin
wrlteln(g,Gradient of iluminancc in the y .direction (% ));
for j:=1 to 10 do

Begin
yy:=j mod 3;
if yy-1 then

Begin
jj:-round((j-1)/3);
for i:0 to 19 do

Begin
xx:-i mod 3;
if xx-O then
Begin

ii:-round(iJ3);
ev2(iijj]:=illuniin2[ij];

End;
End;

End;
End;

for jj:-O to 3 do
Begin

if (jj >0) then
Begin

p:=iJ-I;
for ü:=0 to 6 do
Begin

g:ii;
meanilum22(a.p]>(ev2[ii1+ev2[ii.jj-1 D/2;
diffflwn22[s,p]:<ev2(il,jj]-ev2Iii.jj-l));
vexticaI2[a,p]:(diffi1um22[s,p]/meanilum22(s,pD;
vergrad2[a.p]:round(vertical2[e,pJ5100);
totgnd:totgrad+aLs(vergPd2[s,p]);
writc(g,vergrad2[s,pJ: i;
if (s6) then Begin
writcln(g,' •);
writeln(g, •);
End;

End;(ii counter)
End;(ifj >0)

End;(jj counter)
End; (procedure vcrtgrad)

Procedure Mahler2;
vat ijuitcger

STDTOT,STD,SU,stdratio:REAL;

Begin
wnteln(g.'Mean and standard deviation in illuminance');
stdtot
for j:0 to 10 do
Begin

for i:0 to 19 do
Begin

STDROOT2[1,J):=SQR(ILLUMIN2[I,JJ-ILLAV2);
stdtot:stdtot+st4root2[i,j];

End;
End;
std:=sqrt(stdtot/points);
stdntioatdfihlav25l00;
writeln(g,'Standaxd deviation 	 : ',std:3:2);

writeln(g,ratio SID/Eavg	 ',stdratio:3:2);
SU:=(ILLAV2+STD)/(ILLAV2-STD);
writeln(g,'Statistical uniformity 	 ,su:3:2);
writeln(g,' ');
writeln(g,' ');

End;

PROCEDURE SQR_ADJACENT2;
var a,b,xx,yy,n,m.countl ,count2:thteger

totalwn,avgfour,minlav,maxlav,uratio,newratioreal;

begin
minlav:-2500;
maxlav:;
count2

FOR B:=0 TO 2 DO
begin

counti :=0;
FORA:.=OTO5DO
begin
f yy:=O to 3 do
begin
M:=YY+COUN1'2+1;
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for x,t:-O to 3 do
begin
N:-XX+COUNT1+I;
TOTALUM:-TOTALUM^ILLUMIN2[N,M);
cod;

end;
counti :-countl+3;
avgfour:-totilum/I 6;
if (avgfour > maxlav) then maxlav:-avgfour
if (avgfour <mmliv) then minlav:-avgfour,
totilum:-O;

end;
count2:-count2+3;

cod;
uratio:minlav/mixlav
ncwratio:minlav/IUav;

wntcln(g.largent average illuminancc (4X4) : '.maxlav:4:l);
wntcln(g,'amallcat average illuminancc (4X4) ',minlav:4:l);
writcln(g.1Jniformity ratio Smallcai/Largcat : ,uratio:3:2);
wntcln(g.lJniformity ratio small. avg/Eavg : .ncwratio:3:2);
wntcln(.g, ');
wntc1n(.g' );
writcln(.g,' ');

end;

Begin
Newrid2;
Mahlcr2;
SQR ADJAcENT2;
llorzgrad2;
Vcrtgrad2;
mcangrad:.totgrad/45;
wntcin(g,averagc gradient	 ',mcangrad:S:l);

End;

PROCEDURE CO(FROL;
LABEL 1,2;

VAR AA.BB REAL;
SH.ILJJJ,JJllJJJ.WWW,TIMES:INTEGER;

CC,DD,EE,FFJLMAXPTI,ILMAXVFJ,ILMINPTI.ILMJNVFJ.RE
AL;
ANGOFMIN,ANGOFMAX,VFOFILMINYrOFILMAX,PTMINDI
F.PTMAXDIFREAL;
STORAGE 1 .STORAGE2,STORAGE3,STORAGE4:REAL;

BEGIN
XLABELS[1):-'l 0';
XLABELS[2):='I.5;
XLABELS[3):-'2.0';
XLABELS[4j:-2.5;

YLABELS(1J:-0.O;
YLABELS[21..0l;
YLABELS[31..0.2;
YLABELS[41:-0.3;
YLABELS[5J:-0.4';
YLABELSI6J:=O.5;
YLABELSI7):=O.6';
YLABELS[8]:-'0.7;
YLABELS[91:-0.8';
YLABELS[1O]:-'O.9';
YLABELS[1 1J:'1.0;
YDISTLAB[lJ:-'O 1;
YDISTLAB[2J:-'OZ;
YDISTLAB[31:-O.4;
YDISTLAB [4J:-0.6';
YDISTLAB [5J:-0.8;
YDIS11_AB[6]:-'I.O';
YDISTLAB(7]:-'12';
YDISTLAB[8]:-'I.4';
YDISTLAB(9]:-I.6';
YDIS11.AB[I0]:-'l.8;
YDISTLAB[1 l]:-2.O';

HM:=1.80
BB:.O.IO;
AFNOTADD:-1;
PREVSHSTO:-1;
NOOBILTOT:-O;
NOOBILMIN:-2500;
NOOBILMAX:-O;
FOR TIMES:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
OCCASIONflMES;
IF OCCASION-I THEN BEGIN
NPP:-21;
NNP:-12;
END;

IF OCCASION=2 TI-lEN BEGIN
NPP:-12;
NNP:-21;
END;

IF (LUMLEN<0.91) THEN WWW:=O;
IF (LUMLEN>o.90) AND (LUMLENd.36) THEN WWW:=l;
IF (LUMLEN>l.35) AND (LUMLEN<1.81) THEN WWW:2;
IF (LUMLEN>1.80) AND (LUMLEN<2.26) THEN WWW:=3;
IF (LUMLEN>2.25) AND (LUMLEN<2.7I) THEN WWW:4;

FOR SH:=WWW TO 8 DO BEGIN
SHSTO-SH;
SHR=0.5+SH'0.25;
PPPtSHI:SHR;
SHM-SHR}1M
AA:-SHM/2;
ILTOT:0;
LLLMIN:=2500
ILLMAX:.'O;

if occasion=2 then begin
writeln(g, ;
writcln(g,' ');
wraeln(g,' ');
writeln(g,' ;
writeln(g.' ');
writeln(g,' ');
aid;

FOR ffl:NPP DOWNTO 0 DO
BEGIN
J:.NPP-ffl;
ISTO:=llI;

if occaaion-1 then
YMEASPOINT:=((llI'BB)-(WT/2))+(2'SI-IM)
rise
ymeazpoint:=2*shm+(iii*bb);

FOR JJJ:O TO NNP DO
BEGIN
I:JJJ;
JSTOJJJ;
IFOCCASION=l THEN
XMEASPOlNT:=(2*SHM)((NNPJJJ)*BB)
ELSE
XMEASPOINT:((JiJ*BB)(LGTJ2))+(2*SHM);
ILLUMATPT:=O;
COUWF:=0
FORII:=O1D3DO
BEGIN
YCOORD:=AA+lJSHM
FOR JJ:=0 TO 3 DO
BEGIN (*EVERY LUMINAflE*)
STORAGE:=S000;
XCOORD:=AA+JJSI-IM
YDIFF:'ABS(YMEASPOINT-YCOORD);
IF YD1FF0 THEN YDIFF:=O.00I;
AB:=SQRT(SQR(YDIFF)+SQR(HM)); (*DIAGONAL*)
ANG:=RCFAN(YDIFF/HM);
ANGLED:=ANG 180/PI;
Xl :=XCOORD-LUMLENT2;
X2XCOORD+LUMLEN/2 (*EACH END OF

IIJMINAIRE*);
XDF1 :.ABS(XMEASPOINT-X1);
IF XDFI=0 THEN XDF1:=0.0Ol;
XDF2:ABS(XMEASPOINT-X2);
IF XDFZ=0 TI-LEN XDF2:=0.00l;
IF XDF1 <XI)F2 TI-EN BEGIN
XDF3:=XDF1;
XDF4:=XDF2
END
ELSE BEGIN
XDF3:-XDF2;
XDF4:-XDF1;
EN

IF OCCASION=l THEN BEGIN
IF EMCASEn.2 THEN BEGIN

ILLUMCALC;
GOTO 1

EN
PERPENDICULAR RJGIITI;
STORAGEI :=PERPILLUM1;
PERPEND_RIGHT2
STORAGE2:=PERPILLUMZ
PARALLEL_UP
STORAGE&=PARILLUM1;
parallel_down2
atorage4-pariflum3;

IF STORAGE1 <STORAGE THEN
STORAGE:=STORAGE1;

IF STORAGE2 <STORAGE THEN
STORAGE:-STORAGEZ

IF STORAGE3 <STORAGE THEN
STORAGE:=STORAGE3;

if storago4 <storage thai
storage:=storago4;
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ILLUMINANCE:..STORAGE;
I:END;
IF OCCASION-2 THEN BEGIN

IF EMCASE-2 THEN BEGIN
ILLUMCALC;
GOTO 2

END;
PARALLEL DOWN;
STORAGE I :-PARILLUMZ
PARALLEL DOWN2;
STORAGE2:-PARILLUM3;
PERPENDICULAR RIGIrFI;
STORAGE4:-PERPILL.UMI;
perpcndicular Icft
storagc3:-perpillum3;

IF STORAGE1 <STORAGE TI LEN
STORAGI-STORAGEI;

IF STORAGE2 <STORAGE THEN
STORAGE:-STORAGE2;

if atoragc4 <storage thai
atoragc:.atorago4;

IF STORAGE3 < STORAGE THEN
STORAGE:-STORAGE3;

ILLUMINANCE:-STORAGE
2.END;

ILLUMATPT:=ILLUMATPT+ILLUMINANCE;
SMIL{JJ.IIJ:-ILLUMINANCE;

IF OCCASION-I ThEN
PREILLUM1 [I,JJ:-PREILLUMI(I.J1+ILLUMINANCE;

IF OCCASION-2 THEN
PREILLUM2[I.JJ :-PREILLUM2[IJ)^ILLUMINANCE;
ILTOT:-ILTOT+ILLUMINANCE;
end;(jj counter)
end,(u counter)

IF OCCASION-I THEN BEGIN
ILLtJMINII(I,J):-ROUND(PREILLUMI [IJ]);

IF (ILUJMINI1(IJJ < 1000 )TIIEN WRJTE(G,ILLUMINII[IM:4,

(ILLUMINII(I.JJ >999) THEN WRITE(G,ILLUMINII[IJ]:l,'

IF I-NNP THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G, );
WRITELN(G,' ');
WRITELN(G. );
END;

IF PREILLUM1 (I,JJ > ILLMAX THEN BEGIN
ILLMAX.-PREILLUMI [Ii],
ILMAX:-ROLJND(ILLMAX);
ILMAXPTI:-I;
ILMAXVFJ.-J;
END;
IF (PREILLUM1[IJ) <ILLMIN) AND (PREILLIJMI[I,JJ >0)

THEN BEGIN
ILLMIN:=PREILLUMI [1,1];
ILMiN:-ROUND(ILLMIN);
IF ILMIN-O THEN ILMIN:-1;
ILMINPTI -I;
ILMINPTJ:-J;
END;

END;
IF OCCASION2 THEN BEGIN

ULUMINI2ILJJ:-ROUND(PREILLUM2IIJJ);
IF (ILLUMJN12[IJ] <1000) THEN

WRITE(G.ILLUMINI2[JJ):4.');
IF (ILLUMiN2(I,J] >999) TI LEN

WRITE(G.ILLUMINI2[I.J]:1, ');
IF I=NNP THEN BEGIN

WRITELN(G. ');
WRITELN(G, );
WRITELN(G. );
END;
if (j.npp) and (i-nnp) then begin
Wntcln(g.' •);
Writeln(g. );
Wnteln(g, );
Writeln(g,' );
Wziteln(g. );
end

IF PREILLUM2ILJI >ILLMAX THEN BEGIN
ILLMAX:-PREJLLUM2LIJI;
ILMAX:-ROUND(ILLMAX);
LLMAXPTI:-I;
ILMAXI'FJ:-J;
END;

IF (PREILLUM2[I,J) < ILLMIN) AND (PREILLUM2(I,J]>
0) THEN BEGIN

ILLMIN:-PREILLUM2[IJI;
ILMIN:-ROUND(ILLMIN);
IF ILM1N-0 THEN ILMIN:=1;
ILMINPTI:=I;
ILM1NPTJ:=J;
END;

END;

END (I. X MEASPOINF DIRECTION)
END; (, Y MEASPOINT DIRECTION)
ILLAV:=ILTOT/((NPP+1)(NNP+1));
ILAV:ROUND(ILLAV);
MINAV:-ILMIN/ILAV;
AVMIN:-ILAV/ILMIN;
MASTER[SHTIMES]MINAV;
IMASThR[SH,TIMES] :=AVMIN;
UNIF:=ILMIN/ILMAX;
PEIE(SH,TIMESJ:-UNIF;
MAXMIN:-ILMAX1ILMIN;
IPEIE[SH,TIMES]:=MAXMIN;
MAXAV:-ILMAX/ILAV;
IMAXTER[SLI,TIMES] :MAXAV;
AVMAX:ILAV/ILMAX;
IDMAXTERISH,TIMESI:=AVMAX;

PTOFILMIN:=SQRT(SQR(ILMINFFI*BB)+SQR(ILMINPTJ*BB));

PTOFILMAX:_SQRT(SQR(ILMAXVFI*BB)+SQR(ILMAXVFJ*B
B));

FFMINDIF:_ABS(PTOFILMIN.SQRT(SQR(AA)*2));
VIMAXDIF:-VFOFILMAX;
ANGOFMIN:-ARCFAN(ILMINPTJ'BB/HM);
ANGOFMAX:=ARCTAN(ILMAXPTJ*BB/HM);
IF PTMAXDIF=0 THEN PTMAXDIF:=0.0001;
IF PTM]NDIF=0 THEN PTMINDIF:=0.0001;
CC:=ILMAXVFI*BB;
IF CC-0 THEN CC:0.00I;
DD:'4LMAXPTJBB;
IF DD-0 THEN DD0.001;
EE:=ILMINPTI'BB;
IF EE=0 THEN EE:-0.00l;
FF:_ILMINPTJ*BB;
IF FF-0 THEN FF:0.00I;
ANGOFN:=ARCTAN(IIINVrJ*BB/HM)
ANGOFMAX:ARCFAN(MAXVrJBB/HM)

MINDIScREP[SI-1TIMES):VFMINDIF;
MAXDIScREP[SH,TIMES]:=VFMAXDIF;

writeln(g, );
WRITELN(GSPACING TO HEIGHT RATIO = ',SHR:3:2);
IF OCCASION=2 THEN WRITELN(G, ');
WRITELN(G.MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE =",ilniax:l);
WRITELN(G,AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE ilav:1);
WRITELN(G,MINIMUM ULUMINANE = ,ilmin:1);
WRITELN(G,MIN / MAX U.R	 = '.perc(sh,times]:3:2);
WRITELN(G,MAX / MEN U.R	 = ',ipere[sh,timesl:3:2);
WRITELN(G.'MIN / AVG U.R	 = ',masterfsh,times]:3.2);
wriucln(g.AVG / MEN U.R 	 = ',imasier[sh,times):3:2);
wtite(gMAX / AVG U.R	 = ',iniaxter[sh,times]:3:2);
if occaaion=l thai
wntcln(g	 human form and pait(2) papend. to Iumin. axis);
if occzsion=2 thai
writeln(g.	 human form and part (2) parallel to lumin. axis);
wnte(gAVG / MAX U.R	 ,idmaxtcrfsh,tizum]:3:2);
if occasion=l thai
writcln(g,'	 partition (1) parallel to luminaires axis);
if occasioa=2 then begin
wntcln(g	 partition (I) perpcndicular to luminaires axis);
writcln(g.');
writcln(g,' );
writeln(.g, );
writcln(g,);
writcln(g, ');
writcln(g.' ');

IF OCCASION =1 THEN BEGIN
Grid_Uluminancel;
H..LUMINTOT:=
FOR J:0 TO 19 DO BEGIN
FOR I:0 TO 10 DO BEGIN
ILLUMlN1[I.IJ=0
END;
ENL
FOR J=O 10 NPP DO BEGIN
FOR I:-OTONNPDOBEGIN
ILLUMINII [IJJ.,
PREILLUMI [I,J]:-0;
END;
END;
END;
IF OCCASION=2 TI-lEN BEGIN
Gd_I11u2;
ILLUMINTOT:=0;
FOR J:-OTO 10 DO BEGIN
FOR I:=0 TO 19 DO BEGIN
llLUMIN2{I,J):-0
END;
END;
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FOR I:-O TO NPP DO BEGIN
FOR I:.O TO NNP DO BEGIN
ILLUMJM2(I,JJ:.O;
PREILLUM2[1.JJ:-O;
END;
END;
END;
END;( br)
END; (TIMES
END; (PROCEDURE COIffROL)

PROCEDURE MAST;
VAR STAN,KJ,BROK:INTEGER;
YVAL:REAL;
BEGIN
REWRITE(G);
RESET(LUMDATA);
READLN(LUMDATA.DUMMY1);
READLN(LUMDATA.DUMMY2.LUMTYPE);
READLN(LUMDATA,LUMLEN,LUMWIDTh.DUMMY3UMM
Y4,NUMLAMP);

INDB;
INDE;
CONTROL;

END;

BEGIN
MAST;

END.
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Appendix C: Computer analysis program used in the

illuminance simulation

This appendix includes the listing of the analysis program together with the

execution and input files. The execution file contains some commands which link the

user to some softwares which were necessary to access at the time when the program

was run. For future use, the use of the commands in lines 2 to 9 should be checked

with the computer laboratory advisory before running the program.

Cl: Execution file for running the program.

&TRACE ON

CP LINK $SOFT 22D 500 RR

ACCESS 500 D

CPLINK$SOFT2E7 501 RR

ACCESS 501 C

CP LINK $SOFT 23C 502 RR

ACCESS 502 F

CP LINK $SOFT 206 503 RR

ACCESS 503 E

EXEC VSPASCAL LIGHTING (MARGIN(l,100

GLOBAL TXTLIB PASCALVS VSF2FORT GINOFD GINSATTD GLIB

GLOBAL LOADLIB VSF2LOAD

Fl OBINFO DISK OBSLH1H6 DATA

Fl RMINFO DISK RINL6AH3 DATA

Fl CELINFO DISK CEILINFO DATA

Fl LUIMDATA DISK MOORCOMP LUMDATA

Fl G DISK LH1H2503 TABLES

Fl 8 DISK L111H2503 CONTOUR

Fl MANPOSLUM DISK MANUAL LUMPOSDA

Fl MANLUM1 DISK MANP6MRL DATA

Fl MANLUM2 DISK MANP6MRL DATA

LOAD LIGHTING (NOMAP CLEAR START

&EXJT
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C2: Example of an obstruction file

48 0.5
0.60 0.60 1.25 2 0.70 0.90 0.3
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 2.11 0.60 0.4

	
2

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 2.27 0.70 0.3
	

3
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 3.40 0.90 0.6

	
4

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 4.70 0.90 0.3
	

5
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 6.11 0.60 0.4

	
6

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 6.27 0.70 0.3
	

7
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 7.40 0.90 0.6

	
8

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 8.70 0.90 0.3
	

9
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 10.11 0.60 0.4

	
10

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 10.27 0.70 0.3
	

11
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 11.40 0.90 0.6

	
12

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 12.70 0.90 0.3
	

13
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 14.11 0.60 0.4

	
14

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 14.27 0.70 0.3
	

15
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 15.40 0.90 0.6

	
16

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 0.70 3.90 0.3
	

17
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 2.11 3.60 0.4

	
18

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 2.27 3.70 0.3
	

19
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 3.40 3.90 0.6

	
20

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 4.70 3.90 0.3
	

21
0.48 0.40 1.0526.11 3.60 0.4

	
22

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 6.27 3.70 0.3
	

23
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 7.40 3.90 0.6

	
24

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 8.70 3.90 0.3
	

25
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 10.11 3.60 0.4

	
26

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 10.27 3.70 0.3
	

27
0.03 1.502.002 11.40 3.90 0.6

	
28

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 12.70 3.90 0.3
	

29
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 14.11 3.60 0.4

	
30

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 14.27 3.70 0.3
	

31
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 15.40 3.90 0.6

	
32

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 0.70 6.90 0.3
	

33
0.48 0.40 1.0522.11 6.60 0.4

	
34

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 2.27 6.70 0.3
	

35
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 3.40 6.90 0.6

	
36

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 4.70 6.90 0.3
	

37
0.48 0.40 1.05 26.11 6.60 0.4

	
38

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 6.27 6.70 0.3
	

39
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 7.40 6.90 0.6

	
40

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 8.70 6.90 0.3
	

41
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 10.11 6.60 0.4

	
42

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 10.27 6.70 0.3
	

43
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 11.40 6.90 0.6

	
44

0.60 0.60 1.25 2 12.70 6.90 0.3
	

45
0.48 0.40 1.05 2 14.11 6.60 0.4

	
46

0.16 0.20 1.23 2 14.27 6.70 0.3
	

47
0.03 1.50 2.00 2 15.40 6.90 0.6

	
48

0
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Line 1: Number of obstructions in the room and discretization of obstruction surfaces.

Each subsequent line:

Obstruction length.

Obstruction width.

Obstruction height.

Position indicator, 1 for centre and 2

for lower left corner of obstruction.

Distance from origin in X direction.

Distance from origin in Y direction.

Reflection factor of obstruction.

Obstruction number.

Last line: Number of perimeter obstructions.

C3: Room data files

C3.a: general room data file

0.75 16 9 3.05 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.17 1.17 500 0.8
110016913

Order of above numbers:

Line 1:

1	 : Working plane height

2	 : Room length

3	 : Room width

4	 : Room height

5	 : Ceiling reflectance

6 TO 9 : Wall reflection factors

10	 : Floor reflection factor

11	 : Utilisation factor

12	 : SHRNOM for parallel orientation

13	 : SHRNOM for perpendicular orientation

14	 : SHRMAX for parallel orientation

15	 : SHRMAX for perpendicular orientation

16	 : Required average illuminance over the working plane
17	 : Maintenance factor for the installation

Line 2:
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1	 : Discretization of the ceiling surface

2	 : Discretization of the working plane

3	 : Illuminance grid starting point in the X direction

4	 : Illuminance grid starting point in the Y direction

5	 : Illuminance grid end point in the X direction

6	 : Illuminance grid end point in the Y direction

7	 : Discretization of the room walls surfaces

8	 : Number of isolux contours required for the graphic output

C3.b: Ceiling file

0.05 10 10

The first number: Distance from ceiling to luminaire.

Second and third: Number of points in each direction averaged to before the

illuminance is calculated (range 2 - 20).

C3.c: Luminaire positioning file

11

Any number other than 1 means that the luminaires are automatically positioned.

C3.d: Luminaire number and position

12 6
0.66 0.75 2.00 0.75 3.33 0.75 4.66 0.75 6.00 0.75 7.33 0.75
8.66 0.75 10.00 0.75 11.33 0.75 12.66 0.75 14.00 0.75 15.33 0.75
0.66 2.25 2.00 2.25 3.33 2.25 4.66 2.25 6.00 2.25 7.33 2.25
8.66 2.25 10.00 2.25 11.33 2.25 12.66 2.25 14.00 2.25 15.33 2.25
0.66 3.75 2.00 3.75 3.33 3.75 4.66 3.75 6.00 3.75 7.33 3.75
8.66 3.75 10.00 3.75 11.33 3.75 12.66 3.75 14.00 3.75 15.33 3.75
0.66 5.25 2.00 5.25 3.33 5.25 4.66 5.25 6.00 5.25 7.33 5.25
8.66 5.25 10.00 5.25 11.33 5.25 12.66 5.25 14.00 5.25 15.33 5.25
0.66 6.75 2.00 6.75 3.33 6.75 4.66 6.75 6.00 6.75 7.33 6.75
8.66 6.75 10.00 6.75 11.33 6.75 12.66 6.75 14.00 6.75 15.33 6.75
0.66 8.25 2.00 8.25 3.33 8.25 4.66 8.25 6.00 8.25 7.33 8.25
8.66 8.25 10.00 8.25 11.33 8.25 12.66 8.25 14.00 8.25 15.33 8.25

Line 1: Number of luminaires in both X and Y directions respectively.

Subsequent lines: Pairs of (x,y) coordinates for each of the luminaires.
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C4: Intensity distribution file

2650
11
0.38 0.38 3 3
135 135 132 128 12311811310810194888376686256483931
000000000000000000
135135 131127122116113109105101969184776758514434
000000000000000000
13 135 130 126 122 118 113 108 104 100959084776860514233
000000000000000000
135 135 131 127 121 114 111 107 10297938882766861 514232
000000000000000000
135135130126122118113108104100959084776860514233
0000 000000 00000000
135135131127122116113109105101969184776758514434
000000000000000000
13513513212812311811310810194888376686256483931
000000000000000000
135135131127122116113109105101969184776758514434
000000000000000000
135135130126122118113108104100959084776860514233
000000000000000000
135 135 131 127 121 114 111 107 10297938882766861514232
000000000000000000
135135130126122118113108104100959084776860514233
0000000 000000 000 00
13513513112712111411110710297938882766861514232
000000000000000000
0.508

C&Listing of the program
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PROGRAM
DES! GN(G,OI3INFO,RMINFO,LUMDATA.MANPOSLUM,

CEILINFO.MANLUMI ,MANLUM2);

CONST P1-3.141592654;
NBRLUMLEN25; (MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES

IN LENGTH (XDIR)*)
NBRLUMWID-25; (MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES

IN WIDTH (YDIR)*)
MAXSECT-10 (MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SECTIONS

ALONG TIlE LUMINAIRE*)
N.-48; (NUMIIER OF OBSTRUCTIONS USED INSIDE THE

ROOM)
LUMSECT-5; (ACTUAL NUMBER OF SECTIONS PER
LUMINAIRE USED)
LENGTIIMAX-25; (MAXIMUM LENT11-1 OF ROOM TO BE

USED IN PROGRAM)
WIDTIIMAX-25; (*MAXIMUM WIDTH OF ROOM TO BE
USED IN PROGRAM*)
XMAX-208;
XXMAX-220;

XXUMIT-I 6;
YYUMIT-9;

TYPE AA-ARRAY[1..N,I..5.1..3,1..3] OF REAL;

BAA-ARRAY( 1 ..NBRLUMLEN, 1 ..NBRLUMWID,0..MAXSECT,I
..N,I..3J OF INTEGFR;
BA-ARRAY(I..N,I..5,0..LENGTIIMAX,O..WIDTHMAX] OF

REAL;
BB=ARRAY[I N,I..5,I..6) OF REAL;
CC-ARRAY(I .6,1.6) OF REAL;
CB.ARRAY(1..NBRLUMLEN,I ..NBRLUMWID,I ..2,0..MAXSEC
TJ OF REAL:
BI3C-ARRAY[I..XMAX1..3,1..2] OF REAL;
BBBC-ARRAY(I..XMAX,1..3,1..2) OF REAL;
CCCARRAY( 1. .3) OF REAL;
VCCC-ARRAY(1..4) OF INTEGER;
OBREF=ARRAY(1..N] OF REAL;
DD-ARRAY[l..7,1..21,1..21] OF REAL;
TDDARRAY(3 .4,! ..4,O..LENGTHMAX,0..WIDTHMAX] OF
REAL;
WTDD=ARRAY(1 .5,1.3,1.21 OF REAL;
YD.ARRAY[0..36.O..I2) OF REAL;
LLLL=ARRAY(0..36.0..3) OF REAL;

YYDD.ARRAY(0 .36,0.8) OF REAL;
PPPP-ARRAY(0..36) OF REAL;
YYARRAY(1..2l] OF REAL;
YYYYARRAY[I..N,1..5,I..2) OF REAL;
YYY-ARRAY( 1.. 10,1 ..LENGTHMAX.1 ..WIDTHMAX) OF
REAL;
MYY.ARRAY(1 .4,1 ..WIDTHMAX,1 ..LENGTHMAX] OF REAL;
rrYY-ARRAY(o .LENG11IMAX,O..WIDTHMAX] OF REAL;

TAA-ARRAYII..6,1..2] OF REAL;
VQCC-ARRAY( I .4] OF REAL;

CAA-ARRAY(1..XMAX] OF REAL;
CCAA=ARRAY[1..4,l..2] OF INTEGER;
1TY-ARRAY(1..XXMAXJ OF REAL;

VAR AAA; (THE ARRAY OF THE 3 POINTS PER SURFACE
OF THE OBSTRUCTION)
TURNEDIL:MYY; (TilE TURNED WORKING PLANE
ILLUMINANCE VALUES)
REFLECT:TfY; (ARRAY OF THE REFLECTION FACTORS OF
THE INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS

UNDER CONSIDERATION)
RMSPLITINFO:CCAA; (HOLDS THE INFO ON HOW MANY
ELEMENTS/RMSURF)
ELEMITAV.CAA;
ENDIL:VQCC; (THE CEIUNG GRID LUMINAIRE
ILLUMINANCES)
ILQUAD:VQCC; (THE CEILING GRID LUMINAIRE
ILLUMINANCES)
GENINTELE:BBBC; (LIMITS OF EACH INTERREFLECTION
ELEMENT SURFACE)
BIGCEILGRID:1TYY; (THE ILLUMINANCES OVER WHOLE
CEILING)
ACRMSURFDISCRE:TAA; (TILE DISCRETIZATION OF THE
ROOM SIDES)
(I .4 ARE THE WALLS • 5 IS THE WORKING PLANE, 6 IS
THE CEILING
ACOBDISCRE:YYYY; (OBNUMBER.
SURACENUMBER,HORIZONTAL
DISCRETIZATION, VERTICAL DISCRETIZATION)
OBREFLECF:OBREF;(REFLECTION FACTORS OF EACH
OBSTRUCTION)
OBILUM:13A; (1 TO 8 OBSTRUCTIONS WITH 5 SURFACES
EACH WITH A
MAX ILLUMINANCE GRID OF 40 BY 40 OVER THEM)

DIRCOS:BB; (DIRECTION COSINES OF EVERY SURFACE

OF EVERY OBSTRUCTION)
LUMPOS:CB; (THE POSITION OF EACH LUMINAIRE
SECTION)
WALLILLUM:TDD;
RW:VQCC; (THE WALL REFLECTION FACTOR ARRAY)
OBUMITS:BBC;
XNMPT:VCCC; (NUMBER OF POINFS IN X DIRECTION
FOR WALLS 1.4)
YNMPT:VCCC; (NUMBER OF POINTS IN Y DIRECTION
FOR WALLS 1..4)
RMDIRCOS:CC;
LNVCTCOS;CCC;
LUMOBDETAILS:BAA; (LUMOBDETAILS: LUMINAIRE
NUMBER IN X DIRECTION;
LUMINAIRE NUMBER IN Y DIRECTION (WIDTH);
SECTION OF LUMJNAJRE; OBSTRUCTION NUMBER;
SIDENUMBER ABLE TO "SEE")
TNTS:YD;
TVFS.LLLL;
INTS:YYDD;
IJIS:PPPP;
R:YY;
C:YY;
GDILUM:YYY; (GRID OF ILLUMINANCE CALC POINTS)
BGILMPLN:DD; (SURFACENUMBER 1IS THE FLOOR, 2,3,4
& 5 ARE THE WALLS)

(6 IS THE GENERAL CEILING IILUMINANCES & 7
AROUND LUMINAIRES)
RMLIMIFS:WTDD;
G,OBINFO,MANPOSLUM,RMINFO:TEXT;
CEILINFO,MANLUM1 ,MANLUM2:TEXT;
LUMDATA:TEXT; (THE LUMINAIRE INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTION)
(UTILFACF:TEXT; THE LUMINAIRES UTIUSATION
FACTOR TABLE)
LUMINTI'YPE,LAMPFIOGUIDE,UJJ,RcFACTRWFACT1NTEG
ER;
RC,RWW,RF, (SURFACE REFLECTION FACTORS)
XSTARTVF,YSTARTFF,HEIGHT,LENGTH,WIDTH,ACWIDTH,A
CLENGTH:REAL; (ROOM DIMENSIONS)
XENDPT,YENDVF,PROPOBDIS.STARTFTX.STARTPTY,
MULTFACT,CEILQRIDISCI1ZATION,UF:REAL;
CEILDIScREXFOLOTOCOUNT.YTOLOTOCOUNT,XLUMCEN
T,YLUMCENT,WKPLNIIT,
ILUMTOT,JLLUMREQ.XMEASPOINT,YMEASPONr,SHRMAX
I ,SI-1RNOM1 ,FDLUMTOT•.REAL;
SHRMAX2,SHRNOM2,SHRNOM,SHRMAX,ST1 REAL;
NNPTAVCEIL,MMPTAVCEIL,CEILDIVISIONS,TOTELEMENT
NIJM,NUMIAMP,TELLTALE,
OBNUM,cEILXNUMPT,CEILYNUMPT.XNUMPT,YNUMVF,NO
OBEFFECT,NCEILPT,MCEILVF,
NUMWRIT,STOBNUM,WRITNUM,DIRLUMLEN,PTORLINLUM
,STrOTELEMENTNUM,LUMSPLIT,TIMETHRU,
NOSEE.STRSIDENUMBER,I,J.RMSURFACE,WIDNUMALONG,
LENNUMALONG,LUMEYPEJNTEGER
GOODPOINTS,CEILAV,LAMPOUTPUT.WALLDIScRE,EMITAR
EA,SMEMITAREA,LAREMITAREA.
DLORLLJMWID.CEILONEQUADILUMTOT.LUMLEN,CEILTO
LLJMIITPINTX,PINTY.REAL;
WKPLNDIScRE,XWKPLNDIScRE,YWKPLNDISCRE,SPEcIALI
LMIN,SPEQALILMAX,SPECIALILAV:REAL;
BADCOUNT,BECAUSEDIRECTCASE,PERIMOBNUM,NUCONT,
NBLAMP,POSALLINTEGER;
ON:STRING(2);
OFF:STRING(3);

PROCEDURE INITVS;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GINO;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE DEVPAP(CONST Z1,Z2:REAL;

CONST Z3:LNTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE WINDO2(CONST
XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAXREAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE SAVDRA;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE DEVENDFORTRAN;
PROCEDURE PICCLE;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE PICEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE GINEND;FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE END VS;FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE DRAWOIJFGRIDS;
VAR Mm(IDMA)cAvroMIN.WLREF:REAL;

PROCEDURE SETFRA(CONST FR:INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE SETSCA(CONST XINC,YINCREAL; VAR
DIFSCALE:STRING)FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHASIZ(CONST
WIDTH,HEIGffFREAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE AXIPOS(CONST IOR INTEGER

CONST XR,YYR,AXLEN .REAL
CONST XORY : INTEGER)FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE PICBEG(CONST BER:INTEGER)FORTRAN;
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PROCEDURE CIIAIIOL(CONST STNG:STRING);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CHAFIX(VAR NUMBER REAL;

CONST WIDTH,PLACES:INTEGER);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE MOVTO2(CONST SI IR,MINAV;REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE MOVBY2(CONST X,Y:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE LINTO2(CONST SI IR,MINAV:REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE LINBY2(CONST X,Y:REAL); FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE CONSPA(CONST X,Y:REAL; VAR
XS.YS :REAL);FORTRAN;
PROCEDURE SPACON(CONST X,Y:REAL; VAR
XS,YS:REAL);FORTRAN;

PROCEDURE LUMDRAW I;

VAR II.JJ:INTEGER;
ACXSACYT.XX.YY,X,Y.XXS.YYS,XS,YS,S,T,SS,TF:REAL;
BEGiN
FOR 11:-i TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN ( FOR EVERY
LUMINAIRE
FOR JJ:-I TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN ( IN THE ROOM

(USE THE SECTION OF LUMINAIRE SET AS THE CENTRE
TO REPRESENT IT)
X:-LUMPOS[II.JJ,I .0);
Y:=LUMPOS[II,JJ,2,0];
X:-X+LUMLENI2;
Y.-Y+LUMWIDI2; (HALF OF LUMINAIRE WIDTH)
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
MOVFO2(XS.YS);
X...X-LUMLEN;
CONSPA(X.Y,XS,YS);
UNTO2(XSYS);
Y.-Y-LUMW!D;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
UNTO2(XS ,YS),
X 'X+LUMLEN;
CONSPA(X,Y.XS.YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
Y:.Y+LUMWID;
CONS PA(X,Y.XS.YS);
LINTO2(XS.YS);
Y ..Y-LUMWIDI2;
CONSPA(XY,XS.YS);
M0VF02(XS.YS);
X-X-LUMLEN;
CONSPA(X,Y.XS,YS);
UNTO2(XS ,YS);
END, (NEXT LUMINAIRE CENTRE)
END, (NEXT LUMINAIRE ROW.)
END; (PROCEDURE LUMDRAW)

PROCEDURE LUMDRAW2;
VAR II,JJ:INTEGER;
ACXSACYT.XX,YY.X.Y,XXS,YYS,XS,YS,S,T.SS,U:REAL
BEGIN
FOR 11:-I TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN ( FOR EVERY
LUMINAIRE
FOR JJ:-I TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN (IN THE ROOM

(USE TILE SECTION OF LUMINAIRE SET AS THE CENTRE
TO REPRESENT IT)
Y:-LUMPOS[IIJJ,I,O]; (NOTE TILE CHANGE ROUND OFTHE
XANDY
X:..LUMPOS[IIJJ,2.0J; (DIRECTIONS SINCE ROOM IS
TURNED BACK ROUND)
Y:...Y+LUMLEN!2
X:-X+LLJMWID(2 (HALF OF LUMINAIRE WIDTH)
CONSPA(X.Y.XS,YS);
MOVTO2(XS,YS);
Y:-Y-LUMLEN;
CONSPA(X,Y.XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
X:..X-LUMW!D
CONSPA(X.Y.XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
Y:-Y+LUMLEN;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS.YS);
UNTO2(XS.YS);
X:=X+LUMWID;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS.YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
X:=X-LUMWID/2;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
MOVFO2(XS,YS);
Y:-Y-LUMLEN;
CONSPA(X.Y,XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS .YS);
END; (NEXT LUMINAIRE CENTRE)
END; (NEXT LUM1NAIRE ROW.)

END; (PROCEDURE LUMDRAW)

PROCEDURE OBDRAW;
VAR I,li:INTEGER;
HITE.XS,YS.X,Y:REAL;
BEGIN
FOR I:=I TO OBNUM DO BEGIN

II:=I MOD 3;
IF 11>0 THEN BEGIN

X:-OBUMITS[I,I,1];
Y:=OBLIMITS(I,2,I];
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
MOVFO2QCS,YS)
X:..OBUMITS[I,1 .2);
Y:-OHLIMITS(I,2,1];
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS)
X:-OBLIMITS[I,1.2J;
Y:OBUMrrS[I,2,2J;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS)
X:-OBUMrFS[I,1,I);
Y:..OBLIMrFS[I,2,2];
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
X:-OBUMTFS(I,1,1J;
Y>.OBUMITS[I,2,1];
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
X:-OBLIMJTS[I.1.2);
Y:.OBUMITSI,2.2];
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
LINTO2(XS,YS);
X:-OBUMITS[I,1,2);
Y:=OBLIMfl'S[I,2,1J;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
MOVFO2(XS,YS);
X:=OBLIMITS[I,1,1];
Y:=OBLIMIFS[I,2,2J;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
LINFO2(XS,YS)
X:-4OBUMfl'S (I, l .2J+OBUMlTS(I, I ,I))/2;
Y:..(OBUMI.2.2]+OBUffS[I,2,1j)/2;
CONSPA(X,Y,XS,YS);
MOVFO2(XS,YS-I);
1-1ITE:=OBLIMITS[I,3.2];
CHAFIX(HITE,4,2);
(WRITES OUT THE HEIGHT OF THE OBSTRUCTION AT THE
OB CENTRE)
END; (I COUNTER OBNUMBER.)
END (11 COUNTER)
END; (PROCEDURE OBDRAW)

PROCEDURE XTRAINFO
BEGIN
WINDO2(0,280.0,0,21 0.0);
MOVTO2(275.O,205.0);
LINTO2(2.0,205.0);
LINTO2(2.0,2.0);
LINTO2(275.0,2.0);
LINTO2(275.0,205.0);
MOVTO2(273.0.203.0);
LINTO2(4.0,203.0);
LINTO2(4.0,4.0);
LINTO2(273.0,4.0);
LINTO2(273.0,203.0);
CHASIZ(3.4.3.4);
MOVTO2(2.0.198.0);
CHAI-IOL(OBSTRUCFION AND LUMINAIRE LAYOUT
WITH*);
MOVTO2(2.0.1 88.0);
CHAHOLCWORKING PLANE IILUM]NANCE CONTOURS*.);
CHASIZ(3.0,3.0);
MOVTO2(5.0,1 80.0);
IF (LENGTH> 10) AND (LENGTH < 12) AND (WIDTH> 11)
AND (WIDTH < 13) THEN

HAHOL(BEDFORD HOUSE.);

IF (LENGTH>9) AND (LENGTH <11) AND (WIDTH >5) AND
(WIDTH <7) THEN
CHAI-1OLCGEOLOGY BUILDING ROOM 309.);

IF (LENGTH> 22) AND (LENGTH <24) AND (WIDTH> 26)
AND (W11)TH <28) THEN
cHAHOL('WYrIIENSHAW BUILDING*.);
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IF (LENGTH ,. 30) AND (LENGTH <32) AND (WIDTH >5)
AND (WIDTH <7) THEN
CIIAHOLCSIJNIJGHT HOUSE.);
MOVTO2(5.0,l 52.0);
CI1AIIOL(ROOM LENGTH -*5;
MOVTO2(5L0,l 52.0);
CJIAFIX(LENGTH,3,2);
MOVTO2(73.0,I 52.0);
CHAFIOLCMETRES.');
MOVTO2(5.0,1420);
CHAHOIROOM WIDTH -.5;
MOVTO2(58.0,142.0);
CHAFIX(WID11J,5,2);
MOVTO2(73.0,142.0);
CHAHOL(METRES.5;
MOVTO2(5.0,l 32.0);
CHAHOL(ROOM HEIGIIT ..*);
MOVTO2(58.0.132.0);
CHAFIX(I{EIGI-ff,4,2);
MOVTO2(73.0,1 32.0);
CIIAHOL(METRES*.');
MO VTO2(5 .0,1 22.0);
CIIAHOL(WORKING PLANE -5;
M0VTO2(58.0,1 22.0);
CHAFIX(WKPLNIIT,43);
MOVTO2(73.0,I 22.0);
CHAHOL(METRES.');
MO VTO2(5 .0,1 12.0);
CHAHOL('WALL REFLECTION FACTORS -s');
WLREF:.RWII);
MOVTO2(I0.0,10Z0);
CIIAHX(WLREF,4,2);
WLREF:.RW(21;
MOVTO2(30.0,1 02.0);
CHAFIX(WLREF,4,2);
WLREF:-RW(3);
MOVFO2(50.0,102.0);
CI-IAFIX(WLREF,4.2);
WLREF-RWj4);
MOVFO2(70.0,102.0);
CRAFDC(WLREF,4,2);
MOVTO2(3.0,92.0);
CHAHOLCAVERAGE ILLUMINANcE -1;
MOVTO2f74.0,92.0);
CHAFIX(SPEcIALILAV,5,0);
MOVTO2(3.O,8Z0);
c3-IAHOL.CMINIMUM ILLUMINANCE -');
MOVTO2(74.0,82.0);
CHAFIX(SPEQALILMIN,5,O);
MOVTO2(3.0,72.0);
cHAHOLC MAJcI MUM ILLUMINANCE -.5;
MOVTO2(74.0.72.0);
GIAFD((SPECIAULMAX,5.0);
AvroN:-SpEaAuL'spECLkLnAV;
MOVTO2(3.0,62.0);
CHAHOL(MIN TO AV UNIFORMITY =.5;
MOVTO2(78.0.62.0);
GIAFIX(AVFOMJN,4,2);
MINTOMAX-SPECLALjLM1N/SPEcIALILMAX;
MOVTO2(3.0,52.0);
CHAHOLCMIN TO MAX UNIFORMITY -'.5;
MOVTO2(78.05L0);
GIAFD((MINTOMAX,4,2);
MOVTO2(3.0,42.0);
CHAIIOLCCALCULATED VALUE CONTOURS'.');
MOVTO2(3.0,310);
CHAHOL(DESIGN ILLUMINANCE -'5;
MOVTO2(68.0,310);
CHAFD((ILLUMREQ5,0);
MOVFO2(77.0,32.0);
CE HOLCLUX 5;
MOVTO2(3.0,fl.0);
CHAHOL( % POINTS ACCEPTABLE -'5;
MOVFO2(77.1 .22.0);
G1AFIX(GOODPOIWI'S,S,l)
MOVTO2(5.O.172.0);
IF (FFORLINLLJM - I) TI-lEN BEGIN
IF LUIOYPE-1 THEN C1-IAIIOL('THORN SYMMETRIC POINT
VOL 1 P7.4 *5;
IF LU?ffYPE..2 THEN CHA11OLCIBSE TMS SYMPT DATA
FILE");
IF LUMTYPE4 THEN CI-1AHOL(FHORN SYMMETRIC POINT
VOL 1 P8.8 *.');
IF(LU8fIYPE< 1) OR (LIJMTYPE>4) THEN
CHAHO'WIIAT KiND OF DISTRIBUTION IS THIS THEN7'
END; (IF (FFORLINLUM -1)1
IF (PTORLINLuM -2) THEN BEGIN
IF LLThcrYPE=1 THEN CHAHOL('THORN SYMMETRIC POINT
VOL I P7.4 '5;
IF LUMrYPE-2 THEN CHAI1OLCCIBSE TMS TYPE

LUMINAIRE*.)
IF LUMTYPE-3 THEN CHAHOL('LINEAR BATWING
LUMINAIRE'.)
IF LUMUYPE-% THEN BEGIN
CHAHOLCOSRAM SPEEDPACK TWIN OPAL'.');
MOVTO2(5.0,1 62.0);
CHA}IOL(PRISMA'IlC DIFFUSER OSSP26OP'.');
END;
IF LU1iffYPE=5 THEN CHABOLC THORN FFRA 2675/FrRE
36'.');
IF LUMTYPE=6 THEN CHAJ-IOLçMOORLIGIIT 173B
1 3RT/W/N/1 670*.)
IF LU1flYPE-7 THEN CHAI-IOL(THORN FFP236
LUMINAIRE'.');
IF LUNTYPE8 THEN CHA}IOL('FO217/P CEIUNG MOUNT
PRISMA11C'.')
IF (LUMTYPE <1) OR (LUMFYPE >8) THEN
C1IAIIOLW1IAT KIND OF DISTRIBUTION IS THIS THEN7');
END; (IF (PTORLINLUM -2))
END; (XTRAINFO)

PROCEDURE CONDRAW;

TYPE PY-ARRAY[1..YYLIMJT,I..XXLIMITJ OF REAL;
VAR IJJNIEGER
WKILUM:PY;
(THE ARRAY THAT HOLDS THE VALUES OF WORKING
PLANE ILLUMINANCE
TO BE CONTOUR PLOTFED)

PROCEDURE GRDCON(CONST NIJMX:INFEGER;
CONSTXWW,XHIGHREAL;CONST

Y:INTEGE
CONST YLOW,YHIGLU..VARZPY;
CONST CONT:INFEGER;
VAR SMOOTH:STRING);FORTRAN;

BEGIN
FOR L-1 TO XNUMPT DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-I TO YNUMPT DO BEGIN
WKILUM[JJ];.GDILUM[I0,IJ];
END;
END;
GRDCONQINUMVFXSTARTPT,XENDPF,YNUMPT.YSTARTFF,
YENDFF,WKILUM.NUCONT,ON);
(NOTE VERY VERY CAREFULLY

THAT THE ARRAY WKILUM SPECIFIED ABOVE MUST ALSO
EXPECT TIlE FIRST NUMBER OF POINTS
FROM THE SECOND NUMBER TO THE THIRD NUMBER IN
TERMS OF DISTANCE OF THE ROOI{
THIS ALSO APPLIES TO THE FOURTH FIFTH AND SIXTH
FJLJI1BERS.	 !!I!!I!I!U!!!I!IIIU)
END; (PROCEDURE CONDRAW1)

BEGIN
PTCCLE;
PICBEG(TIMETHRU);
WINDO2(80.279.0,5.I35.0)
cHAsIz(zo,t0)
SETFRA(1);
SETSCA(l,I,ON);
CONDRAW;
TF TIMETHRU-1 THEN LUMDRAW1;
IFTIMEflIRU"2 THEN LUMDRAW2
OBDRAW;

FRA
NCENTh
END; (PROCEDURE DRAWOUTGRIDS)

PROCEDURE u.GRmwRrr;
(WRITES our THE GRID OF IWJMINANCES OVER THE
WORKING PLANE)

VAR MM,Z,N,M)A,BB,LJ,ZEROCOUNFEN1tGER;
ILMAX,RAV,TO1LUMREAL
BEGIN
BADCOUNr.'-&
IF WRITNUM-1 THEN
WRTELN(G,'WORKING PLANE ILLTJ3,cjN)NCE ( jj) FOR
THE UNOBSTRUCTED DIRECT COMPONENT ONLY.');
IF WRITNUM-2 THEN
WRITELN(G,'WORKING PLANE ILLUMINANCE GRID FOR
THE OBSTRUCTED DIRECT COMJ)ONE ONLY.');
IF WRrrNUM-3 THEN BEGIN
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WRITELN(G,'WORKING PLANE ILLUMINANCE GRID FOR
11W COMBINED DIRECT AND INDIRECT);
WRFFEI1(G,'COMPONENTS wrrii NO OBSTRUCTIONS,');
END;
IF WRTTNUM ' 4 THEN BEGIN
WRrIELN(G,'WORKING PLANE ILLUMINANCE GRID FOR
TIlE COMBINED DIRECT AND INDIRECT);
WRrIELN(G.'COMPONENTS WH1I THE OBSTRUCTIONS
DETAILED ABOVE.);
END;
IF WRITNTJM-5 ThEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,DIF'FERENCE BETWEEN OBSTRUCTED AND
UNOBSTRUCTED FOR);
WRITELN(G,'DIRECI' WORKING PLANE ILLUMINANCE.');
END;
IF WRITNUM-6 TI LEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OBSTRUCTED AND
UNOBSTRUCTED);
WRJTELN(G,'FOR TOTAL WORKING PLANE
ILLUMINANCE.');
END;
IF WRITNUM-7 THEN WRITELN(G,THE INDIRECT
COMPONENT FOR THE UNOBSTRUC'IED CASE. ');
IF WRITNUM-8 THEN WRrFELN(G,THE INDIRECT
COMPONENT FOR TILE OBSTRUCTED CASE,');
IF WRITNUM.9 THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,THE SHORTFALL IF ANY IN THE TOTAL
ILLUMINANCE AT TIlE POINTS');
WRIThLN(G,'ON THE WORKING PLANE GRID FROM THE
DESIGN ILLUMINANCE.');
END;
IF WRITNUM-IO THEN WRITELN(G.'THE ILLUMINANCE
GRID PASSED TO THE DRAWING PROCEDURE.');
ILMIN:-9999;
ILMAX:-0
ZEROCOUNT:.O;
TOTILUM-0
M =XNUMPT;
N.-YNUMPT;
K -I;
MM.=TRUNC(XNUMPT/I9)+I;
FOR Z.-I TO MM DO BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G);
AA.-K;
BB.K+l9;
IF BB > XN'UMVF THEN BB:-XNUMPT;
K BB+I;
FOR J:-N DOWNTO I DO
BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
FOR I.-AA TO BR DO BFA]IN
WRITE(G,GDILUM[WRITNUM,1,J]:4:O,");
IF GDILUM[WRITNIJM.I,J] > ILMAX THEN
ILMAX-GDILuM[WRrI'NUM,I,J);
IF GDILUM(WRITNUM,I,JJ < ILMIN THEN BEGIN
IFGDILUM(WRITNUMJJ) > 0 THEN
ILMJN:-GDILUM[WRITNUM,I,JJ;
IF GDILUM(WRITNUM.I,J) -0 THEN
ZEROCOUNT:-ZEROCOUNT+ I;
END;
IF (WRITN1JM=9) AND (GDILUM[WRITNUMJJ) >1) THEN
BADCOUNT:-BADCOUNT+1;
TO1LUM:-GDILUMjWRn'NUM,I.fl+TOTILUM;
IF IBB THEN WRITELN(G);
END (I COUNTER)
END (ICOUNTER)
END; (OVERALL Z COUNTER)
ILAV:=TOTILUM/cUMVfYNUMPT)-ZEROCOUN'I);
WRITELN(G);
WR1TELN(G);
WRITELN(G.'Y DIRECTION');
WRITELN(G,'1 ');
WRITELN(G,'I ');
WRITELN(G,'I');
WRITELN(G,'......>X DIRECI'ION');
WRITELN(G);
IF WRITNUM-4 THEN BEGIN
SPEcIALILAV:-ILAV;
SPECIAULMAX:-ILMAX;
SPECIALILMIN:-ILMIN;
END; (THESE SPECIAL VALUES ARE OUTPUT ON THE
CONTOUR PLOT)
IF (WR1TNUM9) THEN BEGIN
GOODPOINTS:-I00-
((BADCOUNT*100)/(XNUMFF*YNUMPT));
WRITELN(G,'AVERAGE OBSTRUCFION CAUSED
REDUCI'ION FROM DESIGN ILLUMINANCE ',ILAV:4:0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MINIMUM OBSTRUCTION CAUSED
REDUCTION FROM DESIGN ILLUMINANCE ',ILMIN:4:0);
WRITELN(G);

WRITELN(G,'MAXIMUM OBSTRUCTION CAUSED
REDUCI'ION FROM DESIGN ILLUMINANCE ',ILMAX:4:0);
WRrFELN(G);
WRITELN(G,THE PERCENTAGE OF CALCULATION POINTS
SATISFYING THE DESIGN');
WRITELN(G,'ILLUMINANCE OF ',ILLUMREQ:3:0,' LUX IS
',GOODPOINTS:3:2,' %');
WRITELN(G);
END
ELSE IF (WRfl'NUM=5) OR (WRIThUM6) THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,'AVERAGE OBSTRUCI'ION CAUSED
P.EDUCTION IN ILLUMINANCE EQUALS ',ILAV:4:0);
WRITEI.N(G);
WRITELN(G,'MINIMUM OBSTRUCTION CAUSED
REDUC'IlON IN IILUMINANCE EQUALS ',ILMIN:4:0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MAXIMUM OBSTRUCTION CAUSED
REDUCTION IN ILLUMINANCE EQUALS ',ILMAX:4:0);
WRrFELN(G);
END
ELSE BEGIN WRITELN(G);
WRITE(G,'AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE EQUALS ',ILAV:4:0);
WRITELN(G,' LUX');
WRITELN(G);
WRITE(G,'MINIMUM ILLUMINANCE EQUALS 'JLMJN:4:0);
WRrFELN(G.' LUX');
WRITELN(G);
WRITE(G,'MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE EQUALS ',ILMAX:4:0);
WRITELN(G,' LUX');
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MIN TO AVERAGE UNIFORMITY
-'JLMIN/ILAV:4:3);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MIN TO MAX UNIFORMITY
-'.ILMIN/ILMAX:4:3);
WRfl'ELN(G);
END;
WRITELN(G);
WRI'I'ELN(G);
WRITELN(G);
WRffELN(G);
END (PROCEDURE ILGRIDWRIT)

PROCEDURE OUTPUTURN;
VAR ACJ,KJ,J:INTEGER;

BEGIN
FOR K: '.I TO 4 DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-I TO XNIJMPT DO BEGIN (NOTE THAT XNUMVI'
AND YNUMPT ARE AlL READY TURNED)
WRITELN(G);
FOR I:..! TO YNUMJ7F DO BEGIN
TURNEDIL[KJ,fl :=GDILUM[KJ,IJ; (COPY TIlE GRID]
END (J COUNTER)
END; (I COrER}
ACJ:=YNUMPT;
FOR J:1 TO YNUMI'T DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-i TO XNUMJF DO BEGIN
GDILUM(K,I,J]:=TtJRNEDIL[K,ACJ,I],
END; (I COUNTER, XNUMPT}
ACb'ACJ.I;
END; (J COUN'FER , YNUMPT)
END; (KCOUNrER)
END; (PROCEDURE OUTPUTURN)

PROCEDURE QUICK WRfl'E;
VAR IJ,K.INTEGER;
BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
FOR K:-i TO 10 DO BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G);
WRJTELN(G.'ILLUMINANCE GRID NUMBER ',K);
WRITELN(G);
FOR I=I TO XNUMPT DO BEGIN
WRTI'ELN(G);
FOR J:-1 TO YNUMFF DO BEGIN
WRJTE(G,GDILUM(K,I.J]:4:0,'');
END; (3 COR]
WRJTELN(G);
END (ICOUNI'ER)
END (K COUNTER)
END; (PROCEDURE QUICKWRITE)

PROCEDURE WALLGRIDWRIT;
(WRITES 01ff THE GRID OF THE ILLUMINANCES OVER
EACH OF THE FOUR ROOM
WALL SURFACES)
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VAR
RMSURFACE,MM.Z,K.AA,BB,I,J,N,M,ZEROCOUNT:LNTEGER;
ILMAX,ILMIN,ILAV,TOTILUM:REAL;
BEGIN
FOR RMSURFACE:-1 TO 4 DO BEGIN
wRFrELN(G);
WRFFELN(G,'ROOM WALL NUMBER - '.RMSURFACE:2);
ILMIN:-9999;
ILMAX:-&,
ZEROCOUNT:-0;
TOTILUM-0;
N:-XNMPT[RMSURFACEJ;
MYNMPT(RMSURFACEJ;

MM:-TRUNC(MIIQ)+I;
FOR Z:-1 TO MM DO BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
WRJTELN(G);
AA:-K;
BB :-K+9;
IF BB > M THEN BB:-M;
K..K+I0;
FOR I:-0 TO N DO
BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
FOR J:-AA TO BB DO BEGIN
WRJTE(G,WALLLLLUM(WRITNUM,RMSLJRFACE.I,JI:4:0,' );
IF (WAWLLUM[WRITNUM,RMSURFACE,1,JJ>LLMAX) TI-LEN
ILMAX:-WALLILLUM(WRITNUM,RMSURFACEJJ];
IF WALULLUM[WRITNUM.RMSURFACE,I.J1 <ILMIN THEN
BEGIN
IF WAWLLUM[WRITNUM,RMSURFACEJ.JJ>0 THEN
ILMIN:=WAWLLUM[WRITNUM,RMSURFACE.IJ];
IF WALULLUMEWRITNUM,RMSURFACE .IM -0 TI-LEN
ZEROCOUNT.-ZEROCOUNT+ I;
END;
TO11LUM.WALLILLUM[WRflNUM.RMSURFACE,IJJ+TOTIL
UM.
IF J.BB THEN WRITELN(G);
END (JCOUNTER)
END (I COUNTER)
END, (OVERALL Z COUNTER)
IF TOTILUM >0.1) THEN BEGIN
ILAV:-TOTILUM/(((N+ I )(M+ 1))-ZEROCOUNT);
END.
WRITELN(G);
WRITEI.N(G).
WRITFLN(G.'AVIIRAGE ILLLJMINANCE EQUALS 'JLAV:4:0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G.'MINIMUM ILLUMINANCE EQUALS
',ILMIN:4.0);
WRITELN(G);
WRJTELN(G,'MAXI MUM ILLIJMINANCE EQUALS
'.JLMAX4 0);
WRITELN(G);
IF (ILMIN <0 001) OR (ILMAX <0.001) OR (ILAV <0.001)
TI-LEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,'MIN TO AVERAGE UNIFORMITY -'.0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MIN TO MAX UNIFORMITY -'.0);
WRITELN(G);
END
ELSE BEGIN
WRITELN(G.'MIN TO AVERAGE UNIFORMITY
-'.ILMIN/ILAV:4:3);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MIN TO MAX UNIFORMITY
-',ILMIN/ILMAX:4:3);
WRITELN(G);
END;
WRITELN(G);
END (EACH WALL SURFACE)
END; (PROCEDURE WALLGRIDWRIT)

PROCEDURE CEILGDWRITOUYF;
(WRITES OUT THE GRID OF ILLUMINANCES OVER TIlE
CEILING PLANE)

VAR MM,Z,N,M,K,AA,BB,I,J,ZEROCOUNT:INTEGER;
ILMAX,ILMIN,ILAV,TOTILUM:REAL
BEGIN
ILMIN:-9999;
ILMAX-0
ZEROCOUNT:-0;
TOTILUM:-0;
M:-CEILXNUMPT;
N:..CEILYNUMVF;

MM:'..TRUNC(CEILXNUMVF/I 9)+I;
FOR Z:-1 TO MM DO BEGIN

(WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G);)
AA:K;
BB:=K+19;
IF BB CEILXNIJMPT THEN BB:=CELLXNUMPT;
K:=BB+1;
FOR J: '.'N DOWNTO 1 DO
BEGIN
(WRITELN(G);)
FOR I:=AA TO BB DO BEGIN
(WRITE(G,BIGCEILQRID[I,JJ:4:0,' '); )
IF BIGCEILCIRJD[IJ] > ILMAX THEN
ILMAX:-BIGCEILQRID(I,J];
IF BIGCEILGRID[I,JI <ILMIN THEN BEGIN
IF BIGCEILGRID[IJ] >0 THEN ILMIN:=BIGCEILGRID[I,Jj;
IF BIGCEILGRID[I,J] -0 THEN
ZEROCOUNT:'ZEROCOUNT+1;
END;
TOTILUM:=BIGCEILGRID[I,J)+TOTILUM;
IF I-BB THEN WRfl'ELN(G);
END (I COUNTER)
END (I COUNTER)
END; (OVERALL Z COUNTER)
ILAV:_TO11LUM/(((CEILXNUMP'I')*(CEILYNUMPT))
ZEROCOUNT);
(WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'Y DIRECTION');
WRITELN(G,'l');
WRITELN(G,'l');
WRITELN(G,'l');
WRITELN(G.'----->X DIRECI'ION');
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE EQUALS 'JLAV:4:0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G.'MINIMUM ILLUMINANCE EQUALS
',ILMIN:4:0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'MAXIMUM ILLUMINANCE EQUALS
'JLMAX:4:0);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G.'MIN TO AVERAGE UNIFORMITY
-'JLMIN/ILAV:4:3);
WRITELN(G);
WR1TELN(G,'MIN TO MAX UNIFORMITY
-',ILMIN/ILMAX:4:3);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G); )
END; (PROCEDURE CEILGRID WRIT)

PROCEDURE WKPLNSORT;
(CALCUlATES THE OTHER WORKING PLANE
ILLUMINANCE GRIDS FROM THOSE
FOUR PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED)
VAR J,K[NTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J:1 TO XNUMPT DO BEGIN
FOR K=I TO YNUMVF DO BEGIN
GDILUM[5J,K] :=GDILUM [l ,J,K]-GDILUM[2,J,K1;
IF GDLLUM[2,J,KJ=0 THEN GDILUM[5J,K]:=0,
GDUUM[7JK]:QDILUM(3.J.K]-GDILUM[1,J,K};
GDILUM[8J,KI:=GDLLUM[4J,KJ-GDILUM(2J,KJ;
GDILUM[9.J,K]:ILLUMREQ-GDILUM(4,J,K];
IF (GDILUM(9,J.K] <0) THEN GDILUMI9J,K]:=0;
GDILUM(10,J,K]:=GDILUM[4,J,KJ;
GDILUM[6,J.K]:=GDILUM[3,J.Kj-GDILUM[4,J,K];
IF GDILUM[4.J,K]-0 THEN BEGIN
GDIIUM[9,J.I(]:=0
GDILUM[1O,J ,K]:_(llLUMREQ200)(uLUMREQ*0.2); (YOU
WANT IT TO SHOW THAT
THERE IS AN OBSTRUCTION BUT YOU ALSO DO NOT
WANT THERE TO BE TOO MANY CONTOURS)
END;
END; (K, YNUMPT COUNTER)
END; (J, XNUMPT COUNTER)
END; (PROCEDURE WK]'LNSORT)

PROCEDURE WKARAYI'URN; (TURNS THE WORKING
PLANE ARRAYS AROUND)
VAR ACW,KJNTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR K:-I TO 10 DO BEGIN
ACI:-XNUMPT;
FOR I:-! TO XNUMPT DO BEGIN
FOR J:-1 TO YNIJMPT DO BEGIN
GDILUM[K,J.ACIJ:=GDILjJM(K.I,J];
END;
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ACL:-ACI-I;
END;
END;
END; (PROCEDURE WKARAYTURN)

PROCEDURE WRITECONTROL; (TILE PROCEDURE TO
CONTROL TILE WORKING PLANE
GRID WRITEOLTFS)
VAR 1:INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF 1 IMETIIRU-2 THEN OUTPW'URN;
(TURNSTILE ARRAYS BACK TO TILE SAME AS ORIGINAL
FOR CONSISTACY)
WKPLNSORT; (SORTS OL.JT THE INFO ABOUT THE
WORKING PLANE TO WRIThN OUT)
FOR 1:-i TO 10 DO BEGIN
WRITNUM:-!;
ILGRIDWRfl; (WRITES OUT TILE WORKING PLANE
LIIUMINANCE GRID)
END, (WRITI1NG OUT TIlE WORKING PLANE GRIDS)
(OUTPUTURN;
QUICKWRITE;)
END; (PROCEDURE WRD'I3CONTROL)

PROCEDURE VECTCOSUNE;
(CALCULATES THE VECTOR COSINES OF THE LINE
BETWEEN LUMINAIRE AND
CALCULATION POINT}
(OR IN THE INTER-REFLECTION CASE USE THE LINE
BETWEEN TILE CEI'flRE OF TILE
TWO ELEMENTS WIUCH ARE ABOUT TO BE CHECKED FOR
'SEE" OR 'NO SEE" iN TILE
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION PROCESS)
VAR DELTAXJ)ELTAY,DELTAZ,RDIST:REAL;
BEGIN
DELTAX.XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINT;
DELTAY.-YLUMCENT-YMEASPOINT;
DELTAZ-HEIGIIT-WKPLNIIT;
IF (DELTAZ <0001) THEN DELTAZ:-0.00I;
(IF (DELTAX <0.001) THEN DELTAX:-0.00I;
IF (DELTAY <0 001) THEN DELTAY:=0.00I;
RDIST:-SQRT(SQR(DELTAX)+SQR(DELTAY)+SQR(DELTAZ));
LNVCTCOS( I j:-DELTAXJRDIST;
LNVCTCOS (2] :-DELTAY/RDIST;
LNVCTCOS(3J:-DELTAZJRDIST;
END; (PROCEDURE VECTCOSUNE)

PROCEDURE 11IEINTERREFLECTION;

(RROOMM) (OOBB)
TYPE TYY=ARRAY(0..XXMAX,0.XXMAX] OF REAL;
VAR COEF.CAA; (ARRAY OF FINAL
EMMITANCES'REFLECT FACTS)
THIRARRAY:rrY; (ARRAY OF INITIAL
EMMITANCESREFLECT FACTS)
FIRARRAY:TYY; (FORMFACTORS & INTERREFLECTION
ARRAYS)
STFORMFACTTYY;
NUMWRfl':INTEGER;

PROCEDURE VECFOFELETOELELINE(ILJJ:INTEGER);
(THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE POSITION IN X. Y &
Z COORDINATES OF THE
CENTRE OF EACH ELEMENT SO THAT PROCEDURE
VECTCOSLINE CAN BE USED TO FIND
THE VECTOR COSINE OF THE LINE BETWEEN THE
CENTRE OF THE TWO ELEMENTS
UNDER CONSIDERATION. THIS IS USED IN THE
FORMFACTOR CALCULATION.)

BEGIN
XLUMCENT:.'(GENINTELE(JJ,I ,2J+GENINTELE(J1,1 ,1])12;
YLUMCENT:-(GENINTELE[JJ.2,2]+GENINTELE[JJ,2,l)W2;
XMEASPOINT:-(GENINTELE[II,1 ,2]+GENINTELE[11,1.i ))12;
YMEASPOINT:-(GENINTELE(ll,2,2J+GENINTELE(II,2, 1 ])/2
}IEIGHT:-(GENINTELE(JJ,3,2]^GENWFELE(JJ,3, I ])/2
wKPLNHT:-(GENINTELE(II,3,2]+GENINTELE(11.3,I ])12
END; (PROCEDURE VECTOFELETOELELINE)

PROCEDURE FNLCEILILLJM(COMBCEIL:REAL);
VAR I.J,N,M:INTEGER;
BEGIN
N:-CEILXNIJMFT;
M:-CEILYNUMVr;

FOR I:-0 TO N DO BEGIN
FOR J:-0 TO M DO BEGIN
BIGCEILGRID[l,J]:=COMBCIIIL;
(ALL POINTS OF THE CEILING ARE THE SAME
ILLUMINANCE AND THEY ARE CALCULATED
FROM THE AVERAGE OF ALL POINTS DIRECT FROM
LUMINAIRES + THE AVERAGE
CON11(IBIJFION FROM THE WALLS.)
END; (J, COUNTER)
END; (I, COUNTER)
END; (PROCEDURE FNLCEILILUM)

PROCEDURE CEILILUMFRMWALS;
(TO CALCULATE THE ILLUMINANCE FROM THE WALLS
RECEWED ON THE CEILING)
TYPE CC=ARRAY[l..2j OF REAL;
TT=ARRAY[ i..4j OF REAL;
VAR I,KJ11JJJK,MM,MULT:INFEGER
COMBCEIL,
CEILINGAREAEND1 ,END2,DIST,WALLAREA,APPENAAAPP
ENAB,APPENAC,IFORMFACTOR:REAL;
ZBARCELTOTJ1SLHSTOT,XBAR.LHS1,L11S2,LHS3LHS4,F1
2TOT,F12,LEN1 ,AREAI REAL;
WALLAVILUM:TT;
V:CC;
Y:CC;
XCC;
Z:CC;

PROCEDURE AVWALLILUM;

VAR RMSURFACE,I,J,N,M:INTEGER
TOTILUM:REAL;
BEGIN
FOR RMSURFACE:=i TO 4 DO BEGIN
TOTILUM:=0;
N:-XNMPT[RMSURFACE];
M-YNMPT[RMSURFACE];
FOR i:=0 TO N DO
BEGIN
FOR J:=0 TOM DO BEGIN
TOTILUM:=WALLILLUM[3,RMSURFACEJ,JJ+TOTHIJM;
END (J COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
WALLAVILUM[RMSURFACE]:=TO'HLUM/((N+l)(M+l));
END (EACH WALL SURFACE)
END; (PROCEDURE AVWALLILUM)

BEGIN
AVWALLILUM;
(TO FIND THE FORM FACTOR OF THE CEWILING FROM
EACH OF THE WALLS)
CEILTOT:=0
CEILINGAREA:=LENGTHWIDTH;
FOR 11:= I TO 4 DO BEGIN (EACH WALL IN TURN)
LHSTOT:=
IF (1I" I) OR (11=3) THEN JJ:=1 ELSE JJ:=2;
V(1 ):=RMUMFFS[11,JJ,l];
V(21:=RMIIMITS[IIJJ,2];
Y(1):=RMUMITS[11,J],l];
Y[2]:'"RMUMITS(IIJJ,2];
X[iJ-HM
X(2]=0
IF (11=1) OR (11=3) THEN MM=2 ELSE MM:=1;
Z(1]:-RMUMITS[MM,MMI];
Z[2j:=RMUMITS[MM,MM,2];
XBAR:-F11
IF (11=1) THEN ZBAR:=RMLIMITS[2,2,1]
ELSE IF (11=2) THEN ZBAR:=RMLIMITS[l,l,2]
ELSE IF (11-3) THEN ZBAR:=RMIIMITS[2,2,2]
ELSE IF (11-4) THEN ZEAR:-RMLIMITS[i,i,1];
FOR 1:-i TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR J:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR K:=1 TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR M:=I TO 2D0 BEGIN
APPENAA:=Y[MI-V[I];
APPENAI3:-ZBAR-Z(J];
APPENAC:=X[K)-XBAR;
IF ((SQR(APPENAB)+SQR(APPENAC)) <0,0000001) THEN
BEGIN
LHSl
END
ELSE BEGIN
LI1S4:_APPENAA*(SQRT(SQR(APPENAB)+SQR(APPENAC)));
L11S3..ARCTAN(APPENAA/SQRT(SQR(APPENAB)+SQR(APPE
NAC)));
LHSI=LHS3*LHS4;
END;
IF ((SQR(APPENAA)+SQR(APPENAB)+SQR(APPENAC)) <
0,0000001) THEN BEGIN
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U 1S2:-O;
END
ELSE BEGIN
UIS4:-O.25*(SQR(APPENAA)-SQR(APPENAB)-
SQR(APPENAC));
LIIS3:=LN(SQR(APPENAA)+SQR(APPENAII)+SQR(APPENAC))

UIS2:-LHS3UJS4;
END;
UIS.-UISI+LHSZ
IF (((1+J^K+M)/2) - TRjJNC((1+J+K+M)/2)) THEN MULT:-I
ELSE MULT:—I;
LFIS1DT:..MULTLHS+LHSTOT;
END (MCOUNTER)
END (KCOtJNTER)
END (I COUNTER)
END; (I COIJNTER)
LEN1:-ABS(Y[2)-Y[I]);
AREA I :-LENI HM
IFORMFACTOR:-ABS((I /(2'PIAREA1))LHSTOT);
CEILTOT:_IFORMFACTOR*WALLAVILUMIIIJ+CEILTOT;
END; (II WALL COUNTER)
CEILTOT:..CEILTOT/(LENGTI-IWIDTH);
COMBCEIL;-CEILTOT+CEILAV;
WRITELN(G,THE TOTAL AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE OF THE
CEILING IS ,COMBCEIL:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
FNLCEIULUM(COMBCEIL);
END; (PROEDIJRE CEIULUMFRMWALLS

PROCEDURE FNLWALLILIJMGRID;
(USING THE AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE OF THE ELEMENTS
BEFORE AND AFDR THE
INTER-REFLECTION PROCESS THIS PROCEDURE
CALCULATES THE FINAL ILLUMINANCE
AT EACH POINT OVER EACH ELEMENT CONTAINED IN
EACH WALL IT IS SO
COMPLICATED BECAUSE OF THE SINGLE, DOUBLE AND
QUADRUPLE USE OF VARIOUS
FIGURES TO GRADUATE EMMrVrANCEs OVER THE TOTAL
ROOM VERTICAL SURFACES.)
LABEL I;
TYPE WWR-ARRAY[I..4J OF REAL; (RECIPRICALS OFTHE
WALL REFLECTION FACTORS.)
VAR
NHOWMANY.MIIOWMANY,NARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUM,
fl.JJ,IJ,RMSLJRFACE,N,M,TOTELEMENTNLJM:INTEGER;
WR.WWR;
BEGIN
TOTELEMENTNUM:-0
FOR RMSURFACE:-I TO 4 DO BEGIN
WR [RMSURFACE] -I /RW[RMSURFACEJ; (TO RETURN TO
ILLUMINANE AGAIN)
N:=XNMFflRMSURFACEI;
M=YNMVI'(RMSURFACEJ;
NIIOWMANY:-RMSPLITINFO[RMSURFACE,I);
MIIOWMANY-RMSPLfl1NFO(RMSURFACE,2);
FOR 1:-i TO NIIOWMANY DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-I TO MIIOWMANY DO BEGIN
TOTELEMENTNUM:-TOTELEMENTNUM+1;
FOR II:-O TO 3 DO BEGIN
FOR 3J:-0 TO 2 DO BEGIN
NARRAYJM:-((I3)-3)+11;
MARRAYNUM:-((32)-2)+JJ;
IF (Il-I) OR (11-2) THEN BEGIN
IF (JJ-O) OR (31-2) THEN BEGIN
IF (33-2) AND (J-MIIOWMANY) THEN BEGIN
WAL.LILLIJM[WRJTNUM.RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNtJM.MARRA
YNUM]-
WR[RMSURFAcE).(RW[RMSURFACEIWALUILUMIWRnNU
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUMMARRAYNUMJ
+COEF(TOTELEMENTNUMJ-
(ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUM]));
GOTO 1;
END; (31-2&J=HOWMANY)
IF (11-0) AND (J-I) THEN BEGIN
WALLILLUM[WRITNUM,RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM,MARRA
YNUM]:-
WR[RMSURFACEJ*(RW[RMSURFACE]*WALULLUMIWRITNU
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNIJM.MARRAYNUMJ
+COEF[TOTELEMENTNIJMJ.
(ELEMFFAV(T0TELEMENTNUMJ));
0010 1;
END; (JJ-0&J=1
WALLILLUM[WRITNUM,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRA
YNUMJ:-
WR[RMSURFACE]*(RW[RMSURFACEIWALULLUM[WRITNU
MRMSURFACE,NARRAYN11MMARRAYNUM1
+05(COE19TOTELEMENrNUMJ)-
O.5((ELEMITAV(TOTELEMENTNUMI)));
GOTO 1;

END; (33=2 & 11=0
WALLIWJM[WRJTNUMRMSURFACE,NAItRAYNUM,MARRA
YNUMI:=
WR[RMSURFAcE]*(RW[RMSURFACE]*WALLILLUMIWRITNIJ
M.RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUM)
+COEFrroTELEMENTNUMI
(ELEMITAV[FOTELEMENTNUMJ));
0010 1;
END; (II-2&II=1

IF (11-0) THEN BEGIN
IF (1J0) OR (J1-2) THEN BEGIN
IF (11-2) AND (J-MHOWMANY) THEN BEGIN
IF (1-1) ThEN BEGIN
WALLLUJM[WRITNUM,RMSURFACE,NARRAyNUMMARRA
YNUM]:-
WR[RMSURFACEJ*(RWIRMSURFACEI*WALLIILUMEWRITNU
MMSURFACE,NARRAYNUMMARRAYNUM]
+COEF[TOTELEMENTNUMJ-
(ELEMITAVITOTELEMENTNUMJ));
0010 1;
END; (1=1
WALLILUJMEWRITNUM.RMSURFACE.NARRAYNUMMARRA
YNUM]:-
WR[RMSURFACE]*(RWERMSURFAcEI*WALLIILUMIWRITNU
M,RMSURFACE$ARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUMI
+0,5*(COEF1r0TELEMENTNtJM])
0.5*((ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUM])));
0010 1;
END; (13-2 & J=M}IOWMANY)
IF (I-I) THEN BEGIN
IF (11=0) AND (1=1) THEN BEGIN
WALLIILUM[WRITNUM.RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM,MARRA
YNUMJ:=
WRERMSURFAcE]*(RW(RMSURFACE]*WALLILLUM[WR1TNU
M,RMSLJRFACE,NARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUMJ
+COEF[TOTELEMENTNUM]-
(ELEMfl'AV[FOTELEMEWFNUM]));
0010 1;
END; (11=0 AND 1=11
WALLILLUM[WR1TNUM,RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNU1Y1MARRA
YNUM]:.
WR[RMSURFACE]*(RW[RMSURFAcEI*WALLIILUM(WRITNU
M,RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUM]
+0.5'(COEF[TOTELEMENTNUMI)-
0.5*((ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUM))));
00101;
END; (1=1)
IF (13-0) AND(J=I) THEN BEGIN

YNUM]=
WR[RMSURFAcEJ*(RW[RMSURFACE]*WALUILUM[WR1TNU
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUIMARRAYNUM]
+O.5*(COEF[TOTELEMENTNUM])
05((ELEMJTAV(TOTELEMENTNUM])));
GOTO I;
END()
WALLILLUM(WRrrNUM,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUM,MARRA
YNUM]:.
WR[RMSURFACE]*(RW[RMSURFACE)*WALUILUM[WR1TNU
M.RMSURFACENARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUM]
+0.25 (COEFITOTELEMENTNUMI)-
0.25(ELEMITAV[FOTELEMENTNIJM])));
GOTO 1;
END(
IF (I-I) AND (li-i) THEN BEGIN
WA1LILLUM[WR1TNUM,RMSURFAE,NARBAYNUMMARRA
YNUMI.
WR[RMSURFAcE]*(RW[RMStJRFACE]*WALLILLUMIWRITNU
M,RMSURFACENARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUM]
^COEF(TOTELEMENTNUM]-
(ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUMI));
GOTO I;
END; (1=1 & 11=1)

WALLILLUM[WRITNIJMRMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM,MARRA

WR[RMSURFACE)*(RW[RMSURFACE]*WALLIILUMIWRITNIJ
MRMSLJRJAcE,NARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUM]
+0.5(COEF[FOTELEMENTNUM])-
05((ELEMITAVCrOTELEMENTHIJM])));
GOTOI;
END; (UO}

IF (11=3) THEN BEGIN
IF (1-NHOWMANY) TI-LEN BEGIN
IF (11=2) THEN BEGIN
IF (1=MHOWMANY) THEN BEGIN
WALLILLUMUMRMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM,MARRA
YNUMJ:.
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WRERMSURFACEI*(RW[RMSLJRFACE]*WALULLUM[WRITNU
M,RMSIJRFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUMI
+COEF[TcYFELEMENTNUMJ-
(ELEMITAV[rOTELEMENTNUM]));
GOTO I;
END; (J.MIIOWMANY)
WALLIILUM[WRITNUM.RMSIJRFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRA
YNUMJ:-
WRFRMSURFACEJ*(RW[RMSURFACE]SWALULLUM[WR1TNU
M.RMSURFACE.NARRAYNUM,MARRAYNUMI
+0.5(COEF[TOTELEMENTNUM J)-
0.5((ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUM])));
GOTO I;
END; (JJ-2
IF (JJ-0) THEN BEGIN
IF (i-I) THEN BEGIN
WALLILLUMLWRITNIJM.RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRA
YNUM):-
WR[RMSURFACE]*(RW[RMSURFACEJ'WALULLUM[WRITNU
M,RMSURFACE.NARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUMJ
+COEFIFOTELEMENTNUM]-
(ELEMFrAvIT0TELEMENTNUMJ));
GOTO I;
END; (1-I
WALLIILUM[WRINUMRMSLJRFACE,NARRAYNUMMARRA
YNUMJ:-
WRLRMSURFACE]*(RW(RMSLJRFACE]*WALULLUM[WRITNU
M.RMSURFACLNARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUM]
+0.5 (COEFITOTELEMENTNUM ))•
0 5((ELEMITAV(TOTELEMENTNUMI)));
GOTO I;
END; (JJ-O

WALLILLLJM[WR1TNUM,RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM.MARRA
YNUMJ:-
WR[RMSURFAcE].(RW[RMSURFAcE]WALULLUM(WRnNIJ
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUMJ
+COEF(TOTELEMENTNUM]-
(ELEMrFAV(TOTELEMENTNUMJ));
0010 1;
END; (I-NI IOWMANY)

IF (JJ-2) TI LEN BEGIN
IF (J-MHOW MANY) THEN BEGIN
WALLILLUM(WRITNUM.RMSIJRFACE,NARRAYNUM,MARRA
YNUM).-
WRERMSURFACE].(RW(RMSURFACEJWALULLUM[WRITNIJ
M.RMSLJRFACE,NARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUM]
+0 5(COEFITOTELEMENTNUMD-
0 5((ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUMI)));
GOTO I;
END (J-HOWMANY)
WALLILLUM[WRrrNUM,RMSURFACE.NARRAYNUM.MARRA
YNUM]:-
WRERMSURFAcEJ.(RW[RMSURFACE)WALUI.LUMIWRJTNU
M,RMSLJRFACE.NARRAYNUM.MARRAYNUMJ
+0 25'(COEFLTOTELEMENTNUMD-
0.25((ELEMITAV[TOTELEMENTNUMJ)));
0010 1;
END; (JJ=2
IF (JJ-0) THEN BEGIN
IF (i-I) THEN BEGIN
WALLILLUM[WRJTNUM,RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNUM.MARRA
YNUM]:.
WR[RMSLJRFACEJ.(RW[RMSURFACE]*WALUILUM(WRfl'NU
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUMMARRAYNUM1
+0.5(COEF(TOTELEMENTNUM])-
0.5((ELEMITAV(TOTELEMENTNUM])));
0010 1;
END (I-I
WAUU[WR1TNUM,RMSURFAcENARRAYNUMMARRA
YNUM]:=
WR(RMSURFAcE]S(RW(RMSURFACEJ'WALLIILUMIWRITNU
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUMMARRAThUMI
+0.25(COEF(TOTELEMENTNUMJ)-
0.25*((ELEMrrAV[TOTELEMENTNUMI)));
0010 1;
END; (JJ=O)

WALLILLIJM[WRITNIJM,RMSURFAcE,NARRAYNIJM.MARRA
YNUMI-
WR[RMSURFACEJ*(RW[RMSURFACI3]*WALULLUM[WRITNU
M,RMSURFACE,NARRAYNUMMARRAYNUMJ
+0.5(COEF(T0TELEMJINTNUMJ)-

0010 1;
END; (IJ3
I:END (IJCOUNTER)
END; (11 COUNTER)
END; (I COUNrER)
END; (I COUNTER)
END; (RMSLJRFACE COUNTER)

END; (PROCEDURE FNLWALULUMGRID)

PROCEDURE FNLOBSLJRFILUMGR1D;
(CALCULATES THE FINAL 11.LIJMINANCES OVER THE
OBSTRUCTION VERTICAL SURFACES)

VAR I,J$,M.SIDENUMBER,OBNIJMBER:INTEOER;
PARTC,PARTB.PARTA,WR,ACXDISCACYDISC:REAL;
BEGIN
FOR OBNUMBER:-I TO OBNIJM DO BEGIN
WR:-L1OBREFLECF[OBNUMBER]; (TO RETURN TO
ILLUMINANCE AGAIN)
FOR SIDENUMBER:-1 TO 4 DO BEGIN
ACXDISC:=ACOBDISCRE[OBNUMBER,SJDENUMBER,l];
ACYDISC:-ACOBDISCRE[OBNUMBER,SIDENUMBER,2];
IF (SIDENUMBER-1) OR (SIDENUMBER=3) THEN
N:ROUND((OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2]-
OBLIMITS [OBNUMBER.1 ,I])/ACXDISC);
IF (SIDENUMBER-2) OR (SIDENUMBER='4) THEN
N:-ROUND((OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2J-
OBLJMJTS[OBNUMBER,2,1J)IACXDISC);
M:-ROUND((OBLIMrFS[OBNUMBER,3,21-
WKPLNIII)/ACYDISC)
FOR I:-0 TO N DO BEGIN
FOR J:-0 TO M DO BEGIN
PARTA:=WR*(OBREFLECF[OBNUMBER]*OBILUM[OBNIJMBE
R,SIDENUMBERJ,J]);
PARTB :=WR*(COEF[((OBN1JMBER*4)
4)+SIDENUBER+STFOTELEMENTNUMJ);
PARTC:.WR(ELEMITAV[((OBNUMBER'4)-
4)+SIDENUMBER+STFOTELEMENTNUMJ);
OBILUM(OBNUMBER,SIDENUMI3ER,I,J]:PARTA+ pARTB-
PARTC;
END; (I COUNTER)
END (I COUNTER)
END; (SIDENUMBER COUNTER)
END; (OBNUMBER COUNTER)
END; (PROCEDURE FNLOBSURFILUMGRID)

PROCEDURE GAUSS;
(MATRIX SOLUI'ION BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATI0N)
(FROM P78 'PASCAL PROGS. FOR SQ. & ENGRS."*)
(THE FINAL EMMITFANCE OF EACH ELEMENT IS IN THE
COEF ARRAY)
VAR I,J,K,11,L,N:INTEGER;

HOLD,SUM,T,AB,BIG,ZJZITOP:REAL
IROW,ICOLJNFEGER;
BEGIN

FOR 1:- 110 (TOTELEMENTNUM-1) DO
BEGIN

BIG:-ABS(FIRARRAY[I,I]);
L: I;
fl:-I+ 1;
FOR 31110 TOTELEMENTNIJM DO
BEGIN (*SEARCH FOR LARGEST ELEMENT*)

AB= ABS(FIRARRAY(J,1]);
IF AB>BIG ThEN
BEGIN
BIG AB;
L:-j

END
END;
BEGIN

IF L'cI THEN
BEGIN

(*INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PLTF LARGEST ELEMENT
ON DIAGONAL*)

FOR J:- I TO TOTELEMENTNUM DO
BEGIN

IIOLD..FIRARRAY[L,J];
FIRARRAY(LM:=FIRARRAY[TM;
FIRARRAY[IJ] := HOLD;

END;
HOLD:=THIRARRAY[L);
TI1IRARRAY[L]THIRARRAY[fl;
THIRARRAY[I]: HOLD;

END; (IF L<>I*)
FOR J:- IITO TOTELEMENTNUM DO
BEGIN

T:=FIRAP.RAY[J,I]IFIRARRAY[I,j];
FOR K: II TO TOTELEMENThUM DO
FIRARRAY[J,K]:= FIRARRAY(J,K]-

(F(FIRARRAY(I,K]));
THIRARRAY[J] :THIRARBAY(JI - (T(THIRARRAY[IJ));

END (*JLOOP*)
END (IF BIG*)

END; (*1 LOOP*)
FOR I:- (TOTELEMENTNUM - 1) DOWNTO 1 DO
(*BAX SUBSTITUTION*)
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BEGIN
SUM:- 0.0;
FOR 3:- I + 1 TO TOTELEMENTNUM DO BEGIN

COEF[IJ:-0;
COEF(J):-TI IIRARRAY[J1/FIRARRAY(JJI;
SUM:- SUM + ((FIRARRAY[I.J])(COEF[i]));

END;(J LOOP)
COEF[II:= (TIIIRARRAY(I]-SUM)/FIRARRAY(!,IJ;
END; (1 LOOP)

END; (GAUSS)

PROCEDURE ELEMENTARRAY;
(FOR TI US PROGRAM LET IT BE NOTICED THAT WE HAVE
DISCARDED THE TOP)
(LE THE HORIZONTAL SURFACE NUMBER S OF ANY
OBSTRUCTION FROM THE INTER-REFLCTION PROCESS.)
(1IIE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS FROM THE 4 WALLS MUST
ALWAYS ADD UPTO AN EVEN NUMBER)
(THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE OBSTRUC'IlON
ELEMENT UMITS TO BE
CONSIDERED IN TIlE CALCULATION. 1

VAR AFIXJ.J,K:INTEGER;
ELEBALAN,OBCOUNT:INTEGER;
BEGIN
OBCOUNT:-0;
FOR I:- (STFOTELEMENTNUM+1) TO
((4OBNUM)+SUOTELEMENTNUM) DO BEGIN
AFIX:.I MOD 4;
ELEBALAN:-STFOTELEMENTNUM MOD 4;
IF (ABS(((I-1-ELEBALAN)/4)-TRUNC((I-1-ELEBALAN)/4)) <
001) THEN OBCOUNT:-OBCOLJNT+I;
(IE NEXT OBSTRUCTION SINCE COUNTER IS UP4)
TOTELEMENTNUM:-TOTELEMENTNUM+1;
FOR 1:- 1 TO 3 DC BEGIN
FOR K- 1 102 DO BEGIN
GENNFELE(I,J,KJ-OBUMITS[OBCOUNTJ,K);
END (K COUNTER)
END (3 COUNTER)
(IF (ABS(112-TRUNC(1f2)) <0 0001) THEN
GENINTELE[I.1.I):-GENINTELE[I,1,2)
(IEIISEVEN
(ELSE GENINTELE[I.2,I]:-GENINTELE[I,2,2J;
IF AFIX-1 THEN GENINTELE[I2,1]:-GENINTELE[1.2,2);
IFAFIX2TIIEN GENINTELE(I,1,2J:.GENINTELE[I,1,1];
IF AFIX-3 THEN GENINFELE[I,2.2J:-GENINTELE(I,2,1J;
IF AFIX..0 ThEN GENINTELE[I.I .1 J:-GENINTELE[I,1,2J;
ENTh (I COUNTER)
L\D (PROCEDURE ELEMENTARRAY)

PROCEDURE ELEOBTEST(IELEOBNUMB,TESTI JNTEGER
VAR NOSEEINTEGER);
(ThUS PROCEDURE TESTS IFTHERE IS ANY EFFECT OF
ANY OBSTRUCTION SITUATED
IN THE ROOM BLOCKING THE VIEW OF TIlE TWO
ELEMENTS UNDER CONSIDERATION
IN THE FORMI-ACTOR CALCULATION PROCEDURE.)

LABEL 1,2.3;
VAR IJ!.OBNUMBER.SURFACENUM:INTEGER;
XINTERSECT,YINTERSECT,ZINTERSECF.DISTINTERSECT,
INrSECTI ,INTSECT2.INTSECT3.INTSECT4,TOPLINE.SUMJO
TSUM REAL;
BEGIN
FOR OBNUMBER:-1 TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
IF (ABS(IELEOBNUMB-OBNUMBER) < 0.01) THEN GOTO Z
FOR SURFACENIJM:-I 104 DO BEGIN
IF (ABS(FEST1-SURFACENUM) <0.01) THEN GOTO 3;
INTSECI'I :=DIRCOS(OBNUMBER,SURFACENUM6];
INFSECF2-(XMEASP0INTDIRC0S[OBNUMBER,SURFACEN
UM,31);
INFSECT3:-(YMEASPOINTDIRCOS(OBNIJMBER,SURFACEN
UM,4]);
INFSECF4:-(WKPLNETDRCOS[OBNUMBER,SURFACENUM,
5]);
TOPUNE:-INTSECTI -(INTSECT2+INTSECI'3+INTSECT4);
TOTSUM:-0;
FOR 111:-I TO 3 DO BEGIN
SUM:-LNVCTCOS[IJIJDIRC0S[OBNUMBER,SURFAENUM,1JI
+2);
TaFSUM-SUM+TOTSUM;
EN
IF TOTSUM-0 THEN GOTO 3; (LINE BETWEEN THE TWO
CONSIDERED
ELEMENTS AND THE LINE DOWN THE SURFACE OF THE
OBSTRUCTION ARE PARALLEL)
(THIS HAS BEEN FULLY CHECKED IT WORKS PERFECTLY)
DISTINTERSECT:-TOPLINEI1'OTSUM;
(NOW TO FIND COORDINATES OF THE IWIERSECI1ON
USING EQUATION 1 TREGENZA)
XINTERSECI':-XMEASPOINT+(DISllNTERSECTLNVCTCOS[

II);
YINTERSECF:_YMEASPOINT+(DISTIWIERSECT*LNVCFCOS[
2]);
ZINTERSECT:_WKPLNIff+(DISTINTERSECF*LNVCFCOS [3J);
IF (XINTERSECF <0) OR (YINFERSECF <0)
OR (ZINTERSECF < WKPLNHT) TI-LEN GOTO 3;
(NOW CHECK THAT X INTERSECT LIES WrI1-LIN THE X
DIRECTION)
(LIMITATIONS OF SURFACE UNDER CONSIDERATION ALSO
Y AND Z)
IF (SURFACENUM=2) OR (SURFACENUM=4) THEN BEGIN
(THE NEXT 0.15 COMPARISON IS JUST TO CHECK IT IS THIS
OB SURFACENUM)
IF (ABS(XINTERSECT-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,1)) <0.15) OR
(ABS(XINTERSECF-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2]) <0.15) THEN
IF (ABS(ZINrERSECr-OBLIMrrS[OBNUMBER,3,1]) <0.0001)
OR
(ZINTERSECT> OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,IJ) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2] > ZINTERSECI) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECr-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2]) <0.0001)
OR
(OBLIMrFS[OBNUMBER.2,21 > YINrERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECF-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,l]) <0.0001)
OR
(YINTERSECF > OBLIMITS[OBNIJMBER,2,1]) THEN BEGIN
NOSEE:1;
GOTO I;
END (IF THIS SURFACE IS CLOSER THAN ANY OTHER)
END
END
END
ENI
IF (SURFACENUM=1) OR (SURFACENUM=3) THEN BEGIN
(THE NEXT 0.15 COMPARISON IS JUST TO CHECK IT IS THIS
OB SURFACENUM)
IF (ABS(YINTERSECT-OBLThIITS[OBNUMBER,2,1]) <0.15) OR
(ABS(YINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2]) <0.15) THEN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECF-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,3,1]) <0.0001)
OR
(ZINTERSECT> OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,1)) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECF-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2)) <0.0001)
OR
(OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER,3,2] > ZINTERSECT>THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECF-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2]) <0.0001)
OR
(OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER.1.21 > XINTERSECF) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECF-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,1]) <0.0001)
OR
(XINTERSECF > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,1]) THEN BEGIN
NOSEE:-1;
GOTO 1;
END (IF THIS SURFACE IS CLOSER THAN ANY OTHER)
END
END
END
ENI
3END (NIJMSURFACE)
2END; (OBNIJMBER)
1 END (PROCEDURE) (PROCEDURE ELEOBTEST)

PROCEDURE II'ffREFLl;
(THE MASTER PROCEDURE FOR THE CALCUlATION OF
R)RMFACTORS FOR EITHER
PARALLEL OR PERPENDICULAR ELEMENTS. 1

LABEL 1;
VAR HS34,B,C,UIS1,LIIS2,LIIS,F12,AREA1,XBAR,
IFORMFACFOR,JFORMFACFOR,LEN3,LEN4,AREAZ
BDDELE,ADDELE,STHEIGHT,STWKPLNIIT,
DISTBTSURF,LEN1,LEN2,YBAR.ZBAR.F1ZIOT,LHSTOT:REA

IRMSURFACE,JRMSURFAcE,DIFMOD,ACOMPARE,TESTI ,TES
T2,II,JJ,MULT,
IELEOBNUM,STA,STB,STC:INIEGER;
YAA;

PROCEDURE PARFORMF(I1,IIIJNrEGER);
(THE SURFACE IN TERMS OF 1..4 IN DIRECI1ON OF
FACING,
THE ELELENT NUMBER)
LABEL 1;
TYPE STr-ARRAY[1..2,1..3,1..2] OF REAL;
VAR MULT,LLJJ,K,M:INTEGER
ST:STF;
A,B:REAL
BEGIN
(THE NEXT IS A TEST TO DETERMINE IF THE TWO SIDES
ARE FACING PARALLEL)
(TO THE LENGFH OR PERPENDICULAR TO IT)
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(CALCULATES FRACTION OF FLUX LEAVING SURF I
WHICH IS INCIDENT ON SURF 2)
FOR 1:-i TO 3 DO BEGIN
FOR 3:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
ST[I ,I,J):-QENINTELE[III,I,J];
END; (J COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
FOR 1:-I TO 3 DO BEGIN
FOR 3:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
ST[2,LJJ :-GENINTELE[JJ.I,J];
END; (I COUNTER)
END; (I COUNIER
(TillS READING THE ARRAYS INTO A STORAGE ARRAY
SAVES CONVERTING BACK TO
TILE SMALLER ORIGINAL ELEMENTS IF THERE HAS BEEN
A CHANGE. )
IF (FRUNC(II/2)-ll/2) ThEN BEGIN
(IE TILE SIDES ARE EVEN NUMBERED)
STA:-I; (STA IS TILE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE SURFACES

TB:-3; (STB & STC ARE TILE DIRECTIONS OF
MOVEMENT)
STC:-Z (OVER EACH OF THE SURFACES
END
ELSE BEGIN
STA:-2 (STA IS TILE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE SURFACES

(STB & STC ARE THE DIRECTIONS OF
MOVEMENT)
STC:-3; (OVER EACH OF TILE SURFACES
END;
D1S FBTSURF:-ABS(ST[i,STA,1J-ST[2,STA,21);

IF (DISTBTSURF<O.I) THEN BEGIN
(IF TILE TWO SIDES ARE CLOSER TOGETHER THAN 0.1
THEN NO FORMFACOR IS
CALCULATED SINCE JUST TOO INACCURATE AND
THEREFORE POINTLESS)
(WRITELN(DISTBTSURF < 0.1');)
IFORMFACFOR-0
JFORMFACTOR.-O;
GOTO I,
END,
IF DISTBTSURF<I.0) TILEN BEGIN
MULT:-TRUNC(I/DISTBTSURF)+ I;
IF (TRUNC(1h/2)-11f2) ThEN BEGIN (EVEN NUMBERED
SURFACES)
FOR LL-2 TO 3 DO BEGIN (MAKE THE SURFACES AND
TILE DISTANCES BETWEEN
THEM CORRESPONDINGLY BIGGER TO ALLOW THE FORM
FACTOR EQUATION TO BE
CARRIED our ACCURATELY)
ST(I,LL,2J.-STf I ,LL,2)MULT;
ST(2,LL,2]-ST(2,LL,2JMULT;
END; (LLCOUNTER)
ST[2,I,2].-ST[2,1,2JMULT;
END
ELSE BEGIN (ODD NUMBERED SURFACES
(MAKE THE SURFACES AND THE DISTANCES BETWEEN
TI [EM CORRESPONDINGLY
BIGGER TO ALLOW TILE FORMFACTOR EQUATION TO BE
CARRIED OUT ACCURATELY)
ST( I ,I,2] .-ST[l, I .2]MULT;
ST(I,3,21 :-ST( I ,3,2]MULT;
ST(2,I ,21:=ST(2,I,2JMULT;
ST[2,2,2J:-ST(2,2,2JMULT;
ST(2,3,2J:-ST[2,3,2jMULT;
END
END; (IF DISTBTSURF < 1.0
FOR 1:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR K:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR M:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
B:.(I/DISTBTSURF)(ST[2,STB,M)-ST[1 ,STBjJ);
A:-(1/DISTBTSURF)(ST(2,STC,K]-ST[I ,STC,I]);
LHS1 :-B(SQRT(SQR(A)+I))ARCFAN(B/SQRT(SQR(A)^1));
LHS2-A(SQRT(SQR(B)+1))ARCTAN(AISQRT(SQR(B)+1));
LHS3:-0.5LN(SQR(A)+SQR(B)+l);
U4S:-LHS 1+LHS2-LHS3;
IF (((1+J+K+M)/2) - TRUNC((I+J+K+M)12)) THEN MULT:-1
ELSE MULT:-1;
UISTOT:-MULTLHS+LHS'IDT;
END (MCOUNTER)
END (K COUNTER)
END (3 COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
LENI :-ST[I,STB ,2)-ST[1 ,STB,1);
LEN2:-ST(1,STC,21 .ST[1 ,STC,1J;
AREA I :-LENI LEN2;
1FORMFACTOR:_ABS((DISTBTSURF/(2*P1*AREA1))*LIISTOT)

LEN3:-ST(2,STB,2] .ST[2,STB,I 1;

LEN4:-ST(2,STC,2]-ST[2,STC,I];
AREA2:_LEN3*LEN4;
WORMFACFOR:_ABS((DISTBTSURP/(2*PI*AREA2))*LI1STCI')

i:STFORMFACF[Ill,JiJ:=LFORMFACFOR
STFORMFACF[JJ,IllIFORMFACFOR
END; (PROCEDURE PARFORMF)

PROCEDURE PERPFMFA(ll,ffl:INTEGER);
(THE SURFACE IN TERMS OF 1..4 IN DIRECTION OF
FACING,
THE ELELENT NUMBER)
VAR A,B,C:REAL
I,J,K,M:INTEGER;
BEGIN
(THE NEXT IS A TEST TO DETERMINE IF THE TWO SIDES
ARE FACING PARALLEL)
(TO THE LENCifH OR PERPENDICULAR TO IT)
IF (I'RUNC(ll/2)=II[2) TI-LEN BEGIN (SIDE IS EVEN)
STA:=2 (STA IS THE DIRECTION WHICH IS CONSTANT
STB:-3; (STB & STC ARE THE DIRECTIONS OF
MOVEMENT)
STC:.-l; (OVER EACH OF THE SURFACES
END
ELSE BEGIN
STA:-1; (STA IS THE DIRECTION WHICH IS CONSTANT
STB-3; (STh & STC ARE-THE DIRECTIONS OF
MOVEMENT)
STC:=Z (OVER EACH OF THE SURFACES
END;
ZBAR:=GENINTELE[III,STC,1];
XBAR:-GENNFELE[JJ,STA,21;
FOR 1:-i TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR J:=1 TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR K:-1 TO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR M:=l TO 2 DO BEGIN
C:=(GENINTELE[I11,STA,KJ-XBAR);
B:=(ZBAR-GENINTELE(JJ,STCM);
A:-(GENINTELE[Ill,STB,MI.GENINFELE[JJ,STBJJ);
IF ((SQR(B)+SQR(C)) <0.0000001) THEN BEGIN
LJJS1
END
ELSE
LHS1:=A*(SQRT(SQR(B)+SQR(C)))*ARCTAN(AISQRT(SQR(B)+
SQR(C)));
IF ((SQR(A)+SQR(B)+SQR(C)) <0.0000001) THEN BEGIN
LHS2-0,
END
ELSE LHS20.25(SQR(A)-SQR(B)-
SQR(C))LN(SQR(A)+SQR(B)+SQR(C))
LILS:=LHS1+LHSZ
IF (((I+i+K+M)/2) TRUNC((I+J+K+M)f2)) THEN MULT:=1
ELSE MULT:=-1;
LHSTOT:=MULT*LHS+LHSTOT;
END {MCOUNTER)
END (K COUNTER)
END (3 COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
LEN! :-GENINTELE[llI,STA,2J-GENINTELE[III5FA,1];
LEN2:GENINTELE[III,STB,21GEN1NTELE[ll1.STB,lJ;
AREA! -LEN1 *I
IFORMFACTOR:=ABS((1/(2*PI*AREA1))*LIISTOI');
LEN3=GENINTEI,E[JJ,STC,2]-GENINTELE[JJ.STC,1J;
LEN4:=GENIN'FELE(JJ,STB,2]-GENINTELE(JJ,STB,IJ;
AREA2=LEN3LEN4;
JFORFACTOR=ABS((1/(2PIAREA2))UISTOT);
STFORMFACF[fflJJ]:=IFORMFACTOR
STFORMFACF(JJ,III] :$FORMFACrOR;
END; (PROCEDURE PERPFMFA}

BEGIN
STHEIGI-IT:=HEIGHT;

=WKP;
FOR H:=TOTELEMEN'flUM DOWNTO 2 DO BEGIN
FOR JJ:-1 T011-i DO BEGIN
IF (33=1) AND (II> (STFOTELEMENTNUM+0i)) THEN
BEGIN
IELEOBNUM:=(rRUNC(((fl-1)-STFOTELEMENThUM)/4))+1;
(TELLS WHICH OBSTRUCTION THE ELEMENT IS ON)
REFLECT[U]:-OBREFLECF[IELEOBNUMI;
END;
LHST(YF:=
IF (ll>(S1TOTELEMENTNUM+0.5)) AND
(JJ>(STFOTELEMENTNUM+0.5)) THEN BEGIN
(BOTH ELEMENTS ARE ON OBSTRUCTION SURFACES)
TESTI:=LI MOD 4;
TEST24J MOD 4;
D[FMOD:=TESTI-TEST2
IF ABS (DIFMOD) <0.001 THEN BEGIN (SURFACES FACE
THE SAME DIRECTION)
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STFORMFACTUI,JJ]:-0
STFORMFACI(JJ ,HJ:.0
GOTOI;
EN!);
IF (I'ESTI-O) I1IEN ACOMPARE:-4
ELSE ACOMPARE:=TESTI;
IF ((fl-il) <ACOMPARE) THEN BEGIN (SURFACES ARE ON
TILE SAME OBSTRUC)
STFORMFACF[lI.JiI:-0
STFORMFACTjJJ ,11):-&,
GOTO 1;
END;
IF ACOMPARE-! 11IEN
IF (GENINTELE[II,2,1J>
((GENINTELE[iJ,2, 1 J^GENINTELE(IJ,2,2])12)) THEN
BEGIN
SThORMFACF)II,JJ]:O
STFORMFACF[JJ,flJ:=0
GOTO 1;
END;

IF ACOMPARE-2 TI LEN
IF (GENINTELE(1I,I,IJ
((GENINTELE(JJ,1,l]+GENINTELE[JJ,l.2])12)) THEN
BEG IN
STFORMFACT[H,JJ1:0
STFORMFACF[JJ J1]:-0
GOTO I;
END;
IF ACOMPARE=3 THEN
IF (GENINTELE(Il,2,I] <
((GENINTELELJJ.2,I j+GENINTELE(JJ.2.2J)/2)) THEN
BEGIN

FORMFACF[II,JJ]:=0
STFORMFACf[ii.11J..0
ooro I;
END;
IF ACOMPARE-4 THEN
IF (GEMNTELE[II,I.I]>
((GENINTELE(JJ,1 ,I )^GENINTELE(ii,I ,2J)u2)) THEN
BEGIN
STFORMFAcrEH.n1.0
STFORMFACF[JJ.II].-0
GOTO 1;
EN

VECTOFELETOELEUNE(IIJi); (THE TEST FOR SIGHT
BETWEEN CENTRES OF ELEMENTS)
VECTCOSUNE;
IELEOBNLJM-(TRJNC(((11- I )-STFOTELEMENTNUM)/4))+ 1;
(TELLS WHICH OBSTRUCTION TILE ELEMENT IS ON)
(GIVES TILE REFLECTION FACTOR OF TILE OBSTRUCTION
WHICH IS READ IN IN
PROCEDURE OBDIRCOSIN TO THE ELEMENT REFLEC11ON
HOLDER PROCEDURE)
NOSEE -0
ELEOBTEST(IELEOBNUM.TESTI ,NOSEE); (OBSTRUCTION
NUMBER, SURFACENUMBER)
IF (ABS(I-NOSEE) 0.001) ThEN BEGIN
STFORMFACFUI,JJI:-.0
STFORMFACr(JJ.UJ:=0
GOTO I;
END;

TEST1:=11 MOD 2
TEST2-JJ MOD 2
IF (ABS(TESTI-TEST2) <0.0001) THEN BEGIN
(TEST I AND TEST2 CAN ONLY BE 1 OR 0 AND IF THEY
ARE THE SAME THEN TIlE
SIDES ARE PARALLEL)
(THE ELEMENTS ARE PARALLEL)
PARFORMF(II,II);
END
ELSE BEGIN
(THE ELEMENTS ARE PERPENDICULAR)
PERPFMFA(II,II);
END;
GOTO 1;
END; (BOTH ELEMENTS ARE ON OBSTRUCTION
SURFACES)

IF li-I THEN BEGIN (NEW II HAS BEEN CLOCKED)
ADDELE:..(RMSPLITINFO[I ,I)RMSPLfl1NFO(1,21)+0.5;
IF (11 < (STFOTELEMENTNUM+0.5)) THEN BEGIN (IS A
ROOM SURFACE)
(NOW TO FIND OUr WInCE! ROOMSURFACE THE ELEMENT
MIGHT BE ON)
IF (11>0) AND (II <ADDELE) THEN IRMSURFACE:=I;
BDDELE:-ADDELE;
ADDELE:-(RMSPLrflNFO[2,I I'RMSPLITINFO[2.2])^ADDELE;
IF (II> BDDELE) AND (II <ADDELE) THEN
IRMSURFACE:-Z

BDDELE:..ADDELE;
ADDELE:(RMSPLrrINFO[3, 1 ]*RMSPLITINFO[3,2])+ADDELE;
IF (H> BDDELE) AND (II < ADDELE) THEN
IRMSURFACE:=3;
BDDELE:-ADDELE;
ADDELE:_(RMSPLfl1NFO[4,1)*RMSPLfl1NFO[4,2J)+ADDELE;
IF (II > BDDELE) AND (11 <ADDELE) THEN
IRMSURFACE:4;
BDDELE:ADDELE;
REFLECT[1I]:'-RW[IRMSURFACE];
(GIVES THE REFLECI1ON FACTOR OF THE ROOM SURFACE
TO THE ELEMENT II)
END; (ROOM SURFACENUMBER DELEGATION FORE)
END; (NEW II HAS BEEN CLOCKED)

IF (JJ < (STTOTELEMENTNUM+0.5)) THEN BEGIN (IS A
ROOM SURFACE)
(NOW TO FIND OUF WHICH ROOMSURFACE THE ELEMENT
MIGHTBEON)
ADDELE:=(RMSPIJTINFO[1,1J*RMSPLITINFO[1,2fl+0.5;
IF (Ji >0) AND (JJ < ADDELE) THEN JRMSURFACE:=l;
BDDELE:-ADDELE;
ADDELE:(RMSPLrFINFO[2,h1*RMSPLfl1NFO[2,2D+ADDELE;
IF (ii , BDDELE) AND (ii < ADDELE) THEN
JRMS!JRFACE:-2
BDDELE:-ADDELE;
ADDELE:(RMSPLffINFO[3,1]*RMSPLFFINFO[3,2J)+ADDELE
IF (ii > BDDELE) AND (ii < ADDELE) THEN
JRMSURFACE:-3;
BDDELE:.ADDELE;
ADDELE:_(RMSPLflINFO[4,l)*RMSPLFFINFO[4,2])+ADDELE
IF (JJ > BDDELE) AND (II < ADDELE) THEN
JRMSURFACE:-4;
BDDELE:ADDELE;
END; (ROOM SURFACENUMBER DELEGATION FOR II)

IF (hI>(STFOTELEMEN1'NIJM+O.5)) AND
(JJ<(STFOTELEMENTNUM+Oi)) THEN BEGIN
(II ELEMENT IS ON AN OBSTRUCTION SURFACE AND JJ IS
ON A ROOM SURFACE)
TESTI :.(ll-STFOTELEMENTNUM) MOD 4;
IF TESTL=0 THEN TESTL:=4;
DIFMOD:=TESTI-JRMSURFACE;
IF ABS(DIFMOD) <0.001 THEN BEGIN (SURFACES FACE
THE SAME DIRECFIONJ
STFORMFACT[ll,JiI:=0
STFORMFACF[JJ.IJI
GOTO I;
END
IFTESTI=l THEN
IF (GENINTELE[ll,2,Ij>
((GENINTELE(JJ,2,lJ+GENINTELE[JJ,2,21)12)) THEN

BEGIN
STFORMFACF[IIJJJ>0-,
STFORMFACFEJJ,11] .-=0,
GOTO 1;
EN
IF TESTI=2 THEN
IF (GENINTELE[u,I,I]
((GENINFELE[JJ,l,l]+GENINTELE[JJ,l,2])12)) THEN
BEGIN
STFORA,JJJ=0

FORMBACF(JJJ1]
GOTO 1;
ENTh
IF TEST1=3 THEN
IF (GENINTELE[H,2.1)
((GENINrELE[JJ.2,1]+GENINTELELJJ.2.21)!2)) THEN
BEGIN
S1TORMFACT[U,JJ]
STFORMEACT[JJ,11]=0;
GOTO 1;
END;
IF TESTI=4 THEN
IF (GENINTELE[ll,1,IJ>
((GENINFELE(JJ,1 ,1]+GENINTELE[JJ,1 2])/2)) THEN
BEGIN
STFORMFACTJJI=0
STEORMFACT(JJ.I1]
GOTO 1;
END;
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VECTOFELETOELIILINE(II.JJ);
VECTCOSLINE;
IELEOBNUM:-(IRUNC(((1I-1 )-S'ITOTELEMENTNUM)/4))^1;
(TELLS WHICH OBSTRUCTION THE ELEMENT IS ON)
NOSEE:-0
ELEOBTEST(IELEOBMJM.TESTI ,NOSEE); (OBSTRUCTIONs
NUMBER. SURFACE MUM)
IF (ABS(1-NOSEE) <0.001) THEN BEGIN
STFORMFACTflI,JJJ:-0
STFORMFACT(JJ .11J:0
GOTO 1;
END;

TESTI:-H MOD 2;
TEST2:-JRMStJRFACE MOD 2;
IF (ABS(TESTI-TEST2) <0.0001) ThEN BEGIN
(TESTI AND TEST2 CAN ONLY BE I OR 0 AND IF THEY
ARE THE SAME THEN TIlE
SIDES ARE PARALLEL)
(THE ELEMENTS ARE PARALLEL)
PARFORMF(II.II);
END
ELSE BEGIN
(TILE ELEMENTS ARE PERPENDICULAR)
PERPFMFA(1111);
END;
END;(II ELEMENT IS ON AN OBSTRUCTION SURFACE AND
ii IS ON A ROOM SURFACE)

IF (II<(S1FOTELEMENTNTJM+O.5)) AND
(JJ<(STrOTELIiMENTNUM+0.5)) THEN BEGIN
(ELEMENT U AND U ARE ON A ROOM SURFACE)
IF (ABS(IRMSURFACE-JRMSURFACE) <0.001) THEN BEGIN
(CANTSEE EACH OTHER AS ARE ON SAME SURFACE)
STFORMFACT(1JJJj:=0
STFORMFACTLJJ.U]:=0
GOTO 1;
END;
VECT0FELETOELEUNE(II.JJ);
VECTCOSLINE;
(IN HERE GOES THE TEST FOR SIGHT BETWEEN CENTRES

OF ELEMENTS)
(TELLS WHICH OBSTRUCTION THE ELEMENT IS ON)
NOSEE-0
ELEOBTEST(0,IRMSURFACE.NOSEE); (OBSTRUCTIONS
WHICH DONT COUNT ARE

SET TO ZERO .11W DIRECTION OF THE EMMI1TI1NG
ELEMENT)
IF (ABS(I-NOSEE) <0.001) ThEN BEGIN
STFORMFACr(II,JJ]:-0
STFORMFACT(JJ.UJ-0
GOTO I;
END;
TEST1:.IRMSURFACE MOD 2;
TESTh=JRMStJRFACE MOD 2;
IF (ABSçrESTI-TEST2) <0.0001) THEN BEGIN
(TESTI AND TEST2 CAN ONLY BE I OR 0 AND IF THEY
ARE TIlE SAME THEN THE
SIDES ARE PARALLEL)
(THE ELEMENTS ARE PARALLEL)
PARFORMF(IRMSURFACE,U);
END
ELSE BEGIN
(TILE ELEMENTS ARE PERPENDICULAR)
PERPFMFA(ERMSLJRFACE,II);
END.
END, ( ELEMENT II AND JJ ARE ON A ROOM SURFACE)
lEND (ii COUNTER)
END; (II COUNTER)
HEIGI-if:-STHEIGIIT;

(N2}if:-STh'KPLN}rF;
END; (PROCEDURE INTREFLI)

PROCEDURE INREFSETUPARRAY;
(THIS PROCEDURE SETS UP THE TWO ARRAYS AS IN THE
BRACKETFS PAPER PAGE 4)
(FIRARRAY IS THE FORMFACTOR * REFLECI1ON FACTOR
FOR EACH ELEMENT)
(THIRARRAY IS TIlE INFI1AL AVERAGE ILLUMINANCE OF
TIlE ELEMEN1' a fl S)
(REFLECTION FACTOR)
VAR IJ:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:- I TO TOTELEMENTNUM DO BEGIN
FOR I:- I TO TOTELEMENFNUM DO BEGIN
IF(I -I) THEN FIRARRAY[I,fl:-.1
ELSE FIRARRAY[1,JJ:_REFLECT[I1*STFORMFACT[IJ);
END; (I COUNTER)
THIRARRAY(I]:.1ELEMITAV[IJ;
(NOTE NO NEED TO MULTIPLY 13? THE ELEMENT
REFLECTION FACTOR SINCE ELEMITAV

IS ALREADY THE ILLUMINANCE*REFLECTION FACTOR)
END; (I COUNTER)
(IF (FIMETHRU.I) AND (WRITNUM=4) THEN BEGIN

WRITELN(S.STAGE 1 CHECKING IN INREFSETUPARRAY;
WRITELN(S.
WRrFELN(S);
WRITELN(S,TABLE OF REFLECTION FACTORS OF

ELEMENTS);
FOR I:.. I TO TOTELEM€NTNUM DO BEGIN

WRrI'ELN(S,REFLEC'I'[,I:l,] ',REFLECT[I]:3:1);
END;
wRrrELN(S,
WRITELN(S);
WRITELN(S.TABLE OF FORM FACTOR OF ELEMENTS);
FOR 1:- 110 TOTELEMENTNUM DO BEGIN

FOR J:. 1 TO TOTELEMENTNUM DO BEGIN
WRITE(S,STFORMFACT[IJ]:3:I,');
IF (J.TOTELEMENTNUM) THEN BEGIN

WRITELN(S);
WRITELN(S);
WRITELN(S);

END;
END

END;
WRI'FELN(S,'
WRITELN(S);
WRJTELN(S,TABLE OF FORM FACT. * REFL. FACT. OF

ELEMENTS;
FOR I:. I TO TOTEIEMENTNUM DO BEGIN

FOR J:- 1 TO TOTELEMENTNUM DO BEGIN
WRITE(S .FIRARRAY[I J]:3 : 1, ;
IF (J..TOTELEMENTNUM) THEN BEGIN

WRrFELN(S);
WRITELN(5);
WRrrELN(5);

END;
END

END;
WRITELN(S,
WRITELN(S);
WRITELN(S,TABLE OF INITIAL AVEG. EMITFANCE');
FOR I:= 1 TO TOTELEMENTNUM DO BEGIN

WRITELN(S,TIIIRARRAYC.I:1.] = '.THIRARRAY[1I:5:1);
END;
WRITELN(S.	 .
WRITELN(S);

END;)
END; (PROCEDURE INREFSETUPARRAY)

BEGIN
ELEMENTARRAY;(READS ALL OBSTRUCTION LIMifS INTO
THE ONE ARRAY FOR INREFL1)
STOBNUM=OBNUM
FOR NUMWRJT:=3 104 DO BEGIN
WRflMJMTh4WRIT;
IF WRITNUM=3 THEN BEGIN
TOTELEMENrNUM:=TOTELEMEWFNUM-(OBNLJM4);
OBNUM:=0
END; (WRITNUM=3 CASE)
IF WRrI'NUM=4 THEN BEGIN
OBNUM=STOBNUM
TOTELEMENTNUM:=TOTELEMENTNUM+(OBNUM*4);
END; (WRITNIJM=4 CASE)
INTREFLI; (CALCULATES THE FORM FACTORS FOR PAR
& PERP SURFACES)
INREFSETIJPARRAY; (SETS UP THE INITIAL EM1TANCE &
FORMFACF ARRAYS

FOR THE INrER- REFLECI1ON CALCUlATIONS)
GAUSS; (CALCULATES THE FINAL EMMITANCES OF THE
ELEMENTS

USING GAUSS MATRIX INVERSION TECHNIQUES)
IF WRITNUM=4 THEN
FNLOBSURFILUMGRID; (THESE TWO CALCUlATE THE
FINAL ILLUMINANCES
FNLWALLILUMGRID; (OVER THE ROOM AND
OBSTRUCI1ON VERTICAL SURFACES
(WALLQRIDWRIT;)

END; (NUMWRIT COUNTER)
CEILIUJMFRMWALS;
END; (PROCEDURE TIIEINTERREFLECI1ON)

PROCEDURE SEILEMITCAL(STSURFACENUMINFEGER;
XINTERSECT,YNFERSECT:REAL
VAR EMITANCE:REAL);

(CALCULATES THE EMMITANCE FROM THE SECTION OF
CEILING
WHICH THE SECTION OF THE HEMISPHERE CAN "SEE)
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VAR N,M:INTEGER;
ILLUMIN.DELTAX,DELTAY,IIORIDIST,VERTDIST.ACHORDIS
CREACVERTDISCRE:REAL;
BEGIN
IIORIDIST:-AIIS(RMUMITS[STSLJRFACENUM,l,I 1-

XINTERSECT);
VERTDIST:ABS(RMLIMITS(STSURFACENUM,2,1 J-

YINTERSECT);
ACHORDISCRE:=ACRNtSURFDISCRE(6,1 I;
ACVERTDISCRE:-ACRMSURFDISCRE(6.2J;
N:-TRUNC(1 IORIDIST/ACI IORDISCRE);
M:-TRUNC(VERTDIST/ACVERTDISCRE);
DELTAX:-IIORIDIST-(NACHORDISCRE);
DELTAY:-VERTDIST-(MACVERTDISCRE);
ILLUMIN:=BIGCEILGRID[N+l,M+I ]*(DELTAXDELTAY)
+B IGCEILGRJI)IN,M+11((ACIIORDIS CRE

-DELTAX)(DELTAY))
+BIGCEILGRID[N,M]((ACHORDISCRE-
DELTAX)(ACVERTDISCRE-DELTAY))
+BIGCEILGRID(N+1 ,MJ'(DELTAX(ACVERTDISCRE-
DELTAY));
EMITANCE:-RCILLUMIN;
IF EMITANCE> 100 THEN BEGIN
(10* AVERAGE CEIUNG EMMITANCE)

(TILE SECTION OF ILEMISPILERE CAN SEE EITHER THE
LUMINAIRE OR THE PATCH
OF HIGH ILLUMINANCE WHICH SURROUNDS IT.
THEREFORE WE MUST USE WHAT WE
LEARNT IN TILE ThREE CEIUNG PROGRAMS AND WROTE
ABOUT IN TILE PAPER.
ALSO MUST INTRODUCE A TEST WHICH STOPS TillS
LUMINAIRE BEING COUNTED
TWICE AS AN AREA OF hUGh LUMINANCE IE STOP THE N
OR M BEING ROUNDED
TILE NEXT TIME TO SEE THE SAME PATCH OF HIGH
ILLUMINANCE AGAIN WIIICII
WOULD CAUSE ONE LUMINAIRES hIGH LUMINANCE TO
BE COUNTED TWICE.)
END,
END, (PROCEDURE SIELEMITCALC)

PROCEDURE
RMEMITCAL(STSURFACENUM,LIMITKIND.INTEGER;

STXYINTERS ECT,STLINTERSECF:REAL
VAR EMITANCE.REAL);

(CALCULATES TILE EMMITANCE FROM THE SECTION OF
ROOM WALL SURFACE.
WIIICIl TILE SECTION OF TILE ILEMISPHERE CAN SEEJ
(THE CALCULATIONS INVOLVED IN THIS PROCEDURE ARE
OF COURSE CLOSELY
RELATED TO THE INTI1AL CALCULATION OF TILE
ILLUMINANCE OVER THE WALLS
PERFORMED BY PROCEDURE WALIPTGRID. IE THE
IIORIDIST & VERTDIST TERMS
CALCULATE FROM THE LOW LOW CORNER NOT THE HIGH
hIGH)
(BY CHANGING THE VERTDIST TO BE FROM HEIGHT NOT
WKPLNHT TILE CORRECT
VALUE OF M IS GENERATED TO READ TI-hE
WALLILLUMINANCE GRID CORRECTLY)

VAR N,MINTEGER;
HORIDIST,VERTDIST,ILLUMIN.DELTAX.DELTAY.ACHORDIS
CRE,ACVERTDISCRE:REAL
BEGIN
HORIDIST:=ABS(RMIIMITS(STSURFACENUM,LIMITKIND,I)-
STXYINTERSECT);
VERTDIST:.ABS(HEIGHT-STZINTERSECF);
ACHORDISCRE:=ACRMSURFDISCRE(STSURFACENUM.I);
ACVERTDISCRE:ACRMSLJRFDhSCRE(STSURFAOINUM,2];
N:-TRUNC(HORIDIST/ACHORDISCRE);
M:.'TRUNC(VERTDIST/ACVERTDISCRE);
DELTAX:IlORIDIST.(NACIIORDISRE);
DELTAY:_VERTDhST(M*ACVERTDISCRE);
ILLUMIN:..WALLILLUM(WRITNUM,STSURFACENUM.N+1,M
+11(DELTAXDELTAY)
+WAILILLUM[WRITNUM,STSURFACENUM,N,M+1]((AGIOR
DIScRE-DELTAX)•(DELTAY))
+WAUILLUM[WRITNUM,STSURFACENUM,N,M]'((AGIORDI
SCRE-DELTAX)(ACVERTDISCRE-DELTAY))
+WALLILLUM[WRrrNUM,STSURFACENUM,N+1,M](DELTA
X(ACVERTDISCRE-DELTAY));
EMITANCE:_RW(STSURFAQINUMI*ILLUMIN;
(ITELNCEMITANCE :=,EMITANCE:3:2,' RW(
,STSURFACENUM.RW[STSURFACENIJM]); )
END; (PROCEDURE RMEMITCAL)

PROCEDURE
SFEMITCAL(STOBNUMBER,STSURFACENUM,LIMJTKIN1J:IN
TEGER;

STXYIN'I'ERSECT,STZINTERSECr:REAL;
VAR EMITANCE:REAL);

(CALCULATES THE EMMITANCE FROM THE SECTION OF
OBSTRUCTION SURFACE, WHICH THE SECTION OF THE
HEMISPHERE CAN 'SEE)

VAR INTEREST,N,M:INTEGER;
HORIDIST,VERTDIST,ILLUMINDELTAX,DELTAY,ACI-IORDIS
CRE,ACVERTDISCRE:REAL;
BEGIN
HORIDIST:=ABS(OBUMITS[STOBNUMBER,LINITKIND.21-
STXYINTERSECF);
VERTDIST:-ABS(OBUMrFS[STOBNUMBER,321-
SrZINrERSECT);
ACHORDISCRE:=ACOBDISCRE(STO13NUMBER,STSURFACEN
UM,hj;
ACVERTDISCRE:=ACOBDIScRE[STOBNUMBER,STSURFACEN
UM,2];
N:=TRUNC(IIORIDIST/ACHORDISCRE);
M:-TRUNC(VERTDIST/ACVERTDISCRE);
DELTAX:_HORIDIST(N*ACHORDISCRE);
DELTAY:=VER1DIST-(M'ACVERThISCRE);
IILUN:=OBILUM[STOBNUMBER,STSURFACENUM,N+1 ,M+
1J(DELTAXDELTAY)
^OBILUM(STOBNUMBER,STSURFACENUM,NM+1 ]*((ACHOR
DISCREDELTAX)*(DELTAY))
40B[LUM[STOBNUMBER.STSURFAcENIJM,N.M1*((AGIORDI
SCRE-DELTAX)'(ACVERTDISCRE-DELTAY))
+OBILUM(STOBNBER,ST5URFAcINUMN+1,MI(DELTAX

(ACVERThISCRE.DELTAY));
INTEREST:=(STOBNUMBER4)+STSURFACENUM;
EMITANCE:_REFLECT[STFOTELEMENTNUM+INTERESTJ*I
LLUMIN;
END; (PROCEDURE SFEMITCALC)

PROCEDURE INDIRILUMCALC;
(CALCULATES THE INDIRECT ILLUMINANCE OVER THE
WORKING PLANE
SETS UP THE HEMISPHERE ABOVE EACH WORKING PlANE
CALCULATION POINT.
DETERMINES WHICH SURFACE, EITHER ROOM OR
OBSTRUCI1ON, WHICH THE LINE
PASSING THROUGH THE CENTRE OF THE HEMISPHERE
ACTUALLY SEES AND THEN
CALCULATES THE TOTAL ILLUM RECEIVED FROM ALL
SURFACES AT THE POINT.)

TYPE SN=ARRAY[0..2] OF INTEGER
VAR
INTSECFI ,INTSECT2,INTSECT3JNTSECF4,DISTINTERSECT:
REAU
SURNUM:SN;
STOBNUMBER,STSURFAcENUM,SURFACENUM,
UMITKND.II,OBNUMBER,NIJMSURFACE,I,JJNTEGER
ALPHA I ,ALPHA2,ACALPHA,STDISTINTERSECF,BFrA,
ADSTILLUM,ORIDISTINI'ERSECF,TOTSUM,SUM,TOPLINE,
STWKPLNIIF,EMITANCE,SIILLUM,XINTERSECF,YINTERSE
C21NTERSECFREAI
STXINTERSECr,STxYINTERSECT.STYINTERSECT,ST7JNTER
SECfREAL

PROCEDURE ALPIIASET;
(THIS PROCEDURE SETS THE ANGLE LIMITS OF ALPHA
DIRECTION OF HEMIS-PHERE)

BEGIN

LFJ=1 THEN BEGIN
ALPHA1
ALPH&2-=PIj;
END
ELSE IF 1=2 THEN BEGIN
ALPHA 1 PIJ6;
ALPHA2=Pf/4;
END
ELSE IF 1-3 THEN BEGIN
ALPHA 1 :P14;
ALPHA2:Phj3;
END
ELSE IF J4 THEN BEGIN
ALPHA I -P113;
ALPHA2-P112
END;
END (PROCEDURE ALPHASET)
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PROCEDURE SURNUMSET;
(THIS PROCEDURE SETS TIlE ARRAY VALUES IN SURNUM)

(THESE NEXT I - I TO 12 TELL Wild! SURFACE NUMBER
TIlE LINE IN TIlE
Tills DIRECTION CAN INTERSECT WITH ZE WHICH
SURFACE NUMBERS MAY
BE SEEN FROM THE POINT IN QUESTION)
BEGIN
IF (II) OR (1-2) THEN BEGIN
SURNUM[I]:=2
SURNUM[2]:-3;
END,
IF (1.3) THEN BEGIN
SUP.NUM]I]:-3;
SURNUM[2):-0
END;
IF (14) OR (1-5) ThEN BEGIN
SURNUM(11-3;
SURNIJM(21:-4;
END,
IF (I..6) THEN BEGIN
SURN1JM[IJ:-4;
SURNUM]2I.,
END;
IF (I..7) OR (1-8) ThEN BEGIN
SURNjJM(I):=l;
SURNVM[2.4;
END;
IF (1..9) THEN BEGIN
SURNIJM[I]..I;
SURNUM(2J.-0
END
IF (1.10) OR (1-11) TIEEN BEGIN
SURNUM[I ]-l;
SURNUM(2].2
END,
IF (1-12) ThEN BEGIN
SLJRNUM[1 ]-2
SURIJM(2J.-.J',
END.
END, (PROCEDURE SURNUMSET)

PROCEDURE EMITFROMOBCHECK;
(THIS PROCEDURE DETERMINES IF THE VECTOR OR LINE
PROJECTED FROM THE
CALCULATION POINT IS ABLE TO INTERSECT THE
SURFACE OF ANY OBSTRUCTION
SURFACE IF THIS IS POSSIBLE THEN IT DETERMINES HOW
MUCH 1LLUMINANCE"
IT WILL RECEIVE FROM THE SURFACE THAT IT
INrFRSECTS BY INTERPOLATING
AMONGST THE ILLUMINANCE VALUES CLOSEST TO THE
POINT OF INTERSECTION
ON TIlE SURFACE IN QUESTION)
LABEL 2,3;
VAR OBNUMBER.NUMSURFACEJI:INTEGER;
BEGIN
STDISTINTERSECT:.SQRT(SQR(LENGTH)+SQR(WIDTII)+SQR
(HEIGHT));
ORJDISTINTERSECT:-STDISTINTERSECT;
FOR OBNUMBER;=I TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
FOR NIJMSURFACE:-1 TO 2 DO BEGIN
SURFACENUM:-SURNUM(NUMSURFACE];
IF SURFACENUM-O THEN GOTO 2;
INFSECTI :-DIRCOS1OBNUMBER,SURFAdENUM6I;
INFSECT2-(XMEASPOINTDIRCOS[OBNUMBER,SURFACEN
UM,31);
INFSECF3:.(YMEASPOINTDIRCOS(OBNUMBER,SURFACEN
UM,4));
INTSECT4:.(SVNKPLNHTDIRCOS(OBNUMBER,SURFAdENU
M,5]);
TOPLINE:=INTSECTI -(INTSECT2+INTSECF3+INFSECF4);
TOTSUM:-0
FOR II:-! TO 3 DO BEGIN
SUM.-LNVCI'COS(UJDIRCOS(OBNUMBER,SURFACENUM,II+
2];
TaFSUM.SUM+TOTSUM;
END;
IF TOTS UM-0 THEN WRITELN(G, TOTSIJM;-0 ;
DISTIFITERSECT:-TOPUNEIFOTSIJM;
(TIlE COORDINATES OF THE INTERSECTION USING
EQUATION 1 TREGENZA IE THE
VECTOR COSINES METHOD.
XINTERSEC'F:-XMEASPOINT+(DISTINTERSECTLNVCTCOS[
I));
YINTERSECI':-YMEASPOINT+(DISTINTERSECTLNVCFCOS(
2]);
ZINTERSECF:_STWKPLNHT+(DISTINTERSECT*LNVCTCOS[3

IF (XINTERSECT <0) OR (YINTERSECT <0)
OR (ZINI'ERSECT < STWKPLNHT) THEN GOTO 3; (POINT
IN QUESTION
IS OUT OF ORDER BEING LESS THAN THE X OR Y
INTERSECT OR BELOW
WORKING PLANE HEIGHT)

(NOW CHECK THAT X INTERSECT LIES WH1IN THE X
DIRECTION
LIMiTATIONS OF SURFACE UNDER CONSIDERATION AND
SAME FOR Y AND Z}
IF (SURFACENUM=2) OR (SURFACENUM=4) THEN BEGIN
(THE NEXT 0.15 COMPARISON IS JUST TO CHECK IT IS THIS
OB SURFACENUM)
IF (ABS(XINTERSECF-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,I,I)) < 0.15) OR
(ABSQUNIERSECT-OBIJMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2J) <0.15) THEN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMrFS[OBNUMBER.3.1]) <0.0001)
OR
(ZINTERSECT> OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,3,1]) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2]) <0.0001)
OR
(OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER,3,2] > ZINTERSECF) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECI-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2]) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMrFS[OBNIJMBER.2,2] > YINTERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECF-OBLIMITS[OBNIJMBER,2,1]) <0.0001)
OR
(YINTERSECF > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,21]) THEN BEGIN
IF ABS(DISTINTERSECT) <STDISTIWFERSECT THEN BEGIN
(STORE THE RELEVANF INFO ABOUT THIS SURFACE)
(NO NEED TO STORE X COORDINATE SINCE IT IS
CONSTANT)
STOBNUMBER:=OBNIJMBER;
STSURFACENUM:=SURFACENUM;
STDISTINTERSECT:=ABS (DISTINTERSECT);
LIMITKIND:-2;
STXYINTERSECT:-YINTERSECT;
STZINFERSECT:=ZENIERSECT;
END (IF THIS SURFACE IS CLOSER THAN ANY OTHER)
END
ELSE GOTO 3;
END
END
END
END; (OBSTRUCTION (SURFACENUM=2) OR.
(SURFACENUM=4))
IF (SURFACENUM=1) OR (SURFACENUM=3) THEN BEGIN
(THE NEXT 0.15 COMPARISON IS JUST TO CHECK IT IS THIS
OB SURFACENUM)
IF (ABS(YINTERSECT.OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,1]) <0.15) OR
(ABS(YINrERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2.21) <0.15) THEN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECF-OBLIMrrS[OBNUMBER,3.I]) <0.0001)
OR
(ZINTERSECT> OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,3,1]) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,21) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMrrS[OBNUMBER,3.2) > ZINTERSECF) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECI'-OBLIMITS[OBNIJMBER,1,2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMTrS[OBNUMBER,1,2] > XINTERSECF) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECF-OBLIMrFS[0BNUMBER.1,1]) <0.0001)
OR
(XINTERSECT > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,1]) THEN BEGIN
IF ABS(DISTINTERSECF) <STDISTINTERSECT THEN BEGIN
(STORE THE RELEVANT INFO ABOUT TIllS SURFACE)
(NO NEED TO STORE Y COORDINATE SINCE IT IS
CONSTANT)
STOBNUMBER:=OBNUMBER;
STSURFAENUM:=SURFAdENUM;
STDISTIWrERSECT:=ABS(DISTINTERSECT)
STXYINI'ERSECT:=XINTERSECT;
UMITKIND=I;
STZINTERSECT=ZINTERSECT;
END (IF THIS SURFACE IS CLOSER THAN ANY OTHER)
END
ELSE GOTO 3;
END
END
END
END (OBSTRUCTION (SURFACENUM=1) OR
(SURFACENIJM=3) }
3:END (NUMSURFACE COUNTER)
2END (OBNUMBER COUNTER.)

IF STDISTINFERSECT < ORIDISTINIERSECT THEN BEGIN
SFEMITCAL(STOBNUMBER,STSURFACENUM.UM1TK1ND,
STXYINTERSECT,STZINTERSECT,EMITANCE); (TO OBTAIN
THE EMITANCE RECEIVED
FROM ThE POINT ON THE SIDE OF THE OBSTRUCTION
WHICH IS INTERSECTED.)

IF (STDISTINTERSECT < 0.01) THEN STILLUM:=0 (TIlE
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X MEASPIF:.'IXWKPLNDISCRE-
xWKPLNDIsCRE/2+xSTARTI1r;
YMEASPOINT:-JYWKPLNDISCRE-
YWKPLNDISCRE/2+YSTARTPT;
(0010 TO CALCULATION OF INDIRECT ILLUMINANCE
PROCEDURE}
IF XMEASPOINT-O TIIF.N XMEASPOINT:-0.01;
IF YMEASPOINT-0 THEN YMEASPOINT:-0.0l;
(TIlE CALCULATION OF VECTOR COSINES DOESNT WORK
WhEN 0.0 IS USED
SINCE INFINITY DIVIDE BY ZERO EFC)
FOR OBNUMBER:-(PERIMOBNUM^I) TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
(ONLY NON-PERIMETER OBSTRUCTIONS CAN BLOCK THE
ILLUMINANCE
OF A POINT BY BEING ON IT)
(THIS IS TILE CHECK TO SEE IF THE CALCULATION POINF
IS ACTUALLY
UNDER AN OBSTRUCTION.)
IF (ABS(XMEASPOINT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,I,I]) <0.0001)
OR
(XMEASPOINT > OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,1 .11) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XMEASPOINT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1.2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,1 .21 > XMEASPOINT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YMEASPOINT-OBLIMrFS(OBNUMBER.2.2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMITS(OBNUMBER.2.2) > YMEASPOINT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YMEASPOINT-OIIUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,IJ) <0.0001)
OR
(YMEASPOINT > OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER.2,I]) THEN BEGIN
0010 1;
END
END
END
END
END; (OBNUMBER COUNTER
INDIRILUMCALC;
GDILUM(WRrrNUM.IJ):=vnLUffOT+GDILUM[WRrfNUM-
2,1));

lEND (JCOUNTER)
END. (I COUNTER)
END;

PROCEDURE HJNTSEFUP(I:IWFEGER;
VAR INDEXINTEGER);
(A PROCEDURE USED AS AN INDEX GIVEN IN THE UDIP
INTERPOLATION PROCESS)

BEGIN
INDEX:-T-30;
IF (F>-1) AND (I'<-20) ThEN INDEX:-1;
IF (F>-21) AND (I'<=26) THEN INDEX:=2;
IF (r>-27) AND (r<-30) THEN INDEX:-3;
IF (T>-31) AND (T<.'33) THEN INDEX:-4;
IF (T-34) OR (r-35) THEN INDEX-5;
IF (F>-46) AND (T<-47) THEN INDEX:-16;
IF (T>-48) AND (T<-50) ThEN INDEX:-17;
IF (T>-5 1) AND (T<-54) THEN INDEX:-I 8;
IF (T>-55) AND (I<-0) THEN INDEX:- 19;
IF (F-61) AND (F<-81) THEN INDEX:..20
IF 1>81 THEN BEGIN WRITELN(G,T IS IN ERROR);
WRITELN(G,T =
END
END; (PROCEDURE ILINTSETUP)

PROCEDURE WALLIWrERP(RMSURFACE INTEGER
PIFffX,PINTY,PINTZ:REAL; VAR ILLUMATPT:REAL);
(CALLED BY lIFE PROCEDURES WHICH ARE
CALCULATING THE ILLUMINANCE
AT THE POINTS OVER THE VERTICAL SURFACES THIS
INTERPOLATES AMONGST
THE UDIP ILLUMINANCES FOR THE RELEVANT SURFACES
TO OBTAIN TIlE
ILLUMINANCE AT THE POINT UNDER CONSIDERATION)

LABEL 1;
VAR DELTAX.DELTAY:REAL;
KINDEX,MINDEX,IINDEXJINDEX:INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF(PINIZ <0.001) THEN BEGIN
ILLUMATPT:-0
GOTO I;
END;
IF (ABS(PINTX/PINTZ) > 10) OR (ABS(PINTY/PINTZ) > 10)
THEN BEGIN
ILLUMATPT:-0;
GOTO I;
END;

KINDEX:=TRUNC(4*PwrY/ABs(p)+41);
ILINTSETUP(KINDEX,UNDEX);
MJNDEX:=TRUNC(4*pIN'fl(/ABS(plj.rrZ)+41);
ILINTSETUP(MINDEXJJNDEX);
DELTAX:'((PIN(/PINC(JThDEX])/(C[JINrJEX+1)
C[JINDEXJ)
DELTAY:-((PINTY/PINTZ)-R[IJNDEXJ)/(R(ENrJEX+1]
R[IINDEXfl;
ILLUMATV:-(BGLNSURFACE+1,IINDEXJjNiJxj)a
((1-DELTAX)(1-DELTAY))
+(BGILMPLNfRMSURFACE^1,IjN1JEX+1)T41JExJ)*((1

DELTAX)(DELTAY))

)'(l-DELTAY))

^(BGllMLN[R1SURFACE+1,JEX+1h1TJEX^1))*(rJELTA
XDELTAY);
1 :END; (PROCEDURE WALLINTERJ')

PROCEDURE HRSTCIFEK(OBNUMEER:INI'EGER)
(PRODUCES NOOBEFFECr=0 IF OBSTRUCIION HAS NO
EFFECT ON ILLUMINANCE)
(FROM ThIS LIJMINAIRE TO THIS MEASURING POINT)
BEGIN
NOOBEFFECT:=2; (SET TO A KNOWN VALUE FOR WHICH
NOTHING HAPPENS)
IF (XMEASPOINT < OBUM]TS[OBNUMBER,1,1J) AND
(XLUMCENT <OBUMITS(OBNIJMBER,1,I]) OR
(XMEASPOINT > OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2)) AND
(XLUMCENT > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,l,2]) THEN BEGIN
NOOBEFFECT:=0;

END;
IF (YMEASPOINF < OBUMrFS(0BNuMBER,al)) AND
(YLUMCENT < OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER.ZI I) OR

(YMEASPOINT> OBUMrFS(OBNUMBER22]) AND
(YLUMCENT > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER2,2]) THEN BEGIN
NOOBEFFECT:=O;

END;
END; (PROCEDURE FIRSTCHEK)

PROCEDURE LNPLNINTSECF(llJJ,KJNTEGER);
(CALCULATES IF THERE, IS AND IF SO WHERE, THE
INTERSECTION OF THE LINE
BETWEEN LUMINAIRE AND CALCULATION POINT IS FOR
ALL SURFACES OF ALL
OBSTRUCTIONS)

(PRODUCES NOOBEFFECT=1 IF AN OBSTRUCTION HAS AN
EFFECT ON)
(THE ILLUMINANCE FROM THIS LUMINAIRE TO TillS
MEASURING POINT)
I.,ABEL 1,2,3;
VAR
INTSECTI ,INTSECT2,INTSECFI,INTSECT4,DISTINTERSECT,
TOTSUM.SUM,TOPLINE,
XINFERSECF,YINFERSECT.ZINTERSECF:REAL
SURFACENUMMSURFACE,OBNUMBER,LIN1EGER
BEGIN
VECFCOSLINE; (TO CALCULATE THE VECTOR COSINES
OF THE LINE)

(CONNECTING MEASURING POINT AND
LUMINAIXE CENTRE)
FOR OBNUMBER:=1 TO OBNUMDO BEGIN
FIRSTCHEK(OBNUMBER); (TO SEE IF OBSTRUCTION AT
OTHER SIDE OF ROOM)

(THAN THE CALCULATION POINT FROM
LUMINAIRE)
IF (OBNUMBER <PERJMOBNUM+0.5) AND
(BECAUSEDIRECFCASE =1) THEN GOTO 2,
(NO EFFECT POSSIBLE FROM THIS OB)

IF NOOBEFFECT=0 THEN 00102; (NO EFFECT POSSIBLE
FROMTHISOB)
FOR NUMSURFACE:=1 TO 3 DO BEGIN
SURFACENUM:=LUMOBDEFAThS[II,JJ,l(,OBNUMBER,NTJMSU
RFACE];
IF (SURFACENUM = STRSIDENUMBER) ThEN GOTO 3;
IF SURFACENUM=0 THEN 00102,
INFSECF1 :DIRCOS[OBNUMBER,SURFACENUM,6I;
IWIEC1'2=(LUMCENT*DIRCOS[OBNUMBER,SURFACENU
M,3));
IN1'SEC1'3(YLUMCENPDIRCOS[OBNUMBER,SURFACENU
M,4]);
llSECF4:=IDGI*DIRCOS[OBNUMBER,SURFACENUM,5J)

TOPLINE:=INTSECT1-(INTSECT2+INTSECT3+INT5ECT4);
TOTSUM:=0;
FOR 1:-i 103 DO BEGIN
SUM:=LNVCFCOS[II*DIRCOS[OBNIJMBER,SURFAOINUM,I^2]
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TOTSUM:-SUM+TOTSUM;
END;
IF TOTS UM-0 ThEN WR1TELN(G, TOTSUM:=0);
DISTIERSECT:-TOPUNEIFOTSUM;
(NOW TO FIND COORDINATES OF THE IWIERSECrION
USING EQUATION I TREGENZA)
XINTERSECT:-XLUMCENT+(DISTINTERSECrLNVCTCOS[I

YINTERSECr:-YLLJMCENT+(DISTINTERSECFLNVCFCOS[2J

ZINTERSFXrF:-IIEIGHT+(DISTINTERSECFLNVCTCOS(3]);
(NOW CHECK ThAT X INThRSEC LIES WITHIN TILE X
DIRECTION)
(LIMITATIONS OF SURFACE UNDER CONSIDERATION ALSO
Y AND 7)
IF SURFACENUM.5 THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECF.OBLIMITSIOBNUMBER,I,1 1) <0.0001)
OR
(XINTERSECT > OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1 ,I J) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1.2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBIJMrFS[OBN1JMBER,I.2) > XINTERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2J) <0.0001)
OR
(osuMrrs)0BNuMBER.2,2J > YINTERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(Y[NTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,1J) <0.0001)
OR
(YINTERSECT > OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER.2,IJ) THEN BEGIN
NOOBEFFECT:-I.
0010 1;
EFID
ELSE GOTO 3;
END
END
END

IF (SURFACENUM=2) OR (SURFACENUM=4) THEN BEGIN
II- (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMITS(OBNUMJIER.3.IJ) < 0.0001)
OR
c/INTERSECT> OIILIMITS(OBNUMBER.3.1]) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2j) <0.0001)
OR
(OBU MITS [OBNUMBER,3.2J > ZINTERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECT-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,2,2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.2,21 > YINTERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YINTERSECT-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,2,1J) 0.0001)
OR
(YINTERSECT > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,1)) THEN BEGIN
NOOBEFFECT.-I;
0010 1;
END
ELSE GOTO 3;
END
END
END
END.
IF (SURFACENUM=I) OR (SURFACENUM.3) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECT-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,3,1]) < 0.0001)
OR
(ZINTERSECT> OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,1]) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(ZINTERSECF-OBUM]TS[OBNUMBER,3,2J) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,3,2J > ZINTERSECr) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2]) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMrrS[OBNUMBER,I,2] > XINTERSECT) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XINTERSECT-OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER,I.l)) <0.0001)
OR
(XINrERSECF > OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.1.I]) THEN BEGIN
NOOBEFFECT:-1;
GOTO I;
END
ELSE GOTO 3;
EIT
END
END
END;
3:END (NIJMSURFACE)
2:END; (OBNUMBER)
1:END (PROCEDURE LNPLNINTSECT)

PROCEDURE DIRECTCOMPONENT;
(THIS MASTER PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE DIRECT
ILLUMINANCE OVER ALL OF
TILE SURFACES IN THE ROOM INCLUDING THE WALLS
AND THE OBSTRUCTIONS.)
(OOBB)
TYPE AAA-ARRAY(1..N,0..51 OF REAL; (AVERAGE
ILLUMINANCES OVER OB SIDES)

VAR sWELLuMAVAAA; (AVERAGE ILLUMINANCES
OVER OB SIDES)

PROCEDURE OBILUMGRID;
(BY CALLING THE RELEVANT UDIP INTERPOlATION
PROCEDURES 1111S PROCEDURE
CALCULATES THE DIRECT ILLUMINANCE OVER EVERY
POINI' OVER EVERY SURFACE
OF EVERY OBSTRUCTION. CALLS THE RELEVANT UDIP
INFERI'OL&'IlON PROCEDURES)

LABEL 1,2,3,4;
VAR
SIDENUMBER,OBNUMBER,XBITS,YBrFS,ZBITS,XMOV,YMO
V,ZMOV:INTEGER;
STOREA,STOREB,K,XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER:INTEGE

snEAv,smELUM'ro'r,ACxDIsC,ACYDISC,
ACZDISC,STWHFIZILLUMATPr:REAL
BEGIN
flff:-1NET;

FOR OBNUMBER:-1 TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
FOR SIDENUMBER:=I TO 5 DO BEGIN
SIDE1LUMTOT.O;
STRSIDENIJMBER:=SIDENUMBER;
IF (SIDENUMBER"I) OR (SWENUMBER=3) THEN BEGIN
XBITS:.ROUND((OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2]-
OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,I,1D/PROPOBDIS);
ZBITS:=ROUND((OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2]-
STWKPLNHT)/PROPOBDIS);
IF (XBITS <0.1) THEN XBITS:=1;
IF (ZBITS <0.1) THEN ZBITS:=l;
ACXDISC:=(OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2J-
OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,l,1))/XBITS;
AcZDISC:=(OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2]-STKj'LNffI)ZITS;
ACOBDISRE[OBNUMBER,SIDENUMBER,l]:=ACXDISC•
ACOBDISCREIOBNUMBER.SIDENUMBER,2]:=ACZI)ISC;
FOR XMOV:=0 TO XBITS DO BEGIN
XMEASPOINT:(OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,l,2])-
XMOV*ACXDISC;
IF (ABS(XMOV -0) <0.01) THEN
XMEASPOIWF:=(OBUMITSEOBNUMBER,l ,2])-0.0I;
IF (XMOV - XBITS) THEN
XMEAST:.'<OBUMITS[OBNUMEER,l,l ))+0.0l;
FOR ZMOV:=0 TO ZBITS DO BEGIN
FflLU!FaF:.0
WKPLMIT:=OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2]-(ZMOVsA(DI5C);
IF (ABS(WKPLN1IT-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2]) <0.01) THEN
WKPLNIIT:=OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2]-0.0l;
IF (ZMOV = ZBITS) THEN
WKPLN1IT:STWKPLNHT+O.0l;
IF (smENuMBER=3) THEN
YMEASPOIWF:=OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,1j;
IF (SIDENUMBER=l) THEN
YMEASPOINT:=OBUM1TS[OBNUMBER,2,2];
FOR XLUMNUMBER:=1 TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN
(LUMINAIRES IN X DIRECFIONJ
FOR YLUMNUMBER:I TO WIDNUMAIONG DO BEGIN
(LUMINAIRES IN Y DIRECI1ON)
(IF (FrORLINLUM=1) THEN BEGIN
K:=LUMSPLIT;
IF
((LUMOBDErAnS[XLUThBER.YLUNUMBER,KOBITJ
MBER,1 j)=SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDffFAllPLUMIUffiER,YLUM1'jERJcoBN1J
MBER,2])=SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUM0BDETAThS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNIjERJ(OBNTj
MBER,3])=SDENUMBER) THEN BEGIN
XLIJMCET:=LUMPOS[XLlJ?tJBER,YLUjyip,1 ,K];
YLUMCENF:=LUMOSIXLU?UMBER,YLUJyp11.
LNPLNINTSECT(XLUJMBER.YLUMNUMBER,K);
IF NOOBEFFECI'.l THEN GOTO5;
PIN1C:-XLUMCENF-XMJIASPOINT;
PZ:=ABS(YLUCENT-YMEASPOINT);
PINrY=HEIGHT-WKPLNHT;
WALLINFERP(SIDENUMBER,PIWFX,PINTy,pI'7nj
Fl);
ILLUMATVF:=(I/SQR(PINTZ))ILLUMATPF;
PTILUMTOT:-FFJLUMTOT+IILUMATPT;
ENTh
5:END;
IF (VFORLINLUM=2) THEN BEGIN)
FOR K:=l TO LUMSPLIT DO BEGIN
IF
((LUM0BDFFAILS(XLUMIWER.YLU1JMBER,cOBN1J
MBER,I])'SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILSEXLUMNUMBER,YLUMNIJMBERKOBNTJ
MBER,2])=SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDErAILS[XLUThER,YLUMITJEROBNTJ
MBER.3))=SIDENUMBER) THEN BEGIN
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YLUMCENT:-LUMPOS[xLUMNUMj3ERYLUMNUMBER,2,1J;
LNPLNINTSECT(XLUMNUMBER,YLI.JMNUMBER,K),
IF NOOB EFFECT-i THEN 0010 1;
PINrX:-XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINT;
PINTZ:-ABS(YLUMCENT-YMEASPOINr);
PINTY:-I(EIGFIT-WKPLNIIT;
WALUNTERP(SIDENUMBER,PINTX.PINTYJIN1Z.ILLUMAT
PT);
ILLUMATPT:-(1/SQR(PINTZ))ILLUMATPT;
PTILUMTOT:=P'IILUMTOT+ILLUMATPT;
END;
lEND;
(END;
END;
END;
OBILUM(OBNUMBER,S[DENUMBERXMOV.ZMOV]:=VI1LUM
TOT;
SIDEILUMTOT:=PTILUMTOT+SIDEILUMTOT;
END
END;
SIDEAV:-SIDEILUMTOT/(ZBITSXBITS);
SIDEILUMAV[OBNUMBER,SIDENUMBERJ:-SIDEAV;
STOREA;-((OBNiJMBER4)-
4)+SIDENUMBER+STFOTELEMENTNIJM;
ELEMITAV(STOREA]=SIDEAVREFLECT[ST0REA];
END;
IF (SIDENUMBER-2) OR (SIDENUMBER-4) THEN BEGIN
YBrrS:ROLD((OBUM1TS[OBNuMBER,2,2-
OEILIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,1 ))/PROPOBDIS);
ZBITS :-ROUND((OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER,3.2)-
S FWKPLN}IT)/PROPOBDIS);
IF (YBITS <0.1)TILEN YBITS:-I;
IF (ZBITS <0.1) THEN ZBITS:.1;
ACYDISC:(0BIJMrFS(OBNUMBER.2.2J-
OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.2J ])/YBITS;
AczDISC:-(0BLIMITS [OBNUMBER,3,2]-STWKPLNHT)IZBITS;
ACOBDISCRE[OHNUMB ER.SIDENUMBER.I ]:-ACYDISC;
ACOHDISCRE[OBNUMBER.SIDENUMBER,2J:-ACZDISC;
FOR YMOV:-0 TO YBITS DO BEGIN
YMEASPOINT:=(OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2])-
YMOV'ACYDISC;
IF (ABS(YMOV -0) <0.01) ThEN
YMEASPOINT =(OBUMITS(OBNUMBER.2.2D-0.O1;
IF (YMOV - YBITS) THEN
YMEASPOINT:-(OBUMITS(OBNUMBER.Z1 J)+0.01;
FOR ZMOV:-O TO ZBITS DO BEGIN
VrILUMTOT:-0;

PLN1fl:BUMffS(OBNUMBER.3.2)-(ZMOVAcZDISC);
IF (ABS(WKPLNI IT-OBUMITS [OBNUMBER.3.2]) <0.01) ThEN
WKPLNFfF:-OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER.3,2]-0.01;
IF (ZMOV - ZBITS) THEN
UJ[J.HT.VfltJW;
IF (SIDENUMBER-2) THEN
XMJASPOjNT:-OBUMITSIOBNUMBER.1.I 1;
IF (SIDENUMBER-4) THEN
XMEASPOINT:-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1 .2);
FOR XLUMNUMBER:-1 TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN
FOR YLUMNUMBER.-I TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN
(IF (PTORLINLUM-l) THEN BEGIN
K:=LUMSPLIT;
IF
((LUMOBDE1AILS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER.K.OBNU
MBER,1 J)-SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDEFAILS[XLUMNUMBER.YLUMNUMBER.K,OBNU
MBER,2])-SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILS [XLUMNUMBER.YLUMNUMBER.K,OBNU
MBER,3])S[DENUMBER) THEN BEGIN
XLUMCENT:=LUMPOS [XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMB ER,I ,K];
YLUMCENT:-LUMPOS(XLUMNUMI3ER,YLUMNUMBER,2,1];
LNPLNINTSECF(XLLJMNUMB ER,YLUMNUMBER,K);
IF NOOBEFFECT-1 THEN 00106;
PIN-ABS(XLUMCE!(r-XMEASPOINT);
PINTX:-(YLUMcENT-YMEASPOINT);
PINTY:-HEIGHT-WKPLNHT;
WAWNTERP(SIDENUMBER,PINTX,PINTY,PINTZ.ILLUMAT
PT);
ILLUMATPT:-(I/SQR(PINI7))ILLUMATVF;
PTILIJMTOT:-PTILUMTOT+ILLUMATVF;
END;
6.END;
IF (PTORLINLUM=2) THEN BEGIN)
FOR K:-1 TO LUMSPUT DO BEGIN
IF
((LUMOBDETAELS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNIJMBER,K.OBNU
MBER.I ))-SIDENIJMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER,K,OBNU
MBER.2J)-SIDENIJMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILS[XLUMNIJMBER,YLUMNUMBER,K,OBNU
MBER,3])-SIDENUMBER) THEN BEGIN
XLUMCENT:-LUMPOS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER,I,KJ;
YLUMCET'ff:-LUMPOSLXLUMNUMBER.YLUMNUMBER,2,I];
LNPLNINTSECT(XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBERJQ;

IF NOOB EFFECT-I THEN GOTO Z
PINTZ:-ABS(XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINT);
PINrX:=(YLUMCENT-YMEASPOINF);
PINFY:-HEIGHT-WKPLNIIT;
WALLINTERP(SDENUMBER.PINTX,PINTY,PINrZJLLUMAT
PT);
ILLUMATVF:=(1ISQR(PINI'Z))*IILUMATPT;
PTILUMTcYF:PTILUMTOT+ILLUMATPT;
END;
2:END
(END;)
END;
END;
OBILUM[OBNUMBER.SIDENUMBER,YMOV.ZMOV]:=VFILUM
TOT;
SIDEILUMTOT:=VFILUMTOT+SmEILUMTOT;
END;
END;
SIDEAV:SIDEILUMTOT/(ZBITS'YBflS);
SIDEILIJMAV[OBNLJMBER,SIDENUMBER]:=SIDEAV;
STOREB :_((OBNUMBER*4)
4)+SIDENUMBER+STrOTELEME1ffNUM;
ELEMITAV[STOREBJ:-SIDEAVREFLECT[STOREB];
END;
IF (SIDENUMBER-5) THEN BEGIN
YBITS:-ROUND((OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.2,2]-
OBUMITS[OBNITh4BER.2,h))/PROPOBDIS);
XBITS:-ROUND((OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,2]-
OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,1 ,1])/PROPOBDIS);
IF (YBITS <0.1) TI-lEN YBrFS:=i;
IF (XBITS <0.1) THEN XBITS:.1;
ACYDISC:=(OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2]-
OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,2,1])IYBITS;
AcXDISC:=(OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,l.2]-
OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,i,i])/XBITS;
ACOBDISCRE[OBNmBER,SIDENUMBER,1J:ACXDISC;
ACOBDIScRE[OBNUMBER,SIDENUMBER,2]:=ACYDISC;
PINTZ=HEIGffr-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,3,2);
FOR YMOV:=0 TO YBITS DO BEGIN
YMEASP0INT:(OBUMITS(0BNUMBER,2,2])-
YMOVACYDISC;
IF (ABS(YMOV -0) <0.01) 11-lEN
YMEASPOINT:=(OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2fl-0.0i;
IF (YMOV - YBITS) THEN
YMASPOINT:=(OBUMrFS [OBNUMBER.2,iJ)+0.01;
FOR XMOV:=0 TO XBITS DO BEGIN
PTILU?ff01:=0;
XMEASPOINT:=(OBLIMJTS[OBNUMBER,i,2J)-
(XMOVACXDISC);
IF (ABS(XMOV -0) <0.01) ThEN
XMEASPOINT:=(OBUMLTS[OBNUMBER,1 ,2])-0.0i;
IF (XMOV = XBITS) THEN
XMEASPOINT:=(OBUMITS [OBNIJMBER,1,1 ])4-0.01;
IF (PINTZ < 0.001) THEN BEGIN PTILUM1DT:=0; GOTO 4;
END;
WKPU'}IT:.(OBLJM1TS[OBNUMBER,3,2])
FOR XLLJMNUMBER:-i TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN
FOR YLUMNUMBER:=1 TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN
(IF (VFORLINLUM.4) THEN BEGIN
K:=LUMSPUT;
IF
((LUMOBDEFAUS[XLUMNIJMBER,YLUMNUMBER,IçOBNU
MBER,hj)=SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAllS[XLUMJ.4UMBER,YLUMNUMBERK,OBNU
MBER,2])=SIDENUMEER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILS(XLU?UMBER,YLUMNUMBER,K,OBNU
MBER,3])=SIDENIJMBER) THEN BEGIN
XLUMCT:=LUMPOS[XUJMNUMBER,YLUMN1JMBER,1,KJ;
YLUMCENT:=LUMPOS[XLUMNIJMBER,YLUMNUMBER,2,i];
LNPLNINTSECT(XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER,K);
IF NOOBEFFECF=1 THEN GOTO 7;
PThX:=XLUM-XMEASPOINT;
PINFY:=YLUMcENT-YMEASPOINT;

ULUMATVF=(I/SQR(PINrZ))ULUMATPT;
PTIUJMTOT:VFJLUMTOT+ILLUMATpF;
END;
7END
IF (PTORLINLUM=2) THEN BEGIN)
FOR K:-1 TO LUMSPUT DO BEGIN
IF
((LUMOBDETAILS[XLUUBER,YLUMNUMBER,K,OBNU
MBER1j)...SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER,K,OBNU
MBER.2))=SIDENUMBER) OR
((LUMOBDETAILS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBERJ(,OBNU
MBER,31)=SIDENUMBER) THEN BEGIN
XLUMCENTLUMPOS[XLUMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBERj ,K];
YLUMCEWF:-LUMPOS[)UJJMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER,2,iJ;
LNPLNINTSECTU..UMNUMBER,YLUMNUMBER,K);
IF NOOBEFFECF=i THEN 00103;
P1NTX:XLUMcENT-XMEASPOJNT;
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PINTY:-YLLJMCENT-YMEASPOINT;
WALLINTERP(0,PINTX,PINTY.PINTZ.ILLUMATVfl;
ILLUMATPT:-( I /SQR(PINTZ))*ILLUMATPT;
PTILUMTOT:-PTILUMTcYF+ILLUMATPT;
END;
3:END;
(END;)
END;
END;
4:013 ELUM[OBNUMBER.SIDENUMBER.XMOV.YMOVJ :=PTILU
Nrro'r;
SIDEILUMTOT:-VFILUMTOT+SIDEILUMTOT;
END;
END;
SIDEAV:-SIDEILUMTOT/(YI3ITSXB!TS);
SIDEILUMAVEOBNUMBER,SIDENUMBERJ :=SIDEAV;
END;
END
END;
WKPLNI IT:-STWKPLNIIT;
END;

PROCEDURE
WALLCALC(AMEASPOIWF.B MEASPOINT:REALRMSURFACE
INTEGER);
(CALCULATES THE DIRECT ILLUMINANCE RECEIVED
FROM EACH LUMINAIRE OVER
MANY POINTS OF THE VERTICAL ROOM SURFACES IE
WAILS.
IT CALLS THE WALL INTERP PROCEDURE TO ACTUALLY
CALCULATE TILE ILLUMINANCE
AT TIlE POINT BY INTERPOLATION.)
(CALLED BY PROCEDURE WALLPTGRID.)

LABEL 2;
VAR K.fl.JJINTEGER;
PINTX.PINTY.PINTZjLLUMATPT:REAL;
BEGIN
PTILUMTOT -0
FOR 11-1 TO LENNIJMALONG DC BEGIN
FOR 11.-I TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN
(IF (VrORLINLUM.1) THEN BEGIN
K -LUMSPLIT;
XLUMCENT:-LUMPOS(II,ii.1 .1(1;
YLUMCENT.-LUMPOSLILJJ.2,1J;
WKPLNIFL=HEIGIIT-B MEASPOINF;
IF (WKPLNI-if <0.01) THEN WKPLNIif:).01;
IF RMSURFACE-I THEN XMEASPOINT:-AMEASPOINT;
IF RMSURFACE-2 THEN YMEASPOINT:-AMEASPOINT;
IF RMSURFACE-3 TI LEN XMEASPOIWF:-AMEASPOINT;
IF RMSLJRFACE-4 TI LEN YMEASPOINT:-AMEASPOINF;
IF WRITNUM -4 THEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(I1,JJ.K);
IF NOOB EFFECT-I THEN GOTO I;
END;
IF (RMSURFACE-1) OR (RMSURFACE..3) THEN BEGIN
PINTX -XLUMCENT-AMEASPOINT;
PINTY:.BMEASPOINT;
PIN1'Z=ABS(YLUMcENT-YMEASPOINT);

IF (RMSURFACE-2) OR (RMSURFACE4) THEN BEGIN
PINTX:-YLUMCENT-AMEASPOINT;
PINTY:-BMEASPOINT;
PINYL:-ABS(XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINT);
END;
WAWNTERP(RMSURFACE.PINTX.PINTY,PIWI'Z,ILLUMATP
Th
IF PINFZ < 0.05 THEN BEGIN
ILLUMATPT:-O;
0010 1;
END;
ILLUMATPT:-(I /SQR(PIWFZ))ILLUMATPT;
fliLUifOT:-PTILU?bflDT+ABS(ILLUMATVF);
I:END
IF (PTORLINLUM-2) THEN BEGIN)
FOR K:-I TO LUMSPLIT DO BEGIN
XLUMCEWF:-LUMPOS[II.JJ, 11(J;
YLUMcENT:-LUMPOS[HJJ.2,I];
WKPLN}ff:.HEIGHT-BMEASPOINT;
IF (WKPLNHT <0.01) THEN WKPLNI-IT:-0.O1;
IF RMSURFACE-1 THEN XMEASPOIWF:-AMEASPOIWF;
IF RMSURFACE-2 THEN YMEASPOINT:-AMEASPOINT;
IF RMSURFACE-3 THEN XMEASPOINT:-AMEASPOINT;
IF RMSURFACE-4 THEN YMEASPOINT:-AMEASPOINF;
IFWRITNUM -4 THEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(ll,JJ,K);
IF NOOBEFFECT-1 THEN OCT02;
END;
IF (RMSURFACE-1) OR (RMSURFACE-3) 11-LEN BEGIN
PINTX:-XLUMCENT-AMEASPOINT;
PINFY-BMEASPOINT;

PINTZ:ABS(YLUMCENT.YMEASPOINT);
END;
IF (RMSURFACE-2) OR (RMSURFACE=4) THEN BEGIN
PINTX:.YLUMCENT-AMEASPOIWF;
PINTY:-BMEASPOINT;
PINTZ:=ABS(XLUMcENT-XMEASPOINT);
END;
WALL ERP(RMSURFACE,PINTX,PINTY,PIWFZ.IILUMATP
11;
IF PINTZ <0.05 THEN BEGIN
ILLUMATPT:-O;
GOTO 2;
END;

LUMATPT:=(l/SQR(PINFZ))*IILUMATVr;
V1LUIffOT:=FIiLtJ3ffOT+ABS(ELLUMATF'I);
2END
(END;)
END;
END;
END; (PROCEDURE WALLCALC}

PROCEDURE WALLPTGRID;
(CALCULATES THE DIRECT ILLUMINANCE RECEIVED
FROM EACH LIJM]NAIRE OVER
MANY POINTS OF THE VERTICAL ROOM SURFACES IE
WALLS.
IT CALLS THE WALLCALC PROCEDURE TO CALL THE
WALLINTERP PROCEDURE
TO ACTUALLY CALCULATE THE ILLUMINANCE AT THE
POINT BY INTERPOLATION.)
(ILLUMINANCE OVER THE WALLS IS CALCUlATED FROM
CORNER LOW COORD, LOW
COORD TO HIGH COORD, HIGH COORD. IE OPPOSITE THAT
USED INTHE
OBSTRUCTION IILUMINANCE CALCULATION OF HIGH
HIGH TO LOW LOW

VAR
WHA1'N,WHATM,NI-IOWMANY,MHOWMANY,NARRAYNUM,M
ARRAYNUM,
IIJJ,I,i,N,M,RMSURFACE:INTEGER;
ELEADDILUM,ELEWIDTH,ELELENGTH,AMEASPOINT,BME
ASPOINF,LENORWID,STWKPLNHT,
XWAL1SE,YWALLDISCREREAL
BEGIN
TOTELEMENTNUM:=0;
rLMff:=WI(PuIff;

FOR RMSURFACE:,1 TO 4 DO BEGIN
IF RMSURFACE=l THEN BEGIN
LENORWID:=LENCTH;
YMEASPOINT:=0
END;
IF RMSURFACE=2 THEN BEGIN
LENORWID:WIDTH;
XMEASPOLNT:=LENGT}I;
END;
IF RMSURFACE=3 THEN BEGIN
LENORWID=LENGTH;
YMEASPOINT:=WIDTH;
END;
IF RMSURFACE=4 11-LEN BEGIN
LENORWID:=WIDTH;
XMEASPOINT:=0
END;
N:-ROUND(LENORWID/WALLDISCRE);
(THE MOD 3 AND 2 HERE ARE THE NUMBER OF
DISCRETIZATIONS IN EACH
HEIGHT AND LENCITH DIRECTION)
WHATh.-N DIV 3;
N:-3W3-LATN;
M:=ROUND(HM/WALLDISCRE);
(NOTE THE USE OF tIM IN THE ABOVE EQUATION)
WHATM:M DIV 2;
M=2*WRATM;
IF (N <5.9) THEN N:6; (THERE WILL ALWAYS BE A
MINIMUM OF 2 ELEMENTS
IN THE HORIZONTAL DIRECFION. IF THIS IS EVER
CHANGED THEN WATCH IF THE
ROOM IS SET TO BE TOO SMALL THEN THE
TOTELEMENTNUM IN PROCEDURE
ELEMENTARRAY STARTS TO PLAY UP. AND MIGHT FAIL.)
(WATCH HERE WITH THIS M & N <1 CALCULATION POINF)
IF (M < 1.9) THEN M:-2;
XNMPT(RMSURFAE]:-N;
YNMVF[RMSURFACE]:-M
XWALLDIScRE:=LENORWID/N;
YWALLDISCREHMfM;
AcRMSURFDIScRE[RMSURFACE,1]:=XWAILDIScRE;
ACRMSURFDISCRE[RMSURFACE,2]:=YWALLDISCRE;
IF WRlTNUM.3 THEN BEGIN
WRITE(G,'WALL ',RMSURFAE,' DISCRETIZATION: IN PLAN
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- ,XWALLDISCRE:3:3);
WRITLLN(G, IN HEIGIfl' - ,YWALLDISCRE:313);
END; (WRITNUM=3)
FOR I:-O TO N DO BEGIN ('FOR EVERY POINT IN TILE X
OR Y DIRECTION')
FOR J:-0 TO M DO BEGIN ('FOR EVERY POINT [N WE Z
DIRECTION')
AMEASPOINT:-I'XWALLDISCRE;
BMEASPOINT:-J'YWALLDISCRE;
(GOTO TO CALCULATION OF ILLUMINANCE PROCEDURE)
WALLCALC(AMEASPOINT,BMEASPOINF.RMSURFACE);
WAWLLUM[RITHUMRMSUFACE.IJJ:-ITflLUlfrOT;
END (JCOUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
NIIOWMANY:-N DIV 3;
MI1OWMANY:-M DIV 2;
RMSPLTI1NIO[RMSURFAcE,I J:-NI-IOWMANY;
RMSPU11NFO(RMSURFACE.2]:-MHOWMANY;
ELELENG'rH:=XWALLDISCRE'3;
ELEWIDTH:-YWALLDISCRE'2;
FOR 1:-i TO NHOWMANY DO BEGIN
FOR 3:-I TO M1-IOWMANY DO BEGIN
ELEADDILUM.0
FOR ll:-0 TO 3 DO BEGIN
FOR 33:-I) TO 2 DO BEGIN
NARRAYNUM:-((I'3)-3)+II;
MARRAYNUM:-((J'2)-2)+JJ;
ELEADDLLUM:-WALULLUM[WRITHIJM,RMSURFACE,NARR
AYNUM,MARRAYNUMJ+ELEADDILUM
END (33 COUNTER)
END; (LI COUNTER)
TOTELEMENTNUM:-TOTELEMENTNIJM+l;
ELEMITAV(TOTELEMENTNUM]:-ELEADDILLJM/1 2;
GENINTELEIFOTELEMEWLNUM,3,1J:-HEIGHF-
(ELE'WIDTH'(J-l));
GENINTELE[TOTELEMENTNIJM,3,2J :-HEIGHT-
(ELEWIDTH'i);
IF (RMSURFACE-I) THEN BEGIN
GENINTELE(TOTELEMENTNUM,I .11 :-ELELENGTH'(I-I);
GENThFELEIIVFEEMENTNUM,I.21:=ELELENGFH'I;
GENINTELE(TOTELEMENTNUM.2,I ):-0;
GENThifELE(TOTELEMENTNUM,2,2J:-0
END;
IF (RMSURFACE-2) THEN BEGIN
GENIELE(TOTELEMENTNUM,2,1J:=ELELENGTH'(I-I);
GENINFELE(TOTELEMENrNUM,2,2J:-ELELENGTII'I;
GENINTELE(TOTELEMENTNIJM,I ,1):-LENGTIt
GENINrELEfFOTELEMEWFNUM,1.2J:-LENGTH
END;

IF (RMSURFACE-3) THEN BEGIN
GEN1NTELE(TOTELEMEWFNUM,I ,1):-ELLENafl-I'(I-I);
GENINTELEIFOTELEMENTNUM,1,2)-ELELENGTH'I;
GENINTELE(TOTELEMENTNUM,2,I):-WIDTH;
GENLNTELE(TOTELEMENTNUM,2,2]:-WIDTH;
END;
IF (RMSURFACE-4) THEN BEGIN
GENINTELE(TOTELEMENTNUM.2,IJ:=ELELENGTH'(I-l);
GENINTELE1FYFELEMEWFNUM,2,2J:-ELELENGTH'I;
GENINTELEITOTELEMENTNUM,I .1):-0
GENINTELEIFOTELEMENTNUM,1,2J:-0
END;

END (J COUNTER EACH ELEMENT IN HORIZONTAL
PLANE)
END; (I COUNTER EACH ELEMENT IN VERTICAL PLANE)
END; (ROOM SURFACES)
WKPLNIff>.STWKPL!'JIff;(RETURNS TO PREVIOUS VALUE
SINCE if HAS BEEN CHANGED)
STFOTEMENTNUM:=TOTELEMENTNUM
END; (PROCEDURE WALLPTGRLD)

PROCEDURE ILLUMINTERP(PINnçPThifY:REAL VAR
ILLUMATPT:REAL);
(INTERPOLATES THE DIRECT ILLUMINANCE FOR THE
GIVEN POINT ON THE WORKING
PLANE GIVEN THE LUMINAIRE AND CALCULATION PO1
COORDINATES IN THE
CEILING PROCEDURE ILUMCALC

LABEL 1;
VAR DELTAX.DELTAY .REAL
KINDEX,MINDEXJINDEXJINDEXJNTEGER;
BEGIN
IF (ABS (PINTX)-ABS(XTOLO1DCOIJNI') >0.001) OR
(ABS(P1-ABS(YFOLOTOCOUNT) >0.001) mEN BEGIN
LLLUMATPT:-0;
GOTO I;
END;
KINDEXTRUNC(4'PINFY+41);

ILINTSETUP(KINDEX,IINDEX);
MJNDEX:-TRUNC(4'PINFX+41);
LLINTSETUP(MLNDEXJINDEX);
DELTAX:-(PINTX-CIJINDEXJ)/(C[JINDEX+1J-C(JINDEX]);
DELTAY:-(PINTY-R[IINDEX])/(R[IINDEX+1J-R[IJNDEX]);
ILLUMATFF:-(BGILMPLN[1,IINDEXJINDEXJ)'((l-
DELTAX)'(I -DELTAY))
+(BGILMPLN[1 JINDEX+1,JINDEXJ)'((l-DELTAX)'(DELTAY))
+(BGILMPLN[1 ,IINDEX,JINDEX^1 ])'((DELTAX)'(l-DELTAY))
+(BGILMPLNI1 ,IINDEX+I JINDEX+1J)'(DELTAX'DELTAY);
(WRITELNçILLUMATPT= ',ILLUMATVI':3:2);J
1:END; (PROCEDURE ILLUMINFERPJ

PROCEDURE LLUMCALC;
(CALCULATES THE DIRECT ILLUMINANCE FOR THE
VARIOUS POINTS ON THE WORKING
PLANE. CALCULATES THE INDIRECT ULUMINANCE
COMPONENT FROM TILE CEILING.
CALLED BY PROCEDURE ILUMFIGRID.

LABEL 1,2,3,4.6,8;
VAR IJLUENDISTAI1O,KK,K,UJJENTEGER
XLUMPOS,YLUMPOS,REDUCFACT,WKILLUMINANCE.WKPL
NILLUMINANCE,
DISTFrFOEMITAREAANGLE1,ANGLE2,ANGLE3,ANGLE4H
MSQDIST,ILLUMATPT:REAL;
XEMITSQ,YEMITSQ,XIENDD,XDF1,XDFZXDF3,AC,AB
REAJ

BEGIN
STRSIDENUMBER:10 (THIS IS A SAFETY NUMBER TO
ALLOW THE USE OF

LNPLINFSECT BY THE CALCULATION OF
ILLUMINANCE OVER

THE OBSTRUCTION SURFACES SINCE THEY
MUST A VOID

CHECKING WA SURFACE CAN BLOCK THE
IILUMINANCE

RECEIVED BY ITSELF)
FflUThITOT,
ILUIfFOT:-0

SQR(11M)
FOR 11:-i TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN (FOR EVERY
LUMINAIRE
FOR 11:-i TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN (IN THE
ROOM )
(USE THE SECTION OF LUMINAIRE SET AS ThE CENTRE
TO REPRESENT if)
(THROUGHOUT ALL INiTIAL CHECK SITUATIONS IE ll,JJ,1
OR 20)
XLUMCENT:LUMPOSIIIJJ,I,0];
YLUMcENr=LUMPOS(IIJJ,2,0];
PINDC:-XLUMCEWF-XMEASPOINT;
PINTY:-YLIJMCENT-YMEASPOINF;
DIST-SQRT(SQR(PINflQ+SQR(PINTY)+ITh4SQ)
IF ABS(P[NTX) <0.0001 THEN ANGLE1:=PIJ2
ELSE ANGLE1-ARCFAN(ABS(PINfl')/ASS(PLN'DC));
XID:-XLUMCENF-LtTh4LEN!Z
X2ENDXLUMCEwr+LUMI.ENIZ
(EACH END OF TILE LUMINAIRE)
IF (XMEASPOINF > (X1END - 0.001)) AND (XMEASPOINF <
(X2END + 0.01)) THEN BEGIN
(MEASURING POINT IS FHLN THE LENGTH OF THE
LUMINALRE)
ANGLE4-P1f2;
GOTO 3;
END;
XDFI -ABS(XMEASPOINF-X1END);
XDF2..ABS(XMEASPOINF-X2END);
ANGLE2ARCFAN(ABS(PINTY)/XDFI);
ANGLE3-ARCTAN(ABS(NNI'Y)/XDF2);
ANGLE4ABS(ANGLE3-ANGLE2);
3:LUMLENDIS1I[ATIO:=ROUND(LUMIEN'5IDIST);
(DIVIDE LUMINAIRE INFO LUMLENDISTRATIO SECTIONS

IF (LUMLENDISTRATIO-1) OR (ANGLE4 <P1110) THEN
BEGIN
(ALL OF LUMINAIRE MAY BE CONSIDERED AS ONE
SECI1ONJ
IF WRITNUM -2 THEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(ILJJ,0);
IF NOOBEFFECr-1 THEN GOTO 2;
END; (WRITNUM-2CHEcK)
(LLUMINTERP(PIiffX,PINTYJLLUMATPT);}(PROD ILLUM
AT POINT PINTX, PINFY)
WAILThERP(0,PINDC,PINTYBM,IILUMATPI);
ILLUMATPT:-(1/SQR(HM))'LLLUMATFF;
ILLUMATPT:-ILLUMATFF'(LUMSPLIT);
FIILUMFOT:=PTILUMFOT+LLLUMATFF; (DIRJICT
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COMPONENT)

(ALL OF CEILING EMMITANCII AREA WILL ALSO BE
CONSIDERED AS ONE)
REDUCFACT:-0.5;
IF ANGLE 1 <P1/8 THEN REDUCFACT:.'0.8;
(REDUCFACT TAKES ACCOUNT OF 110W MUCH OF TEE
CEILING II LUMINANCE IS
BLOCKED BY THE LUMINAIRE SINCE,
EMMITANCE AREA ON OPPOSITE SIDE OF LUMINAIRE
FROM TILE CALCULATION
POINT THEREFORE ILLUMINANCE BLOCKED BY
LUMINAIRE.)
WKILLU MINANCE:-(CEILONEQUADILUMTOTRCLAREMI
TAREMIIMSQ)/(SQR(SQR(DIST))*REDUCFACT);
WKILLUMINANCE:=WKJLLUMJNANCE/PI; (THIS HAS BEEN
ADDED TO TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT TIlE DIFFERENCE OF THE TWO SYSTEMS OF
CALCULATING LUMINANCE. IN
TILE SYSTEM WE hAVE USED UP TILL NOW WE HAVE NOT
YET DIVIDED BY P1, IE
WE HAVE ONLY MULTIPLIED TILE REFLECTANCE BY THE
ILLUMINANCE.)
PTILUMTOT:-ITI1LUMTOT+WKILLUMINANCE(LUMSPLIT);
GOTO 2; (TIlE NEXT LUMINAIRE)
END. ((LUMLENDISTRATIO-1) OR (ANGLE4 <P1/10))

IF (LUMLENDISTRATIO-2) OR (ANGLE4 <P1/5) THEN
BEGIN
YLUMCENT:=LUMPOS(I1,JJ.2,1];
11 UMTOT:-O;
FOR KK:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN
XLUMCEWF:-LUMPOS[II,JJ,I .1)-
(LUMLEN/(2LUMSPLIT))+(LUMLENI2)KK-(LUMLEN/4);
Il' KK-h ThEN K:-ROUND(LUMSPLIT/4);
IF KK..2 THEN K:-ROUND(3LUMSPLIT/4);
IFWRITNUM-2TI1EN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(IIJJ .K);
IF NOOB EFFECT-i ThEN GOTO 6;
END (WRITN1JM-2CILECK)
P1NTX -XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINT;
PINTY-YLUMCENT-YMEASPOINT;
DIST:-SQRT(SQR(PINTX)+SQR(PINTY)+IIMSOJ;
(LLUMINTERP(P1NTX .PINTY ,ILLUMATPT);) (PROD ILLUM
AT POINT PINTX, PINTY)
WAWNTERP(0.PINTX,PINTY,I1M,ILLUMATPT);
ILLUMATPT:-(1/SQR(IIM))'ILLUMATVF;
ILLUMATPT:-ILLUMATPT(LUMSPLIT/2);
PTILUMTOT:-PTILUMTOT+ILLUMATPT;
(ALL OF CEILING EMMJTANCE AREA WILL BE
CONSIDERED AS ONE)
REDUCFACF:-O.6;
IF (ANGLEI <P1/8) THEN REDUCFACT:0.8; (ONLY THE
END OF 11IE LUMINAIRE
OBLITERATES THE CEILING COMPONENT)
(EMMrI-rANCE AREA ON OPPOSITE SIDE OF LUMINAIRE
FROM TIlE CALCULATION
POINT THEREFORE ILLUMINANCE BLOCKED BY
LUMINAIRE.)
W}ULLUMINANCE:.(CELONEQUADILtThrFOT*RC*LAREMI
TAREMHMSOJ/(SQR(SQR(DIST))REDUCFACF);
(NOTE THAT THE DIST TERM USED ABOVE IS ACTUALLY
TO THE CENTRE OF THE
WHOLE LUMINAIRE SO IT IS SLIGHTLY INACCURATE BUT
THE TWO ERRORS, ONE
FROM EACH SECTION OF LUM]NAIRE; SHOULD CANCELL
EACH OTHER OUT)
WKILLUMINANCE:-WKILLUMINANCE/PI; (THIS HAS BEEN
ADDED TO TAKE IN1D
ACCOUNT THE DIFFERENCE OF THE TWO SYSTEMS OF
CALCULATING LUMINANCE. IN
THE SYSTEM WE HAVE USED UP TILL NOW WE HAVE NOT
YET DIVIDED BY P1, IE
WE HAVE ONLY MULTIPLIED THE REFLECTANCE BY THE
ILLUMINANCE.)
ILLThffOT:-ILU?ffOT+WKuLUMINANCE;
6EI'4D; (KK COUNTER
vriLU?frOT:-vflLU?rrOT+ILUMTOT(LUMSPL1T/2);
GOTO Z (NEXT LUMINAIRE)
END; ( (LUMLENDIS11.AflO=2) OR (ANGLE4 <P115))

(IF (PTORLINLUM-I) THEN BEGIN
K:-LUMSPUT;
XLUMCENT:-LUMPOS(II,JJ,i,K];
YLLJMCENT:-LUMPOS[IIJJ,2,IJ;
XLUMPOS:-XLUMCENT;
YLUMPOS:-YLUMCENT;
IF WRITNUM -2 TI-LEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(II,JJ,K);
IF NOOBEFFECT-1 THEN GOTO 7;
EN

PIWflc:-XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINT;
PINIY:=YLUMCENF-YMEASPOINT;
WALLINFERP(0,PINTPINTY,IIM,ILLUMATPT);
ILLUMATPT:=(1/SQR(HM))'ILLUMATPT;
PTILUMTOT:PTILUMTOT+ILLUMATPT;

ILUMTOT:-0;
FOR I:=OTO1 DOBEGIN
XEMITSQ:_(I*CEILDISCRE*NCEILPT)+((NCEILPT/2)*CEILDI
SCRE)-((NCEILPT)CEILDISCRE);
FOR J:-OTOI DOBEGIN
YEMITSQ:_(J*CEILDISCRE*MCEILPI')+((MCEILVF!2)*CEILD
ISCRE)-((MCEILPT)CEILDISCRE);
XLUMCENT:=XLUMPOS+XEMITSQ
YLUMCENT:-YLUMPOS+YEMrFSQ
REDUCFACF:.08;
IF (ANGLEI <P1/8) THEN REDUCFACF:=0.9;
IF (XMEASPOIWF > XLIJMPOS) AND (XLUMPOS>
XLUMCENT) THEN REDUCFACT:=0.8;
IF (XMEASPOINT < XLUMPOS) AND (XLUMPOS <
XLUMCENT) THEN REDUCFACT:=0.8;
IF WRITNIJM -2 THEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(U,JJ,K);
IF NOOBEFFEC11 THEN GOTO 5;
END;
PINFX:-ABS(XMEASPOINT-XLUMCENT);
PINTY:ABS(YMEASPOINT-YLUMCENT);
DISTV1TOEMITAREA:=(SQR(PINTX)+SQR(PINTY)+HMSOJ;
WXILLUMINANCE:=((CEILONEQUADILUMFOTRC'SMEMI
TAREAHMSOJ/
SQR(DISTvrrOEM1TAREA))REDUCFAcrr;
WKILLUMINANCE:-WKILLUMINANCE/PI;
PTILLJMTOT:=VflLUMTOT+WKILLUMINANCE;
5:END;
END
7:END
IF (VFORLINLUM'=2) THEN BEGIN)
FOR K:-I TO LUMSPUT DO BEGIN
XLUMCENT:..LUMPOS[II,JJ,1J(];
YLUMCENT:-LUMPOS[IIJJ.2,1J;
XLLJMPOS:-XLUMCENT;
YLUMPOS:..YLUMCENT;
IF WRITNUM 2 THEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(ll.JJ,K);
IF NOOBEFFECT-I THEN GOTO 1;
END;
PINTX:-XLUMCENT-XMEASPOINI';
P[NTY:.YL!JMCENT-YMEASPOINT;
WALLINTERP(0,PIWIX,PIWI'YJM,ILLUMAIYI);
ILLUMATPTh.(l/SQR(HM))*ILLUMATVF;
PI1LUMTOT:=VrILUMTOT+ILLUMATPT;

ILUIfFOT:
FOR 1:=OTOI DO BEGIN
XEMITSQ:=(I*CEIIDISCRE*NCEH7fl+((NCEILFIT2)*CEILDI
SCRE).((NCEILPT)*CEILDISCRE);
FOR J:=OTO 1 DO BEGIN
YEMITSQ:=(I*CEILDISCRE*MCEILVI)+((MCEILVFI2)*CEILD
ISCRE)((MCEILPT)*CEILDISCgE);
XLUMCEWF:=XLUMPOS+XEMITSQ;
YLLJMCENT:=YLUMPOS+YEMITSQ;
REDUCFACT:=0.8;
IF (ANGLE 1 <P1/8) THEN REDUCFACF:=0.9;
IF (XMEASPOINT > XLLJMPOS) AND (XLUMPOS>
XLUMCENF) THEN REDUCFACf:=O.8;
IF (XMEASPOINT <XLUMPOS) AND (XLUMPOS <
XLUMCENT) THEN REDUCFACF:=0.8;
IF WRITNIJM -2 THEN BEGIN
LNPLNINTSECT(II,JJ,K);
IF NOOBEFFECF-1 THEN GOTO 8;
END;
P1NFX:-ABS(XMEASPOINT-XLUMENT);
PfNTY:-ABS(YMEASPOINF-YLUMENT);
DISTFITOEMITAREA:=(SQR(PJNTX)+SQR(PINTY)+HMSQ);
WKHLUNANcE-((CEILONEQUADILUMTOTRCSMEMI
TAREAHMSOJISQR(DISTPTFOEMITAREA))REDUCFACF;
WKnLUNANCE ' WI(uLUMINANCE/PI; (THIS HAS BEEN
ADDED TO TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT THE DIFFERENCE OF THE iWO SYSTEMS OF
CALCULATING LUMINANCE IN
THE SYSTEM WE HAVE USED UP TILL NOW WE HAVE NOT
YET DIVIDED BY P1, IE
WE HAVE ONLY MULTIPLIED THE REFLECTANCE BY THE
IILUMINANCE.)
PTILUMFOT:-VflLUMTOT+WKILLUMINANCE;

EN
LEND;
(END)
LEND;
4.END
END; (PROCEDURE ILUMCALC)
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PROCEDURE ILUMPTGRID;
(TIllS IS TIlE CONTROL PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING
TIlE ILLUMINANCE OVER TIlE
WORKING PLANE.
(DIRECTLY FROM TIlE LUMINAIRES AND BY TilE FIRST
BOUNCE FROM TILE CEILING)

VAR OBNUMBER.NUMWRrF,I,J.N,MINTEGER;
BEGIN
IIECAUSEDIRECTCASE:-l; (TIES hELL'S IN PROCEDURE
LNPLNINTSECT)
WRITE(G,'FOR TIlE WORKING PLANE ',WKPLNDISCRE:3:2,'
M GRID TIES TIME');
WRITELN(G);
IF (XSTARTPT > 50) THEN XSTARTVF:.0;
IF (YSTARTFT > 50) THEN YSTARTPT:-0;
IF (XENDPT> 50) THEN XENDPT:-LENGT1 I;
IF (YENDPT 50) THEN YENDPT:-WIDTH;
WRITE(G,START OF CALCULATION GRID IN THE X
DIRECTION = ',XSTARTPT:3:2);
WRITELN(G,'IN THEY DIRECTION = ',YSTARTPT:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
WRITE(G.'END OF CALCULATION GRID IN THE X
DIRECTION - ',XENDPT:3:2);
WRITELN(G,'IN TIlE Y DIRECTION - ',YENDPT:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
FOR NUMWRIT:-I TO 2 DO BEGIN (NUMWRIT - IIS THE
EMPTY CASE, NUMWRIT-2
IS THE CASE OF TILE OBSTRUCTIONS.)
WRITNUM:N1JMWRIT;
ACLENGTH:-(XENDPT-XSTARTPT);
ACWID1II:=(YENDPT-YSTARTPT);
N:-ROUND(Ac1ENGTH)WKPLNDISCRE);
M .'ROUND(ACWIDTH/WKPLNDISCRE);
IF WRITNUM=I THEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G,'FOR TILE WORKING PLANE');
WRITELN(G,'NUMBER OF CALC POINTS LENGTHWISE-
',N 3, WIDTIIWISE= ',M 2);
WRITEIJ.J(G);
END (IF WRflWUM-I
XNUMVF=N;
YNUMPT.=M;
XWKPLNDISCRE:=AcLENGTI-j/N;
YWKPLNDISCRE=ACWIDTII/M;
ACRMSLJRFDISRE(5,I J:-XWKPLNDISCRE;
ACRMSURFDISCRE[5,2) -YWKPLNDISCRE;
IF WRrrNUM=1 THEN BEGIN
WRITE(G,'ACTUAL DISCRETIZATION X DIRECTION-
',XWKPLNDISCRE32);
WRITELN(G,' Y D[REC'IlON - ',YWKPLNDISCRE:3:2);
END; (IF WRITNUM-I
EMITAREA:=SQR(CEILDISCRE);
LAREMITAREA:=NCEILVF*MCEILPT*EMITAREA*4;
SMEMITAR,EA:-NCEILVFMCEILVFEMJTAREA;
FOR 1:-I TO N DO BEGIN (FOR EVERY POINT IN THE X
DIRECTION)
FOR J:-I TO M DO BEGIN (FOR EVERY POINT IN THEY
DIRECTION)
XMEASPOINT:-IXWKPLNDISCRE-
(XWKPLNDISCRE/2)+XSTARTPT;
YMEASPOINT:-JYWKPLNDISCRE-
(YWKPLNDISCREI2)+YSTARTPT;
IF WRITNUM=2 THEN BEGIN
FOR OBNUMBER:=I TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
(THIS IS THE CHECK TO SEE IF THE CALCULATION POINT
IS ACTUALLY
UNDER AN OBSTRUCTION.)
IF (ABS(XMEASPOINT-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,I,1I) <0.0001)
OR
(XMEASPOINT > OBLIMITS(OBNLJMBER,I ,I j) THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(XMEASPOINT-OBUMFFS(OBNUMBER,I,2]) <0.0001)
OR
(OBLIMrFS(OBNUMBER,1,2J > XMEASPO[N1') THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YMEASPOINT-OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.2,21) <0.0001)
OR
(OBUMrFS(OBNUMBER,2,2] > YMEASPOINI') THEN BEGIN
IF (ABS(YMEASPOLNT-OBIJMrFS[OBNUMBER,2. 1)) <0.0001)
OR
(YMEASPOINT> OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER,2,1 j) THEN BEGIN
PTILUMTOT:-0;
END
END
END
END
END; (OBNUMBER COUNTER
END; (IF WRITNIJM=2)
(GOTO TO CALCULATION OF ILLUMINANCE PROCEDURE)
ILUMCALC;

GDILUM[WRITNUM,I,JJ:=PTILUMTOT;
(1 :WRITELN(WRrFNUM,I,J,VI1LUMTOT:3:O);)
END (M COUNTER OF MEASPOINT)
END;
END; (WRITNUMCOUNTER)
BECAUSEDIRECFCASE:4; (THIS HELPS IN THE
LNPLNINTSECT PROCEDURE)
END; (PROCEDURE ILUMPTGRID)

BEGIN
ILUMPTGRID; (CALCULATES THE THE ILLUMINANCE AT A
POINT ON THE GRID)
WRITNUM=3;
WALLPTGRJD;
(WALLGRIDWRJT;)
wRm4u4
WALLPTGR]D;
(WALLGRID WRIT;
OBILUMGRID; (CALCULATES ILLUMINANCE OVER
OBSTRUCTION SURFACES)

END; (PROCEDURE DIRECFCOMPONENT)

PROCEDURE THEUDIPS;
(THIS MASTER PROCEDURE CALCULATES THE UDIPS IE
THE UNTF DISTANCE)
(ILLUMINANCE PLALES IN ALL DIRECTIONS INCLUDING
THE CEILING)
TYPE DY=ARRAY[0..I0,0,.10J OF REAL; (1/4 UDIPS OF EACH
OF 5 SURFACES)
DDY"ARRAY(1..4,l..21,0..l0J OF REAL; (1/4 UDIPS OF EACH
OFS SURFACES)
VAR ILLUM:DY;
WILLUM:DDY; (1/4 UDIPS OF EACH OF 5 SURFACES)

PROCEDURE INI'ENINTERP(ANG:REAL; VAR
INTENSITY:REAL);
VAR AA,BB,XX,YY,TF:REAL;
L:INTEGER;
(INTERPOLATES THE INTENSITY AT THE GIVEN ANGLE
OF ELEVATION FOR WHICH
THE CALCULATION POINF LIES FROM THE LUMINAIRE)

BEGIN
ANG:-ANG1 80/PI;
L:I;
WHILE (5*L)<(ANG) DO BEGIN

END;
AA5L;
XX:=INFS[I,8];
L:=L-I;
YY:IN'FS[I,8];
BB:=S*L
TT:=(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
IWFENSITY..=U*ANG+(YYTF*BB);
ANG:=ANGPI/180;
END; (PROCEDURE INTENINTERP)

PROCEDURE DISYM TENINTERP(ANGI,ANG2:REAL; VAR
IN'FENSITY:REAL);
VAR )OC,YY,U,REAL;
AAABBB,XXX,YYY.1T1',ANG22REAL;
ELEANG47IANG,AA,BB,UPLL,LOWLL,CC,LL;L:INTEGER;
(INTERPOLATES THE INTENSITY AT THE GIVEN ANGLE
OF ELEVATION FOR WHICH
THE CALCULATION POINT UES FROM THE LUMINAIRE)

BEGIN
ANGI -ANGI1 80/PI;
ANG2=ANG21 80/PI;
IF (PTORLINLUM =2) THEN BEGIN
IF (L,AMPFIGGUIDE =1) AND (LUMIN1TYPE =1) THEN
BEGIN

WHILE (5L)<(ANG1) DO BEGIN
L:=L+1;
END;
LLAO
l/}ffl (3)LL) <(ANG2) DO BEGIN

LL:-LL+I;
END;
IF L=0 THEN L:L+1;
CC:-L MOD Z
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IFCC-OTIIEN L:-L-I;
IF LL-0 THEN LL:-LL+1;
AA:-30LL;
XX:-TNTS[LLLJ:
LL:-LL-I;
IIB:-300(LL);
YY:-TNTS[L,LL);
'IT:-(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
INTENSITY:_rr*ANG2+(YY.Tr*BB);
END; (LAMPFIGGUIDE AND LUMIN1TYPE =1)
iF LAMPFIGGUIDE -2) AND (LUMINTFYPE -2) THEN
BEGIN
ANG22:-ANG2;
IF ANG22> 270 THEN ANG22:-ANG22-180;
L:.0;
WHILE (5L)<(ANGI) DO BEGIN
L:-L^i;
END;
LL:-0;
WHILE (90LL) < (ANGfl) DO BEGIN
LL:-LL+1;
END;
IF L0 THEN L:-L+1;
CC:-L MOD 2;
IF CC-O THEN L:-L-I;
IF LL-O THEN LL:-LL+I;
AA:-90LL
XX-mS[L.LL);
LL:-LL-I;
BB.-90(LL);
YY:-1TFS[L,LLJ;
1T:-(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
INENSITY:-TTANG22^(YY-TFBB);
END;(LAMPFIGGUIDE AND LUMINTFYPE -2)
END; (LINEAR LUMINAIRE)
IF (PTORUNLUM -I) THEN BEGIN
IF (LkMPFIGGUIDE -I) AND (LUMINTI'YPE -I) THEN
BEGIN

WHILE (5L)<(ANGI) DO BEGIN
L-L+l;
END;
LL-0
WHILE (45LL) < (ANG2) DO BEGIN
LL-LL+1;
END;
IF L0 THEN L:-L+I;
CC -L MOD 2;
IF CC-O THEN L:-L-I;
IF LL..0 THEN LL:-LL+I;
AA .45LL
XX -INTS[L.LL);
LL-LL-I;
BB:-45(LL);
YY.-1NTS[LJ.LJ;
11' .(XX-YY)/(AA.BB);
NENSITY-TFANG2+(YY-TFBB);

END,(I..AMPFIGGUIDE AND LUMIN1TYPE -I)
IF (L4.MPFIGGUIDE =2) AND (LUMINTrYPE -2) THEN
BEGLN
L-0
WIULE (5L).qANGI) DO BEGIN
L:-L+I;

IF L-0 THEN L:-L+I;
CC:-L MOD 2;
IF CC-0 THEN L:-L.I;
AA:-5L
XX:-IIIS[L);
L:-L-I;
BB:-5(L);
YY:=HIS[LJ;
U:=(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
INTENSITY:-1TANGI+(YY-fl'BB);
END;(LAMPFIGGUIDE AND LUMINTrYPE =2)
IF (LAMPFIGGUIDE -3) AND (LUMINTrYPE -3) THEN
BEGIN
L:
WHILE (5L)<(ANGI) DO BEGIN
L:-L+i;
EN

WHILE (30LL) < (ANG2) DO BEGIN
LL:-LL+ 1;
END;
IF L-0 THEN L:-L+I;
CC:=L MOD 2;
IFCC-O THEN L:-L-I;
IF LL-O THEN LL:-LL+I;
AA:-30LL;
XX:-TNTS[L,LL);
LL:-LL-l;

BB:=30(LL);
YY:-TNTS[L.LL];
TF:-(XX-YY)/(AA-BB);
INTENSITY:=TFANG2+(YY-TF*BB);
END;(LAMPFIGGUIDE AND LUMINTrYPE =3)
END; (POINT SOURCE)
ANG1 :_ANG1*PIJ1 80;
ANG2;ANG2PI/1 80;
END; (PROCEDURE DISYMINTENINI'ERP)

PROCEDURE PTGEN(11:INTEGER;
VAR DIST:REAL);
(GENERATES THE POINFS OF CALCULATION FOR THE
UDJP CALCUlATION PROCEDURE)

BEGIN
DIST:=110.25;
IF 0=6 THEN DIST:=l.75;
IF 11=7 THEN DIST:=Z5;
IF 11-8 THEN DIST:-3.5;
IF 119 THEN DIST:-5.0
IFH..IOTHEN DIST:-l0.0;
(SYMMETRIC POINT SOURCE LUMINAIRE)
END; (PROCEDURE PTGEN)

PROCEDURE CEILUDIPILLUMCALC;
(CALCULATES THE UNIT DISTANCE J1LUMINANCE PLANE
UDIP FOR THE CEILING
PLANE.)

LABEL 1,2;
VAR ILLUMINANCE,XDIST,YDIST,PLANDIST,SQTOTDIST,
HMSQ,HLASTLUM4NGNG1,ANG2JNFENSflYREAL
I,J:INFEGER;
BEGIN
FOR 1:-I TO 4 DO BEGIN
ILQUAD[I]:-0
ENDIm:=0
END;
CEILONEQUADILUMTOT:=0
CEILDISCRE:=CEILTOLUMHT/5;
HM:=CEILTOLUMHT; (10 UNIT DISTANCE FROM
CEELING)

tSQ=SQR(HM)
FOR I:-1 TO NCEILPT DO BEGIN
XDIST:=(CEILDISCRE'I)-(CEILDISCREI'2);
(LUMWID IS THE WIDTH OF THE LUMINAIRE ITSELF)
FOR J:-1 TO MCEILPT DO BEGIN
YDIST:=(CEILDISCRE*))(CE11JXSCRE/2);
PLANDIST:=SQRT(SQR(XDIST)+SQR(YDIST));
SQTOTDIST:=SQR(PLANDIST)+HMSQ;
(IF VFORLINLUM=2 THEN BEGIN)
ANGI =PI-(ARCFAN(PLANDIST/HM));
IF XDIST=0 THEN BEGIN
IF YDIST=4) THEN ANG2=0
ELSE ANG2=PI/2;
GHO 1;
END;
IF YDIST=O THEN BEGIN

GOTO 1;
END;
ANG2=ARCI'AN(YDIST/XDISI);
IDISYMINTENINTERP(ANGI ,ANG2,INFENSITY);(CALCULA
TES THE INThNSITY AT THESE ANGLES)
ANGI :ARCTAN(PLANDIST/HM);
ILLUMINANCE:_INTENSITY*ABS(COS(ANGI))/(SQTOTDIST*
LUMSPLIT);
(END;
ELSE BEGIN
ANG.=ARCfAN(PLANDIST/HM);
ANG:=PI.ANG;
INFENINrERP(ANG1NTENSITY);
ANG:=PI.ANG;
IILUMINANCE:=INTENSITYABS(COS(ANG))/SQTOTDIST;
END;)
ILLUM[I,J]=ILLUMINANCE;
CEILONEQUADILUffOT:=HLUMINANCE+CE]LONEQUADI
LUMTOT;
IF (1<53) AND (J <55) THEN BEGIN
ENDIL(l];=ILLUMINANCE+ENDIL[1 1;
IF YDIST <LUMWIDI2 THEN BEGIN
ILQUAD(1J:-ULUMINANCE+ILQUAD[l];
GOTO 2;
END;
END;
IF (I > 5.5) AND (J <53) THEN BEGIN
ENDIL(2):=ILLUMJNANCE+ENDIL(2];
IF YDIST <LUMWID/2 THEN BEGIN
1LQUAD[2]:-ILLUM1NANE+ILQUAD[2];
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GOTO 2;
END;
END;
IF (1> 5.5) AND (1 >5.5) ThEN
ENDIL(41:-ILLUMINANCE+ENDIL[4);
IF (1< 5.5) AND (1> 5,5)TIIEN
ENDIL(3]:-ILLUMINANCE+ENDIL[3);
2:END; (1 COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
CEILONEQUADILUMTOT:-CEILONEQUADILUMTOT/(MCEI
UrNCE1LI7F)
ILQUAD[31:.ENDIL[31;
ILQUAD(4J;=ENDfl[4);
ILQUAD( 1):-ENDIL[1]-ILQUAD[1J;
ILQUAD[2] :-ENDIL(2)-ILQUADj2),
FOR 1:-I TO 4 DO BEGIN
ILQUADII]:.ILQUAD[1]/((NCEILVr/2)'(MCEILPT/2));
ENDIL(IJ:_ENDIL(l]/((NcEILPTI2)*(MCEILFF/2));
END;
END; (PROCEDURE CEILUDIPILLUMCALC)

PROCEDURE TWOQUADTOFOUR;
(TRANSFERS THE TWO QUADRANTS OF INFORMATION
WhiCh HAVE BEEN FOUND
IN PROCEDURE WAU.UDIPILUMCALC iNTO THE FOUR
QUADRANT INFORMA11ON
REQUIRED FOR ThE CALCULA11ON OF THE ILLUMINANCE
PATTERN OVER TIlE
ACTUAL WALLS OR VERTICAL SURFACES 1

VAR N.MJJ.RMSURFACE INTEGER;
AAREAL;
BEGIN
FOR RMSURFACE -I TO 4 DO BEGIN
FOR 1-21 DOWNTO I DO BEGIN
FOR 1.0 TO 10 DO BEGIN
AA =W1LLUM(R.MSURFACE.LJ];
BGILMPL!'(RMSURFACE+1J.1 1-JJ:.AA;
BGILMPLI'.(RMSURFACE+l,I.i 1+J]:-AA;
END;
END
LND
END; (PROCEDURE TWOQUADTOFOUR)

PROCEDURE WALLUDIPILLUMCALC;
(CALCULATES THE UDIP (UNIT DISTANCE ILLUMINANCE
PlANES) FOR TIlE WALL
TYPE SURFACES FOR TIES LUMINAIRE INTENSifY
DISTRIBUTION)
(TIES PROCEDURE HAS BEEN COMPLICATED ALOT BY
TIlE DECISION TO MODEL)
(LINEAR LUMINAIRES MORE ACCURATELY)
LABEL 1.2
VAR ILLUMINANCE.XDIST.YDIST,PLANDIST,SQTOTDIST,
HMSQ.ANGI&NG23IIM.LAS11LUMANG.INTENSDY:REAL
S.T.RMS URFACE,I,J.INTEGER;
BEGIN
STM.-HM
HM:.I 0; (FOR WALL UDIPS)
IIMSQ-SQR(IIM);
FOR RMSURFACE:-1 TO 4 DO BEGIN
S-0
FOR 1:-b DOWNTO 0 DO BEGIN
(THIS IS THE ABOVE THE LUMINAIRE UDIP CALC CASE)
S:-S+I;
VFGEN(I.XDIST);
(THE I COUNTER AND XDIST ARE VERTICAL)
FOR i:-O TO 10 DO BEGIN
PTGEN(1,YDIST);
(THE I COUNTER AND YDIST ARE IN THE HORIZONTAL
PLANE)
PLANDIST:-SQRT(SQR(YD1SThHMSQ);
SQTOTDIST:-SQR(PLANDIST)+SQR(XDIST);
(IF PTORUNLUM.2 THEN BEGIN)
ANG1 :-(ARCTAN(XDIST/PLAND1ST))+PI/2;
IF (RMSURFACE - 1) OR (RMSURFACE -3) ThEN BEGIN
IF YDIST.0 THEN BEGIN
ANG2:.0;
GOTO 1;
END;
ANG2-ARCFAN(YDIST/HM);
END; (RMSURFACE -1 OR RMSURFACE =3)
IF (RMSURFACE -2) OR (RMSURFACE .4) ThEN BEGIN
IF YDIST-0 THEN BEGIN
ANG2:=P1f2;
GOTO 1;
END;
ANG2.ARCTAN(YDISTII1M)+P1/Z
END; (RMSURFACE -2 OR RMSURFACE -4)
1 :DI SYMINTENINTERP(ANGi .ANG2.INTENSITY); (CALCUIA
TES THE INTENSITY AT THESE ANGLES)

ANG1:=ANG1-PI/2;
ILLUMINANCE:=INTENSITY*ABS(COS(ANGI))/(SQTOTDIST*
LUMSPUT);
(END
ELSE BEGIN
ANG:.(ARCFANQ(bI5T/PLANDIST))+P112;
WFENRP(ANGJI'flENSITY);
ANG:ANG-PI/2;
ILLUMINANCE:=INTENSITY*ABS(CO5(ANG))/(SQTOTDIST);
END;)
WILLUM[RMSURFACE,SM:=IILUMINANCE;
LASTILUM:LLUMINANCE;
END; (I COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
FOR I:=I TO 10 DO BEGIN
S:.S+l;
PTGEN(I.XDIST);
FOR J:-0 TO 10 DO BEGIN
PTGEN(J.YDIST);
PLADIST:=SQRT(SQR(YDIST)+HMSOJ
SQTOTDIST:.SQR(PLANDISI)+SQR(XDIST)
ANG.PIu2-(ARCrAN(XDIST/PLANDIST));
(IF VFORLINLUM=2 THEN BEGIN)
ANG1:.P112-(ARCFAN(XDIST/PLANDIST));
IF (RMSURFACE -1) OR (RMSURPACE = 3) THEN BEGIN
IF YDIST.0 THEN BEGIN
ANG2:.0;
GOTO 2;
END;
ANG2.=ARCTAN(YDIST/HM);
END; (RMSURFACE =1 OR RMSURFACE = 3)
IF (RMSURFACE = 2) OR (RMSURFACE = 4) THEN BEGIN
IF YDIST=0 THEN BEGIN
ANG2:-PIfl;
G(YrO 2;
END;
ANG2:-ARCTAN(YDIST/HM)+PIj2;
END; (RMSURFACE =2 OR RMSURFACE = 4)
2:D1SYMINFENIWFERP(ANG1 .ANG2IWI'ENSnY);(CALCULA
TES THE INTENSITY AT THESE ANGLES)
ANGI :.ARCTAN(XDI5T/PLANDIST);
ILLUMINANCE:=INTENSITYABS(COS(ANG1))/(SQTOTDIST
LUMSPLIT);
(END
ELSE BEGIN
INTENINTERP(ANG,INTENSITY);
ANG:-ARCTAN(XDIST/PLANDIST);
ILLUMINANCE:.INTENSITY*ABS(COS(ANG))/SQTOTDIST;
END;)
WILLUM[RMSURFACE.S,JJ:=ILLUMINANE;
LASTILUM:=fl.LUMJNANCE;
END; (1 COUNTER)
END; (I COUNI'ER)
END; (RMSURFACE)

gm
END; (PROCEDURE WALLUDIPILLUMCALC)

PROCEDURE ONEQUADTOFOUR;
(FROM ONE OF THE FOUR SYMMETRICAL QUADRANTS OF
THE UDIP FOR THE CEILING
AND WORKING PLANE if PRODUCES A LARGE FOUR
QUADRANT ARRAY
(NOTE THAT THE WORKING PLANE UDIP IS CALCULATED
WITH ThE UNIT DISTANCE
SETAT b.SIEHM)

VAR N,MJJJNFEGER;
AA:REA1
BEGIN
FOR I:=2I DOWNTO I DO BEGIN
FOR J:=2b DOWNTO 1 DO BEGIN
IF (I<=21) AND (I>=1I) AND (J<=21) AND (J=lb) THEN
BEGIN
N:=I-1 1;
M:-J-b 1;
AA:=LLUM[N,M;
BGILMPLN[RMSURFACEJ.JI:=AA;
END;
iF (1<11) AND (J<.21) /.ND (J>=1b) THEN BEGIN
AA—ILLUM(1 1-1,1-11);
I3GILMPLN(RMSURFACE,UI:.AA;
END;
IF (kIb) AND (hlb) THEN BEGIN
AA:.HLUM(b 1-1,1 1-1];
BOLMPLN[RMSURFACE,I.JI:=AA;
END;
IF (1<11) AND (k=21) AND (I=1b) THEN BEGIN
AA.ILLUMfI-11,b b-il;
BGILMPLNERMSURFACE,I,JI:=AA;
END;
END;
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END
END; (PROCEDURE ONEQUADTOFOUR)

PROCEDURE UDIPILLUMCALC;
(CALCULATE THE UNIT DISTANCE ILLUMINANCE PLANE
OVER TILE WORKING PLANE
SURFACE.
(NOTE THAT THE WORKING PLANE UDIP IS CALCULATED
WITH THE UNIT DISTANCE
SET AT 1.8 IE IIM)
LABEL I;
VAR ILLUMINANCE,XDIST,YDIST.PLANDIST,SQTOTDIST,

HMHMSQ,L&S11LUMANG,ANGIANG2,INTENSffY:REAL;
I.J:INTEGER
BEGIN
STHMIIM
IIM-I.0;
I IMSQ-SQR(IIM);
RMSURFACE:-l;
TELLTALE:-0;
FOR I:-O TO 10 DO BEGIN
VFGEN(I.XDIST);
LASTILUM:-I0000;
FOR J:-0 TO 10 DO BEGIN
VrGEN(J.YDIST);
PLANDIST:-SQRT(SQR(XDIST)+SQR(YDIST));
SQTOTDIST:SQR(PLANDIST)+ELMSQ;
(IF PTORUNLUM=2 THEN BEGIN)
ANGI:-ARCTAN(PLANDIST/IIM); (ANGLE OF ELEVATION)
IF XDIST=O THEN BEGIN
IF YDIST-0 THEN ANG2:-0
ELSE ANG2-PIJ2,
GOTO 1;
END;
IF YDIST=0 THEN BEGIN
ANG2 -0
GOTO I;
END;
ANG2 -ARCTAN(YDIST/XDIST);
I DISYMINTENINTERP(ANGI .ANG2,INTENSffY) (CALCULA
TES TILE INTENSITY ATTLIESE ANGLES)
ILLUMINANCE:-INTENSITYABS(COS(ANGI ))/(SQTOTDIST
LUMSPLIT);
(END
ELSE BEGIN
ANG-ARcrAN(PLANDIST/HM);
INrEMNFERP(ANG.INTENSITY);
ILLLJMINANCE:-INTENSITYAB S(COS (ANG))/SQTOTDIST;
IF L&STILUMdLLUM1NANCE THEN TELLTALE:..I;
END.)
ILLUM(IJ] :-ILLUMINANCE;
LASTILUM:=ILLUMINANCE;
END; (I COUNTER)
END; (I COUNTER)
XTOLOTOCOUNT:=I OIIM;
YFOLOTOCOUWF:=IOHM;
IIM -STh.t
END; (PROCEDURE UDIPILLUMCALC)

PROCEDURE REDUCALC;

(SAVES CALCULATING THE ILLUMINANCE IF IT FALLS
BELOW A CERTAIN
THRESHOLD SlIT CURRENTLY AT 2.5)

VAR IJ.XTELL.YTELL:[NTEGER
XDIST.YDIST:REAL
BEGIN
TELLTALE:=0
)CrELL:-0
YFELL:-
FOR I:-0 TO 10 DO BEGIN
IF (ILLIJM(I,0J <2.5) AND (XTELU=0) ThEN BEGIN
FFGEN(I.XDIST);
XTOLOTOCOUNT:-XDIST;
XTELL:-I;
WRITELN(G.1JDIP X DIST FOR WHICH ILLUM 100 LOW.
.XTOLOTOCOUNT:3:2);

WRITELN(G);
END;
END;
FOR J:-0 TO 10 DO BEGIN
IF (IILLJM[0.JJ <2.5) AND (YTELL-0) THEN BEGIN
PTGEN(J,YDIST);
YTOLOTOCOUNT:..YDIST;
YTELL:-1;
WRITELN(G,IJDIP Y DIST FOR WIIICH ILLUM TOO LOW-
,YTOLOTOCOUNT:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
END;

END
END; (PROCEDURE REDUCALC)

PROCEDURE CEILCALC;
(CALCULATES THE DIRECT IILUMINANCE FOR THE
VARIOUS POINTS ON THE CEILING
PLANE. CALLED BY PROCEDURE GENCEILGRID.
(THIS IS NOT THE PROCEDURE WHICH CALCULATES THE
HIGH EMMI1TANCE AREA
AROUND THE LUMINAIRES ONLY THE PROCEDURE WHICH
CALCULATES TILE GENERAL
BACKGROUND CEILING AVERAGE EMMITFANCES.
(NO CHECK FOR OBSTRUCTIONS BLOCKING THIS DIRECT
ILLUMINANCE OVER THE
CEILING SINCE IT IS UNLIKELY TO MAKE MUCH
DIFFERENCE IN MOST CASES.)

LABEL2
VAR K.IIJJINIEGER;
VAR ILLUMINANCE,XDIST,YDISTPLANDIST,SQTOTDIST,
ANGANG1 ANG2JNFENSITY;REAL;
ILLUMATFF:REAL;
BEGIN
STRSIDENUMBER:=l0; (TillS IS A SAFETY NUMBER TO
ALLOW THE USE OF

LNPLINTSECF BY THE CALCULATION OF
ILLUMINANCE OVER

THE OBSTRUCTION SURFACES SINCE THEY
MUST AVOID

CHECKING IFA SURFACE CAN BLOCKTHE
IILUMINANCE

RECEIVED BY ITSELF}
FFmUMrOT;0
FOR fl:=1 TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN
FOR JJ:-I TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN
(IF (PTORLINLUM=1) THEN BEGIN
K:=LUMSPLIT;
XLUMcENT:=LUMPOS[II.JJ.1.KJ;
YLUMCEWr:=LUMPOS [IIJJ.2,1];
XDIST:ABS(XLUMcEWF-XMEASPOIN1);
YDIST:ABS(YLUMCENT-YMEASPOWJ');
IF XDIST < 0.5 THEN XDIST:=0.5;
IF YDIST <0.5 THEN YDIST:..0.5;
PLANDIST:=SQRT(SQR(XDIS1)+SQR(YDIST))
SQTOTDIST:=SQR(PLANDIST)^SQR(CEILTOLUMHT);
ANG:-ARCFAN(PLANDISTftEILTOLUMII1);
ANG:PI-ANG;
INTENINTERP(ANG,INTENSITY);
ANG:PI-ANG;
IILUMINANCE:=INTENSITY*ABS(COS(ANG))1SQTOIDIST,
PTILLThIFOTh.FrILUMFOT+ILLUMINANCE;
END;
IF (PTORLINLUM=2) THEN BEGIN)
FOR K:=1 TO LUMSPLFF DO BEGIN
XLUMCENT:..LUMPOS[1I,JJ.1.K];
YLUMcENT:.LUMPOS [IIJJ.2 1);
XDIST:=ABS(XLUMCEWF.XMEASPOIN1);
YDIST-ABS(YLUMCENF-YMEASPOIN1);
IF XDIST 0.5 THEN XDIST:0.5;
IF YDIST <0.5 ThEN YDIST:=0.5;
PLANDIST:-SQRT(SQR(XDIsT)+SQR(YDIST));
SQTOTDIST=SQR(PLANDIST)+SQR(CEILTOLUMHT)
ANGl:PI-(ARCFAN(PLANDIST,CEILTOLUIfl))
IF XDIST=0 THEN BEGIN
IF YDIST-0 THEN ANG2.=0
ELSE AI4G2.=PIJ2;
GOTO 2;
END;
IF YDIST=O THEN BEGIN
ANG2:=0
00102;
END;
ANG2:-ARCFAN(YDIST/XDIST);
2:DISYMINFENINTERP(ANGL.ANG2,INTENSITY);
ANGL..ARCFAN(PLANDISTiCEILTOLUMIfl);
ILLUMINANCE=IWFENSITY*ABS(COS(ANG1))/(SQTOTDIST*
LUM5PIJT);
PTILUMTOT:=PTILUMTOT+ILLUMINANCE;
END; (K COUNTER FOR LUMSPUT FOR LINEAR
LUMIAIRES)
(END;)
END; (LUMINAIRES IN X ROW)
END; (ALL LUMINAIRE COLUMNS)
END; (PROCEDURE CEILCALC)

PROCEDURE GENCEILGRID;
(THIS IS THE CONTROL PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING
THE GENERAL BACKGROUND NON
HIGH EMMITFANCE AREA. ILLUMINANCE OVER THE
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CEILING PLANE.

VAR I,1N.M:INTEGER;
XCEILGRLDISCTLZATION,YCEILGRIDISCflZATION:REAL;
BEGIN
CEILAV:-0;
wRrrE(G,WE WILL HAVE A ',CEILGRIDISCFIZATION:3:2,
M GRID TillS TIME');
WRITELN(G);
N:=ROUND(LENGTHJCIIILGRIDISCTIZATION);
M:-ROIJND(WIDTH/CEILGRIDISCTIZATION);
(WRITELN(G);
WRrrFLN(G,'NUMBER OF CALC POINTS LENGTHWISE
',N:3, WIDTHWISE- ',M:2);
WRITELN(G);)
CEILXNUMPT:-N;
CEILYNUMPT:=M;
XCEILGRIDISCTIZATION:=LENGTH/N;
YCEILGRIDISCTIZATION:-WIDTHJM;
ACRMSLJRFDISCRE[6.I I:-XCEILGRIDISCTIZATION;
ACRMSURH)ISCRE[6,21:-YCEILGRIDISCTIZATION;
WRITE(G.POR THE CEILING ACTUAL DISCRETIZATION :');
WRITE(G.X DIRECTION- '.XCEILQRIDISCTIZATION:3:2);
WRITELN(G. Y DIRECTION -
,YCEILGRIDISCrIZATION:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
FOR 1:-I TO N DO BEGIN (*FOR EVERY POINT IN THE X
DIRECTION)
FOR 3:-I TOM DO BEGIN (*FOR EVERY POINT IN THEY
DIRECTION)
XMEASPOINT:-IXcEILGRIDISCTIZATION-
(XCEIIA3RIDISCI1ZATION/2);
YMEASPOINT:.DYCEILGRIDISCTIZATION-
(YCEILGRIDI SCTI7ATION/2);
(GOTO TO CALCULATION OF ILLUMINANCE PROCEDURE)
CEILCALC;
B IGCEI LQRID FLJ1:=PTILUMTOT;
CEILAV:-FrILUMTOT+CEILAV;
END.
END.
CEILAV -CEILAV/((N+I)(M+I));
END. (PROCEDURE GENCEILGRID)

BEGIN
UDIPILLUMCALC; (CALCULATES TIlE UDIP FOR THE
LOWER HORIZONTAL

PLANE (WORKING PLANE OR FLOOR))
ONEQUADTOFOUR; (TURNS SYM DATA FOR I QUAD TO
4)
WALLUDIPILLUMCALC; (CALCULATES THE UDIP FOR THE
VERTICAL PLANE.

NOTE DUE TO SYMMETRY ALL ARE THE SAME
(WALLS))
TWOQUADTOFOUR (TURNS SYM DATA FOR 2 QUAD TO
4)
CEILUDIPILLUMCALC; (CALCULATES THE CEILING
EMMITTANCE CLOSE TO THE

LUMINAIRES.)
GENCELLGRID; (CALCULATES THE GENERAL
ILLUMINANCE OVER TILE CEIUNG)
(CEILGDWRITOUT;) (WRITESOUT TIlE CEILING
ILLUMINANCE }
(IF FFORLINLUM - I THEN REDUCALC; AVOIDS
CALCULATION OR INTERPOLATION)
(IF THE ILLUMINANCE FALLS BELOW A CERTAIN
ThRESHOLD, CURRENTLY 2.5 LUX)
END; (PROCEDURE TIIEUDIPS)

PROCEDURE PTA VINT;
(AVERAGES INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PT SOURCE
LUMINAIRE FOR EACH ANGLE OF ELEVATION]
VAR SUM,AAA:REAL

i,ll,I:INTEGER;
BEGIN
IF (LAMPFIGGUIDE -I) AND (LUMINTrYPE -1) THEN
BEGIN
READ(LLJMDATA,DLOR);
WRITELN(G.'DLOR =',DLOR:3:2);
FOR I:-0 TO 36 DO BEGIN
SUM:=0
FOR J:-0 TO 7 DO BEGIN
SUM-SUM+INTS(I,J);
END;
INTS[I,8J:=SUMIS;
END;
END;
IF (LAMPFIGGULDE -2) AND (LUMINTFYPE =2) THEN
BEGIN

FOR I:-0 TO 36 DO BEGIN

READ(LUMDATA,AAA);
LBS [I):-AAAMULTFACT;
INTS[I,8]:=IIIS[I];

IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END;
READ(LUMDATA,DLOR);
WRITELN(G,'DLOR:= ',DLOR:4:3);
END;
IF (LAMPFIGGUIDE -3) AND (LUMINTrYPE =3) THEN
BEGIN
READ(LUMDATA,DLOR);
WRITELN(G,'DLOR =',DLOR:3:2);
FOR 1=0 TO 36 DO BEGIN
SU
FOR J:0 TO 11 DO BEGIN
SUM:='SUM+TNTS[I,J);
END;
'INI'S[I,12):=SUMJI2;
END;
END;
END; (PROCEDURE PTA VINF}

PROCEDURE REEDINTDIST;
LABEL 4;
(READS THE TYPE OF LIJMINAIRE AND ITS PHOTOMETRIC
IWrENSITIES)

VAR IJ,M,N,NN,MM:INTEGER
AAAiEAL

BEGIN
READLN(LUMDATA,LAMI'FIGGUIDE,LUMINTFYPE);
IF (PTORLINLLJM - I) THEN BEGIN
(nmflnn??rfln?nfl7)
WRJTELN(G,'TIIIS IS A POINT SOURCE LUMENAIRE');
IF LUMTYPE=1 THEN WRfl'ELN(G,THORN SYMMETRIC
POINT VOL 1 P7.4 ');
IF LUMI'YPE=2 THEN WRITELN(G,THIS LUMINAIRE IS THE
SYMPT DATA FILE');
IF LUMFYPE=4 TI-lEN WRITELN(G,THORN SYMMETRIC
POINT VOL 1 P8.8 ');
IF (LUMTYPE <1) OR (LUMTYPE >4) TI-lEN
WRITELN(G,'WHAT KIND OF DISTRIBUTION IS THIS
THEN?');
IF (LAMPFIGGUIDE =2) AND (LUMINITYPE =2) THEN
BEGIN
MULTFACT:=LAMPOUTPUT/l 000;
GOTO 4;
END;
IF (LAMPFIGGUIDE =1) AND (LUMINTIYPE =1) THEN
BEGIN
MULTFACF:=LAMPOIJFPUI7I 000;
FOR J:=0 TO 7 DO BEGIN
FOR I:=0 TO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(LUMDATA,AAA);
INFS [I,J):=AAA*MULTFACT;
IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END;
END
END;
IF (LAMPFIGGUIDE =3) AND (LUM[NTIYPE =3) THEN
BEGIN
MULTFACF:=LAMPOUTPUT/1 000;
FOR J:=0 TO 11 DO BEGIN
FOR 1=OTO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(LUMDATA,AAA);
TWFS[IJJ:=AAA*MULTFACT;
IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END;
END
END;
4FFAVINT;
END; (POINT SOURCE LUMINAIRE
mnnnnrrnrrnnnnnnj
IF (PTORLLNLUM -2) TI-LEN BEGIN
WRITELN(G,'THIS IS A LiNEAR LUMINAIRE');
IF LUMTYPE=I THEN WRITELN(G,THORN SYMMETRIC
POINT VOL 1 P7.4');
IF LUMTYPE=2 THEN WRITELN(G,THIS LUMINAIRE IS THE
TM5LIN DATA FILE');
IF LUMTYPE-4 THEN
WRITELN(G,'BEDFORD HOUSE : OSRAM SPEEDPACK TWIN
OPAL PRISMATIC DIFFUSER OSSP26OP');
IF LU?iffYPE=5 THEN WRFI'ELN(G,TIIORN FFRA 2675/FIRE
36');
IF LUl.fl'YPE=6 THEN WRITELN(G,'MOORLIG}IT 173B
I 3RT/W/N/I 670');
IF LUMTYPE-7 THEN WRTFELN(G,THORN FTP236
LUMINAIRE');
IF LUMTYPE=8 THEN WRITELN(G,'FO217/P CEILING
MOUNTED PRISMATIC');
IF (LUMTYPE <1) OR (LUMTYPE >8) TI-lEN
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WRITELN(G,'WHAT KiND OF DISTRIBUTION IS THIS
TI (EN?);
IF LAMPFIGGUIDE - I THEN BEGIN
IF LUMJN1TYPE -1 THEN BEGIN
MULTFACr:-LAMPOUTPUF/I 000;
WRITELN(G,1NTENSITY DISTRIBUTION GIVEN IN FILE IS
MULTIPUED BY ',MULTFACT:3:3);
WRITELN(G,'IN STEPS OF 5 DEGREES IN ELEVATION AND
30 IN A7JMUTH SO CHECK ITS ALL THERE');
FOR J:-O TO 11 DO BEGIN
FOR I:-0 TO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(LUMDATA,AAA);
TNTS [IJ]:-AAAMULTFACT;
IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END; (I COUNTER)
END; (1 COUNTER)
END; ( LUMINTFYPE - 1)
END; ( LAMPFIGGUIDE - I)
IF LAMPFIGGUIDE -2 THEN BEGIN
IF LUMIN1TYPE -2 THEN BEGIN
MULTFACT:-LAMPOUTPUT/I 000;
FOR J:-OTO3 DO BEGIN
FOR I.-0 TO 36 DO BEGIN
READ(LUMDATAAAA);
1TrS[IJJ-AAAMULTFACT;
IF EOLN THEN READLN;
END; (I COUNTER)
WRITELN(G);
END (3 COUNTER)
END (LUMINTTYPE-I)
END, ( LAMPFIGGUIDE -2)
READ(LUMDATA,DLOR);
WRITELN(G,'DLOR -',DLOR:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
END (UNEAR LUMINAIRE)
END;

PROCEDURE RANDCAR;
(SETS UPTIIE ARRAYS RANDCFORTHEUDIPSECI1ON)

VAR I.J.IJ.INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR 1-1 TO 11 DO BEGIN
R[Ij--(II-I)025;
IF I-I THEN R(I] --10;
IF 1-2 THEN R(IJ --5;
IF 1-3 THEN R(IJ.-3 5;
IFI-4TIWNR[IJ--2.5;
(Fl-S THEN R[I].-1.75;
END;
3-0;
FOR I.-I2TO 21 DO BEGIN
3=1+2;
11-1-3;
RU]—R[IJI;
END;
FOR I:- I TO 21 DO BEGIN

END
END,

PROCEDURE WHICHSURFACE; (FORMS THE ARRAY
LUMOBDETAILS TO STORE THE

TIEREE SIDES OF ANY OR THAT EACH
LUMINAIRE CAN SEE)
VAR K,I1.J1.COBNUM,OBNjJMBER:INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR 11:-i TO LENNUMALONG DO BEGIN
FOR 33:-I TO WIDNUMALONG DO BEGIN
YLUMCENT:-LUMPOS[IIJJ,2,1);
(IF (PTORUNLUM-I) THEN BEGIN
K:-LUMSPLIT;
XLUMCENT:-LUMPOS[fl,JJ,I,KI;
FOR OBNUMBER:-I TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
IF (XLUMCENT < OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,1.I]) THEN BEGIN
IF (YLUMCENT < OBUMrFS(OBNUMBER,2.11) THEN BEGIN
LIJMOBDETAILS(IIJJ.K,OBNUMBER,1 ):-3;
LUMOBDETAILS(II,JJ,K.OBNUMBER,2]:-2;
LUMOBDETAILS[II.JJ.K,OBNUMBER.3J:-5;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT>OBLIMiTS(OBNUMBER.2, 1 ]) AND
(YUJMCENT.cOBUMrrS[OBNUMBER,2,2D
THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNIJMBER,1 ]:-2;
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJI,K.OBNUMBER,2J:-5;
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=0;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT> OBUMrrS[0BNUMBER.2.21) THEN BEGIN
LIJMOBDETAILS(II,J3.K,OBNUMBER,1 ]:-I;
LUMOBDETAILS(11JJ,K,OBNUMBER.2]:-Z

LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=5;
END
END;
IF (XLUMCENTBLIMITS[OBN1JMBER,1 .1]) AND
(XLUMCENT<-OBUMITS [OBNUMBER,1 .2])
THEN BEGIN
IF (YLUMCENT < OBLJM1TS[OBNUMBER,Z1]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[H,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,I ]:-3;
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=5;
LUMOBDETAILS[UJJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=O;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT>.OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2.1]) AND
(YLUMCEWF<OBUMrFS[OBNUMBER,2,2]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[U,JJ,K,OBNIJMBER,1):=5;
LUMOBDETAILS[fl,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=0;
LUMOBDEIAILS[I1,JJ,K,OBNLJMBER,3]:-0;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT > OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2)) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[ll,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,1J:=1;
LUMOBDETAILS[UJJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:='5;
LUMOBDETAILS[UJJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=;
END
END;
IF (XLUMCENT > OBUMrFS(OBNUMBER.1,21) THEN BEGIN
IF (YLUMCENT < OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.Z1J) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,1]:=3;
LUMOBDETAILS[ILJJ,K,OBNIJMBER,2]:=4;
LUMOBDEFAILS[H,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,31:-5;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT>=OEUMITS[ORNUMBER,Z1]) AND
(YLUMCENF<=OBUMIFS[OBNUMBER,2,2]) TI-lEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,1]:=4;
LUMOBDETAILS(H,JJ,K,OBNIJMBER,2]:=5;
LUMOBDETAILS[ll,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=0;
END;
IF (YLUMCEWF> OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,22J) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[HJJ,K,OBNUMBER,1]:=4;
LUMOBDETAILS[II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=I;
LUMOBDEFAILS[H,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=5;
END
END
END
END;
IF (PTORLINLUM=2) TI-lEN BEGIN)
FOR K:=0 TO LUMSPLIT DO BEGIN
XLUMCENT:=LUMPOS[il,JJ, 1,KJ;
FOR OBNUMBER:=I TO OBNIJM DO BEGIN
IF (XLUMCENT < OBUMlTS[OBNU?4BER,I,1]) THEN BEGIN
IF (YLUMCEWF < OBUMffSEOBNUMBER.21]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[fl,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,1):=3;
LUMOBDETAILS[IJ,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=2;
LIJMOBDETAILS[fl.JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=5;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT>OBLIMrrS[OBNUMBER,2,I)) AND
(YLUMCEWr<=OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,2J)
THEN BEGIN
LLJMOBDETAIIS[fl,JJ,K,OBNIJMBER,1]:=2;
LUMOBDETAJLS[llJJ,K,OBNUMBER,2J:=5;
LUMOBDErA1LS[II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:0;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT > OBUM1TS[OBNUMBER.2,2]) TI-lEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[ll,JJ,K,ORNUMBER,1]:=l;
LUMOBDETAILS[ll,J1,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=2;
LUMOBDETAILS[ll.JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:=5;
END
END;
IF (XUJMCENT>=OBLJMITS(OBNUMBER,1,I]) AND
(XLUMCEWF<=OBUMITS[OBNUMBER.l,2])
THEN BEGIN
IF (YLUMCEWF < OBUMrFS[OBNUMBER,2.I]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDEFAILS[flJJ,K,OBNUMBER,1]:=3;
LUMOBDEFAILS[ILU,K,OBNUMBER,2J:=5;
LUMOBDErAflUJJ,KOBNUMBER.3]:0;
END;
IF (YLUMCENTh.=OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,2,1]) AND
(YLUMCEWr<-OBUMrFS[OBNUMBER,2,2]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDEFAILS(IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,1]:=5;
LUMORDETAILS[II,J1,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=0;
LUMOBDETAILS[U,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:0;
END;
IF (YLUMCENT > OBUMrFS[OBNIJMBER,2,2]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[U.JJ,K,OBNUMBER,1 ]:=1;
I,UMOBDETAILS[II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:=5;
LLJMOBDETAILS[ll,Ji,K,OBNIJMBER,31;=0;
END
END;
IF (XLUMCENT> OBUMrFS[OBNUMBER,1,2]) THEN BEGIN
IF (YLUMCENT < OBLIMJTS[OBNUMBER,2,1]) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDRTAILS[HJJ,K,OBNUMBER,1):=3;
LUMOBDFFAILS[I1,IJ,K,OBNUMBER.2]:4;
LUMOBDETA1LS[II.JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3]:'5;
END;
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IF (YLUMCRNT>OHLIM1TS[OBNUMBER,2,i]) AND
(YLUMCENT'c-OBUMITS[OBNIJMBER,2,21) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDETAILS[IIJJ,K,OBNUMBER,I J:-4;
LUMOBDETAILS[II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,2]:-5;
LUMOBDRTAJLS[II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,3j:-O;
END;
IF (YLUMcEN'r> OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,Z21) THEN BEGIN
LUMOBDAILS[II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,1 ]:-4;
LUMOBDETAILS(II,JJ,K,OBNUMBER,2):-I;
LUMOBDETAILS(II,Ji,K,OBNUMBER,31:-5;
END
END
END (OBNUMBER)
END (LUMSPLIT COUNTER)
(END)
END (JJ COUNTER)
END (II COUNTER)
END; (PROcEDURE WIIICHSURFACE)

PROCEDURE SRTOBLIMITS(OBNUM:INTEGER
XDIR,YDIR,OBLEN,OBWII),OBIUT:REAL);
BEGIN
OBUMITS(OBNUM,1 .1 ):-XDIR; 	 (ORDER FOR ARRAY)
OBLIMITS (OBNIJM. 1 ,2J : -XDIR+OBLEN; (IS:
OBSTRUCI1ON)
OBLIMITS(OBNUM,2,I):-YDIR; (NUMBERX,Y2)
OBLIMITS(OBNUM,2,2J:-YD1R+OBWID; (END CLOSEST
TO)
OBUM]TS[OBNUM.3,1 J:.0 	 (THE ORIGIN-i,)
OBU [OBN1JM,3,2J :-OBHrF;	 (FURTHEST FROM-2]
END; (PROCEDURE SETOBLIMITS)

PROCEDURE SEOBCORNERS(OBNUMINTEGER;
XDIR,YDIR,OBLEN,OBWID,OBIUTREAL);
BEGIN
(THE ARRAY A IS IN THE ORDER OF; OBUCI1ON
NUMB ER(MAX UNU?.flTED),)
(SIDE OF OBSTRUCTION NUMBER.(ONLY 5 CONSIDERED),
POINT NUMBER( ONLY)
(3 REQUIRED,X Y OR Z VALUE)
A(OBNUM.3,1,i I:-XDIR+OBLEN;

k IOBNUM.3.1 -YDIR	 ( OBSTRUCTION
DIRECTIONAL COSINES
A(OBNUM,3,i,3):-OBHfl';
AIOBNUM,3,2,1):-XDIR	 (FIRST NUMBER:
OBSTRUCTION NUMBER
A(OBNIJM.3,221-YDIR 	 (
A(OBNUM,3,2,3J.-OBHff; 	 (SECOND NUMBER: SIDE
NUMBER
A(OBNUM,3,3,l)-XDIR
A(OBNUM,3,3,2):-YDIR	 THIRD NUMBER: POINT
NUMBER l,2OR 3)
A(OBM,3,3,3J:-0	 (	 ON SURFACE
A(OBNUM,4,i,iJ:-XDLR+OBLEN;

(OBN,4,i.YDIR+OBWID

IOBNuM,4,l,3k.OBHrr;	 (FOURTH NUMBER X Y OR
Z DERECTION )
A[OBNUM,4,2,iJ:-XDIR+OBLEN;

(OBNUM,4,2,2J:-YDIR
A[OBNUM,4.23):-OBHrF;
A(OBNUM,4,3.1 J.-XDIR+OBLEN;

i(OBN,4,3,2)'.'YDIR	 (
A(OBNUM,4,3,3):-0 	 (
A(OBNUM,i,I,1J.'XDIR	 (	 )A[OBNUMJ,1,2)-YDIR+OBWID;

3t(OBNUM,1,l,3I.'.OBHIT;	 (	 )
A(OBNUM,i,2,iJXDIR+OBLEN;

A[OBNUM,1.2,2) :-YDIR+OB Win;

A(OBNUM.l,2,3]:BHrr;
A(OBNUM,i,3,iJxDIR^OBLEN;

A(oBNUM,l,3aIYDIR+OBWm; {

i(OBNUM.i,3,3).'. O,	 (	 )A(OBNUM,2,i,11 .'XDIR;	 (	 )A[OBNUM.Zl,21:'.YDIR,
AIOBNUM,2,l,31:-OBHrr;	 (
A(OBNUM,2,2,iJ:XDIR,	 (	 )A(OBNUM,2,2,21:-YDIR^OBWID;

AIOBNUM,2,2,31:-OBHIT; 	 (
A[OBNUM,2,3,1kXDIR

A[OBNUM,2,3.2]:-YDIRfOBWID;

AIOBNUM,2,3,31:O; 	 {	 .	 )
A[OBNUM,S,i,1]:-XDIR;	 (	 )
A(OBNUM,S,I.2]:-YDJR;
A[OBNUM,5,i,3]:"OBHIT;
A[OBNUM,5,2,i]:-XDIR+OBLEN;

iqOBNUM,5,2,2]:-YDIR;
A[OBNUM,5,2,3):-OBHIT;
A(OBNUM,5,3,iJ:-XDIR^OBLEN; (

A[OBN1JM,5,3YDm*OB Win; (

A[OBNUM,5,3,3]:-OBHIT;	 (	 )
END; (PROCEDURE SErOBCORNERS)

PROCEDURE SErOBDIRCOS(OBNUMINFEGER);
LABEL 1;
VAR

IJ:INFEGER;
BEGIN
FOR 1:-i TO 5 DO BEGIN (FOR EACH SURFACE)
NN1:_(A[OBNUM,I,2,2JA[OBNIJM,I,1,2])*(A[OBNUM,I,3,3]
A[OBNUM,I,i,3]);
NN2:-(A(OBNUM,I,3,2]-A(OBNUM,1,1,2j)(A[OBNUM,I,2,3]-
A(OBNUMJ,1,3D;
Ni :-NN1-NN2;
NN1:.(A[OBNUM,I,3,i]-A[OBNtJM,I,i,lJ)(A[OBNUM,I,2,3]-
A[OBNUMJ,1,3J);

_(A[OBNIJM,I,2,lJA[OBNtJM,I,i,1fl*(A[OBNUM,I,3,3]
A[OBNUM,I,1,3D;
N2-NNI-NN2
NNI -(A [OBNUMJ,2,1).A[OBNUM,I, 1 ,1 ])(A (OBNUMJ,3,2]-
A[OBNUM,I,1,2D;
NN2:-(A(OBNUM,I,3,1)-A[OBNUM,I,1,i J)(A(OBNIJM,I,2,2J-
A[OBNUM,I,i,2D;
N3:-NNI-NN2
M:-SQRT(SQR(Ni)+SQR(N+SQRN3));
D3:-N3/ik
IF (D3-1) OR (D3-i) THEN GOTO 1
ELSE ThETA:P1f2-ARCTAN(D3/SQRT(1-SQR(D3)));
I 1F (D3-i) THEN THETA:-PI;
IF (D3 '1) THEN THETA.'-&
D2N2JM
IF SIN(THETA)-O THEN X-O
ELSE X-D2JSIN(THETA);
IF SQR(X)-.t) TE{ENS'[DRE:-(J
ELSE STORE-SQRT(1-(SQRQQ))
IF (X-1) OR (STOREO) THEN P5Th=PI!2
ELSE I1b'ARCFAN(XjSQRT(I-(SQR(X))));
IF X<O) THEN PHI—PHI;
Di-Ni/M
P-A(OBNUMJ.i,1)Di+A[OBNUM,I,i,2JD2+A[OBNUM,I,1,3]
D3;
DIRCOS(OBNUM,IlJ-THETA;	 (	 )
DIRCOS(OBNU2].PHI	 (OBUCI1ON
NUMBER,
•DIRCOS(OBNUM,I,3]-D1; 	 (SURFACE NUMBER,

DIRCOS[OBNUM,14]:-D2;	 (DIRECTIONAL COSINE,

LIRCOS(OBNuM,I,5]-D3;
DIRCOS(OBNUMJ,6]...P,
END; (I COR)
END; (PROCEDURE SETOBDIRCOS)

PROCEDURE OBDIRCOSIN;

(READS IN ALL THE OBSTRUCTION DETAILS.
CALCULATES THE DIRECI'ION COSINES
OF ALL SIDES OF OBSTRUCTiONS, iT IS CALLED BY
PROCEDURE OBCOWFROL

LABEL 2
VAR
REFLECFOB,STORE,OBLEN,OBWD,OBHIT,XDIR,YDIRREAL

OBIDEWFLNTEGER;

BEGIN
OBNUMBNITh4+i;
WRITELN(G);
READ(OBINFO,OBLEN,OBWID,OBHrr);
READLN(OBINFO,OBIDEWF,XDIR,YDIR,REFLECTOB);
OBREFLECT[OBNUMJ:-REFLECFOB;
IF (oBllrr-WKPLNIJT < 0.050) THEN BEGIN
WRJTELN(G,THIS OBSTRUC'IlON IS TOO LOW TO HAVE
ANY EFFECT');
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WRITELN(G);
OBNUM:-OBNUM-1;
GOTO 2;
END;
IF OBIDENT-1 THEN BEGIN
XDIR:-XDIR-OBLEN/2;
YDIR:-YDIR-OBWID/Z
END;
IF (OBHrF-HEIGHT >0) THEN OBHIT:-HEIGFIT;
IF ((XDIR^OBLEN) > LENGTH) THEN OBLEN:-LENGTH-
XDIR;
IF ((YDIR+OBWID) > WIDTH) THEN OBWID:=WIIYFH-YDIR;
WRITELN(G,THE OBSTRUCTION NUMB ER'.OBNUM,'
DIMENSIONS ARE:-');
WRITE(G.'LENGTH ',OBLEN:3:3,' WIDTH- ',OBWID:3:3);
WRITELN(G.' HEIGHT- '.OBHIT:3:2,' REFLECTION FACTOR-
',REFLECTOB:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
SETOBUMITS(OBNUM,XDIR,YDIR,OBLEN.OBWID.OBHIT);
IF (ABS(OBLIMITS[OBNUM,l,2)-OBUMITS[OBNUM,1,lJ)
0.0001) THEN BEGIN
OBNUM-OBNUM-1;
WRITELN(G.'OBSTRUCTION IS RIDICULOUSLY 1'HIN TO BE
REAUSTIC. IE LESS');
WRITELN(G,THAN A TENTH OF A MILLIMETRE THICK. ');
GOTO 2;
END;
IF (ABS(OBLIMITSIOBNUM,2,21-OBUMITS[OBNUM,2,IJ)
0.0001) THEN BEGIN
OBNUM-OBNUM-I;
WRITELN(G.'OBSTRUCI1ON IS RIDICULOUSLY THIN TO BE
REALISTIC. IE LESS');
WRITELN(G,THAN A TENTH OF A MILLIMETRE THICK ');
GOTO 2;
END;
WRITELN(G,'OBSTRUCTION NUMBER',OBNUM.' CORNER
NEAREST THE ORIGIN IS:-');
WRITELN(G,' IN X DIRECTION- ',XDIR:3:2,' IN Y
DIRECTION- '.YDIR:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
SETOBCORNERS(OBNUM,XDIR,YDIR,OBLEN,OBWID.OBHIT)

SETOBD[RCOS(OBNUM);
2END (PROCEDURE OBDIRCOSIN)

PROCEDURE OBACKORIG', (RETURNS THE OBSTRUCTION
TO ORIGINAL POSI1ON}
VAR
XDIR.YD1,OBWID,OBHr.OBLEN,STORE1.STORE2REAL
OBNUMBERINTEGER
BEGIN
FOR OBNUMBER- 1 TO OBNUM DO BEGIN
STOREI BUMTrS(OBNUMBER.1 .1];
STORE2-.OBUMfl'SIOBNUMBER,I ,2];
OBLIMfl'S (OBNUMBER,1 ,I J:.OBUMrTS[OBNUMBER,2,I 1;
OBLIMTI IOBNUMBER,1 -OBUMTFS[OBNIJMBER,2,2j;
OBUMITSIOBNUMBER.2,I )—LENGTH-STOREZ
OBLIMfl'S(OBNUMBER,2,2J:-W4GTH-STOREI;
XDIR-OBUMrrS(OBNUMBER,1,IJ; 	 (ORDER FOR
ARRAY)
OBLEN-OBLIMfl'S[OBNUMBER,1.2]-XDIR; (IS:
OBSTRUCTION)
YDIR:-OBUMTI'S(OBNIJMBER.2,1); 	 (NUMBER;X,Y2
OBWID:.OBUMITS[OBNUMBER,Z2J-YDIR; (END
CLOSEST TO)
OBHIT:-OBLIMrFS[OBNUMBER,3,2J;	 (FURTHEST
FROM-2)
(NOTE THAT THE WIDTH IN THE ABOVE TWO LINES
ASSUMES THAT THE ROOM HAS
NOT YET BEEN TURNED AROUND .IF IT HAS THEN IT
MUST BE LENCTF}L)
END;
END; (PROCEDURE OBACKORIG)

PROCEDURE OBPOSS WAP(VAR OBNUMBERJNTEGER);
VAR STORE I TORE2REAL
BEGIN
STOREI .OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,1 .1);
STORE1—OBUMfl'S(OBNUMBER,I 2);
OBLIMITS[OBNUMBER,1,1]:-WIDTH
OBLIMITh(OBNUMBER,2,2J;
OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER. I ,2):-WffYFH-
OBLIMITS(OBNUMBER,2,1);
OBLIMFFSIORNUMBER,2,1):-S'FOREI;
OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,2,2J:-STOREZ
(NOTE THAT THE wID'rH IN THE ABOVE VVO LINES
ASSUMES THAT THE ROOM HAS
NOT YET BEEN TURNED AROUND . IF IT HAS THEN IT
MUST BE LENGTH.)
END; (PROCEDURE OBPOSSWAP)

PROCEDURE OBTURN;
VAR PASSOBNUMBER,OBNUMBER:INTEGER;
XDIR,YDIR,OBLEN,OBWID,OBHIT:REAL
BEGIN
FOR OBNUMBER:- 1 TO OBMUM DO BEGIN
PASSOBNUMBER:-OBNUMBER
OBPOSSWAP(PASSOBNUMBER);
XDIR:-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,1,l); 	 (ORDER FOR
ARRAY)
OBLEN:-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,1,2)-XDIR (IS:
OBSTRUCTION)
YDIR:-OBUMITS(OBNUMBER,2,1]; 	 (NUMBERX,Y,Z
OBD:-OBLIMITS(OBNIJMBER,2,2)-YDIR; (END
CLOSEST TO)
OBHrF:-OBUMIFS[OBNUMBER, 3,2J;	 (FURTHEST
FROM-2)
SETOBcOENERS(OBNUMBER.XDIR.YDIR,OBLEN,OBWID.OB
Hfl');
SETOBDIRCOS(OBNUMBER);
WR1TELN(G,'XDIR - '.XDIR:3:2,' YDIR ',YDIR:3:2,' OBLEN
',OBLEN:3:2);
WR1TE(G,'OBWID- ',OBWID:3:2,' OBIIIT - ',OBHIT:3:2);
WRITELN(G,' OBNUMBER- ',OBNUMBER:l);
END;
END (PROCEDURE OB'IlJRN)

PROCEDURE OBCONTROL
(CONTROLS THE READING IN OF ALL OBSTRUCTION
INFORMATION)

VAR I,NJNFEGER;
BEGIN
OBNUM:-0
wRrrELN(G);
WR1TE(G.'TOTAL NUMBER OF PERIMETER AND REAL
OBSTRUCTIONS:-');
(PERIMETER OBSTRUCTIONS CANNOT BLOCK ANY
ILLUMINANCE TO THE WORKING PLANE.)
(THE OBSTRUCTIONS ARE DISCRETIZED INTO AREAS
WITH DIMENSIONS OF THE
DENOMINATOR OF XBITS. YBITS AND ZBITS CURRENI'LY

PROPOBDIS)
READLN(OBINFO,N,PROPOBDIS);
WRTI'ELN(G,N. OBUCflON(S)');
wRrrEu4(G);
WRITELN(G,OBSTRUCTION SURFACES DISCRETIZATION IS
- ',PROPOBDIS:3:2);
wRrrEu4(G);
FOR I:1 TO N DO BEGIN
OBDIRCOSIN;
END;
(WRITIS24(G,'UP TO AND INCLUDING WHICH NUMBER OF
OBSTRUCTIONS WERE PERIMEER')
WRITELN(G.OBSTRUCI1ONS IF NONE THEN INPUT ZERO
(0).');)
READ(OBINFO,PERIMOBNUM);
WRITELN(G,THE NUMBER OF PERIMETER OBSTRUCTIONS

'USED TO COMPENSATE FOR');
WRITELN(O,VARIA11ONS OF THE WALLS REFLECTION
FACTORS IS : ',PERIMOBNUM2);
WRFFELN(0);
END; (PROCEDURE OBCONTROL)

procedum manually;

(this proccdurc poáms ali luminaircs
manually accrding to
us definitions of thmr poaitions)

label 1;
var	 j,kinteger

xd.ydreal

begni
if (timhxu -1) thon
rcadln(manluinl ,Ionnumalong,widnumalong);
if (timhIu -2) thon
readln(manluin2,lmnumalong,widnumalong);
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writeln(g,'the number of luminaires in the length -
'jennumalong:2);

wrileln(g.thc number of lummairea in the width -
,widnumalong:2);

for j:-1 to widnumalong do begin
for i:-1 to lcnnumalong do begin

if(umethiu -1) then
rcad(manluml .xd,yd);
if (timcthni -2) then
read(manlum2,xd,yd);
if (xd <0.01) ne (xd > length) then xd:-999;
if (yd <0.01) or (yd> width) that yd:-999;
lumpos(ij,l ,0J:-xd
lumpo.[i,j,2.0):-yd;
lumpoa[i,j.2.1 1:-yd;
for k:-1 to lumsplit do begin

lumpealij,1,k):-xd'(0.5luznlen)-
((l!2)(lumlcn/(lumapht)))+k(lumlerillumsplit);

end;
dirlumlcn:-1; (lincar luminairc parallel to a directicir 9

1:md	 (jjcountcr)

	

end	 (licounter)

	

cod;	 (procedure manually)

procedure limunpoa;

(this procedure poartims aU luminaries after
calculating how many are ru3uired in both
alrccucoa of the mom

label 1.23,4;
var shmmazntio,bratiojatsp.cing,widspacingreal;

spli'lum,alenspscing.blatspscing.awidspacing,
bwiaspacing.index.real;
anumanpbnumlamp,alauiumalon&blatnumalon&
awidnumalong.bwidnurnalong.
miimummpnum,rninwidnum,k,ij:integer

begin
wntcln(g.The luminaire length ii ',lumlen:3:2, metrea');
writeln(g);
aphtlum:'hm/5;
if (abs((lum1at/sp1itlwn)-trunc(1unilcnplidum)) <0.001)
that lumsphi:tcunc(lisnleisphtlwn)
else lumspJt:nnc6umimfsphtlum)+l;

wntcln(g,thc lurninaixe will be split into,ltmiaplit:3, equal
.cctions')

if(peeali I) that
begin

manually'. (positions all luminairea manually)
goto 3;

aid;
shmmax:.'shnnaxhrn;
minlatnurnound((lcogth/shxnmax)+0.45);
minwidnum-round((width/shrnznax)+0.45);

(if the minimum number of luminaires in the length directiat ratio
turns out to be an integer + 0.04 that that number it luminaries
are needed us minimum, if however it is a number + more than
0.04
thai the number ii rounded up.)

writc(g.'thc minimum number of luminaire',' ;
writcln(g,'ailowcd in the a directi...',minlairwm:l);
writc(,g,'thc minimum number of luminaixes',' ');
wiiteln(g.'aliowcd in they dim on :',minwidnum:l);
minnumlamp-tninlmnumininwidnum;

writeln(g,'thc total minimum number of luminaires possible is
',minnumlamp:2);

if (numlamp < (rninnwnlamp'O.t)) that numlsmp:-minnumlamp;
anumlamp:.numlsmp
bnumlamp:=numlsxnp;

(this is the start of the firit part)
rstio:-latgth/width;
1 :alatnumalong:-tninc(sqtt(ratioanumlsmp));
awidnumalong:-(anumlamp)div(iilennumalong);
if ((alainumalcmgawidnumaleng) .canunilaznp) that
begin

(if not eno ugh luinairos that increase the number.)
anirnilsmpanumJarnp+l;
goto I;

aid;
alatspsing:latgth/alatnurnakarg
awidspscing:-width/awidnumalong;
if (alatspscing > shmmax) or (awidspacing > ahnimax) that

begin
anumlsmp:-anumlamp+l;
goto I;

aid;

(this is the start of the second part)
bratio:-widtMength;
2:bwidnumalong:_nc(eqrt(brauo*hournp));
blat umalong:=(bnumlamp)div(ji inrnalong)
if ((blamnunlaksig*bwidnumalong) <bnumlarnp) that
begin

(if not enough lurninairea thai increase the numbcr.}
bnumlamp:-bnurnhamp+l;
goto 1;

end;
blenspacing:-lengthlblennunialong;
bwidsping:widthIbwidnuma1ong
if (blenspscing> shnnnax) or (bwidapacing > shinmax) then

bnumltmp:-bnunilamp+l;
goto 2;

cod;

if anurnlaznp <bnwnlsmp that
begin

ntsnhanip:-anwnlamp;
lainumalong:-alainumalong;
widnmalcaig:-awidnumaleng;
latspacing:-alatspacing;
widspacing:.awidrpacing

cod
die begin

nuinlsxnp:-bnumlamp;
Iainumalciig:-blronwnalong;
widmmalong:.4,widnumaimig
laispacing".blaispucing;
widspscing:-bwidspacing

aid;
4indcx:-luispacing;
if (index .c lumlen) then
begin

lainumalaig:-lainuznalong-I;
numamp-(numismp-widnumalong)+(lainumthaig);
widnwualong:-(ntnnlamp)ivennumalong);
latspscing:-lengthllatnurnaleng;
goto 4;

aid;

writeln(g,'number of luminaircs in xdii or length-
'.lainurnalong:3);

wriicln(g);
wiiteln(g,'number of lumirtaires in ydir or width
',widnumalong:3);

writcln(g);
fcc i-1 to lainumalong do begin

fix j:-1 to widninnalong do begin
lumpos[i,j.l .Ojaing-lenzpacing/'2;
hmnos[i0):widspacng-widspacingf2;
lumpos(ij,23]:-jwidspacing-widspscingf2;
for.l to lurnzplit do begin

lumpcta[ij .l A1-i*latpacinglairpacingt2(0,5*1um1at)
((l/2)(lumleW(lumsplit)))^k(lumlenjlumsplit);

end; (k counter of lumsplit)
dirlumlen-l; (linear lurninaire parallel to a direction)

cod;	 (jcounter)

	

aid;	 (i counter)

	

3:atd;	 (procedure luminpos)

(PROCEDURE iJI'ILFACTOR(VAR UF:REAL RI REAL);
READS THE UTILISATION FACTORS FROM THE FILE IN
WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN
STORED (PREFERABLY GENERATED STRAIG}H' FROM THE
TM5 PROGRAM)
TYPE UCOEFARRAY[l..9,1..9) OF REAL; TABLE OF
UTILIZATION FACTORS
VAR I,JINDEX.RcINDEX,RWINDEXJNTEGER;
UFACT:UCOEF;
BEGIN
FOR I'=l TO 9 DO BEGIN
FOR J:-1 TO 9 DO BEGIN
READ(UTILFACF,UFACF[Jfl);
IF EOLN THEN READLN(UrILFACT);
END
EN
IF RI >- 0.75 THEN I:l;
IF RI ,- 1.00 THEN I:-2
IF RI>- 125 THEN I:-3;
IFRI>-l.5OTHENI:-4;
IF RI >-2.00 THEN I:-5;
IF RI >-2.50 THEN I:-6;
IF RI >- 3.00 'I'HEN 1:-i;
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IF RI >- 4.00 THEN I:-8;
IF RI >- 5.00 THEN I:-9;
IF RcS.0.3 THEN RCINDEX:-6;
IF R.0.5 TI-lEN RCINDEX:-3;
IF RC>-0.7 TI-lEN RCINDEX:-0
IF RWW>-0.1 THEN RWINDEX:-3;
IF RWW,-0.3 THEN RWINDEX:-2
IF RWW,-0.5 THEN RWINDEX:-1;
J:-RCINDEX+RWINDEX;
UF:=UFACT(IJJ;
WRITELN(G,1NTERPOLATED VALUE OF UTILIZATION
FACTOR USED- UF:3:2);
WRITELN(G, );
IF UF < 0.05 THEN WRITELN(G,TIIIS UTISATION FACTOR IS
RUBBISHII? I');
END;)

PROCEDURE NUMLUMREQ
(CALCULATES THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LUMINAIRES
REQUIRED TO PROVIDE THE
REQUIRED DESIGN ILLIJMINANCE)

VAR UFMF.R1,REQFLUX:REAL
BEGIN
READ(RMINFO,UF,SHRNOMI $HRNOM2,SHRMAXI,SHRMAX2

EADLN(RM1NFO,ILLUMREQ,MF);
WRITE(G,DESIGN ILLUMINANCE - ILLUMREQ:l);
WRITELN(G. MAINTENANCE FACTOR - .MF:2:1);
WRITELN(G);
RI:-(LENGTH0WIDTH)/(11M(LENGTH+WIDTH));
WRITELN(G.'THE ROOM INDEX - ',PJ:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
(UTILFACTOR(UF.R1);)
REQFLUX:_(ILLUMREQWIDTH*LENGTH)/(UF*MF);
READLN(LUMDATA.LAMPO(ffPLJI1;

WRITELN(G.THE UTILIZATIN FACTOR USED IS .UF:3:2);
WRITELN(G,LAMPOUTPUT - LAMPOUTPUT:l);
WRITELN(G);
NUMIAMP-ROUND(REQFLUX/LAMPOTJrPUT);
WRITELN(G,1'OTAL NUMBER OF LAMPS REQUIRED
CALCULATED BY ROUND METHOD '.NUMLAMP3);
(NUMLAMP-TRUNC(REQFLUXII.AMPOLTFPtTI)+I;
WRITELN(G.TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPS REQUIRED
CALCULATED BY TRUNC+I METHOD - '.NUMLAMP:3);}
WRITELN(G);
READLN(LUMDATA.pT0RLINLUM,LUMTYPE);
READ(LIJMDATAJ.UMLEN.LUMWID);
EN (NUMIUMREQ)

PROCEDURE BACKTOORIGINAL
VAR STI REAL;
SThINTEGEL
BEGIN

-X1fPT;
XNUMVr-YNUMFF;
YNUMPI-S1
ST1 -XSTARTFF;
XSTARTFF-YSTARm;
ysTARTPT-sTI;
STI -XENDPT;
XENDI'F-YENDFF;
TEND VF.SFI;
ACLENGTIi(XENDPT-XSTARTFF);
ACWIDTH:-(YENDPT-YSTARTPT)
END; (BACKTOORIGINAL}

PROCEDURE ROGRIDS;
VAR K,IJ:INI'EGER;

BEGIN
FOR K-1 T3 10 DO BEGIN
FOR 1:-I TO XNUMPT DO BEGIN
FOR I-I ID YNUMPT DO BEGIN
GDILUMfl(JJ).-0
END (J COUNTER)
END (I COUNTER)
END (K COUNFER)
END; (PROCEDURE 7.EROGRIDS)

PROCEDURE TURNROOM;
VAR STE WI HREkL;
BEGIN
STRWUYFH-WIDTH

11:-LENcrfl
LENG'n1:-5TRwIDTH•
END;

PROCEDURE TURNWALREFLECF;
VAR STRW:REAL;
BEGIN
STRW:-RW[3];
RW[3]:-RW[21;
RW(2]:-RW(1);
RW(1]:-RW(4];
RW[4):-STRW;
END; (PROCEDURE TURNWAI(KREFLECF)

PROCEDURE ORIGWALREFLECT;
VAR STRWREAL;
BEGIN
STE W:-RW[4);
RW(4]:RW[lJ;
RW(l]:-RW[2J;
RW(2]:-RW[3);
RWI3]:-STRW;
END; (PROCEDURE ORIGWAKKREFLECr)

PROCEDURE ROOMLIMITS; (THE PROCEDURE WIUCH
DEFINES THE ENDS OF EACH

SURFACE IN EACH DIRECTION. I
BEGIN
RMIJMITS[I.l.l):-0
RMLIMJTS[1 .121:-LENGTH;

	
(THE ORDER OF THIS

MLIMrrS(l .2l]:
RMLIMfl'S(l 2,2]:-
	

ARRAYIS
RMLIMITS[I ,3.1]:-WKPLNHT;

	
(	 I

RIM1TSI1.3.21:=HEIGHT;
	

(FIRST NUMBERROOM
SURFACE NUMBER)
RMLIMrFS[2,l ,1]:-LENGTH

	
{	 I

RMUMITS[21 21:-LENGTH;
	

(SECOND NUMBER:
XDIRECI1ON =1

YDIRECTION 2)
(2]:-WllYfl
	

ZDIREC11ON =
3)
RjMrrSE2.3.l]-WKPLNIIT;

	
(THIRD NUMBER

LOWER. LIMF - I)
RMUMITS (2.321:-HEIGHT;
RMLIMJTS(3,l.IJ:-0
	

UPPER UMIT-2
RL3.I21-LENGTH

	
(	 I

RUMJrS[32,1J:-WIDTH
	

(	 I
[32]:-WllJrH;
	

(	 I
R..MLIMJTS(3,3.lJ:-WKPLNHT;

	
(	 •1

RMUMrFSL3,32j -HEIGHT;
	

(THE LOWER LIMIT IN
THE
RJAIIMJFS[4.I.lJ:-0
	

(Z DIRECI1ON SHOULD BE
WKPulTr)
RMU fiTS (4.1,2]:-0
	

(NOT 0. SINCE THIS IS USED
To
RIfiIMJTSE4.2,l].&.	 (DETERMINE THE
INDIRECT I
RUMrFS[42,2]-WIDTh

	
(ILLUMINANCE ON THE

WORKING
RMLIMITS(4,3.11:-WKPLNHT;

	
(PLANE FROM THE

WAILS AND NONE)
RMuMrrsI4.3.2]HEIGIrr;

	
(CAN FOSSIBLY COME

FROM BELOW.
RMI1MITS[5.1.l].'-O.
	 I SURFACE NUMBERS IS

THE)
RMIJMflS [5.12) LENGI1I

	
TAXEN FOR THIS

ARRAY AS
RflJMfl[52.1].-0
	

THE CEILING
RMUMrFS(s.2,2)-WnYrH;

	
(	 I

RMLIMITS (5,3,11:-HEIGHT;
	

(	 I
RMLIMITS[5.3.21:-I-IEIGHT;

	
(	 I

END;

PROCEDURE RMSI
(READS IN THE SIZE OF THE ROOM AND rrs REFLECFION
FACTORS)

VAR RW1RW2,RW3,RW4,STRWIDTH:REAL;
BEGIN
RFAD(RMINFO,WKPLNHT);
WRITELN(O.WORKING PLANE HEIGITF ',WKPLNHT:3:2);
REWIDTHG
WRITE(G. ROOM LENGTH - ',LENCTIH:3:2,' ROOM WIDTH -
',WIDTH:3:2);
WRITELN(G,' ROOM HEIGHT - ',HEIGITF:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
READ	 FO,RCR W1,RW2,RW3,RW4,RF)
IF RC-0.3 THEN RCFACT.'.6
IF RC-0.S THEN 1lCFACI-3;
IF RC-0.7 THEN RCFACT.-0
WRITE(G,'ROOM REFLECT FACTORS RC -',RC:3:2, RF

WRITELN(G.' RW1 -',RW1:3:2);
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WRITIILN(G);
WRITE(G,ROOM REFLECT FACTORS RW2 -',RW2:3:2,' RW3

',RW3:3:2);
WRITIILN(G, RW4 -,RW4:3:2);
REFLECT(lJ:-RWI;
RW[1 I:-RWI;
RW(2J:-RWZ
RW[3):-RW3;
RW[41:..RW4;
RWW:-(((RW I +RW3)LENGTI I)+((RW2+RW4)*WIDTH))/(2*(L
ENGTH+WIDTII));
I IM:-I-IEIGI IT-WKPLNI rr;
WRITELN(G.TI-LE AVERAGE REFLEC11ON FACTOR OF THE
WALLS = RWW:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G, LUMINAIRE MOUNTING hEIGhT ABOVE
WORKING PLANE - JIM:3:2);
wRrrELN(o);
END; (PROCEDURE RMSIZE.)

PROCEDURE RECTRMDIRCOS;
BEGIN
(ThUS PROCEDURE HAS BEEN BROUGHT INTO LINE SINCE
1.4 IS TILE ROOM
SURFACES I .4 WHICH FOR TILE ILLUMINANCE OVER TILE

SURFACES PURPOSES
IS STORED UNDER 1.4. NOTE ThAT IN TILE UDIP

STORAGE ARRAY TIlE
VALUES ARE ACTUALLY STORED UNDER 25 SINCE 1 IS

TAKEN UP BY TILE
WORKING PLANE ILLUMINANCE)
RMDIRCOS[6.1):-0	 (------------)
RMDIRCOS(6.2].=0	 ( FLOOR
RMDIRCOS[6.3)-0	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS(6.4) =0	 ( SURFACE
RMDIRCOS(6.5] -1; 	 (
RMDIRCOS(6.6) =0	 ( ______________)
RMI)IRCOS(5.h).-PI;	 (
RMDIRCOS)5.21.-0	 (CEILING
RMDIRCOS(5.31:-0	 (
RMDIRCOS[5.4) -0	 (SURFACE
RMI)IRCOS(5.51 —1; 	 (
RMDIRCOS[5.6) -.-ILEIGIIT; (
RMDIRCOS(I,IJ-Ph12;	 (
RMDIRCOS(I.21 --P1/2;
RMDIRCOS(l.31 -0; 	 ( WALL I
RMDIRCOS(1.41 -I; 	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS(1,5I -0;
RMDIRCOS(16) =0;	 (____________
RMDIRCOS(3hJ-Ph/2;
RMDIRCOS(3.21 --P1/2.	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS(3.3] -0; 	 (
RMDIRCOS[3,4) --1; 	 ( WALL 3
RMDIRCOS(3.5).-0 	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS[3.6) --WIDTh; (______________
RMDIRCOS[4.1]:-P112;	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS(4.21.-0;
RMDIRCOS(43]-1;	 ( WALL 4
RMDIRCOS(4.4):-0;	 (
RMDIRCOS[4.5):-0 	 (
RMDIRCOS(4,6)..0	 ______________
RMDIRCOS[2,1) --P112; 	 (
RMDIRCOS(2,2J:=0	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS(2.3J=-l;	 ( WALL 2
RMDIRCOS(2.41:=0; 	 (	 )
RMDIRCOS[2,5)0;	 (
RMDIRCOS[2,6].--LENGTII; (______________
EN

PROCEDURE TURNAROUND;
BEGIN
OBTURN; (NOTE ThAT ThESE ARE TURNED FIRST
DEUBERATELY}
(ALL PROCEDURES FOR A TURN AROUND)
TURNROOM;
ROOMLIMITS;
TURNWALREFLECT;
LUMINPOS; (POSITIONS THE LUMINAIRES EVENLY
TILROUGHOIJr THE ROOM.

IF MORE REQUIRED THEN DOES SO)
RECTRMDIRCOS; (FIXES TILE VECTOR COSINES FOR THE
ROOM SURFACES.

(AS IN THE TREGENZA TABLES))

END; (PROCEDURE TURNAROUND)

PROCEDURE CALCTURNEDROUND;
VAR NUMWRIT:INTEGER
BEGIN
(ALL OF TILE CALCULATIONS AGAIN)

WHICHS(JRFACE; (TO DECIDE WHICH SURFACE(S) OFTHE
OBSTRUCTION)

(IN QUESTION MUST BE CHECKED FOR THEIR OB
EFFECTS)
THEUDIPS; (CALCULATES THE UDIPS IE THE UNIT
DISTANCE
ILLUMINANCE PLANES IN ALL DIRECTIONS INCLUDING
THE CEILING
DIRECTCOMPONENT; ( CALCULATES THE DIRECT
ILLUMINANCE OVER ALL OF
THE SURFACES IN THE ROOM INCLUDING THE WALLS

AND THE OBSTRUCTIONS.}

THEINFERREFLECflON; (THE MASTER PROCEDURE FOR
ALL OF THE INTER-REFLECTION PROCEDURES)

STOBNLJM=OBNUM
FOR NUMWRIT:=3 TO 4 DO BEGIN
WRFFNUM:NUMWRJT;
IF WRffNUM.3 THEN OBNUM:=0;
IF WRrTNUM-4 THEN OBNUM:=STOBNUM
INDIRILUMPTGRID; (CALCULATES THE INDIRECT
ILLUMINANCES OVER THE

WORKING PLANE)
END (NUMWRIT COUNTER)
BACKTOORIGINAL; (RETURNS ENDPTS.NUMPTS, AND
STARTPTS TO ORIGINAL VALUES
WRIThCONTROL; (WRITES OUT THE WORKING PLANE
ILLUMINANCE GRIDS)
(ALL PROCEDURES FOR A TURN AROUND)
OBACKORIG (RETURNS THE OBSTRUCTION TO ITS
ORIGINAL POSITION)
TURNROOM;
ORIGWALREFLECT;

DRAWOUTGRIDS; (THE GINO GRAPHICS ROUTINES WHICH
DRAW OUT THE ILLUM GRIDS.)

END; (PROCEDURE CALCTURNEDAROUND}

BEGIN
REWRITE(G);
RESET(RMINFO);
RESET(OB[NFO);
RESET(MANPOSLIJM);
RESET(LUMDATA);
RESET(cEILINFO);
RESET(MANLUM1)
RESET(MANLUM2)
INVS
GINO;
SAVDRA;
DEVPAP(2O.O,2IO.O,O);
RMSIZE;(READS IN THE ROOM SIZE AND REFLECTION
FACTORS)
NUMLUMREQ
READ(RMINFO,CEILORIDISCTIZATION);
READ(RMINFO,WKPLNDISCRE,XSTARTFr,YSTARTVrXEND
PT,YENDFfl;
READ(RMINFO,WALLDIScRE,NUCONT);
READ(CEILINFO,CEILTOLUMITF,NCEILFr,MCEILPT);
READLN(MANPOSLUM,POSALL);
TIMETHRU:=I;
ROOMLIMITS;
SHRNOM=SHRNOM1;
SHRMAX:-SHRMAX1;

WRlTB.N(G,SHRNOM ',SHRNOM:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
WRrFELN(G.'SHRMAX ',SHRMAX:3:2);

WRITELN(G);
LUMINPOS; (POSmONS THE LUMINATRES EVENLY
THROUGHOUT THE ROOM.

IF MORE REQUIRED THEN DOES SO)
RECTRMDIRCOS; (FIXES THE VECTOR COSINES FOR THE
ROOM SURFACES.

(AS IN THE TREGENZA TABLES)
OBCONTROL; (READS IN ALL OBSTRUCTION INFO AND
CALCULATES THE

VECTOR COSINES FOR ALL SURFACES
WHICHSURFACE; (TO DECIDE WHICH SURFACE(S) OFTI-IE
OBSTRUCI1ON)

(IN QUESTION MUST BE CHECKED FOR THEIR OB
EFFECTS)
REEDINTDIST; (READ IN INThNSITY DISTRIBUTION
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DATA)
RANDCAR; (SETS UPTILEARRAYS OFRANDTINDEX
ARRAYS)
TI [EtJD[PS; (CALCULATES THE UDIPS IE TIlE UNIT
DIS'FANCE
ILLUMINANCE PLANES IN ALL DIRECTIONS INCLUDING
THE CEIUNG)
DIRECFCOMPONE!(F; (CALCULATES TILE DIRECT
II.LUMINANCE OVER ALL OF
THE SURFACES IN THE ROOM INCLUDING TILE WALLS

AND TILE OBSTRUCTIONS.)

TIIEINTERREFLECflON; (TILE MASTER PROCEDURE FOR
ALL OF THE INTER-REFLECI1ON PROCEDURES)

STOBNM:-OBNUM
FOR NUMWRIT:-3 104 DO BEGIN
WRITNUM:-NUMWRIT;
LF WRrINUM-3 THEN OBNUM:-0
IF WRrENUM-4 THEN OBNUM:-STOBNUM;
INDIRILUMPTGRID; (CALCULATES THE INDIRECT
LLLUMINANCES OVER THE

WORKING PLANE)
END; ( N1JMWRIT COU!ITER)

WRITECONTROL; (WRITES 01SF TILE WORKING PLANE
ILLUMINANCE GRIDS)

DRAWOI.JTGRIDS; (TILE GINO GRAPHICS ROtTI1NES WhICh
DRAW OUT TILE ILLUM GRIDS.)
TIMETILRU.-2;
ZEROGRIDS;
ST1 :-XSTARTP1';
XSTARTVF.YSTARTPT;
YSTARTVF:-STI;
STI :-XENDPT;
XENDPT :-YENDP'r;
YENDPT:-STI;
SI IRNOM.-SI IRNOM2
SIIRMAX--SIIRMAX2

WRIThLN(G.TIIIS TIME TILE SlIRNOM ,SILRNOM:3:2);
WRITELN(G);
WRITELN(G.TIIIS TIME TILE SIERMAX- ,SIIRMAX:3:2);

WRI1 ELN(G);
TURNAROUND
CALCTURNEDROUND.
DEVEND.
GINEND.
FNDVS;
END.
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Vertical surface area
(m2)

0.24

0.3456

0.528
/

0.64

1.20

1.53

2.295

3.06

3.825

Appendix D: VFR and OHR calculations

In Chapter 7 two parameters which characterise a space were introduced. These

were the ratio of vertical obstruction surface area to floor area 'VFR' and the ratio of

average obstruction height, above working plane, to mounting height 'OHR'. In this

appendix the calculation of each one of them is explained through an example.

Dl: VFR calculations

As it was pointed out in Chapter 6 modular work stations were used for all

simulated interiors. This has reduced the calculation of VFR since any work station

considered and any office containing that particular type of work stations would have

the same VFR. For each of the standard obstruction configurations VFR is calculated

on the basis of the vertical surface areas of individual elements which are shown in the

table below.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Element

Paper rack

Human head

Human torso

V.D.U.

F. cabinet

Partition

Size of base

(mxm)

0.35 x 0.25

0.16 x 0.20

0.48 x 0.40

0.40 x 0.40

0.60 x 0.60

1.50 x 0.03

Height

(m)

0.20

0.48

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

Those individual values are used in different combinations to give the vertical

surface ares for the different types of obstruction configuration as shown in the

following table.
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12

12

12

12

12

12

12

	

Standard	 Components Vert. surf. area Floor area 	 VFR

	

configuration	 (m2)	 (m2)

Light

Medium (V.D.U.)

Medium (F.C.)

Heavy (1.25 m)

Heavy (1.50 m)

Heavy (1.75 m)

Heavy (2.00 m)

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 5

2, 3, 5, 6

2, 3, 5,7

2, 3, 5, 8

2, 3, 5, 9

1.1136

1.7536

2.3 136

3.6036

4.3686

5.1336

5.8986

0.0928

0. 1461

0. 1928

0.3003

0.3641

0.4278

0.49 16

D2: OHR calculations

Again, because of the use of modular work stations, the value of OHR for any

work station in an interior with a given mounting height would be equal to that of any

office size containing so many of the same work station type, as long as the mounting

height is unchanged. This has reduced the calculations since the number of elements

involved is reduced.

In calculating Ol-IR, first each obstruction is represented by four vertical

surfaces of the same height and each of them has a breadth which is equal to one of the

obstruction sides. The surfaces are assumed to be adjoining each other in a linear

combination for which the ratio of its length to the floor area is found. This ratio is

then multiplied by the height of the obstruction so that the floor area weighted height

can be calculated. When the total weighted height of aU elements is divided by the

mounting height, the OFIR is obtained. An example of calculation is given in the table

below.
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Element Size
of base
(mxm)

Perimeter Floor
of base P area F

(m)	 (m2)

P/F	 Height
H

(m)

	

0.1	 0.2

	

0.06	 0.48

0.1466 0.30

Weighted
height

H*P/F (m)

0.0200

0.0288

0.0440

Paper rack	 0.35 x 0.25
	

1.2
	

12

Human head 0.16 x 0.20
	

0.72
	

12

Human torso 0.48 x 0.40
	

1.76
	

12

Total average weighted height
	

0.0928

Mounting height
	

2.30

OHR
	

0.0403

This OHR value is for a lightly obstructed case. The same calculations were

performed for other standard obstructed cases at different mounting heights. The table

below summarises the results of the calculations.

Standard obstructed case
	

OHR

Light

Medium (V.D.U.)

Medium (F.C)

Heavy (1.25 m)

Heavy (1.50 m)

Heavy (1.75 m)

Heavy (2.00 m)

Hm
2.00 m

0. 0464

0.073 1

0.0964

0. 1502

0. 1821

0.2139

0.2458

Hm
2.30 m

0.0403

0.0635

0.0838

0. 130.6

0. 1583

0. 1860

0.2137

Hm
2.50 m

0.037 1

0.0584

0.0771

0. 1201

0. 1456

0. 1711

0. 1966

Hm
2.58 m

0.0360

0.0566

0.0747

0.1164

0. 1411

0. 1658

0.1905
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Title: Modified Spacing to Height Ratio for Obstructed Spaces.

Titel: Abgeanderte Waagerrecht-senkrechte Verhaitnisse in
Versperrton Raumen.

Titre: Modification de la methode du Rapport de l'Espacement a
la Hauteur pour des Interieurs Obstrués.

Authors: Hocine Bougdah and David Carter

Summary:

A computer based technique for calculating a modified spacing to
height ratio to allow for obstruction loss is described. The
nature of obstruction commonly encountered in office interiors
is examined and a classification system for different
obstruction sizes and densities is put forward.The program
results are compared with existing guidance on spacing to height
ratio given by luminaire manufacturers and professional bodies.

Zusammenfas sung:

Der artikel beschreibt eincomputer verfahren, das abgeanderte
waagerechte-senkrechte verhaitnisse in versperrten raurnen
rechnet. Er handelt sich mit eineir untersunchung der hauf1icher
in buroinnern begegnten versperrungen und schlagt em
einordnungsystem fur verschiedene versperrgs - gross und dichten
ror. Die prograsergebnisse werden mit empfehlungen von
herstellern und fachgruppen uber das waagrecht - senkrechte
verhaltniss verglichen.

Sonunaire:

Une technique informatisée et modifiée pour le calcul du Rapport
Espacement/Hauteur (REH) tenant compte des pertes de lumière due
aux obstructions est presentée. La nature des obstructions
generalement rencontrées a l'interieur des bureaux a été
examinée et un systeme de classification des differents
obstructions et de leurs dimensions et concentration a été mis
en place. Les resultats obtenus du programme on été compares
avec les normes existantes sur le (REH) données par les
fabricants de lampadaires et les organismes professionnels.

Postal address of authors:
University of Liverpool,
School of Architecture and Building Engineering,
Leverhulme Building, Abercromby Square,
P.O. Box 147	 Liverool L69 3BX, United Kingdom.
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1 Introduction

Most working building interiors contain objects such as

furniture, office equipment or human occupants in the space

between the plane of the ceiling mounted general lighting

luminaires and the working plane, and obstruction loss caused by

these objects can affect working efficiency and safety. Despite

this the majority of schemes are planned using lighting design

methods that assume that the space is empty with no specific

allowance for light loss and shadow being made. The lumen Method

is the most popular design method for general lighting schemes

and has its principal aim the provision of uniform illuminance

over the working plane. In practice, although the uniformity of

illuminance on the unobstructed working plane may be

satisfactory, obstruction may cause serious shadow problems.

There is presently little guidance available relating to the use

of the lumen method of design in obstructed spaces and little

published information on the achieved lighting quality in such

interiors. The Chartered Institute of Building Services

Engineers Technical Memoranda No. 5 [11 and the Illuminating

Engineering Society of North America Handbook [2] for example,

both acknowledge that obstructions may cause a problem but their

sole suggestion to overcome it is that luminaires be installed

at closer spacings than are appropriate for empty spaces.

Neither document offers any quantitative guidance as to how much

closer to move luminaires in a particular circumstance. Design

guidance is desirable since over compensation for obstruction

using unnecessarily close spacing of luminaires can lead to

problems of lack of uniformity and a greater chance of

discomfort glare. A number of other approaches have been put

forward for the treatment of obstructions in lighting design and

a full discussion of these is published elsewhere [3]. This

paper describes work at the University of Liverpool to extend

the existing guidance for lighting design for empty rooms by the

development of a modified maximum spacing to height ratio that

allows for "standard obstruction loss" and which may be used in

addition to the normal maximum spacing to mounting height ratio

in installation design.

2 The obstructed SHR concept

Previous work at the University of Liverpool introduced the

concept of an "obstructed SHR" to make allowance for interior
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obstruction of known size and position [4]. This work took as a

starting point the standard U.K method for calculation of SHR in

empty rooms as described in the CIBSE Technical Memoranda No. 5

[1] . This defines the SHR as the ratio of the spacing in a

stated direction between photometric centres of adjacent

luminaires to the mounting height of the luminaires above the

horizontal reference plane. Using a standard array of sixteen

identical luminaires in a square grid the luminaires are

positioned, at first, very close together and then moved apart

in ordered steps so that the SHR is increased until the

uniformity ratio defined by the minimum to maximum illuminance

falls below the 0.7 threshold value. In order to calculate

uniformity, the direct illuminance is calculated over a grid of

points in the central area of the standard array of luminaires.

In the case of point source luminaires, Point By Point

calculation methods are used whereas the Aspect Factor Method is

used for linear luminaires [5). Two SHR's are defined in the

calculation: SHRMAX is the value of SRR which gives the widest

spacing at which a ratio of minimum to maximum illuminance

greater or equal to 0.7 is achieved over the central area and

SHRNOM is the greater value of SHR in the prefered eries of

steps to achieve the 0.7 mm/max uniformity ratio. The

modification to the TM5 method of calculation of SHR took

account of light loss caused by defined obstructions positioned

within the central area of the standard square array and was

implemented by means of a computer program. The obstructions,

based ostensibly on the results of a survey carried out in an

open plan office, represented a desk with either a partition or

a filing cabinet at one end with a person seated at the desk.

For each SHR value of the preferred series the program

calculated the direct illuminance at each point on a calculation

grid within the central area of the luminaire array taking into

account the presence of obstructions.

The early work had a number of conceptional and practical

limitations associated with assumptions about notional task area

and obstruction configurations. The size of the task area and

the position and number of calculation points varied at

different stages of the calculation procedure leading to the

possibility of similar illuminance conditions at different SHR'S

producing different task uniformity ratios. The two obstruction

configurations were in reality, similar and were of simplicity
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such that they were not capable of representing the range of

sizes or densities of equipment found in office interiors. This

paper presents a computer based method of calculation of SHR for

luminaires intended for use in a wide range of commercial

interiors.

3 Computer program for modified SHR

The standard obstructions used in the modified program

(illustrated in figure 1) consist of a horizontal task area

surrounded by a human form and furniture. The task area and

furniture size and configurations were derived from a survey

of equipment as installed by a number of major European office

equipment manufacturers. Analysis of the survey data yielded the

most common combinations of desk size and obstructions size and

configuration and the standard obstructions in figure 1 are

representatives of these. The task area is taken as being the

horizontal area of the desk. The representation of the human

form was found in the previous work to have a major influence on

task illuminance conditions and in the modified version the CIE

standard for "body shadow" used in Contrast Rendering Factor

computation was adopted as this was capable of acknowledging the

separate contributions of head and body to obstruction [61. The

flow chart for the modified computer program based on the

obstructed SHR concept set out in the previous section is given

in figure 2. The program uses intensity distribution of

luminaires for 0° - 90° elevation in steps of 50 and at steps of

45° azimuth for point source, and 30° azimuth for linear

sources. The program introduces the standard obstruction either

parallel or perpendicular to the luminaire axis. For each SHR

value of the preferred series the illuminance from each of the

16 luminaires at each point on a 10 cm square calculation grid

over the task area is calculated taking into account the

presence of obstructions. The uniformity ratio based on

minimum/maximum illuminance over the task area, excluding a 10

cm, wide edge strip, is then calculated.The edge strip is

excluded from the uniformity ratio calculation since this would

not in practice be used for visual tasks.

The effect of obstructions is a major element in the illuminance

calculation procedure and is assessed by separate consideration

of how much of the luminaire, if any, may be "seen". For

luminaires which are assumed to be point sources the check is
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either "see" or "no-see" and the illuminance may be calculated

easily following this check, using a point-by-point calculation.

For linear luminaires checks are initially required to

determine if a luminaire is partly or wholly blocked by an

obstruction by comparison of angles subtended at the point

considered by the ends of the obstruction and that of the

luminaire in plan and elevation. Illuminance from parts of

luminaires that are visible at a calculation point are

calculated using an Aspect Factor calculation.

4 Results

To study the effects of the various standard obstructions the

uniformity ratios for the preferred series of SHR set out in

CIBSE TM5 was calculated for a number of examples. The results

are summarised as a table in figure 3 and as graphs in figure 4

and 5 for both linear and symetric point luminaires and include

examples f6r standard obstructions positioned such that their

axes are parallel or perpendicular to those of the linear

luminaires. To provide a reference to the obstructed case the

uniformity ratio for the empty case is also shown.

The reduction in SHR for the symetric luminaires is shown in

figure 4. There are large differences in SHRNAX between empty

and obstructed cases and smaller but significant differences

between the obstructed cases. In terms of SHRNOM, which is a

major concern to designers, the difference become even more

marked. For luminaire 3, for example, the value for the heavy

obstructed case falls two preferred increments from empty. The

major contributing factor to the large reduction in uniformity

ratio when considring point sources is when the point of minimum

illuminance on the task area moves from "seeing" to "not seeing"

the luminaires with major illuminance contributions and under

these circumstanses shadow may be a problem.

Marked differences between empty and obstructed cases for linear

luminaires are apparent from figure 5, in some cases this being

up to two increments of SERNOM. Cases with work stations

perpendicular to luminaires give acceptable uniformity ratios

for all obstruction configurations but with relatively little

difference between the obstructed cases in terms of SHRNAX. For

work stations parallel to luminaires only the light and some

medium cases have acceptable results but at SHRNOM value three

increments lower than empty. This appear to lead to the general
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conclusion that the effect of an individual obstruction

component is greater when perpendicular than parallel to a

linear luminaire.

5 Conclusion

It is clear that obstructions have a major effect on illuminance

conditions within an interior and that designers ignore that at

their peril. The difference between the empty and various

obstructed cases indicates that not only the presence of

obstructions is important but also their size and disposition.

The modified SHR described in this work may be used by designers

in two ways: Either to indicate the design SHR at which

acceptable task uniformities will be obtained or to give a

warning of the need for local lighting.
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UNIFORMITY OF ILLUMINANCE - THE NEED FOR A DIVERSE APPROACH

H. Bougdah and D. J. Carter
School of Architecture and Building Engineering, University of Liverpool.

Illuminance from any lighting installation will never be completely uniform over
a working plane. The desire to limit this variation is usually regarded as a major
quality concern of the lighting designer and is incorporated into the Lumen
Method of design. This paper reviews the various representations of uniformity
that have been promulgated and describes how they may be incorporated into
SHR calculations for both empty and obstructed spaces.

INTRODUCTION

The illuminance obtained in any lighting installation in practice will never be completely uniform over
the entire plane. In naturally lit rooms illuminance levels are primarily determined by the distance
from the windows but in artificially lit spaces the illuminance varies with the change in location with
respect to the luminaire array with the superimposed variation due to the discrete nature of
luminaires. Additionally room contents may obstruct the passage of light from the source to the task
area and cause areas of local illuminance diversity. The desire to limit the magnitude of change in
illuminance across a working plane is usually regarded as a major quality concern of the lighting
designer. Design methods enshrine this notion in the concept of the provision of average standard
service illuminance over the working plane within some prescribed limit of uniformity. Uniformity
standards evolved in the early days of artificial lighting development and probably were due to the
desire for uniform illuminance as a reaction to the diversity of daylight schemes (Harrison and
Anderson(l)). At that time acceptable average working plane illuminance levels were as low as 50 lux
and the calculation process was developed to maintain an acceptable level of minimum task illuminance
and this, despite general illuminance levels having increased in the meantime, still forms the basis of
the common representations of uniformity in use today. There is evidence that in addition to ensuring
minimum working plane illuminance, uniformity is a factor in producing desirable performance levels
of the visual task and in providing user satisfaction with installation appearance (Ewing (2) and Boyce
(3)).

The lumen method is the most popular design technique for general lighting schemes and has as its
principal aim the provision of uniform illuminance over a working plane (Pritchard(4). The core of
the method is the spacing to height ratio (SHR) which determines the layout of the luminaires. The
standard U.K. method for calculation of SHR in empty rooms is described in the CIBSE Technical
Memoranda No.5 (5) and defines SHR as the ratio of the spacing in a stated direction between
photometric centres of adjacent luminaires to the mounting height of the luminaires above the
horizontal reference plane. Using a standard array of sixteen identical luminaires in a square grid the
luminaires are positioned, at first, very close together and then moved apart in ordered steps so that
the SHR is increased until the uniformity ratio defined by the minimum to maximum illuminance falls
below the 0.7 threshold value. In order to calculate uniformity, the direct illuminance is calculated
over a grid of points in the central area of the standard array of luminaires. Two SHR's are defined in
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the calculation: SHRMAX is the value of SHR which gives the widest spacing at which a ratio of
minimum to maximum ilium inance greater or equal to 0.7 is achieved over the central area and
SHRNOM is the greatest value of SHR in the preferred series of steps to achieve the 0.7
niinimum/maximum uniformity ratio.

A modification to the TM5 method of SHR calculation has been developed that allows for the effect of
obstruction loss caused by the contents of non-empty rooms (McEwan and Carter(6), Bougdah and
Carter(7 and 8)). The modified method takes account of light loss caused by defined obstructions
positioned within the central area of the standard square array and is implemented by means of a
computer program. In both the empty and obstructed SHR calculations the method of representation
and threshold value of uniformity ratio are critical factors. When using the uniformity ratio defined
by the ratio of minimum to maximum illuminance the result depends on two point illuminance values.
The illuminance grids for typical SHR calculations of the type described in TMS for empty rooms are
characterised by smooth gradients of illuminance from point to point and the minimum and maximum
values used to define the uniformity ratio will usually be representative of conditions over relatively
large areas of the working plane. Adding obstructions to the calculations, on the other hand, causes
sharp decreases in local illuminance due to the shadowing of the notional room contents. The resulting
uniformity ratio could thus be adversely influenced by a large single isolated value of minimum or
maximum illuminance that is unrepresentative of adjacent ares.

The purpose of the present work is to derive and test alternative representations of uniformity which
overcome the drawbacks outlined above, for use in both empty and obstructed SHR calculations. This
paper reviews the various representations of uniformity that have been promulgated, describes how
some may be incorporated into SHR calculations and presents results for a range of luminaires.

MEASURES OF UNIFORMITY

Ratios of Minimum/Maximum/Average Illuminance

This system forms the basis of the specification of uniformity in most of the major national and
international lighting codes. The CIBSE Code (9) uses a uniformity ratio defined as the minimum to
average illuminance over the task area and recommends that its value should not fall below 0.8. To
attempt to ensure that this is the case, luminaires are recommended to be installed at an SHR which
limits to 0.7 the ratio of minimum to maximum direct illuminance values obtained beneath and
between luminaires in a square array at the middle of an installation. This ratio is known as the mid-
point ratio and provides a simplified worst case calculation as a basis for determining SHRMAX which
normally gives a uniformity ratio of 0.8 over the central region of an installation(CIBSE (5). The
SHRMAX calculation procedure attempts to ensure that the uniformity criterion would be acceptable
at any spacing up to the maximum for the type of luminaire distribution. The limiting value of mid-
point ratio of 0.7 appears to result from the work of McWhirter (10), and experimental work by
Saunders (11) showed that people's assessment of uniformity worsened as minimum/maximum
illuminance fell below 0.7 to a point at 0.5 where the majority was dissatisfied. As pointed out by
Cuttle (12) the minimum/average and minimum/maximum limits have a mathematical relationship
such that for an unbiased distribution a minimum/average ratio of 0.8 would be equivalent to a
minimum/maximum ratio of 0.67, thus representing a slight relaxation of standards. By a similar
argument the minimum/maximum limit of 0.7 is equivalent to that of 0.82 minimum/average . The
CIE Code on Interior Lighting (13) and the DIN Standard 5035 (14) adopt a minimum/average
criterion for specification of uniformity on the working plane with limiting values of 0.8 and 0.66
respectively although neither is explicitly linked to luminaire spacing.

&atistical Representations of Uniformity

Concern that minimum/maximum/avera ge ratio methods of representing uniformity produced a result
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heavily influenced by a single point, value - usually the minimum- lead to the development of statistical
techniques for determining the distribution about the average of all points of illuminance calculation
or measurement. Mahier and LeVere (15) put forward "Uniformity of illuminance" (UI) as a measure
related to both average and the distribution of planar illuminance.

UI =	(1 -	 ) X	 100	 ...................................................................................................(1)
Eave

where MD is the mean deviation and is calculated from the following expression:

MD= clEave - EI /	 ........................................................................................................ (2)

where:

Eave = average planar illuminance

point illuminance

number of points of measurement

The major omission in the UI method were that no indication of the number and position of points of
calculation for working planes of different sizes was given, and that there was no guidance as to what
constitutes desirable, or otherwise, limiting values of UI.

The use of the standard deviation (S) technique was proposed by Jones and Levin (after Mahier and
LeVere(15)) as means of giving some indication of the distribution of the points measurement and at
the same time more heavily weights extreme values.

= 21/P-E 2 nave / ....................(3)

This approach has the advantage that the lighting designer would be able to tell for example, that about
two-thirds of the measurement points would be found within plus or minus one standard deviation of
the average, and by dividing standard deviation by average, an index (S/Avg) could be defined which
express uniformity in terms of percentage of illuminance variation from average, related to the
number of measurement points. Mathieu (16) incorporated the standard deviation approach into the
measure of "Statistical Uniformity" (SU)

SU=	 (Eave+ S)/(Eave	 S)	 ................................................................................................(4)

A test for convergence is required to establish the number of calculation points required to give
acceptable results for Eave and S. Mathieu (16) suggested that the appropriate number of points could

be obtained by varying the size of the calculation grid subject to a minimum of 100. A generalised
relationship between SU and uniformity ratio (in terms of minimum and average) exists, SU being
effectively a measure of "maximum/minimum" ratio. This means that a uniformity expressed as an SU
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could be interpreted in a similar manner to the maximum/minimum planar illuminance ratio if, for
example, a design specification was in terms of illuminance of adjacent areas.

Gradient Techniques

Fink (17) and Ewing (2) developed measures of uniformity based on gradient of illuminance between
adjacent points on a plane and calculated as percentage change in illuminance over a finite distance,
usually for most applications 0.1 X mounting height of luminaire. Fink also reported the results of
some experiments which attempted to determine the size of gradients that observers found noticeable,
and also to relate gradient measures to minimum/maximum/average ratios. Although the results should
be treated with caution due to the small number of observers tested, the experiments indicated that a
uniformity ratio of 0.8 minimum/average was equivalent to about 10% gradient, this being valid if no
large gradients existed. It was also demonstrated that the gradient techniques could be used, in place of
minimum/average uniformity ratio, in calculation of SHR in empty rooms.

APPLICATION OF UNIFORMITY MEASURES

For each value of the preferred series the SHR calculation was performed using different uniformity
criteria and was then assessed against limits appropriate to each measure. Details of the SHR
calculation procedure are given elsewhere in this conference (8).The method of representation of the
criteria and derivation of the limits is described below.

Minimum/Maximum/Average II luminance

The task area was divided into a grid of points at 0.lm centres at which direct illuminance was
calculated. Maximum and minimum points were selected, average illuminance calculated for the whole
grid area and the appropriate ratios calculated. An additional 16 point minimum/maximum ratio was
derived this being the lowest and highest illuminance averaged over areas on the task of size of
approximately an A4 piece of paper. This produced. it was hoped. a measure that was not unduly
influenced by single points values, and was calculated b dividing the illuminance grid into sub-areas
of 16 points over which an average was calculated. The limit of this measure was taken as 0.8 since it
was expressed in terms of averages.

Statistical Measures

The standard deviation approach as used to dee1op two measures of uniformity together with
appropriate limits. The first is the ratio standard deviation/average illuminance with an associated
limiting value derived from the familiar ratio of minimum/maximum illuminance of 0.7. Assuming a
normal distribution in which 95f of points (i.e. two standard deviations) satisfy the criterion then:

Emin	 =	 Eave	 -
	

2S................................................................................................................(5)

E max	 =	 Eave +
	

2S...............................................................................................................(6)

If the ratio Min./Max is expressed in terms of equations (5) and (6) we then get:

(Eave - 2S) / ( Eave +	 2S)	 0.7	 .........................................................................................(7)

henceS	 0.1 Eave	 ..........................................................................................................(8)
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Illuminance values at all points on the grid, standard deviations, and the uniformity measure (S/Eave)

X 100 were calculated for comparison with the limiting value of 10%.

The second statistical measure considered is Statistical Uniformity (SU) which uses one standard
deviation as the basis of its calculation process. Based on a minimum/maximum ratio of 0.7 and
substituting for S by the expression in equation (8), SU can be written as:

SU=	 (Eave + 0.1 Eave) / (Eavg - O.lEavg)..........................................................................(9)

Solving the equation will result in a limiting value for SU of 1.22.

Gradient Measures

Gradients were calculated between all individual points having a separation of 0.3m in both directions
over the whole illuminance grid. The spacing of 0.3m was selected for the calculation since it
represented the size of the "area" of task already used in the 16 point minimum/maximum measure and
was similar to the size of the grid of points used for gradient calculations by Fink (17). For each point
on the 0.3m grid the gradient was calculated in both directions as follows:

Gradienta b	 =	 2 (Ea Eb) / ( Ea + Eb)	 ...............................................................................(10)

where a and b are adjacent grid points. All gradient values are calculated and the maximum value is
selected as the uniformity measure. Fink suggests an acceptable maximum gradient of 10% although
this was determined for empty spaces lit by luminaires with smooth intensity distributions.

RESULTS

To study the effect of the various uniformity measures, SHR calculations were performed for both
empty and obstructed spaces using a number of luminaire types and results for four luminaires (two
linear and two point sources) are presented in Table 1 in terms of SHRMAX and in Table 2 in terms of
SHRNOM. Inspection of Table 1 indicates that the relationship between the various measures and SHR
follow similar general patterns for each luminaire. More detailed results for luminaires 1 and 3 in
Table 1 are shown in Figures 1.1 to 1.12 and 2.1 to 2.21 respectively. These show in graphical form
results using six uniformity measures applied to both empty and obstructed calculations and enable the
relationships to be examined in terms of both SHRMAX and SHRNOM. Since a number of the
measures rely on either the magnitude or location of the minimum point the SHR calculations were
repeated with the minimum point value arbitrarily reduced by 20%. The results are also shown in
Table 1. The purpose of the test was to give a pointer to the robustness of the the measures when
dealing with illuminance grids that may contain isolated local areas of low illuminance, this being a
particular problem in obstructed spaces.

Point Source (figures 1 .1 to 1.12)

The results of using the various minimum/maximum/average measures are illustrated in figures 1.1 to
1.12. The results indicate that using all the various uniformity measures, the greater the degree of
obstruction the smaller the maximum SHR permitted. The minimum/maximum measure using two
illuminance points which has been used to date in all SHR calculations, gives very different SHRMAX
values for the various obstructed cases, but the same SHRNOM, one increment lower than that of the
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CONCLUSIQN

It is apparent that the use of the various measures of uniformity as the basis of SHR calculations gives
results of the same general pattern but exhibiting some important variations. The most important of
these in terms of current practice is the difference between the results obtained using
minimum/maximum, the basis of calculations in CIBSE TM5, and minimum/average which is used for
specification of uniformity in CIBSE Code for Interior Lighting. Minimum/maximum/average
calculations have the advantages of simplicity, which make them easy to understand and suitable for
hand calculations, and of association with limiting values which appear to have some experimental
validation and which have been in use for a long time,albeit with limits that do not equate to each
other. The problems with these measures are caused under the circumstances where isolated point
minimum or maximum values adversely affect the results. This lack of robustness is to some extent
overcome by the use of the 16 point minimum/maximum measure. The two statistical measures,
appear from the the experimental evidence, to produce robust result and have limiting values
developed from the tried and tested minimum/maximum/average values. It is clear however that for
most illuminance grids which have wide spreads of points that the S/Eave measure is superior to SU.
Both were more complex than the other measures tested but since most SHR calculations are
performed on cortiputers this is not a major drawback in practice. The gradient measures produce
results that deviate most from the general pattern. The use of maximum gradient as a measure makes
both interpretation of results and definition of suitable limits very difficult. The measure suffers from
the same disadvantage as minimum/maximum/average in that it critically depends on localised point
values and there is a clear need for more subjective work to establish acceptable limiting maximum
gradient of illuminance.

This work has tested a number of alternative uniformity measures for use in SHR calculations.
Gradient measures have been shown to be unsuitable for this purpose whilst single point
minimum/maximum/average measures exhibit inconsistency. Statistical and 16 point
minimum/maximum measures on the other hand have been shown to have potential for the
development as the basis of SHR calculations.
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TABLE 1-_SHRMAX for tvpica himinaires calculated using different uniformit y measures.

lumiriaire
type

1

Point Source

uniformity empty	 lightly	 medium	 heavily
measure	 case	 obstructed obstructed obstructed

c&se	 case	 case

1.33

1.31

1.76

1.41

1.42

0.92

1.74

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.40

2.06

1.69

i.es

1 . 92

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.89

1.86

2.25

1.95

1 . 92

1.85

Mi n/Max

Minl6/Maxl6

Mm/Avg

S / Avg

S.U.

Max. grad

Mm/Max

Minl6/Maxl6

Mm/Avg

S/Avg

S.U.

Max. grad

Mm/Max

Mini 6/Max]. 6

Mm lAy;

S/Avg

s.U.

Max. grad

Mm /Max

Minl6/Maxl6

Mm/Avg

S/Avg

S.U.

Max. grad

1.15 ---i	 1.13	 1.13

1.31	 1.29	 1.3].	 1.27
£

1.75 ---	 1.15	 1.18
£

1.41	 1.38	 1.38	 1.27
£

1.39	 1.35	 1.38	 1.27
£

0.50 0.50	 0.50

	

1.42	 1.35	 1.17

	

1.75	 1.75	 1.28

	

1.55	 1.37	 1.25

	

2.12	 1.87	 1.31

	

2.10	 1.87	 1.30

	

0.53	 0.53

1.40 1.00 1.33 0.85 1.27

1.55 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.27 1.16

1.35 0.91 1.30 0.75 1.26
1.62 1.55 1.56 1.37 1.27 1.29

1.62 1.53 1.55 1.36 1.27 1.29

0.80 ---	 0.75

1.52 1.00 1.25 ---	 1.25

	

1.62 1.75 1.62 1.08 ---	 1.00

1.50 1.00 1.25 ---	 1.25

	

1.25 1.25 1.50 1.12 ---	 1.00

	

1.25 1.78 1.50 1.08 ---	 1.00

&& The bold flgures indicate that the work station is perpendicular to the luminaire axis
---For all SHR values the uniformit y criteria does not reach the limit
£	 SHRMAX values obtained witi a minimum illumiriance reduced by 20 %
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TABLE 2- SI-JRNOM for typical luminaires calci.ilated using different uniformity measures.

lumina ire
type

1

Point Source

uniformity empty	 lightly	 medium	 heavily
measure	 case	 obstructed obstructed obstructed

case	 case	 case

1.25

1.25

1.75

1.25

1.25

0.75

1.50

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.00

2.00

1.50

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75

2.25

1.75

1.75

1.75

Mm/Max

Minl6/Maxl6

Mm /Avg

S/Avg

S .U.

Max. grad

Mm/Max

Mini 6/Ma xl 6

Mm/Avg

S/Avg

S .U.

Max. grad

Mm /Max

Mini 6/Maxi 6

Mm/Avg

S/Avg

s.U.

Max. grad

Mm /Max

MinlG/Maxl6

Mm /Avg

S/Avg

s.U.

Max. grad

1.00 ---i	 1.00	 1.00

1.25 1.25	 1.25	 1.25
£

1.75 ---	 1.00	 1.00
£

1.25 1.25	 1.25	 1.25
£

1.25 1.25	 1.25	 1.25
£

0.50 0.50	 0.50

	

1.25	 1.25	 1.00

	

1.75	 1.75	 1.25

	

1.50	 1.25	 1.25

	

2.00	 1.75	 1.25

	

2.00	 1.75	 1.25

	

0.50	 0.50

1.25 1.00 1.25 0.75 1.25

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.25 1.00

1.25 0.75 1.25 0.75 1.25

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.25 1.25

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.25 1.25

0.75 ---	 0.75

1.50 1.00 1.25 ---	 1.25

	

1.50 1.75 1.50 1.00 ---	 1.00

1.50 1.00 1.25	 1.25

	

1.25 1.25 1.50 1.00 ---	 1.00

	

1.25 1.75 1.50 1.00 ---	 1.00

I	 I

&&: The bold figures indicate that the work station is perpendicular to the luminaire axis

For all SHR values the uniformity criteria does not reach the limit

Sl-IRNOMvaIues obtained with a minimum iflurninance reduced by 20 %
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Figure 1 1 Mm max and mm avg measures for an Figure 1 .2 Statistical measures for an empty space lit
empty space lit by point sources. 	 by point sources.
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Figure 1.3 Maximum gradient for an empty space lit Figure 1.4 Min ' max and mm/avg measures for a
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Figure 1.9 Maximum gradient for a medium
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Figure 2. 1 Min/ma.x and mm/avg measures for an Figure 2.2 Statistical measures for an empty space li.
empty space lit by linear sources.	 by linear sources.
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AN IMPROVED METhOD OF CALCULATING SPACING -TO-HEIGHT RATIO IN OBSTRUCTED
COMMERCIAL INTERIORS.

I-I. Bougdah and D.J. Carter
School of Architecture and Building Engineering, University of Liverpool.

ThE OBSTRUCTED SHR CONCEPT

Previous work at the University of Liverpool introduced the concept of an "obstructed SHR" to make
allowance for interior obstruction of known size and position (McEwan and Carter (I)). This work took as
a starting point the standard U.K method for calculation of SHR in empty rooms as described in the CIBSE
Technical Memoranda No.5 (2) which was modified to take account of light loss caused by defined
obstructions positioned within the central area of the standard square array and was implemented by means
of a computer program. The obstructions, based ostensibly on the results of a survey carried out in an an
open plan office, represented a desk with either a partition or a filing cabinet at one end with a person seated
at the desk. For each SHR value of the preferred series the program calculated the direct illuminance at each
point on a calculation grid within the central area of the luminaire array taking into account the presence of
obstructions.

The early work had a number of conceptional and practical limitations associated with assumptions about
notional task area and obstruction configurations. The size of the task area and the position and number of
calculation points varied at different stages of the calculation procedure leading to the possibility of similar
illuminance conditions at different SHR's producing different task uniformity ratios. The two obstruction
configurations were in reality, similar and were of simplicity such that they were not capable of representing
the range of sizes or densities of equipment found in office interiors.

This paper presents a computer based method of calculation of SHR for luminaires intended for use in a
wide range of commercial interiors.

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MODIFIED SHR

The standard obstructions used in the modified program consist of a horizontal task area surrounded by
three combinations of human form and furniture. These represent conditions within interiors containing
obstructions of differing sizes and densities and which are classified as having either light, medium or
heavy obstruction. The task area and furniture size and configurations were derived from a survey of
equipment as installed by a number of major European and American office equipment manufacturers. The
task area is taken as being the horizontal area of the desk. The representation of the human form was found
in the previous work to have a major influence on task illuminance conditions and in the modified version
of the program the CIE standard for "body shadow" used in Contrast Rendering Factor computation was
adopted as this was capable of acknowledging the separate contributions of head and body to obstruction
(CIE(3)).
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